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RESEARCHING OBJECTIVES

RESEARCHING OBJECTIVES
 To design and synthesize new families of organometallic half-sandwich
complexes with potential anticancer activity and organometallic tris-chelate
complexes with suitable luminescent properties.
 To characterise the new complexes by NMR spectroscopy, infrared
spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, elemental analysis and molar conductivity.
 To obtain quality single crystals to solve the crystal structure of the complexes
by X-ray diffraction.
 To study the reactivity of the complexes against biomolecules by NMR
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.
 To determine the cytotoxic activity of the complexes and to establish structureactivity relationships (SAR).
 To study the luminescent properties of the complexes.
 To use the complexes in LEC devices.
 To study the complexes in the photocatalysis of thioanisole from the
photoactivation of molecular oxygen to singlet oxygen.

EXPERIMENTAL AND
CHARACTERIZATION
TECHNIQUES

EXPERIMENTAL AND CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES
CHARACTERIZATION
TECHNIQUES

Elemental Analysis
Infrared Spectroscopy
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Molar Conductivity
Mass Spectrometry
X-ray Diffraction

OTHER TECHNIQUES

pH
UV Spectroscopy
Circular Dichroism
Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Spectroelectrochemistry-Cyclic Voltammetry
LECs performance

The techniques used in this work are divided into three main groups. The “experimental
techniques” describe the methods used in the synthesis of the complexes. The
“characterization techniques” have been used in the complete characterization of all the
complexes. Finally, “other techniques” include those techniques employed in the DNAcomplex interaction or in characterization of other properties, like photoluminescence.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Since some of the products, especially ruthenium complexes, might be oxygen-sensitive,
all synthetic manipulations were carried out under N2 atmosphere (water- and oxygenfree) using Schlenk techniques. The solvents, with the exceptions of water and ethanol,
were distilled under nitrogen in the presence of the respective drying agents before its
use (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Distillation assembly.
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2. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
2.1.Elemental Analysis (CHN)
The elemental analyses were performed in an elemental analyzer LECO CHNS-932.
Three different measurements were recorded to express the results as average values.

2.2.Infrared Spectroscopy (IR)
Medium Infrared spectra were recorded in a Nicolet Impact 410 (within the
frequency range 4000 - 400 cm-1), and in a Jasco FT/IR-4200 (see Fig. 2). Samples were
prepared either in KBr pellets (refraction) or with an ATR accessory (reflexion) and
spectra were recorded with 32 or 64 scans, respectively, and a resolution of 4.0 cm-1.
Data were treated with Spectra Manager v.2.10.01 (Build 1).

Fig. 2. Infrared Jasco FT/IR-4200 equipment.

2.3.Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
NMR spectra were registered with a VARIAN UNITY INOVA 400 MHz spectrometer
399.94 MHz; 31P, 161.9 MHz; 19F, 376.28 MHz; 13C, 100.6 MHz) and BRUKER
ADVANCE 300 MHz. Both monodimensional (1H, 31P, 19F and 13C) and bidimensional (1H1H gCOSY, 1H-1H NOESY, 1H-1H ROESY, 1H-13C gHSQC, 1H-13C gHMBC and exceptionally 1H1H gTOCSY and 1H-31P HETCOR) experiments were recorded in common deuterated
solvents (CDCl3, CD3OD, DMSO-d6, D2O, CD3CN and THF-d4), so as to establish a complete
assignment of the signals. The spectra were usually recorded at 25 °C and with 32 scans
and processed with MestReNova v10.0.2-15465. Water suppression PRESAT was
occasionally used to clarify the spectra.
(1H,

Deuterated solvents were deoxygenated by applying freezing-vacuum cycles and
introducing a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Occasionally, some of them were also dried with
molecular sieve (MS).

2.4.Molar Conductimetry (Λm)
Conductivity measurements were carried out with a CRISON 522 conductimeter (see
Fig. 3), connected to a conductivity cell CRISON 52 92 with platinum electrodes. The
commonly used solvents were water and acetonitrile, whose dielectric constants are
78.4 and 36.2 Ω-1cm2mol-1, respectively.1 The solutions of the complexes (10-3 M) were
prepared in 5 mL volumetric flasks and measured in test tubes.
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Fig. 3. (a) CRISON 522 conductimeter and (b) conductivity cell

2.5.Mass Spectrometry (FAB+-LSIMS and EI; ESI-MS)
Mass spectra were recorded with a Micromass AutoSpec spectrometer (FAB+ and EI)
and with a LC-MS 6545 Q-TOF (ESI). EI was selected for organic molecules, whereas
LSIMS and ESI-MS were preferred for organometallic complexes.

2.6.X-ray Diffraction
Acquisition of X-ray diffraction data of single crystal samples of some complexes was
performed with a BRUKER SMART APEX CCD equipment. The structural resolution was
carried out by Ana María Rodríguez- Fernández Pacheco, from the University of Castilla
La Mancha (UCLM). Mercury 3.0 (Build RC5) was used to calculate the characteristic
parameters of the structures, such as distances, angles, planes, etc.
Single crystals were grown by assorted methods. The most common and successful
technique was slow evaporation of the solvent or of a mixture of solvents, although
liquid diffusion, vapour diffusion or slow cooling of solutions were also employed (see
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Crystallizations by (a) slow evaporation and (b) vapour diffusion.
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Fig. 5. Examples of crystals obtained by different techniques.

Suitable crystals were selected under a polarizing microscope, left on a slide and
preserved in nujol to protect them against air or humidity (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Crystals selection process in the microscope.

Single crystals were mounted on a loop and the data were acquired at room or low
temperature (77 K).

3. OTHER TECHNIQUES
3.1.pH
The pH values were measured at room temperature using a Metrohm 16 DMS Titrino
pH meter fitted with a combined glass electrode and a 3 M KCl solution as a liquid
junction, which was calibrated with Radiometer Analytical SAS buffer solutions.
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3.2.UV spectroscopy
Spectrophotometric measurements of half-sandwich complexes were performed on
a Hewlett-Packard 8453A spectrophotometer fitted out with diode array detection. The
measurements were performed in a 1.0 cm path-length cell.
Spectrophotometric measurements of the Ir(III) biscyclometalated complexes were
performed by Mª del Carmen Carrión in the group of F. A. Jalón and B. R. Manzano, from
the University of Castilla La Mancha, Ciudad Real on a SECOMAM-UVIKON XS model. The
measurements were also performed in a 1.0 cm path-length cell.

3.3.Circular Dichroism (CD)
CD spectra were recorded on a MOS-450 BioLogic spectrometer. The measurements
were performed at 25 °C in 1.0 cm path-length cells in the physical-chemistry laboratory
of Begoña García.

3.4.Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Luminescent properties of the complexes were registered by Mª del Carmen Carrión
in the group of F. A. Jalón and B. R. Manzano, from the University of Castilla La Mancha,
Ciudad Real, in a PTI spectrofluorometer with a Xenon arc lamp. The same equipment
was used in the lifetime measurements, using a high resolution PTI N2 laser GL-3300
model.
In addition, some measurements were carried out by the group of E. Ortí and H.
Bolink, from the ICMol, University of Valencia. An integrating sphere Hamamatsu
absolute quantum yield C9920 was used in the emission maxima and quantum yields
measurements, using an excitation wavelength of 320 nm.

3.5.Spectroelectrochemistry – Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)

Fig. 7. Spelec equipment and electrolytic cell showing electrodes.

UV–VIS spectroelectrochemistry measurements were carried out in collaboration
with the group of A. Colina and A. Heras, from the University of Burgos, with SPELEC
instrument (DropSens, Spain) used in combination with a reflection probe, working in a
near-normal reflection configuration in a reflection cell (DRP-REFLECELL., DropSens,
Spain) (see Fig. 7).
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Electrochemical measurements were performed by Dra. A. Heras, from the
University of Burgos using a customized SPELEC (DropSens) equipment, a commercial
fully integrated synchronized spectroelectrochemical device, that includes a
bipotentiostat/galvanostat controlled by DropView (DropSens). All experiments were
carried out with a three-electrode cell using a platinum-disc with a diameter of 2 mm or
a carbon-disc with a diameter of 3 mm as working electrode, a platinum-wire as auxiliary
electrode, and a silver-wire as pseudo-reference electrode.

3.6.LECs performance
The LEC devices were prepared by A. Pertegás and C. Momblona in the group of H.
Bolink, from the ICMol, University of Valencia. The device lifetime was measured by
applying a pulsed current and monitoring the voltage and the luminance versus time by
a True Colour Sensor MAZeT (MTCSiCT Sensor) with a Botest OLT OLED Lifetime-Test
System. The electroluminescent (EL) spectra were measured using an Avantes AvaSpec2048 Fiber Optic Spectrometer during device lifetime measurement.
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1. ABOUT THE METALS
Three different transition metals have been selected in this work: ruthenium, rhodium
and iridium. All of them are within the “platinum group” of the periodic table (see Fig.
1), even though they exhibit different chemical and physical properties. They belong to
the second and third transition rows and have 4d and 5d half-filled orbitals, which confer
them special properties as organometallic complexes.

Fig. 1. Periodic Table of the elements.

1.1.Ruthenium
Ruthenium is an element of the group 8 in the second transition row of the periodic
table, with an atomic number of 44, an atomic weight of 101.07 u and electronic
configuration [Kr]4d75s1. Seven different naturally occurring isotopes are stable:
96Ru(5.5%), 98Ru(1.9%), 99Ru(12.7%), 100Ru(12.6%), 101Ru(17.0%), 102Ru(31.6%) and
104Ru(18.7%)1. It shows a wide range (0 - +8) of oxidation states, being +2 and +3 the
most common and relevant ones. Octahedral ruthenium(II) shows a LS d6 (t2g6)
electronic configuration and therefore is a diamagnetic nucleous suitable for NMR
characterization. Ruthenium(III), is a LS d5 (t2g5) and hence, is paramagnetic. The rest of
oxidation states (+4 - +8) are less common or rare, so they are not discussed in this
introduction.
We will focus on Ru(II) species because all the synthesized complexes have this
oxidation state. The most characteristic geometries for ruthenium(II) compounds are
octahedral and pseudo-octahedral and the uses of these type of complexes are very
diverse.2
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1.2.Rhodium
Rhodium is an element of the group 9 and belongs to the second transition row of
the periodic table, with an atomic number of 45, an atomic weight of 102.9055 u and
electronic configuration [Kr]4d85s1. Only one naturally occurring isotope is stable:
103Rh(100%)1, yet it is active in NMR. Octahedral rhodium(III) shows a LS d6 (t 6)
2g
electronic configuration and therefore is a diamagnetic nucleous suitable for NMR
characterization. Rhodium(I), is a d8 and also diamagnetic.2

1.3.Iridium
Iridium is an element of the group 9 and belongs to the third transition row of the
periodic table, with an atomic number of 77, an atomic weight of 192.217 u and
electronic configuration [Xe]4f145d76s2. Two different naturally occurring isotopes are
stable: 191Ir(37.3%) and 193Ir(62.7%).1 Octahedral iridium(III) shows a LS d6 (t2g6)
electronic configuration and therefore a diamagnetic nucleous suitable for NMR
characterization. Iridium(I), is a d8 and also diamagnetic.2
Rhodium and Iridium exhibit also a wide range of oxidation states, from -3 to +6.
Although the most common one is +3, the +1 oxidation state is usually well stabilized
and favoured with π-acceptor ligands. The oxidation state +4 marks a difference
between rhodium and iridium, as it occurs in iridium but not in rhodium.3
As far as the features of the elements are concerned, Table 1 shows some
differences among them. These differences are essential, so as to understand and
interpret the behaviour of each metal in coordination chemistry.
Table 1. Properties of the elements.3

Atomic number (Z)
Natural Isotopes
Atomic Weight /gmol-1
Electronic configuration
Electronegativity
Metallic radious (12coordinate)/ pm
Ionic radious (6coordinate)/ pm
Oxidation state IV
Oxidation state III
Oxidation state II
Density (20 °C)/g cm-3

Ru
44
7
101.07
[Kr]4d75s1
2.2
134

Rh
45
1
102.9055
[Kr]4d85s1
2.2
134

Ir
77
2
192.217
[Xe]4f145d76s2
2.2
135.5

62
68
7.847

60
66.5
12.39

62.5
68
22.56

It is noteworthy that the three element have similar metal radious, even though
iridium belongs to a different row from that of ruthenium and rhodium. This is due to
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the lanthanide contraction. Likewise, the same effect occurs with the ionic radious.
Nevertheless, the densities of the three metals are very different. In the case of iridium,
the presence of a much higher Z number (more number of protons and neutrons) makes
the density increase.

2. ABOUT THE CHELATING LIGANDS
2.1.Arylbenzazoles
Arylbenzazole (see Fig. 2) is the general name used to describe 2-substituted
derivatives of benzazoles. These structures contain a benzene ring fused to an 1,3-azole
ring,4 which can be an imidazole, an oxazole or a thiazole. Aryl moieties can be pyridyl,
phenyl or phenyl derivatives, the latter of which undergo cyclometallation easily with
Ru(II), Rh(III) and Ir(III). They display luminescence, owing to the excited-state
intramolecular electron transfer.5 In addition, these pharmacophores are part of
different natural products (e.g. vitamine B12, see Fig. 3) as well as relevant drugs (e.g.
omeprazole, see Fig. 3).6,7,8,9

Fig. 2. General structure of arylbenzazole group.

Fig. 3. Chemical structures of Omeprazole and Vitamin B12. The dashed purple circles highlight the benzimidazole
moieties of the corresponding molecules.

As far as benzimidazoles are concerned, the first benzimidazole was synthesised in
1872 by Hoebrecker. They were called “anhydrobases”, as they are formed by the loss
of water.4 These compounds exhibit tautomerism in solution4, as a result of which, the
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NH proton exchanges rapidly between both N atoms, making them equivalent in the
NMR time scale at room temperature (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Tautomeric exchange of benzimidazoles.

Imidazole, oxazole and thiazole five -membered rings
Five-membered rings with two heteroatoms (1,3-azoles) are composed of a sp2hybridized azomethine nitrogen atom (pyridine-type or imine-type nitrogen) and
another heteroatom (X = NH, O, S). Thus, the basicity of the ring depends on the latter.
In addition, the heteroatom X exerts two opposite effects: (i) mesomerically electrondonor effect (base-strengthening effect) and (ii) inductively electron-withdrawal effect
(base-weakening effect). When both heteroatoms are nitrogen, the mesomeric effect
predominates and consequently its basicity increases. On the contrary, when the
heteroatom is oxygen or sulphur, the inductive effect is higher and as a result, their
basicity decreases. Thus, the tendency of the basicity of the azoles are: imidazole (pK a =
7.0) > thiazole (pKa = 2.5) > oxazole (pKa = 0.8).10 These features can modify the
properties of the corresponding metal complexes.
Metal complexes with arylbenzazoles have been widely synthesised11,12,13,14 and
used as catalysts15,16,17,18,19,20, drugs (anthelmintic, anticancer, Alzheimer
disease)21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28 or as solar cells29, but also in cells staining30 and lighting
devices,31 owing to their excellent luminescent properties32,33,34,35. They adopt a
bidentate chelate coordination mode when they bind to a metal, so they behave as
N,N-, O,N- and C,N-donors. The azole ring always coordinates through the nitrogen
atom, since it exhibits a lone pair in an sp2 hybrid orbital in the plane of the ring available
to form σ-covalent bonds with metals and one electron in a pure pz orbital, delocalized
in the aromatic π-system (aromatic sextet). This pz orbital is half-filled, so that the orbital
can accept one electron from a d orbital of a metal and consequently, the bond is
reinforced (π-backbonding). However, both oxygen and sulphur (X = O, S, in benzoxazole
and benzothiazole, respectively) have a lone pair as part of the aromatic sextet, apart
from the lone pair in an sp2 hybrid orbital in the plane of the ring. Since the pz orbital of
the heteroatom is full, the π-backbonding is blocked. Thus, they are less prone than
nitrogen to binding to a metal (see Fig. 5).10,36
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Fig. 5. Hypothetical M-N and M-X coordination modes for the azole ring (X = O, S).

2.1.1. Pyridylbenzazoles
Among pyridylbenzazoles, 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) and 2-(2’pyridyl)benzoxazole (pybox) have been selected for this work (see Fig. 10).
Moreover, the secondary amine group of the imidazole allows the alkylation of
the nitrogen through deprotonation with a strong base (e.g. potassium or cesium
carbonate) followed by the insertion of the alkyl group from the respective halide
derivative (see Fig. 6).17

Fig. 6. Synthesis of 2-(2-pyridyl)-N-methylbenzimidazole.

The 2-(2’-pyridylbenzoxazole) ligand (see Fig. 10) can be synthesised from 2aminophenol and 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde as the starting products by using different
oxidants, for instance, silver oxide37, oxygen with activated carbon (Shirasagi
reaction)38,39, DDQ40 or IBX41. The pathway of the reaction involves the formation of a
Shiff’s base and its subsequent oxidation. However, the latter oxidant (IBX) was selected,
due to the easiness of the synthesis and the good yields (see Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Synthesis of 2-(2-pyridyl)benzoxazole.

2.1.2. Pyridylimidazole
The 2-(2’-pyridyl)imidazole (pyim) ligand was synthesised (see Fig. 8) from the
cold mixture of 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde, glyoxal and aqueous ammonia.42,43

Fig. 8. Synthesis of 2-(2-pyridyl)imidazole.

2.1.3. Phenylbenzimidazoles
The 2-phenylbenzimidazole (pbim) ligand (see Fig. 10) is a promising alternative
to the cyclometalating phenylpyridine C,N-ligand, which acts as an anionic ligand after
C-H bond activation in the presence of a weak base (e.g. sodium acetate) favoured by
the presence of a metal ion.44 After deprotonation, the anionic sp2 carbon atom
stabilizes the electronic charge of the metal cation and reinforces de M-C bond.
2.1.4. Hydroxyphenylbenzazoles
The hydroxyphenylbenzazoles (see Fig. 10) selected for this work are 2-(2’hydroxiphenyl)benzimidazole (hpbim) and 2-(2’-hydroxiphenyl)benzothiazole (hpbtz).
They both need deprotonation of the hydroxyl group with a strong base (e.g.
triethylamine), so as to coordinate to a metal.27 The formation of a six-membered
chelate ring with the metal bends and twists the ligands, resulting in the lack of
coplanarity between the two aromatic rings that form the ligand.
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2.1.5. Aminophenylbenzazoles
The aminophenylbenzazoles (see Fig. 10) behave as N,N-chelate ligands and they
do not need deprotonation of the amino group to coordinate to the metal. 2-(2’aminophenyl)benzimidazole (apbim) and 2-(2’-aminophenyl)benzothiazole (apbtz) were
chosen for this work.27,45 As well as in the case of hydroxiphenylbenzoazoles, the
formation of a six-membered chelate ring causes the lack of coplanarity between the
two moieties of the ligands.
2.1.6. Thiabendazoles
Thiabendazole (2-(4-thiazolyl)benzimidazole or tbz – see Fig. 10) is one of the
best-known benzimidazoles and has been widely used as an anthelmintic and an
antifungal agent.7,9 It is also an arylbenzazole and its structure is similar to the
pyridylbenzimidazole. The difference is basically focused on the 2-substituted ring of the
benzimidazole. Thiabendazole has a thiazolyl ring, instead of a pyridine, yet the thiazolyl
ring also displays aromaticity. The benzimidazole moiety can also be N-alkylated as for
pyridylbenzimidazole (see Fig. 9 for conditions).17

Fig. 9. Synthesis of N-Methylthiabendazole.

Fig. 10. Ligands used in this work, the neutral N,N-ligands (left-blue) and the proligands used as precursors of
anionic C,N- and O,N-ligands (right-pink).
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1. CANCER
What is it?
Cancer is one of the most malignant diseases in the world. It is produced by the
uncontrolled growth and spread of cells and it can affect almost any part of the body.1
The WHO (World Health Organization) has determined in 8.2 million the number of
deaths caused by cancer in the year 2012 worldwide with 14.1 million new cases
detected in the same year. The most malignant cancers are lung, liver, stomach,
colorectal and breast. There are five behavioural and dietary risks we should control, in
order to avoid the development of the diseases: (i) high blood mass index, (ii) low fruit
and vegetable intake, (iii) lack of physical activity, (iv) tobacco and (v) alcohol, being the
last one the most relevant risk. In addition, there are other risk factors such as chronic
infections (Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C virus), some types of Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV), air pollution and indoor smoke from household use of solid fuels.2
How is it produced?
Cancer arises when one single cell turns from a normal cell into a tumour cell. This
change is the result of the interaction between a person’s genetic factors and three kind
of external agents:2
 Physical carcinogens: UV and ionizing radiation.
 Chemical carcinogens: asbestos, components of tobacco smoke, aflatoxin (a food
contaminant) and arsenic (a drinking water contaminant).
 Biological carcinogens: infections with certain viruses, bacteria or parasites.
Which are the treatments?
There are three main strategies to cure cancer: surgery, chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. Nevertheless, nowadays another treatment is growing: immunotherapy.
Furthermore, when the disease has no cure, there are some palliative cares to relieve
symptoms and to make people live more comfortably.2
In this work, we will focus on chemotherapy. To begin with, we will discuss and
comment the beginnings of anticancer agents, as well as the most relevant metal
compounds used as chemotherapeutic agents.

1.1. Early history of anticancer drugs: cisplatin
Due to the big amount of deaths caused by cancer, the development of new
anticancer drugs is the main aim of research in this field. As far as chemotherapy is
concerned, transition metal complexes are promising drugs for cancer treatment.
Cisplatin was the first metal anticancer drug serendipitously discovered by Barnett
Rosenberg. In 1961 he realized that cells behaved as dipoles in cell division, so he
decided to apply an electromagnetic radiation to cells to mimic the process. Barnett
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Rosenberg and L. VanCamp set the device to carry out the experiment with platinum
electrodes and exposed Escherichia Coli to an electric field, before testing the same
experiment in mammalian cells. When they examined the bacterial cells after the
experiment, they discovered that the bacterial rods had grown, which meant that the
cell division was inhibited, but not the growth. However, they immediately realized that
it was not due to the action of the electric field but due to the action of electrolysis
products from the platinum electrodes. T. Krigas, a chemist, identified the product
responsible for the above-mentioned effect as probably [NH4]2[PtCl6]. Nevertheless,
when they added the synthesised compound to the bacterial cells, they found a
bactericidal activity instead of the growth of rods.3,4 After some experiments they found
out that light was essential to produce the neutral platinum(IV) complex [Pt(NH3)2Cl4]
with two isomers: cis- and trans-. The latter was the more thermodynamically stable and
the one they first prepared. They also synthesized the corresponding cis-platinum(IV)
complex and the platinum(II) derivatives and found both the complexes of Pt(II) and
Pt(IV) in the cis- conformation were active against cell division, whereas the transconformations were inactive. In 1968 they tested the complexes in cancer cells and
found that the same effect with the cis- isomer as in bacterial cells3 and in 1969 a paper
was published with some interesting results of the anticancer activity against sarcoma
and leukaemia cancers of these platinum complexes.5
Since that moment cisplatin, as it was called, became the most important drug to
treat almost every kind of cancer worldwide and nowadays it is still used. This
serendipitous discovery encouraged the search of new platinum compounds and gave
rise to a series of empirical rules that active platinum compounds (either square-planar
or octahedral) should have. The conclusion was that these complexes ought to 6,7:
1) be neutral to facilitate passive diffusion into cells.
2) contain two cis leaving groups.
3) have relatively inert ligands working as nonleaving groups. Ammines
seem to be preferred.
4) have leaving groups with a “window of lability” centered on chloride. This
is, the nature of the leaving group modifies the reactivity of the complex,
and chloride ions are preferred, as they have an intermediate leaving
ability.
However, cisplatin has severe side effects, such as nausea, vomiting, nephrotoxicity
and loss of sensation in the extremities, and some drawbacks like non-specificity of the
drug or platination of the sulphur residues on proteins.8 For these reasons and taking
into account the previous statements, some new platinum-based complexes were
synthesized and screened, with the aim of improving toxicity and specificity (see Fig. 1).
As less labile leaving groups were thought to improve toxicity, carboplatin
(diammine[1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylato(2-)-O,O’]platinum(II)) was tested (see Fig. 1).
The substitution of the leaving group did improve nephrotoxicity.9 Carboplatin was the
first platinum derivative clinically used after cisplatin. It reduces the side effects due to
the aquation rate constant, which is lower than for cisplatin and thus, administration
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doses can be higher and can last longer. Nevertheless, it did not overcome platinum
resistance. Oxaliplatin (see Fig. 1) was the first drug able to overcome this resistance
through the inhibition of DNA synthesis and also reduces the side effects of cisplatin.
Both carboplatin and oxaliplatin have been approved for world-wide use (Carboplatin:
1989. Oxaliplatin: France, 1996; USA, 2002 and Japan, 2005).10,11 Picoplatin (see Fig. 1),
a cisplatin derivative, was shown to overcome resistance to cisplatin, carboplatin and
oxaliplatin. The methyl group of the pyridine ring is placed nearly over the metal centre,
what provides steric hindrance to the attack by nucleophiles, especially thiols. Thus, it
prevents glutathione-mediated drug resistance. It entered clinical trials in 1997.10,11

Fig. 1. Platinum-based anticancer drugs.12,13,10,14

Nedaplatin, lobaplatin and heptaplatin are based in the latter platinum complexes,
even though they have been only approved for its use in Japan (1995), China (2003) and
South Korea (1999), respectively. Nedaplatin (see Fig. 1) is a second generation cisplatin
analogue much more soluble (ca. 10 times) and with lower nephrotoxicity than cisplatin.
Phase I and II clinical trials are ongoing in combined therapies with other drugs for the
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treatment of different types of cancers, showing promising results. Lobaplatin (see Fig.
1) is a third generation platinum anticancer drug used in a type of leukaemia and exhibit
important activity against cisplatin and carboplatin cross-resistance. It has entered
phase III clinical trials in combination with other drugs.10,11,15 Heptaplatin (see Fig. 1) was
successfully designed to have higher antitumour activity and lower toxicity than
cisplatin. It exhibits high stability in solution and is active against cisplatin-resistant
cancer cells through deactivation of metallothioneins. It has reached phase II clinical
trials in combination with other drugs and has currently entered phase III, where has
demonstrated activities similar to cisplatin.10,11,15
Satraplatin (2007, see Fig. 1) is a Pt(IV) complex, which can be administrated as an
oral drug. The two acetate ligands increase its lipophilicity and it is reduced in the
bloodstream, the same as most Pt(IV) derivatives, with the consequent loss of the
acetates. DNA is also the main target for this drug, although, unlike other platinum
drugs, the mechanism involves the block of the DNA repair, as the DNA mismatch repair
proteins do not recognize the adducts formed. Phase I, II and III clinical trials have been
carried out and are still in process either alone or in combination with other drugs.10,11,15
Finally, among multinuclear platinum complexes, BBR3464 (see Fig. 1) has relevant
activity, since it is the first compound not showing covalent interaction with DNA with
activity similar to cisplatin. Its mechanism of action implies the formation of intrastrand
and interstrand crosslinks (via hydrogen bonding to the oxygen atoms of the phosphate
groups) that cannot be repaired. Different phase I, II and III clinical trials have been
reported with good results but some important side effects.10,11
1.1.1. Cisplatin: Mechanism of Action
Cisplatin as well as other platinum-based drugs have DNA as the main target16,
and are used either alone or in combination with other drugs. Direct intravenous
administration is usually the best option for cisplatin, due to the low stability and low
water-solubility of the complex. When it is in the bloodstream, cisplatin interacts with
plasma proteins such as human serum albumin (HSA), haemoglobin (Hb) or transferring
(Tf), which transport the drug to the different tissues. The complex enters the cells by
passive diffusion or by active protein-mediated transport systems, for instance human
organic cation transporter (hOCT2) and the copper transport protein (Ctr1).11 Within the
cell, cisplatin (Fig. 2-a) is hydrolyzed (Fig. 2-b) and therefore, the neutral complex
converts into a cationic aquo-derivative. Hydrolysis only occurs in the cytoplasm, where
chloride concentration is 5-20 mM; whereas in the bloodstream this concentration
increases up to 100 mM, so this process is inhibited.17 The lability of water allows
platinum to bind DNA bases (Fig. 2-d), specially N7 of guanine (G) and adenine (A) and
N3 of cytosine (C). The second chloride can also be displaced by a water molecule (Fig.
2-c) and by DNA in a second step (Fig. 2-e) to form a bifunctional adduct between two
adjacent bases on the same strand.
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Fig. 2. Mechanism pathway of cisplatin-DNA interaction modes. Scheme extracted from Trudu, F.; Amato, F.;
Vaňhara, P.; Pivetta, T.; Peña-Méndez, E. M.; Havel, J. J. Appl. Biomed. 2015, 13, p 81.11

Thus, there are many possibilities for cisplatin to bind DNA (see Fig. 3): 1,2intrastrand GG cross-link (50%-60%), 1,2-intrastrand AG cross-link (20%-30%), 1,3intrastrand GXG cross-link (10%), interstrand GG adduct (<1%) and DNA-protein crosslinks (<1%)8,11,18 (see DNA interactions, page 65). The coordination to two adjacent bases
together with the fact that the platinum centre is located in the major groove lead to a
bend of DNA of ca. 45° towards the site of platination and consequently, the opening of
the minor groove. All these conformational changes inhibit the molecular recognition
processes, such as transcription and replication and finally lead to cell death. 8,16
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Fig. 3. Types of DNA-cisplatin crosslinks. Figure extracted from Shamsi, M. H.; Kraatz, H.-B. J. Inorg. Organomet.
Polym. Mater. 2012, 23, p 19.19

Nevertheless, platinum-based drugs are still very toxic and consequently have
acute side effects. This reason promoted the development of anticancer drugs based in
other transition metal complexes, such as palladium, ruthenium, gold, silver, copper,
rhodium, iridium, osmium or rhenium.12 A search of the published papers from 1980 to
2015, with the term “metal anticancer” (e.g. platinum anticancer or gold anticancer) in
the Web of Science gives an idea of the quick increase and interest in organometallic or
metallo-organic anticancer drugs, with quasi exponential increment (see Fig. 4). It is
remarkable that platinum is far more used as anticancer drug than any other metal. On
the other hand, rhodium and iridium have been hardly studied. A brief review of some
of these metal complexes will be shown in the next pages.
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1.2. Other platinum group metals
1.2.1. Palladium
Palladium is an element of the group 10 and belongs to the second transition row
and to the “platinum group”, with an electronic configuration [Kr]4d 10.20 Palladium has
been widely used in catalysis chemistry for years. Nevertheless, the similar coordination
chemistry to Pt(II) turned Pd(II) into a new anticancer metal to search for. However, the
ligand exchange process (e.g. hydrolysis) for Pd(II) compounds is about 105 times faster
than that for Pt(II). This ligand dissociation generates very active species able to bind
different macromolecules even in the bloodstream, avoiding the drug to reach its target
(e.g. DNA). Initially, palladium-based complexes turned to be inactive, toxic and useless
as therapeutic drugs, even though bulky chelating ligands can stabilise the complex. In
addition, whereas cis- configuration complexes are more active in Pt(II), transconfiguration is predominant in Pd(II) and some cis- isomers transform into inactive
trans- derivatives.12,21 Among these trans-derivatives the complex [Pd(dmnp)2Cl2] was
synthesised (see Fig. 5) and tested in some cell lines. It was much more active than either
the free ligand or cisplatin even against some resistant cell lines.22 In addition, some
complexes with ethylenediamine as chelating ligand, chloride and a monodentate Ndonor ligand were reported ([1], see Fig. 5). They presented interesting cytotoxicity
against a human leukaemia cell line. The increase of the electron donor properties of
the R substituents led to an increase of the donor strength of the coordinated pyridines,
which implied an increase in the cytotoxic activity of these kind of complexes. 22,23
Another group of bulky and planar chelating ligands (phenantrolines) with different R
substituents
were
studied
([(N,N-dialkyl-1,10-phenanthroline-2,9dimathanamine)Pd(II)], see Fig. 5). These complexes showed that an increase of the
lipophilicity of the complexes, directly led to an increase of the cytotoxicity. As a result,
the complexes with propyl, tertbutyl and cyclohexyl substituents exhibited better
activities than cisplatin. Furthermore, these compounds do not interact with chloride
anions and therefore, they are expected to be active against gastrointestinal tumours,
since in the intestines the chloride concentration is so high that chloride ions can inhibit
the activation of drugs like cisplatin.22 In order to avoid this process and owing to the
stability of metal complexes with amino acids (aa), some palladium complexes with
bipyridine as chelating ligand and different amino acids were synthesised (see Fig. 6).
Among all the L-amino acids, only nine of them (cysteine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid,
methionine, histidine, arginine, phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan) improved
cisplatin cytotoxicity. The platinum analogues showed a general tendency for biological
activity: nonpolar > polar uncharged > charged side groups, which is not observed for
palladium complexes. However, Pd(II) amino acid derivatives possess much more
inhibitory activity for nuclear transcription than their Pt(II) analogues.22 In addition, the
chelating coordination mode of most of them occurs through the amine group and the
side chain of the amino acid, which allows the carboxylate function to bind other amino
acids or peptides.21,23
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Fig. 5. Palladium complexes with anticancer properties.21,22,23

Fig. 6. Palladium complexes with L-amino acids ligands.22

Recently, two palladium(II) porphyrin compounds TOOKAD® and TOOKAD®
Soluble (see Fig. 7) are in phase III clinical trials as sensitizers in PDT.24 They are Pd-
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bacteriochlorophyll derivatives developed as a second generation photosensitizers and
used for the treatment of bulky solid tumours, like prostate carcinoma. They do not act
directly in the tumour cells, but induce damage to the tumour vascular system.
Furthermore, they easily eliminate and show a selective action as a result of PDT
treatment.25

Fig. 7. TOOKAD® soluble.26

A great deal of palladium complexes has been synthesised in the last years, even
though their biological activities are moderate and only TOOKAD® has entered clinical
trials, so far.
1.2.2. Ruthenium
The use of ruthenium complexes as anticancer agents is the result of the search
of new non-platinum drugs, since the latter exhibit serious drawbacks in cancer
chemotherapy. As a consequence, ruthenium complexes have become the most
promising alternative to platinum drugs. They are less toxic and many of them are
effective in platinum resistant cancers.27 There are also some characteristics that make
ruthenium complexes suitable for medicinal applications28:
 Multiple oxidation states (+2, +3 and +4) accessible in the presence of
biological reductants (e.g. ascorbate and glutathione) or oxidants (O2 or
H2O2) in physiological conditions.29,30
 High reactivity or ligand-exchange kinetics with low toxicity.
 Selective antitumour activity in both in vivo and in vitro studies.
 Different membrane transport mechanisms: active transport, passive
diffusion or a mixture of both processes.
 Different molecular action mechanisms: intercalation and covalent binding
with DNA and binding to extracellular sites inducing conformational
modifications that can have an antineoplastic effect.
 The ability to exchange ligands with O- and N-donor biomolecules similarly
to platinum drugs.
 Octahedral geometry that provides numerous synthetic opportunities for
tuning the biological activities.
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Both Ru(III) and Ru(II) compounds form hexa-coordinated complexes, even
though Ru(III) acts as prodrug, since it is usually reduced in physiological media. This
reduction process is even faster in hypoxic tumour tissues, where the oxygen content is
lower, and can be reverted with molecular oxygen.11 Clarke and co-workers proposed
this reduction process for the first time with an octahedral chloride and ammonia
complex [RuCl3(NH3)3] (see Fig. 8). However, it was too insoluble for clinical uses.31
Another two octahedral Ru(III) complexes, NAMI-A and KP1039 (see Fig. 8), have
entered phase II clinical trials.28 Despite their structural similarities, they exhibit
substantially different anticancer properties.29 KP1019 shows cytotoxic activity against
some primary cancers, whereas NAMI-A is non-toxic and has antimetastatic activity
against solid tumours. 29,31
NAMI-A was the first ruthenium compound to enter clinical trials. In the related
derivative NAMI (see Fig. 8), ruthenium is coordinated to one imidazole ligand, one
DMSO molecule and four chloride anions and the charge is stabilized with a sodium
cation as counterion. It has good water solubility, a high Ru(III/II) reduction potential
and inertness in aqueous solution due to the π-acceptor effect of the S-bound DMSO. It
is noticeable that its activity, which does not involve DNA binding, is independent of its
concentration, although only small amounts of NAMI reach the tumour target.
Notwithstanding, the cation seems to be important, as the sodium salt was unstable to
enter clinical trials. The replacement of sodium by imidazolium in NAMI-A allowed more
stability of the complex keeping the same biological effects. The mechanism of action is
still unknown, even though DNA is not the primary target.28 An in vitro anticancer drug
screening in the 60-cell line NCI panel shows no activity and it is 1000-times less
cytotoxic than cisplatin.17 However, NAMI-A inhibits and influences the main steps in
the dissemination process (metastasis inhibition), such as re-adhesion, mobility and
invasion of tumour cells, affecting only tumour cells endowed with metastatic ability.28
Phase I clinical trials began in 1999 and were reported in 2004. The study allowed to
determine the administration dose of the drug after it was tested in 24 patients with
different kind of tumours, with lung cancer patients providing the more promising result
(specially NSCLC = non-small-cell lung carcinoma). Finally, the optimal treatment was
fixed in a daily intravenous infusion (300 mg/m2/day) for 5 days every 3 weeks.29,32 A
phase I/II study with NAMI-A and gemcitabine, a potent anticancer drug, in NSCLC
cancer patients has been recently developed. The results do not show an improvement
in relation to the use of gemcitabine alone, although more studies are needed to
establish definitive conclusions.33 In addition, some more studies are being performed
with NAMI-A, for instance, a combinatorial therapy of the drug with doxorubicin for
mammary cancer is ongoing.34
Another ruthenium(III) complex which is currently in phase II clinical trials is
KP1019 (see Fig. 8). Ruthenium is coordinated to two identical axial indazole
heterocycles (trans- disposition) via nitrogen atoms and four chloride groups.29 It has
shown activity both in vitro (it induces apoptosis in colorectal cancer cell lines) and in
vivo (on chemo-resistant colon carcinoma). DNA synthesis inhibition is suggested to be
the mechanism of action, although mitochondrial DNA is preferred rather than
nuclear.29,28 Initial testing were performed in 1998 with promising results35 and phase I
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clinical trials were published in 2009. The pharmacokinetic study showed higher
ruthenium concentration in the plasma than in the ultrafiltrate of blood, which means
that KP1019 in the bloodstream is bound preferably to proteins (HSA and Tf). The results
of the trials were promising, as only mild cytotoxicities were detected and the optimal
dose was fixed in 400 mg for more than three weeks of treatment.36

Fig. 8. Ruthenium based anticancer drugs. Ru(III) above and Ru(II)-arene below.31,37,38

As said before, both NAMI-A and KP1019 undergo reduction of the oxidation
state of ruthenium, in order to be activated. These redox potentials (E1/2 = 0.03 V and
0.25 V versus NHE, respectively) are pH independent around neutral pH values and
achievable by some physiological reductants such as glutathione (E0 = -0.25 V) or
ascorbic acid (E0 = +0.06 V).39 The reduction of these complexes causes the fill of the t2g
orbitals and thus, π-donating ligands bind less strongly and it is especially effective in
tumour hypoxic issues. Once the reduction has occurred, ruthenium complexes are
more reactive and can interact either with water (aquation) or with proteins or DNA. 28
As far as ruthenium(II) complexes are concerned, arene complexes are the most
studied in relation with their anticancer properties. They adopt a pseudo-octahedral
coordination mode and are also called half-sandwich or piano-stool complexes, due to
their similarity with these objects. Moreover, since Ru(III) complexes are proposed to be
reduced in physiologic media, Ru(II) compounds have received a growing interest in the
last years. The arene stabilises the ruthenium(II) centre and increases hydrophobicity,
which facilitates the transport through cell membranes. In addition, modifications of the
three ligand positions allow the fine-tuning of their characteristics and reactivity40,41 (see
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Ruthenium arene complexes in page 72). Among this kind of complexes some
ethylenediamine and RAPTA types have also entered clinical trials. RM175 (ONCO4417),
prepared and studied by Sadler and co-workers41 (see Fig. 8), shows strong cytotoxicity
and even overcomes resistance to cisplatin. This piano stool complex is formed by an
arene (biphenyl), a diamine chelate ligand and one chloride anion. The ethylenediamine,
a bidentate N-donor ligand reduces the lability of the chloride leaving group, which
slows down the hydrolysis process. The cytotoxicity of the complex is related to a dual
DNA interaction mode. Apart from the typical guanine covalent coordination via
hydrolysis of chloride, RM175 is able to intercalate into DNA base pairs through the
biphenyl ligand. This fact enhances DNA damage at levels similar to those of
cisplatin.28,42
Dyson and co-workers synthesised and tested the RAPTA complexes. These
compounds are composed of an arene, two chloride ligands and a PTA ligand (1,3,5triaza-7-phosphatricyclo-[3.3.1.1]-decane or 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane, (see
CHAPTER 2), which provides solubility both in aqueous and organic media (amphiphilic
nature). The change of the arene has led to different complexes, for instance, RAPTA-C
with p-cymene, RAPTA-T with toluene and RAPTA-B with benzene (see Fig. 8). All of them
undergo aquation due to the lability of one chloride, although a high chloride
concentration suppresses this process.27,43,44 RAPTA-T has shown antimetastatic
properties in vitro and in vivo, being extracellular matrix components (extracellular
proteins) and the cell surface the observed targets, instead of DNA and cell nucleus. 28
RAPTA-C induces apoptosis through different pathways, which implies that the complex
is unlikely to suffer from acquired resistance.45 It is also pH sensitive, which involves that
at pH < 7 (hypoxic cells) DNA is damaged, whereas at pH > 7 (normal cells) DNA is not
affected.46 In all these compounds, PTA seems to be a key factor in the toxic mechanism
of RAPTA complexes, as well as the active agent responsible for the antimetastatic
properties. The protonated form of PTA is considered the active structure able to either
facilitate the cross of the cell membrane or improve solubility.28
1.2.3. Osmium
Osmium, the heavier ruthenium congener, is an element of the group 8 and
belongs to the third transition row and to the “platinum group”, with an electronic
configuration [Xe]4f145d6s2.20 Therefore, +2 and +3 are the most common oxidation
states, as for ruthenium, although +4 is also accessible. Despite the similarity between
ruthenium and osmium complexes, there are quite a few differences, for instance in the
chemical and physical properties as well as in the biological activity. Osmium compounds
are relatively inert, since they exhibit lower kinetic rates than the ruthenium
derivatives.47,48 In addition, other features such as the preference for higher oxidation
states, slower ligand exchange, stronger π-backdonation from lower oxidation states
and markedly stronger spin-orbit coupling, make osmium an interesting alternative to
ruthenium.49 Notwithstanding, it is possible to change the reactivity modifying their
structural elements, specifically the chelating ligand in osmium arene complexes. 12 The
first strategies for the development of osmium anticancer drugs lead to the metal
substitution of the well-established ruthenium compounds (NAMI-A, KP1019, RAPTA-C
and RM175), due to their successful biological activities (see Fig. 9: osmium derivatives
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from NAMI-A - [2], KP1019- [3], [4], [5] and [6], RAPTA-C – [7] and RM175 - [8]).
Surprisingly, the coordination mode for ruthenium(III) in KP1019 differs from that of
osmium(III) analogues. Indazole is bonded to Ru(III) only through N2, whereas in Os(III)
and Os(IV) complexes it is coordinated through both N1 and N2 (see Fig. 9, [3], [4] and
[5]). This tautomerization process has relevant consequences in their biological
behaviour. The complex with ruthenium inhibits the tumour growth, whereas the one
with osmium reduces necrosis.49 Moreover, two osmium oxidation states are possible
for the compound with two indazole ligands. The Os(III) complex is accessible via
chemical or electrochemical reduction of the Os(IV) compound without changes in the
coordination mode and scarce variations in the cytotoxic activity.50 As far as the osmium
arene complexes are concerned, they are less active than the ruthenium analogues. In
addition, hydrolysis processes are far slower (ca. 40 times), which could be the reason
of their low cytotoxicity.47
Sadler and co-workers reported some osmium N,N-azopyridine derivatives (see
Fig. 9, [9]) with noteworthy anticancer activity against a variety of cancer cell lines both
in vivo and in vitro.49

Fig. 9. Osmium anticancer complexes in different oxidation states (III) upper, (IV) middle, (II) down. 49,47

In order to make a SAR study on osmium arene complexes, replacements in the
chelate ligand were performed. As said before, hydrolysis was slow with neutral N,Nligands. However, when these ligands were substituted by anionic O,O-ligands, like
acetylacetonate (acac-), the rate of hydrolysis was increased, giving rise to a new dimer
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compound [(η6-arene)Os(μ-OH)3Os(η6-arene)]+. This complex was the result of the loss
of the acac- ligand. These dimers were inert and inactive in vivo. Afterwards, a new
change of the chelate ligand was made with anionic N,O-ligands (picolinates). This
replacement led to more stable complexes with slower hydrolysis rates and promising
activity. Moreover, they were found to bind DNA through guanine and adenine. 40 To
conclude, these changes showed different behaviour in physiological media for each
chelate ligand (see Fig. 10).49

X, Y =

X, Y =
X, Y =

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the mechanisms of action of osmium-arene complexes. Figure extracted from
Hanif, M.; Babak, M. V.; Hartinger, C. G. Drug Discov. Today 2014, 19, p 1645.49

1.2.4. Rhodium
Rhodium complexes have not been studied as widely as complexes of other latetransition metals, even though rhodium compounds with anticancer properties were
known since 1953 when RhCl3 was studied along with other metal chloride salts.51 This
work showed different behaviour among metals, and some of them were a bit cytotoxic
when administrated to mice in drinking water.52 A later study (in 2012) revealed a slight
effect of low concentration of rhodium tri-chloride salt (RhCl3) on cells.53 Furthermore,
the Rh(III) complexes of type mer-[RhCl3(NH3)3] and mer,cis-[RhCl3(DMSO)2(NH3)] were
reported to display significant antineoplastic activity.51 In the 1970s dirhodium(II)
complexes caught the attention of researchers, especially carboxylate-bridged
compounds (see Fig. 11, [10]), owing to their carcinostatic activity.12 This kind of
complexes with general formula [Rh2(RCOO)4(solvent)2] possess a Rh(II)-Rh(II) bond,
four equatorial ligands and two axial ligands, which usually are solvent molecules. Rh(II)
is a d7 paramagnetic metal ion, but when coordinated to another Rh(II) metal centre the
complex becomes diamagnetic. Nevertheless, they exhibited such a high toxicity, that
their use was avoided.12 Regarding the R group, the cytotoxic activity increases with the
size of the alkyl group, showing activity against Ehrlich ascites (a type of breast cancer)
tumour cells in mice.54 When the R group is a butyl group (the carboxylate group
becomes a butyrate), the subsequent complex inhibits the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway, which is closely related to cytotoxicity.55,56 Within this group a wide variety of
complexes have been reported like a rhodium sulfosalycilate complex, which improves
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the solubility with regard to the common dirhodium carboxylates.57 Rh(III) polypyridyl
complexes with facial ligands like 1,4,7-trithiacyclonane ([9]aneS3) (see Fig. 11) can slow
down the ligand substitution, and consequently, improve cytotoxicity.51 Some
complexes with promising results and even better than those for cisplatin were
reported.58

Fig. 11. Most relevant rhodium complexes: dirhodium(II/II) carboxylates and Rh(III) trithiacyclononane. 51,54,58

1.2.5. Iridium
The use of iridium complexes as anticancer drugs has been spread very recently.
Moreover, there are not complexes in clinical trials so far, what makes difficult to review
this metal. In the 1970s and 1980s iridium(I) complexes with square-planar geometry
(see Fig. 12) caught the attention of researchers, due to the similarity to cisplatin.
[Ir(acac)(cod)] was extremely active against Ehrlich ascites in mice and Lewis lung
carcinoma, whereas [IrCl(cod)]2 showed activity in the Lewis lung model, but no
inhibition of primary tumours.12,59 More recently iridium chloride salt (IrCl3) was tested
in rat fibroblasts and was found to be able to inhibit cell growth. 53 Then, the attention
was focused on Ir(III) complexes, especially with the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl
ligand. Sadler and co-workers have deeply studied these iridium complexes with
bipyridine and phenylpyridine type ligands60,61 as well as with N,N-ligands (en, phen,
etc.).62,63 Sheldrick and co-workers have also reviewed iridium and rhodium complexes
with different oxidation states. Concerning the half-sandwich compounds, promising
cytotoxicity values in three different cancer cell lines were obtained with polipyridyl
ligands. In most cases DNA is again the main target.51
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Fig. 12. Iridium(I) (above) and Iridium(III) (below) complexes with significant cytotoxic activity. 59,64,65

Meggers and co-workers designed iridium(III) staurosporine derivatives,
generally called octasporines (see Fig. 12), which show a very specific activity as kinase
inhibitors.51,56,64,66
Iridium(III) complexes have been also used with orthometalated ligands, showing
luminescent properties. Owing to this feature, they often act as bioimaging agents,
although there are still some of them which target, for instance, mitochondria (see Fig.
12, [11]).65

1.3.Other transition metals
1.3.1. Titanium
Titanium is an element of the group 4 and the first transition row (an early
transition metal), with an electronic configuration [Ar]3d24s2.20 The most important
oxidation state is +4 (d0). Two families of titanium(IV) complexes have been used for
biological applications. Budotitane (see Fig. 13) was the first nonplatinum drug to enter
clinical trials, although it was not cytotoxic. The comparison with some analogues
showed a dependence on the planarity of the ligands, suggesting DNA as the
target.11,37,67 Titanocene dichloride (see Fig. 13) instead exhibited promising results in
both phase I (1993) and phase II clinical trials. It is known that the mechanism of action
involves DNA binding, behaving like cisplatin. Nevertheless, these compounds have poor
solubility in water and undergo fast hydrolysis of chloride under physiological
conditions. They can even loss the Cp. This lead to a mixture of species and it is still
unclear which the active species is. In order to overcome this issue, titanocene chloride
was modified. These kind of complexes bind also to human serum transferring, which
could favour the transport to the cancer tissue.37,44,67,68
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Fig. 13. Most important titanium(IV) complexes with anticancer properties.37

1.3.2. Gold
Gold is an element of the group 11 and belongs to the third transition row, with
an electronic configuration [Xe]4f145d106s1 and with +1 and +3 as the most important
oxidation states.20 As Au(III) (d8) and Pt(II) are isoelectronic and isostructural (squareplanar four-coordinate complexes), it was thought that both could have a similar
behaviour as antitumour complexes. There are some promising gold(III) complexes such
as AUL12, [Au(TTP)]Cl and AUOXO1 (see Fig. 14) active in different tumour tissues. This
activity is often linked to the generation of ROS, to the changes in mitochondrial
potential and ultimately to the inhibition of the thioredoxin reductase (TR) enzyme. 69
However, Au(III) complexes easily undergo reduction to Au(I) or Au(0) under
physiological conditions and are sensitive to light, which have slowed down their
development as useful drugs.

Fig. 14. Promising gold(III) complexes with anticancer properties. 69

On the other hand, Au(I) complexes, which are usually linear, are thought to have
better properties as antitumour pro-drugs, since they quickly exchange their ligands.
Au(I) is a soft acid metal and therefore it prefers soft ligands such as thiolates, cyanides,
phosphines and soft halides. Thus, sulphur-containing proteins and biomolecules are
likely to coordinate to the metal. Main gold(I) complexes with anticancer activity are
aurothiomalate, aurothioglucose, auro(bis)thiosulfate and auranofin (see Fig. 15). Most
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of them, with the exception of the latter, polymerise through thiolate sulphur
bridges.14,44 Auranofin is a gold(I) phosphine complex traditionally used for the
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, which also acts as a thioredoxin reductase (TR)
inhibitor.11 In the 1970s and 1980s the complex was tested against the growth of tumour
cells. Both auranofin and other gold phosphine complexes inhibited DNA, RNA and
protein synthesis, without direct DNA interaction, but with good cytotoxic activity. 37
Moreover, thiosemicarbazone derivatives, like [Au(N-4-methyl-2-acetylpyridine)Cl] (see
Fig. 15), has also relevance as TR inhibitor and is active against a leukaemia cancer.69

Fig. 15. Most relevant gold(I) complexes with anticancer properties.14

2. MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ORGANOMETALLIC DRUGS
There are thousands of mechanisms to induce cell death, although we will focus on the
two most relevant mechanisms for metal complexes. The first one implies DNA-drug
interaction, and the second one involves the generation of ROS. Furthermore, there are
some other mechanisms of either activation or deactivation of drugs, for instance,
through proteins.

2.1.DNA
DNA is the most common and widely studied biological target for metal complexes,
since the mechanism of action of cisplatin is based on DNA binding. Thus, both DNA and
its binding sites are perfectly determined and well-studied. There are two main
coordination modes (see Fig. 16): (i) irreversible (covalent or coordination binding) and
(ii) reversible (intermolecular association: electrostatic interactions, groove binding and
intercalation).70
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Fig. 16. Graphical illustration of DNA binding modes. (a) Groove binding, (b) covalent binding and (c) intercalation.

-

-

Covalent binding: it is usually formed by an intrastrand cross-link between the
nucleobases, generally through direct binding of the metal ion to the N7 of two
consecutive guanine residues71, although there are other possible covalent
binding atoms. For instance, some metal complexes bind oxygen atoms of the
phosphate group (hard metals) and even bind hydroxyl groups of
ribonucleotides, even though it is less frequent.72
Groove binding: metal complexes interact with DNA through one of the grooves,
either major or minor (see Fig. 17), taking into account different features such as
shape, size, hydrogen-bonding potential, polarizability of ligands and charge.70

Fig. 17. Base pairing in DNA G≡C and A=T through their respective hydrogen bonds and the resulting major
and minor grooves.

-
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Intercalation: this mechanism implies the insertion of planar aromatic systems
between base pairs of DNA. The interaction is stabilized by π-π stacking and
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causes a separation of adjacent base pairs and, consequently, distorts the helix.
This effect finally turns into the unwinding of the duplex.70,71 There are also two
main modes of intercalation: classical intercalation and threading intercalation.
The former implies direct insertion of the aromatic system of the intercalator
between guanine base pairs of DNA duplex. The latter involves, along with the
insertion, a simultaneous interaction through both the major and minor grooves.
Furthermore, this kind of intercalating modes greatly depend on the geometry
of the complex. Square-planar and octahedral complexes usually intercalate
through aromatic ligands, whereas metal complexes containing σ-bonded
ligands with side arms as intercalators, and organometallic complexes with
arenes as intercalators adopt a dual binding mode: arenes and side arms can
intercalate between DNA bases and the metal can coordinate directly to a DNA
base.73

2.2.Generation of ROS
This is a common process occurring in normal cells, specifically in the mitochondria,
although reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels are higher in tumour cells.69 There are
many processes involved in the generation of ROS: irradiation with UV light, X-rays and
gamma-rays; products of metal-catalyzed reactions; pollutants in the atmosphere;
neutrophiles and macrofagues during inflammation.74
The redox balance is regulated by enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions. The
enzymatic reactions involve reductases (glutathione reductases, thioredoxin
reductases), oxidases (catalase) and peroxidises (superoxide dismutase, glutathione
peroxidases), whereas the non-enzymatic processes imply glutathione, thioredoxin and
some vitamins.14,69 When the homeostatic balance is displaced and the amount of ROS
increases, the cell is led to apoptosis74 (see Fig. 18). The most important ROS (see Table
1) are superoxide (O2•-), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radical (OH•).14

Fig. 18. The role of ROS in the anticancer activity of metal drugs. Figure extracted from Jungwirth, U.; Kowol, C.
R.; Keppler, B. K.; Hartinger, C. G.; Berger, W.; Heffeter, P. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 2011, 15, p. 1086.14
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Table 1. Most relevant ROS species and their physicochemical and biological properties. Extracted from Jungwirth,
U.; Kowol, C. R.; Keppler, B. K.; Hartinger, C. G.; Berger, W.; Heffeter, P. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 2011, 15,p. 1087.14,74

OH•

O2•-

Reactivity

Reactions in cells

Most reactive
oxygen radical,
which reacts
immediately
after its
generation

Reacts
immediately with
almost every
molecule found in
living cells,
including sugars,
amino acids,
phospholipids and
DNA bases

+2.31

Low reactivity
in aqueous
solution at pH
7.4. Damage is
based on
reactions with
other radicals
or metal ions.
Membrane is
impermeable
but can cross
cell membranes
via anion
channels

Reaction with
[4Fe-4S] clusters
and radicals such
as NO• generating
peroxynitrit
(ONOO-)

+0.94

H2O2 Weak oxidizing
and reducing
agent; generally
poorly reactive;
very diffusible
between cells

E°’ [V]

Antioxidative
defense
Glutathione

[OH•+e-+H+↔H2O]

[O2•-+e-+2H+↔H2O2]
-0.16
[O2+e-↔O2•-]

Oxidation of
+0.32
cysteine and
[H2O2+emethionine; can
+H+↔H2O+OH•]
be reduced to OH•
and water by
transition metals
like FeII (Fenton
reaction)

Superoxide
dismutase;
glutathione;
non-enzymatic
dismutation

Catalase;
peroxidases;
peroxiredoxins

2.3. Other targets
2.3.1. Glutathione. Cell Detoxification
Reduced glutathione (GSH – see Fig. 19) is an intracellular low-molecular-weight
antioxidant with a tripeptide composition (-L-Glu-L-Cys-Gly). It acts as a redox buffer to
the cell, where GSH is highly abundant: cytosol (1-11 mM), mitochondria (5-10 mM) and
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nucleus (3-15 mM).74,75 Nevertheless, the concentration in the blood plasma is in the
μM range.14 GSH participates in many different processes with the aim of maintaining
the redox balance, such as the detoxification of enzymes against oxidative stress, the
regulation of protein sulfhydryl groups necessary for DNA repair and the regeneration
of some antioxidants (e.g. vitamins C and E).74 Furthermore, GSH is involved in cell death
regulation and in the detoxification of heavy metal complexes.14

Fig. 19. Structures of GSH and GSSG at pH(5-7).75,76,77

Owing to the high diversity of its chemical functions (ten donor atoms), GSH can
form metal complexes in three different binding sites: (i) the glutamic set of amine and
carboxylate, (ii) the thiol and (iii) the peptide O=C-NH units, depending on the metal
identity and the solvent. Hard metals would rather interact with the glutamic moiety,
whereas the soft ones prefer the thiol.75 The resistance of cells to metal complexes is
usually the result of high cellular GSH levels.14 In solution, the behaviour of GSH modifies
when the solvent is changed. For instance, in aqueous solutions the tripeptide possesses
both “extended” and “folded” conformations, while in DMSO, the “folded”
conformation is blocked and the main functional groups are involved in strong hydrogen
bonding with a DMSO molecule, avoiding GSH to bind other molecules.78
Oxidation of GSH is possible in two main ways. The most important one implied
in the redox balance is the formation of oxidized glutathione (GSSG – see Fig. 19), a
dimeric product derived from two glutathione molecules bonded through a disulphide
bond. GSSG accumulates inside the cell, but at low concentrations, as it is removed
through the cell membrane and reduced by glutathione reductase.75 Elevated
concentrations of GSSG may oxidize some sulfhydryl groups of proteins, causing
disulphides with longer half-lives (protein-SSG). For this reason, the ratio GSH/GSSG is
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an excellent measure of oxidative stress in cells.74
o ι-Buthionine sulfoximine (L-BSO):
L-BSO is an inhibitor of the γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, which is implied
in the rate-limiting step in the synthesis of GSH, so that GSH levels decrease
(by 40%). It is usually co-administrated with metal complexes in order to
potentiate its cytotoxic activity. When it is used as a single drug, it is able to
increase ROS levels and thus, cause cell apoptosis. Likewise, low
concentrations of ι-BSO are employed to enhance the sensitivity of cell
lines.69,79,80,81
2.3.2. NAD+/NADP+
NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) and NADP+ (nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate) are coenzymes synthesised from the vitamin nicotinic acid (B3)
that participate in redox-type reactions (see Fig. 20).82 They are considered as electron
carriers.83 NADH (the reduced form of NAD+) is a cofactor of ι-lactate dehydrogenase,
acting as a reducing agent of pyruvate to ι-lactate in the anaerobic glycolisis.84 NADPH
is known to be relevant in the cellular oxidative defence systems and seems to have a
critical influence on the cellular survival.83 Both oxidised (NAD+, NADP+) and reduced
(NADH, NADPH) forms are in equilibrium inside the cell, although the oxidised form is
rather predominant (i.e. NAD+/NADH ratio ≈ 3-10). NADPH (the reduced form of NADP+)
intracellular concentration is lower than that for NADH, falling in the submillimolar
range. In any case, they are not free in the cell but protein bound.83

Fig. 20. Structures of the coenzymes NAD+ and NADP+.

2.4.Crossing the cell membrane: Lipophilicity
The aim when using these kind of metal complexes is to control the activation of the
drugs by ligand exchange or redox processes.69 Notwithstanding, for these interactions
to successfully happen the complex must enter the cell. There are different pathways
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such as passive diffusion, facilitated diffusion, active protein transport and endocytosis
(see Fig. 21).71

Fig. 21. Schematic diagram of the different possible transport routes of entry into the cell taken by small
complexes. Figure extracted from Komor, A. C.; Barton, J. K. Chem. Commun. (Camb). 2013, 49, p. 3624.71

Thus, lipophilicity plays an important role so that the complexes can cross the
phospholipid bilayer. The more lipophilic a complex is, the better its ability is to cross
the cell membrane. This feature is expressed by the partition coefficient (P), which
represents the octanol-water coefficient (see Eq. 1).85
Pow = Co/Cw (1)
This parameter is frequently expressed as the log P, since it can range over many
orders of magnitude. The P parameter was selected as a measurement of
hydrophobicity, since it is related to the free-energy from the Van’t Hoff isotherm (see
Eq. 2):
ΔG = -RT lnP (2)
which represents the free energy change during the transfer of the solute from water to
a non-aqueous phase. This transfer is affected by lipophilic, polar, electronic and steric
factors.86 There are several techniques to determine this value, represented as log P.
Unlike classical methods such as “shake-flask” or “HPLC”, reversed-phase thin layer
chromatography (RP-TLC) is a simple and fast method to test lipophilicity. Nevertheless,
its use has been limited in organometallic compounds and only in the last years it has
been used for vanadium and ruthenium complexes.87,88 The RP-TLC method provides the
retardation factor (Rf) calculated as the ratio of distances between the spotted
compound and the solvent front in a given time. The parameter Rm was determined from
the Rf value, as the correlation measurement of log P (see Eq. 3).86
1

𝑅𝑚 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑅 − 1) (3)
𝑓

Rm values are linearly dependent on the concentration of organic modifier (ϕ) in the
mobile phase (see Eq. 4).
𝑜
𝑅𝑚 = 𝑅𝑚
+ 𝑏𝜑
(4)
o
where b and Rm are the slope and intercept of the equation, respectively. Rmo
represents the extrapolated Rm value at 0% organic solvent. This equation is different
for each compound.89 Parameter Co, calculated as the ratio between Rmo and b (Co = Rmo /b), indicates the concentration of organic modifier in the mobile phase for which
the distribution of the solute between the two phases becomes equal.88
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3. FEATURES OF THE METAL COMPLEXES
3.1. Ruthenium arene complexes
They belong to the group of the so-called half-sandwich or “piano-stool” complexes,
showing a pseudo-octahedral geometry. Two main elements define their general
structure with the general formula [Ru(η6-arene)(X)(YZ)]0/n+ (see Fig. 22a): (i) an arene
(the seat of the piano stool) and (ii) either three monodentate ligands or a bidentate and
a monodentate ligands (the three legs of the stool). Their structural elements can be
modulated in order to tune the reactivity of the complexes.12,24,31,40,68,90
-

-

-

-

Metal centre, Ru(II). Ruthenium is found in its lowest oxidation state and exhibit
hydrophilic character.
Arene. The arene stabilizes the low oxidation state through the η6-coordination
mode, which exhibits π-acceptor character. It also provides a hydrophobic face
to the molecule, which can help the complex to cross the lipophilic cell
membrane and thus, to reach with the intracellular targets. Cytotoxicity is
thought to be associated with lipophilicity. The arene is relatively inert towards
displacement in physiological conditions.
Chelating ligand (YZ). The chelating or ancillary ligand provides additional
stability to the complex and its variation can modify the electronic density of the
metal centre depending on the donor character of the atoms, typically, N,N-,
N,O-, O,O- and C,N- polypyridyl ligands are commonly used, due to their
intercalating and photoluminescent properties.
Monodentate ligand or leaving group (X). The monodentate ligand can be
replaced by other molecules and targets (water, proteins, DNA…) when the RuX bond is labile enough. It is usually a halide (chloride) easy to displace, but it can
also be a non-labile ligand, like PTA.
Charge (0/n+). The overall charge of the complex is defined by both the ancillary
and the monodentate ligands. On the one hand, positively charged complexes
attract the negatively charged DNA. On the other hand, neutral complexes cross
membranes more readily and usually become positive charged after activation
by replacement.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. (a) General structure for Ru(II)-arene complexes and (b) example structure of tethered compounds.
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With all these features a wide variety of complexes can be synthesized, from neutral
to dicationic. As far as the arene is concerned, the more π-extended they are, the better
intercalate DNA.31,40 Furthermore, both the arene and the ancillary ligand can introduce
a functional group in order to be specific for different targets, for instance, active sites
in enzymes and proteins.91,92 Besides the functional group, a side chain in arenes often
improves solubility or even their activity. When the side chain is also bonded to the
metal centre, tethered complexes are formed (see Fig. 22b).93,94 In this case, the arene
acts as a hemilabile ligand, even though only a few examples with alcohol and amines
functions are reported.94 Owing to the poorly coordination of these groups the process
is reversible, it means, the functional group can coordinate or uncoordinate depending
on the physiological conditions.93 With regard to the leaving group (usually Cl-), the
hydrolysis rate depends on both the ligand and the chloride concentration in
physiological conditions. The intracellular Cl- concentration is lower than the
extracellular concentration: 4 mM in nucleus, 23 mM in cytoplasm and 103 mM outside
the cell. When the chloride concentration is high, the hydrolysis is suppressed.68

3.2.Iridium and Rhodium pentamethylcyclopentadienyl complexes
Like in the case of ruthenium, iridium and rhodium pentamethylcyclopentadienyl
(Cp*) complexes are also half-sandwich and “piano-stool” complexes. Although unlike
arene congeners, the “seat” of the stool is an anionic ligand, which stabilizes the metal
ions Rh(III) and Ir(III) owing to the steric and electron-donating effect of the five methyl
groups and the negative charge (see Fig. 23).95 The structural elements of this kind of
compounds can be modulated in the same way that ruthenium-arene complexes.
Regarding the leaving group, the lability of M-Cl bonds depends on the strong trans
effect of Cp*.96 Thus, substitution rates are much higher than those for ruthenium-arene
complexes,51 in spite of the fact that substitution reaction rates for Ir(III) complexes
without Cp* are very low in general.

Fig. 23. General structure for Rh(III) and Ir(III) half-sandwich complexes with Cp*.

4. LIGANDS
The chelating ligands used in the half-sandwich complexes were arylbenzoazoles with
diverse 2-arylsubtituted groups, such as hydroxyl or amino moieties, which has been
already reviewed in pages 35-39.
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The leaving groups selected for these complexes were halides or pseudohalides (Cl -, Iand SCN-), but also N-donor (N-methylimidazole), P-donor (PTA) or water molecules.
As regards the halides, chloride has been widely used due to the good properties as
leaving group. The iodide, however, is not such a good leaving group, which is explained
by its lower hydration energy compared to Cl- (see CHAPTER 5).
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ABSTRACT:
In
this chapter a
family of 18 new
ruthenium arene
complexes
of
general formulae
[Ru(η6-arene)(κ2N,N-HL)X]Y
or
6
[Ru(η -arene)(κ2N,N-L)X] (X =
leaving group; Y
=
counterion)
bearing 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim), 2-(2’-pyridyl)-N-methylbenzimidazole
(pyMebim) or 2-(2’-pyridyl)imidazole (pyim) as ancillary ligands was prepared and their
cytotoxic activity was determined so as to establish some structure-activity relationships
(SAR). The reactivity of these complexes against DNA and their modes of interaction with
this biomolecule were studied in collaboration with the group of Begoña García, from
the University of Burgos.1,2
CONTEXT: Half-sandwich ruthenium(II) arene complexes have been identified as an
alternative class of potential anticancer drugs that could complement the medicines
nowadays in clinical use,3,4,5 such as cisplatin and congeners.6,7 Benzimidazoles and, in
particular, aryl-substituted benzimidazole derivatives exhibit a wide slate of potential
pharmaceutical applications, as previously discussed. Some examples of palladium(II)
and platinum(II) complexes with 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzimidazole have been studied in
relation to their cytotoxicity.8,9 In addition, novel families of ruthenium(II) complexes
bearing benzimidazole scaffolds in the ancillary ligands have been reported as potential
anticancer drugs.10,11,12
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The new complexes were synthesised from the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimers
[Ru(η6-arene)(μ-Cl)Cl]2, which in turn were prepared by reacting RuCl3·nH2O with the
corresponding cyclohexadiene in ethanol or ethylene glycol, as shown in Fig. 1.13,14

Fig. 1. Synthesis of chloro-bridged ruthenium arene complexes.

The complexes can be divided in two groups: cationic and neutral and their
schematic synthesis is shown in Fig. 2.
Cationic complexes
The reaction between the arene ruthenium(II) starting dimers and the ligands
(pybim, pyMebim and pyim) at room temperature and using methanol as the solvent
yielded monocationic compounds of general formulae [(η6-arene)RuCl(κ2-N,N-HL)]Cl
([1a]Cl, [1b]Cl, [1c]Cl, [2a]Cl, [3a]Cl), where HL is the ligand and the arene corresponds
to: a = p-cymene (p-cym); b = benzene (bz) and c = 2-phenoxyethanol (phoxet). The
respective BF4- salts of general formulae [(η6-arene)RuCl(κ2-N,N-pybim)]BF4 ([1a](BF4),
[1b](BF4), [1c](BF4)) were synthesised by a related protocol in the presence of AgBF4 and
using dichloromethane as the solvent.
The dicationic aqua derivatives of general formula [(η6-arene)Ru(H2O)(κ2-N,Npybim)](Y)2 ([4a](BF4)2, [4b](BF4)2, [4c](BF4)2, [4a](OTf)2, [4b](OTf)2, [4c](OTf)2), where
Y = BF4- or OTf-, were prepared by the reaction of the monocationic complexes [1a]Cl,
[1b]Cl and [1c]Cl with an excess of the corresponding silver salts (AgBF4 and AgOTf) in
distilled water or in a mixture of water and ethanol. The reaction of complex [1c]Cl with
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an excess of AgBF4 in methanol was expected to yield the tethered derivative [{η6:κ1C6H5O(CH2)2OH}Ru(κ2-N,N-pybim)](BF4)2). Nonetheless, in a methanolic solution, the
NOESY spectrum showed evidence of the formation of the methanol derivative [(η6phoxet)Ru(CH3OH)(κ2-N,N-pybim)](BF4)2 or the fast coordination-decoordination
process of the sidearm ([5c](BF4)2). The nucleobase derivative [(η6-p-cym)Ru(9-MeG)(κ2N,N-pybim)](PF6)2 ([6a](PF6)2), was prepared by reacting [1a](BF4) with 9-methylguanine
(9-MeG) at 37 °C in distilled water and isolated as a PF6- salt by adding an excess of
(NH4)PF6.

Fig. 2. Schematic synthesis of the new Ruthenium(II) complexes.

Neutral complexes
Complexes [1a]Cl and [1b]Cl were reacted with NaHCO3 in a mixture of
dichloromethane/methanol or acetone/methanol (to favour the solubility of [1b]Cl),
respectively, at room temperature15 to yield neutral complexes [(η6-arene)RuCl(κ2-N,Npybim’)] ([7a], [7b]), where pybim’ = deprotonated pybim.
All the complexes were isolated in moderate to good yields (from 43% to 85%) as
the corresponding racemates (RRu or SRu) in the form of yellow, orange or brown solids.

1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis.
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1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of the monocationic complexes were recorded in DMSO-d6,
CDCl3 and CD3OD at 25 °C. The coordination of the corresponding N,N-ligands to the
metallic centres was proved, since some signals of the ligands were downfield-shifted
with regard to those of the free ligands (see Fig. 3). Specially, one of the signals H6’(py)
showed the strongest shift with Δδ = 0.68-0.99 ppm. In addition, complexes with pybim
and pyim showed a broad resonance assigned to the N-H group, at 15 and 16 ppm,
respectively. All the spectra display some characteristic areas (see Fig. 3) for this kind of
complexes: the amino/N-H area, very downfield-shifted; the aromatic area (5-9 ppm),
which includes both the ligand (7-9 ppm) and the arene (5-7 ppm) signals; and the
aliphatic area (0.5-4.5 ppm). Both the aromatic and the aliphatic areas of the p-cym and
phoxet derivatives confirmed the asymmetric nature of the complexes. The p-cym
derivatives showed an ABCD spin system for the aromatic resonances and two doublets
for the diastereotopic methyls of iPr, whereas the phoxet derivatives showed an ABCDE
pattern for the aromatic protons and four mutiplets for the two diastereotpic methylene
groups. The bz derivatives only exhibited a singlet at 6.30 ppm. In every case, the signals
of the coordinated arenes were upfield-shifted with regard to those of the free ones,
but downfield-shifted with respect to arenes in the starting dimers. It is remarkable, that
the anion has no significant influence over chemical shifts in monocationic complexes in
DMSO-d6 (see Fig. 4). Bidimensional 1H-1H NOESY spectrum of [1a](BF4) showed NOE
cross peaks between residual water and Hc and H3’, suggesting a hydrogen-bonding
interaction of the H2O molecule (from residual water in DMSO-d6) with the N-H group
of the ligand. In addition, the NOESY exhibited some exchange peaks between the H 2O
and the N-H group, suggesting an interchange process between these protons (see Fig.
5). These facts explain the deshielding effect on the hydrogen signal in the N-H group in
the 1H NMR spectra.
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(a)

(b)

Amino area

Aromatic area
Ligand area

Aliphatic area

Arene area

Fig. 3. Comparison of 1H NMR spectra between (a) the free ligand pybim and (b) the complex [1a]Cl in DMSO-d6 at
25 °C, and illustration of the characteristic areas of aromatic and aliphatic protons.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of 1H NMR spectra of complexes [1a]Cl (a) and [1a]BF4 (b) in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.
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H3’

Hc
H2O

NH

H2O

Hc
H3’

NH

Fig. 5. 2D 1H-1H NOESY spectrum for [1a](BF4) in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.

H2

H6

H3 H5

H3 H5

H2

H6

H4

H4
H5
3
H

H6

H6

H2

H2

H5
H3

Fig. 6. (a) Arene aromatic protons area (p-cym and phoxet) in NOESY spectra of complexes [4a](BF4)2 (D2O at 25
°C) and [4c](BF4)2 (CD3OD at 25 °C). (b) Proposed mechanism for the interconversion process between
enantiomers of [4a]2+. For instance, H6 in the first structure and H2 in the last one ‘see’ the same atoms. An
analogous mechanism was proposed for [4c]2+.

The 1H NMR spectra of the aqua derivatives [4x]2+ were registered in D2O at 25°C
and were similar to those of the monocationic derivatives [1x]+. In this case, the signals
of the aromatic protons are downfield-shifted, whereas those of the aliphatic ones are
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upfield-shifted with respect to the corresponding resonances of the monocationic
complexes. Regarding 1H-1H NOESY or 1H-1H ROESY spectra, the aqua derivatives with pcym and phoxet show an interesting feature. There are exchange peaks between H2 and
H6, and H3 and H5, although the latter are overlapped with diagonal cross-peaks. This
fact made us propose an interconversion process between the two possible
enantiomers (RRu or SRu), in which the water molecule is implied. The high lability of the
water molecule favours its dissociation and the subsequent coordination of another
water molecule from the opposite side. This process is slow enough to be detected by
NMR (see Fig. 6).
The 1H NMR of complex [5c](BF4)2 was registered in CD3OD at 25 °C. The 1H-1H
NOESY spectrum of [5c](BF4)2 showed a NOE cross-peak between the methylene
hydrogen H7 and H6’. This is bound to occur only in a free η6-coordination mode of
phoxet. These evidences suggest two possible structures (see Fig. 7). Supposing a huge
lability of the Ru-O bond, a rapidly coordination-decoordination process of the sidearm
could take place, allowing the binding of solvent molecules such as water or methanol.
This process could favour a better stability of the methanol derivative or other solvent
derivatives. Some theoretical calculations by P. Crochet and I. Fernández support the
idea of the easiness to break the Ru-O bond, which could provide unsaturated species
(see Fig. 7a). Furthermore, both their calculations and experimental facts prove that the
oxygen (Cipso-O) lone pairs in phoxet participate in the electronic delocalization of the
arene, stabilizing it. Thus, the rotation of the sidearm gets restricted, avoiding the
approach of the OH group to the ruthenium centre.16 Since the rotation of the sidearm
is impeded, the structure with coordinate methanol is likely to form in methanolic
solution, although we cannot be sure about the structure in solid state (see Fig. 7b).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Proposed structures for complex [5a](BF4)2. (a) Coordination-decoordination of the sidearm, leading to
unsaturated species and (b) methanol derivative.
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The 1H NMR of the derivative with 9MeG ([6a](PF6)2) in DMSO-d6 shows clearly
evidences of the coordination of 9MeG to the metallic centre when compared to the
spectrum of free 9MeG. The 1H-1H ROESY was recorded so as to assign all the signals and
it shows noteworthy NOE cross-peaks between residual water and Hc and H3’, suggesting
a hydrogen-bonding interaction between the H2O molecule and the N-H group of the
ligand. In fact, an exchange peak was detected between the NH group and the water
molecule. Likewise, the expected NOE interactions between protons of guanine were
observed, for instance, between NH2 and H1’’, and between HMe and H8’’ (see Fig. 8).
NMe
Hc H5’

H2O
NH2

H3’,4’,f

NH1’’
H6’

H8’’

Hd,e

NMe
H2O

H8’’
NH2
H3’,4’,f

Hc

H6’
NH1’’

Fig. 8. Significant NOE contacts for [6a](PF6)2 with a hydrogen-bonded H2O molecule in the second coordination
sphere, as observed by 2D 1H-1H ROESY in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.
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The 1H NMR spectra of the neutral complexes ([7a], [7b]) in DMSO-d6 show the
lack of signals in the low-field region when compared to the monocationic derivatives,
owing to the deprotonation of the N-H group. Furthermore, the anionic nature of the
ligand and consequently its higher electron density, shield the signals of both the ligand
and the arene with regard to those of their respective precursors.
As far as 13C{1H} NMR is concerned, it shows the characteristic pattern with two
different areas for the complexes: the aromatic area (70-160 ppm), including both the
ligand (90-160 ppm) and the arene (70-90 ppm) signals; and the aliphatic area (15-60
ppm). It is noteworthy the shift observed for the signals of neutral complexes [7a] and
[7b] in comparison to those of their cationic precursors [1a]Cl and [1b]Cl (see Fig. 9).
The arene signals hardly move, whereas the peaks of quaternary carbons of the pybim
ligand are deshielded (especially Cg in the imidazole entity, Δδ = 10.6 ppm) and the rest
of the resonances are shielded. The 13C{1H} NMR in D2O for cationic complexes with the
anion triflate show a quartet corresponding to the C-F coupling at 120.2 ppm with 1JC-F
= 317 Hz.
(a)

Cd
C5’

C4’

C6’

Ce C3’
Cc

Cb
Ca C2’

(b)

Cg

Ce

C3’

C4’

Ca

C6’

Cf

C5’

C2’ CbCg

f

Cd C
Cc

p-cymene area

Fig. 9. Comparison of 13C{1H} NMR spectra for [1a]Cl (a) and [7a] (b) in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.
19F{1H}

NMR spectra were recorded for monocationic and dicationic complexes
with BF4 PF6 and OTf- as counterions. The expected doublet was observed for PF6- at
-70.5 ppm in DMSO-d6, as a result of the P-F coupling (1JP-F = 713 Hz). On the other side,
a singlet at -79.3 ppm was observed for triflate. However, tetrafluoroborate exhibits two
singlets with an integration ratio (1:4) according to the isotopic distribution for 10B/11B.
Furthermore, these spectra showed evidence of slow hydrolysis of the BF 4- counterions
even at 5 °C (kept in the fridge), as two more signals (A and B) appear in the spectra of
aqua complexes [4a](BF4)2, [4b](BF4)2 and [4c](BF4)2 (see Fig. 10). For instance, the molar
ratios (A:B:BF4-) for [4b](BF4)2 were 4:1:95 after 15 days and 24:17:59 after 60 days. The
signal B at -144.1 ppm [1:1:1:1 quartet, 1J(11B-19F) = 14.7 Hz], was attributed to
BF3(OD)-. The signal A at -130.45 ppm (s) was assigned to SiF62-, which is likely formed
-,

-
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from the reaction between DF (HF) and the borosilicate glass of the NMR tube (see
equations in Fig. 10).17

BF4(B)
BF3(OD)-

1J(11B-19F)

(A)
SiF62-

Fig. 10. 19F{1H} NMR spectrum of [4b](BF4)2 in D2O at 25 °C after 60 days, showing signals for BF4-, BF3(OD)- and
SiF62-. Hydrolysis and acid-base equilibria explaining the formation of BF3(OD)– and SiF62- are also shown. A fourlines multiplet is observed for BF3(OD)– due to the spin-spin coupling between 11B (I = 3/2) and 19F (I = 1/2). The
respective multiplet due to the spin-spin coupling between 10B (I = 3) and 19F (I = 1/2) is obscured by the former.
For BF4– two singlets are recorded since no 11B-19F or 10B-19F spin-spin couplings are observed.

1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit the characteristic set of peaks
for the expected isotopic distribution patterns. [M-Y]+ fragments were recorded for
monocationic complexes, where Y is the counterion; fragments with a water molecule
for the aqua derivatives; a [M-2PF6-H]+ fragment for the adduct with 9MeG, and a [M]+
fragment for neutral complexes. The mass spectra of [5c](BF4)2 does not clarify the
structure of the complex, as no coordination of solvent molecule was observed.
1.2.3. IR Spectra
Infrared spectra show characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational modes of
the corresponding rings (νC=N, νC=C, δCHoop) besides the very strong peaks for the
counterions, except chloride. For BF4-, the characteristic peak νB-F appears at 1098-1036
cm-1. For PF6- there are two strong diagnostic peaks for the symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes νP-Fsym and νP-Fas at 845 and 558 cm-1 respectively. For the triflate anion
there are three characteristic bands, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-sym at 1292-1245, 1168-1165 and
1030 cm-1 respectively.18,19,20
1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) for the complexes was measured in aqueous solutions
-3
(10 M). The values, gathered in Table 1, confirmed the 1:1 electrolyte nature of
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monocationic complexes and 1:2 for the dicationic derivatives.21 Nevertheless, the
values are higher than expected for monocationic complexes with Cl- as ligand, owing to
the partial dissociation of chloride in water, involving a change in the global charge of
the compounds.
Table 1. Molar conductivity values for selected complexes measured in water.

Complex
[1a]Cl
[1b]Cl
[1c]Cl
[1a](BF4)
[1b](BF4)
[1c](BF4)
[2a]Cl
[3a]Cl
[4a](BF4)2
[4a](OTf)2
[6a](PF6)2
[7a]

Solvent
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
188.9
191.7
199.5
159.4
174.8
176.8
137.9
132.1
224.9
147.5
243.3
103.1

1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
The aqua derivatives [4a](BF4)2, [4b](BF4)2 and [4c](BF4)2 along with the complex
[5c](BF4)2 (whose structure was unclear) were ruled out for biological studies, since their
elemental analysis showed possible contamination with the AgBF4 salt, used in the
synthesis. Moreover, these complexes become darker and sticky with the time,
supporting this experimental fact. Elemental analysis of [5c](BF4)2 is compatible with the
presence of a methanol molecule in the coordination sphere of the complex.
1.2.6. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained by slow
evaporation of solvent or mixture of solvents for [1a](BF4)·H2O (H2O), [1b](BF4)·2H2O
(H2O), [1c]Cl·2H2O (Acetone/H2O), [2a]Cl (Acetone), [4a’](BF4) (H2O), [4a](OTf)2·H2O
(H2O), {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O (D2O), [4c](SiF6) (CD3OD, unsuitable to publish) and
[6a](PF6)2·H2O (H2O).
The ORTEP diagrams for all the complexes are represented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
and the unit cells show the expected pair of enantiomers (RRu and SRu) with the
pseudooctahedral three-legged piano-stool geometry and the ruthenium π-bonded to a
η6-arene.
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[1a](BF4)·H2O

[1b](BF4)·2H2O

[1c]Cl

[2a]Cl

Fig. 11. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [1a](BF4)·H2O, [1b](BF4)·2H2O, [1c]Cl·2H2O and [2a]Cl.

The Ru-centroid distances fall in a narrow range (1.668-1.692 Å). The Ru-Cl bond
distances are in the usual interval and the Ru-N distances are shorter for the
benzimidazole heterocycle than for the pyridyl moiety in all the cationic complexes with
pybim and pyMebim ([1x]+ and [2x]+). This fact is in agreement with the higher donor
nature of the benzimidazole unit compared to the pyridine moiety.
Table 2. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [1a](BF4)·H2O, [1b](BF4)·2H2O, [1c]Cl·2H2O and
[2a]Cl.

Distance/angle [1a](BF4)·H2O [1b](BF4)·2H2O
[1c]Cl
[2a]Cl
Ru1-Cl1
2.4105(12)
2.4068(16)
2.3851(8) 2.4047(12)
Ru1-N1
2.108(3)
2.128(5)
2.093(2)
2.104(3)
Ru1-N2
2.078(4)
2.078(4)
2.075(2)
2.078(3)
N2-C6
1.321(5)
1.316(7)
1.319(3)
1.334(5)
N3-C6
1.346(6)
1.361(7)
1.341(4)
1.351(5)
N2-Ru1-N1
76.52(13)
76.56(18)
76.64(9) 75.85(12)
N1-Ru1-Cl1
84.69(10)
85.55(13)
85.25(6)
85.13(9)
N2-Ru1-Cl1
83.24(10)
84.74(13)
85.55(6)
84.20(9)
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[4a'](BF4)
[4a](OTf)2·H2O

{[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O

[4c](SiF6)

[6a](PF6)2·H2O
Fig. 12. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [4a’](BF4), [4a](OTf)2·H2O, {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O, [4c](SiF6) and
[6a](PF6)2·H2O. Ellipsoids are shown at 30% probability.

The N-Ru-N angles of the chelate ligand are determined by the features of the
corresponding free bidentate ligands. These angles are very similar for all of the
arylbenzimidazoles with values between 72.12(13)° and 76.8(2)°. Bond lengths, angles
and other relevant features of the structures are gathered in Table 2, Table 3 and Table
4.
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Table 3. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [4a’](BF4), [4a](OTf)2·H2O, {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O
and [6a](PF6)2·H2O.

Distance/angle

[4a’](BF4)

[4a](OTf)2·
2H2O

{[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}
·2H2O

Distance/angle

[6a](PF6)
·2H2O

Ru1-O1
Ru1-N1
Ru1-N2
N2-C6
N3-C6
N2-Ru1-N1
N1-Ru1-O1
N2-Ru1-O1

2.122(3)
2.114(3)
2.066(3)
1.351(4)
1.333(4)
76.73(10)
84.72(12)
85.55(11)

2.134(5)
2.123(6)
2.082(6)
1.319(8)
1.351(9)
76.80(2)
83.90(2)
81.40(2)

2.124(3)
2.132(4)
2.070(4)
1.333(6)
1.336(6)
76.79(16)
82.14(16)
82.61(16)

Ru1-N1(9MeG)
Ru1-N8(py)
Ru1-N6
N6-C7
N7-C7
N6-Ru1-N8
N1-Ru1-N8
N6-Ru1-N1

2.134(3)
2.135(4)
2.077(3)
1.328(5)
1.341(5)
76.12(13)
89.07(12)
85.66(12)

Table 4. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complexes of [1a](BF4)·H2O, [1b](BF4)·2H2O, [1c]Cl·2H2O,
[2a]Cl, [4a’](BF4), [4a](OTf)2·H2O, {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O and [6a](PF6)2·H2O.
Distances
(Å)/
Angles(°)
Range of
Ru–C
distances
Ru–
centroid

[1c]Cl

[1b](BF4)
·2H2O

[1a](BF4)
·H2O

[2a]Cl

[4a](OTf)2
·2H2O

[4a’](BF4)

{[4b](BF4)
(SiF6)0.5}
·2H2O

[6a](PF6)2·
2H2O

2.159(3)
1.69
2.272(3)

2.155(7)
1.68
2.199(6)

2.175(4)
1.69
2.232(4)

2.164(4)
1.69
2.229(4)

2.166(7)
1.67
2.214(8)

2.156(3)
1.67
2.216(3)

2.149(6)
1.67
2.199(5)

2.167(4)
1.69
2.231(4)

[b]

2.5

6.9

11.4

8.0

4.6

3.2

2.5

-3.0

Θ (N-C-CX)[c]

1.9

-0.3

4.4

4.4

2.2

2.7

-1.2

-3.0

(chelatearene)[d]

64.2

55.5

57.9

55.2

62.3

56.8

59.5

53.5

(CxCipso
RuY)[e]

2.9

-

-3.0

2.0

2.6

5.1

-

-4.6

λ[f]

4.8

1.8

0.8

1.9

3.0

1.1

1.3

2.7




[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8. [b]α = Angle between the mean planes of the two rings in the bidentate ligand, pyridyl or
phenyl and diazole. [c]Θ = Torsion angle formed by the atoms of the chelate ring (N-C-C-X). [d] = Angle between the mean planes
of the chelate ring (defined by the four atoms of the ligand) and the arene. [e] = Dihedral angle formed by the atoms: Cx–Cipso–
Ru–Y (°), Cx represents the carbon atom linked to the methyl group of p-cym ([1a]BF4, [4a’](BF4), [6a](PF6)2), the O-MeOH group of
phoxet ([1c]Cl). [f]λ = Angle between the mean planes formed by N-Ru-X and N-C-C-X (X = N or C), as a measure of the planarity of
the chelate ring.

The compounds [1c]Cl, [1a]BF4 and [1b]BF4 exhibit a H2O molecule in the second
coordination sphere, linked to the N-H group of pybim through a strong hydrogen bond
(N-H···O), as suggested by NMR spectra.
The crystal structure of [1a](BF4)·H2O is supported by C-H···π and hydrogen
bonding interactions (see Fig. 13 and Table 5). The enantiomers are mutually connected
through the C-H···π interactions between the p-cymene and the hydrogen of isopropyl,
forming complex pairing (see Fig. 13b). There are some extra hydrogen bonding
interactions involving the Cl- ligand and the BF4- counterions as acceptors and C-H
aromatic groups or water protons as donors. It is remarkable the bend of the hydrogen
of the NH group, which is 15.05° out of the plane of imidazole.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Hydrogen bonding (a) and C-H···π interactions (b) building the crystal structure of [1a](BF4)·H2O.
Table 5. Hydrogen bonding interactions in the crystal structure of complex [1a](BF4)·H2O.

H-bonding
N(3)-H(3A)···O(1)
C(1)-H(1)···F(4)

D···A (Å)
2.707
3.342

H···A (Å)
1.854
2.601

D···H (Å)
0.855
0.929

α (°)
175.30
137.16

The crystal structure of [1b](BF4)·H2O also shows complex pairing established by
mean of hydrogen bonding which connects one of the solvation water molecules to the
Cl- of one cation complex and the NH group of its enantiomer (see Fig. 14a). In addition,
π-π stacking interactions between the benzene ring and the benzimidazole moiety link
also the enantiomers (see Fig. 14b). Table 9 gathers all parameters of the π-π stacking
interactions.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. 3D crystal architecture for complex [1b](BF4)·H2O through (a) hydrogen bonding and (b) π-π stacking
interactions.

As for complex [1c]Cl, the crystal structure is mainly based on π-π stacking
interactions as well as on hydrogen bonding. Fig. 15a displays the offset π-π stacking
between the pyridyl moiety of the bidentate ligand and the benzimidazole unit of an
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adjacent cationic complex. In addition, phoxet rings also show parallel π-π stacking (see
Fig. 15b). The parameters of this kind of interactions are gathered in Table 6 and Table
9.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. π-π stacking interactions for complex [1c]Cl, showing the centroids of the rings.
Table 6. Hydrogen bonding interactions for complex [1c]Cl.

H-bonding
N(3)-H(31)···O(3)
O(4)-H(41A)···Cl(2)
C(14)-H(14)···Cl(2)
C(12)-H(12)···Cl(2)
O(2)-H(21)···Cl(2)
O(4)-H(41B)···Cl(2)
C(18)-H(18)···O(1)

D···A (Å)
2.709
3.251
3.653
3.735
3.142
3.160
3.415

H···A (Å)
1.876
2.267
2.835
2.910
2.371
2.225
2.527

D···H (Å)
0.854
0.999
0.931
0.930
0.821
0.941
0.930

α (°)
164.53
168.02
147.37
148.48
156.91
172.08
159.74

The crystal structure of [2a]Cl is built on the basis of weak hydrogen bonding of
type C-H···Cl (see Fig. 16a), although C-H···π interactions (see Fig. 16b) are also observed,
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connecting the C-H of the isopropyl group of p-cymene and the pyridyl ring of the
chelating ligand. Table 7 shows the parameters of this interaction.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) Weak hydrogen bonding connecting R and S enantiomers of [2a]Cl and (b) C-H···π interactions.
Table 7. Parameters of the C-H···π interaction in complex [2a]Cl.

Compound
[2a]Cl
(C-H···π)

dC-cent (Å)

dH-cent (Å)

dC-H (Å)

<C-H-cent (°)

<H-cent-normal (°)

3.706

2.874

0.981

143.21

178.49

Regarding
the
aqua-complexes
[4a](OTf)2·H2O,
[4a’](BF4)
and
{[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O, we assumed that the two cationic species [4a]2+ and [4a’]+ are
in equilibrium in aqueous media (see Fig. 17), and thus the crystallization of the
monocationic specimen from a solution of [4a’]+ most likely occurs due to its lower
polarity compared to the dicationic precursor. The 3D crystal architectures of these
complexes are built on the basis of hydrogen bonds, C-H···π and π-π stacking
interactions. It is worth mentioning the aqua-complex [4a’](BF4), which shows a
characteristic motif in the 3D architecture, consisting on the pairing of enantiomeric
isomers through both double π-π contacts between the aromatic rings of the ligand (pybim/bim-py), on the one hand, and reciprocal strong hydrogen bonds between the
coordinated water molecule of each enantiomer as the donor and the deprotonated N
atom corresponding to the other complex as acceptor (O-H···N), on the other hand (see
Fig. 18 and Table 9).
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Fig. 17. Proposed equilibrium between cationic species [4]2+ and [4’]+ in aqueous medium (Y = counterion).

Fig. 18. Representation of complex pairing in the crystal structure of [4a’](BF4). Both π-π contacts (red) and
hydrogen bonding interactions (blue) are involved in the association.

Fig. 19. Hydrogen bonding interactions in the asymmetric unit of complex [4a](OTf)2. Some atoms on the
structure present disorder and they have been removed for clarity.

The unit cell of complex [4a](OTf)2·H2O presents hydrogen bonding interactions
among the metal complex, the triflate counterions and the solvation water molecule.
Moreover, there are some anion-π or lone pair-π (lp-π) interactions, involving the triflate
molecule (see CHAPTER 5, page 236, for further details). Thus, one of the C-F bonds
shows a contact with the p-cymene aromatic ring (see Fig. 20a and Table 8), whereas
the S=O unit is linked to the imidazole ring (see Fig. 20b and Table 8).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 20. Anion-π interactions in [4a](OTf)2·H2O, involving the triflate counterion: (a) C-F···π and (b) S=O···π
contacts.
Table 8. Geometric parameters for the anion-π interactions (C-F···π and S=O···π) for the complex [4a](OTf)2·H2O.

Compound
[4a](OTf)2
(S=O···π)
[4a](OTf)2
(C-F···π)

(a)

dX-cent (Å)

dX-plane (Å)

doffset (Å)

αY-X-cent(°)

θ (°)

3.325

3.312

0.294

117.51

84.93

3.427

3.327

0.822

139.12

76.12

(b)

Fig. 21. (a) 3D architecture of {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O involving SiF62- counterion and (b) π-π stacking interactions.

As for the compound {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O, the asymmetric unit shows a
complex architecture with half an anion of SiF62- (1 SiF62- per unit cell). This is the result
of the hydrolysis process of the BF4- in the glass of the NMR tube. Each SiF62- unit
connects six metallic fragments (see Fig. 21a). The structure also presents two water
molecules in the second coordination sphere, connected by hydrogen bonding to the
coordinated water molecule. Besides the hydrogen bonding, the crystal structure shows
π-π stacking interactions (py/bim) (see Fig. 21b and Table 9).
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Table 9. Offset π-π stacking interactions of selected complexes.

Compound
[1b](BF4)
(bz/bim)
[1c]Cl·2H2O
(phoxet/phoxet)
[1c]Cl·2H2O
(py/bim)
[1c]Cl·2H2O
(py/im)
[4a’](BF4)
(py/bim)
[4a’](BF4)
(py/im)
{[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O
(py/bim)

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

3.485

3.82

3.412

0.00

3.697

4.44

3.830

4.44

3.657

2.05

3.800

3.24

3.848

2.43

dcent-pl (Å)
3.329
3.390
3.311
3.311
3.371
3.263
3.323
3.397
3.394
3.439
3.373
3.413
3.491
3.511

β (°)
17.21
13.41
13.98
13.98
24.24
28.04
29.82
27.51
21.86
19.88
27.42
26.08
24.88
24.16

doffset (Å)
1.031
0.808
0.824
0.824
1.518
1.730
1.904
1.769
1.362
1.244
1.750
1.671
1.619
1.575

In the unit cell of [6a](PF6)2·H2O the two possible enantiomers are connected by
two PF6- counterions through hydrogen bonding (N-H···F and C-H···F) (Table 10 and Fig.
22) and anion-π interactions (see Table 11 and Fig. 23), similar to those found in the
literature (see CHAPTER 5).22 In addition, adjacent complexes are linked through double
hydrogen bonds between the guanine moieties (N-H···N) (see Fig. 24).

Fig. 22. Complex pairing in the unit cell of [6a](PF6)2·H2O.
Table 10. Hydrogen bonds for [6a](PF6)2·H2O.

H-bonding
N(5)-H(5A)···N(3)
C(15)-H(15)···F(16)
N(7)-H(7)···F(12)
C(6)-H(6B)···F(13)

100

D···A (Å)
3.049
3.321
2.908
3.150

H···A (Å)
2.233
2.408
2.112
2.674

D···H (Å)
0.860
0.929
0.860
0.960

α (°)
158.25
167.32
153.70
111.13

CHAPTER 1

Fig. 23. Anion-π interaction for complex [6a](PF6)2·H2O.
Table 11. Geometric parameters of anion-π interactions (P-F···π) for the complex [6a](PF6)2·H2O.

Compound
[6a](PF6)2·H2O

dF-cent (Å)
3.134

dF-plane (Å)
3.012

doffset (Å)
0.866

αP-F-cent(°)
125.24

θ (°)
73.96

* doffset has been calculated as (dcentroid2 - dplane2)1/2.22

Fig. 24. Double hydrogen bonding between nucleobases of adjacent cation complex in the crystal structure of
[6a](PF6)2 and intramolecular hydrogen bond C-H···O.

For the complex [6a](PF6)2·H2O, the O atom of 9MeG is oriented toward the
pyridyl moiety of pybim, so that it takes part in a triple hydrogen bonding interaction as
an acceptor (see Fig. 25). Two of these contacts are intramolecular: C(21)-H(21)···O(1)
with the p-cym ring and C(18)-H(18)···O(1) with the pyridyl group. As a consequence, the
link between the nucleobase and the fragment [(p-cym)Ru(pybim)]2+ is reinforced,
which makes the interaction selective vs. other nucleobases like adenine. Moreover,
there is a strong intermolecular hydrogen bond with a solvation H2O molecule, O(2)H(1O2)···O(1). Table 12 collects the parameters of some of the hydrogen bonding
interactions, involving the O atom of guanine.
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Fig. 25. Representation on intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving O(9MeG), the cationic fragment
[(p-cym)Ru(pybim)]2+ and a water molecule in the crystal structure of [6a](PF6)2.
Table 12. Relevant hydrogen bonding interactions for [6a](PF6)2, involving O(1) as acceptor.

H-bonding
C(21)-H(21)···O(1)
C(18)-H(18)··· O(1)
O(2)-H(1O2)···O(1)

D···A (Å)
3.221
2.956
2.801

H···A (Å)
2.715
2.353
1.995

D···H (Å)
0.930
0.929
0.865

α (°)
115.03
122.32
154.63

1.3. Aqueous Solubility
The aqueous solubility of some complexes was measured at room temperature (19
– 21 °C) and the results are gathered in Table 13. All the complexes are water-soluble,
whereas the free ligands are insoluble, due to strong self-association by hydrogen
bonding and π-π stacking interactions. In the complexes, the coordination of the metal
fragment blocks the hydrogen-bonding acceptor atoms (N atoms) and thus, the
solubility is enhanced. In addition, the cation-cation repulsion and anion interposition in
the cationic complexes contribute to the disruption of the intermolecular hydrogen
bonds present in the crystal networks of the free ligands.23 Likewise, the solubility
depends on the counterion, the overall charge of the complex and the arene identity.
The chloride salts are much more soluble in water than their BF4- counterparts, what is
explained in the literature as a result of the high hydration energy attributed to the Clanion.24,25 Regarding the arene, p-cymene derivatives give better solubilities than the
benzene and 2-phenoxiethanol derivatives. Among p-cym derivatives, the solubility
decreases according to the sequence [3a]Cl > [1a]Cl > [2a]Cl > [4a](OTf)2 > [7a].
Regarding the monocationic complexes, the most soluble is [3a]Cl with pyim as N,Nligand, owing to its lower hydrophobicity compared to pybim that has a benzo ring fused
to the imidazole heterocycle. On the other hand, the N-Me in the benzimidazole
heterocycle is less polar and less prone to hydrogen bonding than the N-H group, which
explains the reduced solubility of [2a]Cl vs. [1a]Cl. Unexpectedly, the aqua-complex
[4a](OTf)2 exhibits low solubility, likely, due to the hydrophobicity of the triflate ion and
[7a] shows very poor solubility due to its neutral nature.
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1.4. Aquation-Anation Equilibria
The aquation-anation equilibria were studied under pseudopharmacological
conditions by recording the corresponding 1H NMR spectra of 3 mM solutions in D2O at
25 °C, in the absence of NaCl and then in the presence of NaCl (5 or 100 mM as model
concentrations for the intracellular and blood plasma conditions, respectively)26. Two
sets of signals were observed, remaining constant after an hour, which suggests a fast
equilibration. The two doublets appearing at the highest frequencies were assigned to
H6’ protons both of the aqua derivative (9.69-9.62 ppm) and its chloride precursor (9.569.48) and used as references for integration purposes. In the absence of NaCl all the
monocationic complexes undergo aquation to a notable extent, from 49 to 74 %, with
some differences depending on the counterion, the arene, or the bidentate
pyridyldiazole ligand. In the presence of NaCl, the equilibria are shifted to the chlorido
side with very similar aquation values, between moderate (in 5 mM NaCl) and low (in
100 mM NaCl), showing a small dissociation of the chloride anion. In addition, aquation
of the neutral complex [7a] is the highest, 85.5 % at 5 mM NaCl and even 30.6 % at 100
mM NaCl (see Table 13). This fact is likely due to the high σ-donor character of its anionic
N,N-ligand, which must favour dissociation of chloride.
Table 13. Solubility Data in water and the aquation-anation ratio at different NaCl concentrations for selected
compounds, expressed as a percentage of the aqua derivative in the respective equilibrium mixture of Ru-OH2 and
Ru-Cl complexes in D2O 3 mM.

% aquation
Ref.

Compound

[1a](BF4)
[1b](BF4)
[1c](BF4)
[1a]Cl
[1b]Cl
[1c]Cl
[2a]Cl
[3a]Cl
[4a](OTf)2
[7a]

[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim)](BF4)
[(bz)RuCl(pybim)](BF4)
[(phoxet)RuCl(pybim)](BF4)
[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim)]Cl
[(bz)RuCl(pybim)]Cl
[(phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(pyMebim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(pyim)]Cl
[(p-cym)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](OTf)2
[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim’)]Cl

Solubility
(mM)
6.5
5.9
2.9
141.2
10.5
4.3
37.0
157.5
27.5
3.0

0 mM NaCl

5 mM NaCl

60
69
74
52
54
65
49
59
100
94

41
49
50
44
41
44
35
45
65
86

100 mM
NaCl
9
9
9
11
14
14
12
12
13
31

1.5. Deprotonation of [4a](BF4)2
As we have seen before, the complex [4a](BF4)2 has crystallized in both dicationic
[4a]2+ and monocationic [4a’]+ forms. Therefore, a 1H NMR experiment was performed
in order to verify this proton transfer equilibrium. After recording the spectrum of
[4a](BF4)2 (6 mM) in D2O at 25 °C, NaHCO3 (6 mM) was added to deprotonate the NH of
the benzimidazole unit. Bubbling was observed as a symptom of CO2 release, just after
the addition of the base.
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Diethyl
ether

t = 20 min

H8, H9

t = 3 min
H6’

H3’
Hc

H7

t=0

Fig. 26. 1H NMR spectrum of [4a](BF4)2 in D2O at 25 °C and after the addition of NaHCO3.

All the signals shifted upfield and those which were nearly affected by NH NOE (i.e.
and Hc) broadened (see Fig. 26). Peaks for p-cym protons underwent notable shifts:
H7 (Δδ = 0.13 ppm), H8 and H9 (Δδ = 0.11 ppm), as well as the resonances of the chelating
ligand, for instance, the most deshielded was H6’ (Δδ = 0.13 ppm). The equilibrium was
reached in only a few minutes (3-4 min), and it kept constant after 20 min. Partial
precipitation was observed after this time.
H3’

1.6. Interaction with nucleobases and nucleotides
The reaction of [1a](BF4) with the nucleobase 9MeG in water at 37 °C led to the
formation of the guanine derivative [6a](PF6)2 coordinated through the N7, as it has
been discussed previously in the X-ray section. In addition, the reactivity of [4a](OTf)2 (5
mM) against the nucleotide 5’-dGMP (25 mM) was examined by 1H NMR and 31P{1H}
NMR in D2O at 25 °C and pH 5 and pH 7. When the pH was adjusted to 7 the complex
[4a](OTf)2 precipitated, so we decided to repeat the experiment at a lower pH (pH <
pKa), so as to assured the presence of [4a]2+. The substitution reaction was monitored
by 1H NMR at different times, although it was almost finished in 3 or 5 minutes. The NMR
experiments along with the physicochemical measurements carried out by the group of
Pr. Begoña García from the University of Burgos confirmed the coordination of the
metallic fragment [Ru(arene)(pybim)]2+ to 5’-dGMP by mean of a covalent binding to N7
of guanine and DNA intercalation of the complexes [1a]Cl, [1b]Cl and [1c]Cl in aqueous
media1 (complexes [1x]+ undergo aquation becoming complexes [4x]2+).
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1.7. Cytotoxic Activity
The cytotoxic activity of the ligands and selected complexes have been evaluated in
a comparative in vitro MTT cell viability assay after incubation times of 96 h at 37 °C with
human ovarian carcinoma cells (A2780), cisplatin-resistant human ovarian carcinoma
cells (A2780cis), and the human hormone-dependent breast cancer cells (MCF-7).
Moreover, MRC-5 cell line represents fibroblasts as model for health cells. The values
are expressed as the inhibitory potency (IC50) and cisplatin was used as the positive
control in all the cell lines. Table 14 gathers the IC50 values in the different cell lines as
well as the resistance factor (RF) and the selectivity factor (SF). The cytotoxicity of free
ligands is very low (IC50 > 100 μM). Likewise, the dimeric starting material is inactive in
these cell lines according to literature. By contrast, most of the ruthenium compounds
evaluated in the cell line A2780 showed moderate or good activity. The most prominent
in vitro inhibitory potency in this cell line was obtained for the monocationic derivative
[3a]Cl. In the MCF-7 cells, the best results were achieved for [2a]Cl and [3a]Cl, which are
only between 2- or 3-fold less active than cisplatin. The antiproliferative activity of
compounds [2a]Cl and [3a]Cl toward the A2780cis cells is remarkable as long as the
corresponding IC50 values are lower than those for the A2780 cells. Thus, the RF (IC50 )
for these compounds is below unity, indicating that [2a]Cl and [3a]Cl overcome cisplatin
resistance. The selectivity factors (SF = IC50 for MRC-5/IC50 for the respective cancer cells)
have been determined for some compounds as a measure of the tumour-selective
antiproliferative potency. The most prominent drug turned out to be [1a]Cl because of
the low cytotoxicity of this compound toward fibroblasts. Thus, the SF values for [1a]Cl
are higher than those of cisplatin in the three cancer cell lines – 7.5 versus 5.6 (A2780);
3.3 versus 0.4 (MCF-7) and 6.6 versus 0.9 (A2780cis) – and this compound can be
postulated as a clinical alternative in the treatment of ovarian cancer on the basis of this
result.
Table 14. IC50 (μM, 96 h, 37 °C) values for ligands and selected compounds in the cell lines A2780, A2780cis, MCF7 and MRC-5.
SF
A2780
cis

RF

MCF-7

MRC-5

A2780

A2780
cis

MCF-7

5.17 ±
0.11

5.94

12 ± 1

4.87 ±
0.07

5.6

0.9

0.4

pybim
pyMebim
pyim
[(p-cym)RuCl2]2

0.87 ±
0.01
>100
>100
>100
>300

[1a]Cl

[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim)]Cl

30 ± 1

34 ± 1

224 ±
20

7.5

6.6

3.3

[1b]Cl
[1c]Cl
[1a](BF4)

[(bz)RuCl(pybim)]Cl
[(phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim)](BF4)
[(pcym)RuCl(pyMebim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(pyim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(pybim’)]Cl

96 ± 1
149 ± 3
29 ± 1

Ref.

Compound
cisplatin

[2a]Cl
[3a]Cl
[7a]

A2780

>300
1.13

68 ± 1
110 ± 6
68 ± 1
68 ± 3

35 ± 2

10 ± 2

0.29

29 ± 1

55 ± 4

1.6

5.5

1.9

19 ± 1
33 ± 2

16 ± 1
30 ± 1

0.84
0.91

38 ± 1

25 ± 1

1.3
4.15

1.6
4.6

0.7
1.7
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Furthermore, a comparison of the IC50 values obtained for [1a]Cl, [1b]Cl and [1c]Cl
in the A2780 and MCF-7 cells suggests that the arene ring affects the cytotoxic activity.
In both cell lines, [1a]Cl with p-cym is more active than [1b]Cl with bz. Compound [1c]Cl
shows erratic behavior because it is the less active compound in the A2780 cells, but
exhibits an activity similar to that of [1a]Cl in the MCF-7 cells.
As a matter of fact, the arene group is known to have a crucial effect on the
cytotoxicity.27 Moreover, as P. Sadler and co-workers have shown, the arene type affects
the coordination rate of the Ru center to the guanine N7 site, with complexes containing
an extended arene being faster than those containing a monoarene group.28 In fact,
complexes endowed with an extended arene are able to interact with DNA by both
covalent binding and intercalation of the arene moiety.29,30 Furthermore, the cytotoxic
activity in A2780 cancer cells has been shown to increase with the size of the
coordinated arene: bz < p-cym < biphenyl < dihydroanthracene <
tetrahydroanthracene.31 Thus, our results confirm and support all these experimental
facts.

1.8.SAR
The new complexes described in this work have been furnished with different motifs
in order to gain a better understanding of the optimal features for antitumor activity.
Thus, Fig. 27 displays the inferred global overview of the structure-properties and
structure-activity relationships obtained from this work.

Fig. 27. Graphical scheme showing the general role/function of different structural elements, the aqueous
solubility, and the SAR based on the IC50 values for A2780, A2780cis, and MCF-7 for the present family of
complexes.1
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2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-

-

-

-

A family of 18 new complexes has been synthesised and completely
characterised, both in solution and some of them in solid state.
All the complexes are water soluble, which is an essential feature from the point
of view of the biological/physiological environment. Most of them undergo
aquation in aqueous solution, which activates the complexes regarding their
reactivity against biomolecules such as DNA.
NMR and physicochemical experiments have demonstrated that the complexes
are able to interact with DNA: covalently through the N7 of guanine and by
intercalation of the chelate ligand.
The cytotoxicity data highlight complex [1a]Cl as the most relevant, since its SF
is higher than that for cisplatin. In addition, complexes [2a]Cl and [3a]Cl are able
to overcome cisplatin resistance.
The cytotoxic activity along with the solubility of the new complexes allowed us
to establish some structure activity relationships (SAR study), to clarify the role
and effect of the arene, the counterion, the global charge, the leaving group and
the chelating ligand.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Cationic Complexes

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim]Cl, [1a]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, 2-(2pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) (63.9 mg, 0.327 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere
to a solution of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl2]2 (100 mg, 0.164 mmol) in degassed methanol (15 mL). The
mixture was stirred for 20 hours at room temperature. The solvent was removed under vacuum
and the solid residue was washed with n-hexane (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce
a yellow solid. Yield: 115 mg (0.228 mmol, 70%). Mr (C22H23Cl2N3Ru) = 501.4192 g/mol. Anal.
Calcd for C22H23Cl2N3Ru·(H2O): C 50.87; H 4.85; N 8.09; Found: C 50.53; H 4.85; N 8.11. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 15.39 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.61 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.63 (d, J = 7.9 Hz,
1H, H3’), 8.35 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.15 – 8.08 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.85 – 7.77 (m, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H, H5’,c),
7.63 – 7.52 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.39 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.32 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.18
(d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.11 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.50 (sept, H7), 2.20 (s, 3H, H10), 0.91
(d, J = 6.5 Hz, 6H, H8), 0.89 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 6H, H9) ppm. The resonance for H7 is obscured under
the signal of DMSO at 2.50 ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 156.5 (s, 1C, C6’),
150.4 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.4 (s, 1C, C2’), 141.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 134.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.1 (s,
1C, C5’), 125.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.1 (s, 1C, Cc),
103.4 (s, 1C, C4), 102.6 (s, 1C, C1), 85.6 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 83.5 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 82.3 (s, 1C, C3 or C5),
79.8 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 30.6 (s, 1C, C7), 21.7 (d, J = 2.5, Hz, 2C, C8,9), 18.6 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3063 (w, νC=CH, N-H), 2964 (w, ν-CH), 1610, 1594 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1483 (m), 1456
(s, νC=N), 1447 (s), 1388 (w, δCH3), 1325 (m), 1152 (w), 792 (w, δC-C), 761-752 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+):
m/z (%) = 466 (100) ([M-Cl]+), 430 (80) ([M-2Cl-H]+). Molar conductivity (H2O): 189 S·cm2·mol-1.
Solubility: soluble in methanol, ethanol, water, DMSO. Partially soluble in acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1b]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [1a]Cl using
2-(2-pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) (78.2 mg, 0.403 mmol) and [(η6-benzene)RuCl2]2 (100 mg,
0.200 mmol) adding some acetonitrile. Yellow-brownish solid. Yield: 139 mg (0.312 mmol, 79%).
Mr (C18H15Cl2N3Ru) = 445.312 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C18H15Cl2N3Ru (H2O)1.8: C 45.25; H 3.92; N
8.80; Found: C 45.17; H 3.93; N 8.92. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 9.71 (d, J = 5.7 Hz,
1H, H6’), 8.55 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.35 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.18 – 8.10 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.87 –
7.76 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.62 – 7.54 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.30 (s, 6H, Hbz) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSOd6, 25 °C) δ 156.6 (s, 1C, C6’), 150.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.7 (s, 1C, C2’), 141.3 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.2 (s, 1C, C4’),
134.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 123.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.0 (s,
1C, Cf), 114.1 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.1 (s, 6C, Cbz). FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3063 (m, ν=CH, N-H), 1610
(s, νC=C + C-N), 1481 (w), 1457 (s, νC=N), 1445 (s), 1325 (m), 1156-1148 (m), 1007-938 (w), 849 (m),
785 (w, δC-C), 745 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 410 (51) ([M-Cl]+), 374 (27) ([M-2Cl-H]+). Molar
conductivity (H2O): 192 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, ethanol, water, DMSO.

Synthesis of [(η6-phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1c]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [1a]Cl using
2-(2-pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) (63.3 mg, 0.324 mmol) and [(η6-phoxet)RuCl2]2 (100 mg,
0.162 mmol. Yellow solid. Yield: 139 mg (0.275 mmol, 85%). Mr (C20H19Cl2N3O2Ru) = 505.3644
g/mol. Anal. Calcd. for C20H19Cl2N3O2Ru·(H2O)2.5: C 43.64; H 4.40; N 7.63; Found: C 43.77; H 4.50;
N 7.51. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 15.43 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.61 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.64
(d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.33 (td, J = 7.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.17 – 8.07 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.85 – 7.75 (m,
2H, H5’,c), 7.65 – 7.48 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.50 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.45 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or
H5), 6.13 (dd, J = 6.3, 1.8 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.93 (dd, J = 6.3, 1.8 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.55 (t, J = 5.4
Hz, 1H, H4), 4.98 (s, 1H, HO-H), 4.19 – 4.00 (m, 2H, H7), 3.64 (m, 2H, H8) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CD3OD, 25 °C) δ 9.56 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.28 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 2H, H3’,4’), 8.09 (dd, J = 6.5, 2.9 Hz,
1H, Hf), 7.77 (dd, J = 9.6, 4.2 Hz, 2H, H5’,c), 7.68 – 7.54 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.51 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or
H5), 6.44 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.99 (dd, J = 6.4, 1.8 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.83 (dd, J = 6.4, 1.7
Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.54 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H4), 4.18 (m, J = 16.5, 5.1 Hz, 2H, H7), 3.81 (t, J = 4.7 Hz,
2H, H8). 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 156.1 (s, 1C, C6’), 150.4 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.7 (s,
1C, C2’), 141.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.1 (s, 1C, C1), 134.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 126.8 (s, 1C, C5’),
125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.1 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 92.7 (s, 1C,
C3 or C5), 91.0 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 71.6 (s, 1C, C7), 71.4 (s, 1C, C8), 64.1 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 62.3 (s, 1C, C2
or C6), 58.8 (s, 1C, C4) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3388 (s, νO-H), 3064 (m, ν=CH, N-H),
2928 (w, ν-CH), 1609 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1526 (s), 1457 (s, νC=N), 1326 (m), 1267 (s, νC-O-Cas), 1153 (w),
1071 (m, νC-Osym ), 909 (m, νC-Oas), 792 (w, δC-C), 757-751 (s, δCHoop), 665 (s, δO-Hoop). MS (FAB+): m/z
(%) = 470 (100) ([M-Cl]+), 434 (20) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 390 (35) ([M-2Cl-H-(CH2CH2OH)+H]+). Molar
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conductivity (H2O): 200 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, ethanol, water,
dichloromethane and acetone. Partially soluble in DMSO.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim)]BF4, [1a](BF4). In a 100 mL Schlenk flask protected from
light, AgBF4 (0.0636 g, 0.0327 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of
[(η6-p-cymene)RuCl2]2 (100 mg, 0.162 mmol) in degassed dichloromethane (15 mL). The
suspension was stirred for 2 hours at room temperature. The ligand 2-(2-pyridyl)benzimidazole
(pybim) (63.8 mg, 0.327 mmol) was then added and the mixture stirred for 15 additional hours
at room temperature. The AgCl was filtered off. The solvent was removed under vacuum and
the solid residue was washed with n-hexane (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce an
orange-yellow solid. Yield: 94.6 mg (0.171 mmol, 52%). Mr (C22H23BClF4N3Ru) = 552.7711 g/mol.
Anal. Calcd for C22H23BClF4N3Ru·(H2O)0.2: C 47.49; H 4.24; N 7.55; Found: C 47.53; H 4.70; N 7.85.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 15.49 (s, 1H, N-H), 9.62 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.68 (d, J =
7.9 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.36 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.12 (dd, J = 5.5, 3.8 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.90 – 7.71 (m, 2H,
H5’,c), 7.71 – 7.51 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.40 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.33 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6),
6.19 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.12 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.50 (sept, H7), 2.20 (s, 3H, H10),
0.91 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H, H8), 0.89 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H, H9) ppm. The resonance of H7 is obscured under
the signal of DMSO at 2.50 ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 156.5 (s, 1C, C6’),
150.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 141.0 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 134.4 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.2 (s,
1C, C5’), 125.9 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.8 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.4 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.9 (s, 1C, Cc),
103.5 (s, 1C, C4), 102.7 (s, 1C, C1), 85.6 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 83.5 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 82.3 (s, 1C, C3 or C5),
79.9 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 30.6 (s, 1C, C7), 21.7 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, , 2C, C8,9), 18.6 (s, 1C, C10). 19F{1H} NMR
(376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -148.74 (s, 10B-F, BF4-), -148.79 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm1
) selected bands: 3063 (w, ν=CH, N-H), 2964 (w, ν-CH), 1610-1594 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1483 (m), 1456 (s,
νC=N), 1447 (s), 1388 (w, δCH3), 1325 (m), 1152 (w), 1083-1058-1036 (vs, νB-F), 792 (w, δC-C), 762752 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 466 (62) ([M-BF4]+), 430 (75) ([M-BF4-Cl-H]+). Molar
conductivity (H2O): 159 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, water, DMSO, and partially
soluble in acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(pybim)]BF4, [1b](BF4). The synthesis was performed as for
[1a]BF4 using AgBF4 (0.080 g, 0.041 mmol), [(η6-benzene)RuCl2]2 (100 mg, 0.200 mmol) and 2-(2pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) (79.1 mg, 0.405 mmol) adding some acetonitrile. Yellow solid.
Yield: 99.7 mg (0.201 mmol, 50%). Mr (C18H15BClF4N3Ru) = 496.6639 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C18H15BClF4N3Ru·(CH3CN)0.25(H2O)1.2: C 42.04; H 3.46; N 8.61; Found: C 42.03; H 3.49; N 8.64. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.75 (s, 1H, N-H), 9.70 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.43 – 8.32
(m, 2H, H3’,4’), 8.18 – 8.12 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.87 – 7.78 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.65 – 7.55 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.30 (s,
6H, Hbz).ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 156.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 150.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.2
(s, 1C, C2’), 141.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.4 (s, 1C, C4’), 134.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.1 (s, 1C, Cd),
124.9 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.1 (s, 6C, Cbz) ppm. 19F{1H}
NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -148.75 (s, 10B-F, BF4-), -148.80 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3065 (m, ν=CH, N-H), 1611 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1484 (w), 1456 (s, νC=N), 1445 (s), 1324
(m), 1150 (m), 1082-1061 (vs, νB-F), 846 (w), 791 (w, δC-C), 751 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) =
410 (51) ([M-BF4]+), 374 (27) ([M-BF4-Cl-H]+). Molar conductivity (H2O): 175 S·cm2·mol-1.
Solubility: soluble in water, acetone and DMSO. Partially soluble in methanol, and insoluble in
chloroform.

Synthesis of [(η6-phoxet)RuCl(pybim)](BF4), [1c](BF4). The synthesis was performed as for [1a]BF4
using AgBF4 (63.4 mg, 0.041 mmol), [(η6-phoxet)RuCl2]2 (99.4 mg, 0.162 mmol) and 2-(2pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim) (62.5 mg, 0.324 mmol). Orange-yellow solid. Yield: 124 mg (0.223
mmol, 70%). Mr (C20H19BClF4N3O2Ru) = 556,7163 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H19BClF4N3O2Ru: C
43.15; H 3.44; N 7.55; Found: C 43.46; H 3.74; N 7.50. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ
14.66 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.61 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H H6’), 8.39 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.34 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H,
H4’), 8.14 (dd, J = 6.1, 2.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.89 – 7.74 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.60 – 7.51 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.50 (t, J
= 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.45 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 6.13 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.92 (d,
J = 6.4 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.54 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H4), 4.95 (s, 1H, HO-H), 4.22 – 4.02 (m, 2H H7), 3.64
(m, 2H, H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 156.2 (s, 1C, C6’), 150.2 (s, 1C, Ca),
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146.5 (s, 1C, C2’), 141.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.2 (s, 1C, C1), 134.3 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.0 (s,
1C, C5’), 125.9 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.9 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 92.7
(s, 1C, C5 or C3), 91.0 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 71.7 (s, 1C, C7), 71.4 (s, 1C, C8), 64.1 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 62.3
(s, 1C, C2 or C6), 58.9 (s, 1C, C4) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -148.76 (s, 10BF, BF4-), -148.81 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3385 (s, νO-H), 3060 (m,
ν=CH), 2924 (w, ν-CH), 1610 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1526 (s), 1457 (s, νC=N), 1326 (w), 1268 (s, νC-O-Cas), 1084
(vs, νB-F ), 1071 (m, νC-Osym ), 910 (m, νC-Oas), 751 (s, δCHoop), 664 (s, δO-Hoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) =
470 (18) ([M-BF4]+), 434 (4) ([M-BF4-Cl-H]+), 390 (4) ([M- BF4-Cl-(CH2CH2OH)]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 176.8 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, acetone, methanol, ethanol,
dimethyl sulfoxide and slightly soluble in dichloromethane and chloroform.

Synthesis of the ligand 1-Methyl-2-pyridin-2-yl-1H-benzimidazole, pyMebim.15 In a 100 mL
Schlenk flask, Cs2CO3 (3.3377 g, 10.24 mmol) was added to a solution of 2-(2’pyridyl)benzimidazole (1.000 g, 5.12 mmol) in DMSO (25 mL). The mixture was stirred at 80 °C
for 90 min. under a nitrogen atmosphere. Then methyl iodide (478 μL, 7.68 mmol) was added
and the resulting mixture was stirred for 20 h at room temperature. The crude product was
precipitated with water as a white solid. This solid was filtered, washed with water (2x10 mL)
and dried in a desiccator until constant weigh. Yield: 0.7741 g (3.70 mmol, 72%).
Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pyMebim)]Cl, [2a]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [1a]Cl
using 1-Methyl-2-pyridin-2-yl-1H-benzimidazole (pyMebim) (101.7 mg, 0.486 mmol) and [(η6-pcymene)RuCl2]2 (129.7 mg, 0.212 mmol) and washing the solid also with THF (4×5 mL). Yellow
solid. Yield: 115.6 mg (0.224 mmol, 56%). Mr (C22H23Cl2N3Ru) = 515.4460 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C22H23Cl2N3Ru·(H2O)0.6: C 52.49; H 5.02; N 7.98; Found: C 52.45; H 5.02; N 8.03. 1H NMR (400
MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 9.73 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.61 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.34 (td, J = 8.0,
1.3 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.12 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 8.04 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.84 (t, J = 6.15 Hz, 1H, H5’),
7.72 – 7.59 (m, 2H, Hd,e), 6.39 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.35 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.22
(d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.12 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 4.38 (s, 3H, Hh), 2.48 (sept, J = 6.8
Hz, 1H, H7), 2.20 (s, 3H, H10), 0.90 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H, H8), 0.89 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H, H9) ppm. The peak
for H7 is partially overlapped with the signal of DMSO-d6 at 2.50 ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz,
DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 157.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 148.9 (s, Ca), 145.6 (s, C2’), 139.9 (s, 1C, Cg or C4’), 139.8 (s,
1C, Cg or C4’), 136.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 127.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.3 (s, 1C, Ce or C3’), 125.2 (s,
1C, Ce or C3’), 118.5 (s, 1C, Cf), 112.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 104.2 (s, 1C, C4), 103.0 (s, 1C, C1), 86.1 (s, 1C, C6
or C2), 83.8 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 82.7 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 80.1 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 33.1 (s, 1C, Ch), 30.5 (s, 1C,
C7), 21.80 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.7 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 18.6 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3572 (s, νO-H), 3388 (vs), 3048 (m, ν=CH), 3013-2966 (s, ν-CH), 1603 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1528 (m),
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1484 (vs, νC=N), 1459-1444-1425 (s), 1350-1335 (w, δCH3), 1223 (w), 1130-1111 (w), 1028 (w), 829
(w), 792 (m, δC-C), 772-753 (s, δCHoop), 506 (w), 477-439 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 480 (2) ([MCl]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 138 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, ethanol,
dimethyl sulfoxide, dichloromethane and partially soluble in acetone. Slightly soluble/insoluble
in THF.

Synthesis 2-(2’-pyridyl)imidazole, pyim.32,33 In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, an ice-cold solution of
glyoxal (2.8 mL, 24.51 mmol, 20 % ee) in ethanol (5 mL) was added to an ice-cold solution of 2pyridylcarboxaldehyde (2.011 g, 18.68 mmol) also in ethanol (5 mL). Immediately, aqueous
ammonia (7.5 mL, 114.9 mmol) was then added and the mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 1 h and
then, at room temperature for 2 days. The solvent was evaporated and the residue extracted
with diethyl ether (10 x 15 mL). The crude product was recrystallized from methanol to afford
orange crystals. The crystals were washed with cold methanol and dried under vacuum. Yield:
0.3405 g (2.346 mmol, 13%).
Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pyim)]Cl, [3a]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, a solution of 2-(2’pyridyl)imidazole (pyim) (52.5 mg, 0.362 mmol) in degassed methanol (5 mL) was added under
a nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl2]2 (100.3 mg, 0.164 mmol) in
degassed methanol (5 mL). The resulting solution was stirred overnight (20 h) at room
temperature. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid residue was washed with
diethylether (5 mL) and n-hexane (5 mL), and then dried under vacuum. The crude product was
dissolved in methanol (3 mL), and thereupon, diethylether (3 mL) was added to precipitate a
solid that was filtered and washed with n-hexane (25 mL) and dried under vacuum to produce
a yellow-brownish product. Yield: 96 mg (0.213 mmol, 65%). Mr (C18H21Cl2N3Ru) = 451.3594
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C18H21Cl2N3Ru·(H2O)0.5: C 46.96; H 4.82; N 9.13; Found: C 46.58; H 4.56; N
9.45. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.62 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.44 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.26
(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.21 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.01 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.77 (d, J = 1.3 Hz,
1H, Hb), 7.63 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H5’), 6.19 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.08 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 or
H6), 5.97 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.85 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.62 (sept, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H,
H7), 2.13 (s, 3H, H10), 1.02 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.96 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9) ppm. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.97 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.19 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 9.06 (d, J = 5.7 Hz,
1H, H6’), 7.99 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.50 (s, 1H, Hc), 7.43 (s, 1H, Hb), 7.39 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H5’),
5.74 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.67 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.57 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H5 or
H3), 5.52 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.69 (sept, J = 13.9, 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.23 (s, 3H, H10), 1.12
(d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 1.08 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3,
25 °C) δ 154.0 (s, 1C, C6’), 147.7 (s, 1C, C2’), 145.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 140.3 (s, 1C, C4’), 130.5 (s, 1C, Cc),
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125.5 (s, 1C, C5’), 124.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 122.6 (s, 1C, Cb), 104.2 (s, 1C, C1), 101.7 (s, 1C, C4), 84.9 (s, 1C,
C2 or C6), 84.1 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 83.5 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 82.1 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 31.3 (s, 1C, C7), 22.5 (s,
1C, C8 or C9), 22.1 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 19.0 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3425
(m, νO-H), 3086 (s, ν=CH), 2967 (s, ν-CH), 1617 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1471 (vs, νC=N), 1373 (w, δCH3), 1160 (m),
804 (s, δC-C), 757 (m, δCHoop), 704 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 416 (55) ([M-Cl]+), 380 (18) ([M-2ClH]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 132 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, acetone
and chloroform.

Aqua-complexes

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](BF4)2, [4a](BF4)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask
protected from light, AgBF4 (119.6 mg, 0.614 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to
a solution of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1a]Cl (93.1 mg, 0.186 mmol) in degassed distilled
water (10 mL). The suspension was stirred for 20 hours at room temperature. The AgCl was
filtered off. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid residue was washed with
diethylether (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce a yellow solid. Yield: not calculated
(impure product). Mr (C22H25B2F8N3ORu) = 622.1382 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C22H25B2F8N3ORu·(AgBF4)0.5: C 38.06; H 4.79; N 6.05; Found: C 38.02; H 4.30; N 5.92. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ = 9.68 (d, J=5.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.33 (m, 2H, H4’,3’), 8.16 (d, J=7.2 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.86 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.70 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.57 (d, J=6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.37 (d, J=6.2 Hz, 1H, H6 or
H2), 6.28 (d, J=6.2 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.24 (d, J=6.1 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.40 (sept, J=6.9 Hz, 1H, H7),
2.24 (s, 3H, H10), 0.90 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.86 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ = 156.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 142.2 (s, 1C,
C4’), 141.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 128.9 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.5
(s, 1C, C3’), 117. 9 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 105.3 (s, 1C, C4), 99.6 (s, 1C, C1), 87.6 (s, 1C, C6 or
C2), 85.4 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 83.2 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 79.9 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 31.1 (s, 1C, C7), 21.7 (s, 1C, C8
or C9), 21.5 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 18.4 (s, 1C, C10). 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ = -150.95 (s,
10
B-F, BF4-), -151.00 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. Integration ratio (1:4) in agreement with the isotopic
distribution for 10B/11B. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3417 (m, νO-H), 3289 (m, νN-Hasociado),
3084 (w, ν=CH), 2970 (w, ν-CH), 1613-1595 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1498-1485 (m), 1460 (s, νC=N), 1448 (s),
1393-1382 (w, δCH3), 1322 (w), 1306-1286 (w), 1098 (vs, νB-F), 821 (w), 789 (w, δC-C), 748 (s, δCHoop),
523 (w). FT-FIR (Nujol, cm-1) selected bands: 506 (s), 521 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 450 (8)
([M+H]+), 430 (71) ([M-H2O-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 225 S·cm2·mol-1.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](BF4)2, [4b](BF4)2. The synthesis was performed as for
[4a](BF4)2 using AgBF4 (70.2 mg, 0.361 mmol) and [(η6-bz)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1b]Cl (50 mg, 0.112
mmol). Yellow solid. Yield: not calculated (impure product). Mr (C18H17B2F8N3ORu) = 566.031
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C18H17B2F8N3ORu·(H2O)1.1(AgBF4)0.2: C 34.63; H 3.14; N 6.78; Found: C
34.60; H 3.10; N 6.73. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.70 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.41 – 8.26
(m, 2H, H4’,3’), 8.15 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.91 – 7.80 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.75 – 7.62 (m, 2H, He,d),
6.34 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 6H, Hbencene) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 156.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.9
(s, 1C, Ca), 147.6 (s, 1C, C2’), 142.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 141.5 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.6 (s, 1C, Cb), 128.8 (s, 1C, C5’),
127.3 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 117.8 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.0 (s, 6C,
Cbencene) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -130.46 (s), -150.96 (s, 10B-F, BF4-), -151.01 (s,
11
B-F, BF4-) ppm. Integration ratio (1:4) in agreement with the isotopic distribution for 10B/11B.
FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3588 (m, νO-H), 3521 (m), 3371 (m, νN-Hasociado), 3088 (w, ν=CH),
1614-1598 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1500-1487 (m), 1460 (s, νC=N), 1450 (s), 1313 (w, δO-Hip), 1067 (vs, νB-F),
847 (w), 791 (w, δC-C), 758-752 (s, δCHoop), 629 (w), 521 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 394 (5) ([M2BF4+H]+), 374 (22) ([M-2BF4-H2O-H]+). Solubility: soluble in water, methanol and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-phenoxyethanol)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](BF4)2, [4c](BF4)2. The synthesis was
performed as for [4a](BF4)2 using AgBF4 (70 mg, 0.360 mmol) and [(η6-phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl,
[1c]Cl (49.6 mg, 0.098 mmol). Yellow solid. Yield: not calculated (impure product). Mr
(C20H21B2F8N3O3Ru) = 626.0834 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H21B2F8N3O3Ru·(H2O)3(AgBF4)0.2: C
33.47; H 3.87; N 5.62; Found: C 33.41; H 3.78; N 5.84. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.63 (d, J
= 5.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.32 (m, 2H, H4’,3’), 8.15 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.95 – 7.78 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.68 (t,
J = 6.6 Hz, 2H, He,d), 6.62 (m, 2H, H3,5), 5.94 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.86 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H2
or H6), 5.75 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H4), 3.99 (m, 2H, H7) ppm. The signal for H8 is into the signal of 1,4dioxano, used as reference solvent. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 156.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.8
(s, 1C, Ca), 147.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 142.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 141.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 138.0 (s, 1C, C1), 134.6 (s, 1C, Cb),
128.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.3 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 118.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.7 (s,
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1C, Cc), 93.6 (s, 1C, C3), 93.4 (s, 1C, C5), 72.0 (s, 1C, C7 or C8), 70.9 (s, 1C, C4), 63.1 (s, 1C, C2), 62.9
(s, 1C, C6), 59.7 (s, 1C, C8 or C7) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -150.97 (s, 10B-F, BF4), -151.03 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. Integration ratio (1:4) in agreement with the isotopic distribution
for 10B/11B. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3097 (m, ν=CH, N-H), 1614 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1530 (s), 14991486 (w), 1462-1450 (s, νC=N), 1329 (w), 1272 (s, νC-O-Cas), 1056 (vs, νB-F ), 910 (w, νC-Oas), 762-751
(s, δCHoop), 666 (s, δO-Hoop), 520 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 454 (14) ([M-2BF4+H]+), 434 (20) ([M2BF4-H2O-H]+), 390 (35) ([M-2BF4-H-(CH2CH2OH)+H]+). Molar conductivity (H2O): Decomposition
was observed during determination of ΛM. Solubility: soluble in methanol, water, acetone and
dichloromethane.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](TfO)2, [4a](TfO)2. The synthesis was performed as
for [4a](BF4)2 using AgOTf (109 mg, 0.424 mmol) and [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1a]Cl
(100.3 mg, 0.200 mmol) in a mixture of degassed water/ethanol (1:1, 6 mL). Yellow solid. Yield:
not calculated. Mr (C24H25F6N3O7S2Ru) = 746.6698 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C24H25F6N3O7S2Ru
(H2O): C 37.7; H 3.56; N 5.5; S 8.39; Found: C 37.29; H 3.73; N 6.00; S 7.84. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.67 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.40 – 8.25 (m, 2H, H4’,3’), 8.16 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.86 (dd, J = 9.6, 4.9 Hz, 2H, H5’,c), 7.80 – 7.57 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.57 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 o H6), 6.37
(d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H6 o H2), 6.27 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, H3 o H5), 6.24 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H5 o H3), 2.40
(sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.24 (s, 3H, H10), 0.89 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.86 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H,
H9 o H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 156.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.3 (s,
1C, C2’), 142.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 141.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 128.6 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.5 (s, 1C, Cd),
126.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.5 (s, 1C, C3’), 120.2 (q, J = 317.0 Hz, 2C, COTf), 117.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.7 (s, 1C,
Cc), 105.3 (s, 1C, C4), 99.6 (s, 1C, C1), 87.6 (s, 1C, C6), 85.4 (s, 1C, C2), 83.2 (s, 1C, C5), 79.9 (s, 1C,
C3), 31.1 (s, 1C, C7), 21.7 (s, 1C, C8), 21.5 (s, 1C, C9), 18.4 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz,
D2O, 25 °C) δ -79.2 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3504 (m, νO-H), 3168 (m,
νN-Hasociado), 3148-3114 (w, ν=CH), 2979 (w, ν-CH), 1613 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1499-1485 (m), 1459 (s, νC=N),
1292-1245 (vs, νC-F), 1224-1165 (vs, νSO3-as), 1030 (vs, νSO3-sym), 788 (w, δC-C), 748 (s, δCHoop), 637
(vs, νC-S), 579 (w), 518 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 580 (21) ([M-OTf-H2O]+), 430 (58) ([M-2OTfH2O-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 148 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](TfO)2, [4b](TfO)2. The synthesis was performed as for
[4a](OTf)2 using AgOTf (36.4 mg, 0.142 mmol) and [(η6-benzene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1b]Cl (30 mg,
0.067 mmol). Orange-yellowish solid. Yield: not calculated (unstable compound). Analysis not
calculated. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.70 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.38 – 8.26 (m, 2H, H4’,3’),
8.15 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.88 – 7.80 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.73 – 7.62 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.33 (s, 6H, Hbz)
ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 156.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 152.1 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.7 (s, 1C, C2’),
142.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 141.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.9 (s, 1C, Cb), 128.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.3 (s,
1C, Ce), 124.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 120.2 (q, J = 317.4 Hz, 2C, COTf), 117.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.0
(s, 6C, Cbz) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -79.3 (s, 6F, FCF3). FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3463 (m, νO-H), 3087 (m, ν=CH), 1613 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1499-1487 (m), 1459 (m, νC=N), 1448 (m),
1280-1251 (vs, νC-F), 1168 (vs, νSO3-as), 1030 (vs, νSO3-sym), 842 (w), 789 (w, δC-C), 761-750 (m, δCHoop),
639 (s), 576 (w), 518 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 525 (34) ([M-OTf-H2O+H]+), 391 (9) ([M-2OTf2H]+), 374 (100) ([M-2OTf-H2O-H]+). Solubility: soluble in water and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-phoxet)Ru(OH2)(pybim)](TfO)2, [4c](TfO)2. The synthesis was performed as for
[4a](OTf)2 using AgOTf (18.9 mg, 0.074 mmol) and [(η6-phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1c]Cl (17.5 mg,
0.035 mmol). Orange-yellowish solid. Yield: not calculated. Mr (C22H21F6N3O9S2Ru) = 750.5664
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H21F6N3O9S2Ru (H2O)2.1: C 33.51; H 3.22; N 5.33, S 8.13; Found: C 33.54;
H 3.35; N 4.98, S 8.08. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.62 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.37 – 8.28
(m, 2H, H4’,3’), 8.14 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.89 – 7.80 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.75 – 7.60 (m, 2H, He,d), 6.65
– 6.56 (m, 2H, H5,3), 5.94 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.85 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.75 (t, J =
5.6 Hz, 1H, H4), 4.01 – 3.96 (m, 2H, H7), 3.74 – 3.69 (m, 2H, H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O,
25 °C) δ 156.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 142.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 141.3 (s, 1C, Cg),
138.0 (s, 1C, C1), 134.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 128.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.0 (s,
1C, C3’), 120.2 (q, J = 317.2 Hz, 2C, COTf), 117.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 114.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 93.6 (s, 1C, C3), 93.4 (s,
1C, C5), 72.0 (s, 1C, C7 or C8), 70.9 (s, 1C, C4), 63.1 (s, 1C, C2), 62.8 (s, 1C, C6), 59.7 (s, 1C, C8 or C7)
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ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -79.3 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3447 (m, νO-H), 3086 (m, ν=CH), 1612 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1527 (m), 1499-1486 (w), 1459 (m, νC=N),
1448 (m), 1262 (vs, νC-F), 1227-1168 (s, νSO3-as), 1031 (vs, νSO3-sym), 761-751 (m, δCHoop), 641 (s), 576
(w), 518 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 453 (8) ([M-2OTf]+), 435 (100) ([M-2OTf-H2O]+), 404 (25) ([M2OTf-H2O-CH2OH]+), 391 (85) ([M-2OTf-H2O-CH2CH2OH+H]+), 374 (17) ([M-2OTf-H2OOCH2CH2OH]+), 297 (25) ([M-2OTf-H2O-arene]+). Solubility: soluble in water, acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-κ1-phenoxyethanol)Ru(pybim)](BF4)2, [5c](BF4)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask
protected from light, excess of AgBF4 (73.9 mg, 0.380 mmol) was added under a nitrogen
atmosphere to a solution of [(η6-phoxet)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1c]Cl (50.8 mg, 0.101 mmol) in
degassed methanol (10 mL). The suspension was stirred for 20 hours at room temperature. The
AgCl was filtered off. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid residue was washed
with diethylether (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce a yellow solid. Yield: 38.1 mg
(0.063 mmol, 62%). Mr (C20H19N3O2B2F8Ru) = 608.072 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C20H19N3O2B2F8Ru·(AgBF4)0.5·(H2O)·(CH3OH): C 33.39; H 3.34; N 5.56; Found: C 33.51; H 3.52; N
5.80. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 25 °C) δ 9.78 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.40 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 2H, H3’,4’),
8.25 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.90 (dd, J = 9.3, 5.5 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.83 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.69 (t, J
= 7.1 Hz, 1H, He), 7.63 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.72 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H3 o H5), 6.68 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H,
H5 o H3), 6.17 (dd, J = 6.5, 1.8 Hz, 1H, H2 o H6), 5.97 (dd, J = 6.4, 1.8 Hz, 1H, H6 o H2), 5.75 (t, J =
5.5 Hz, 1H, H4), 4.10 (dd, J = 8.5, 3.8 Hz, 2H, H7), 3.79 – 3.73 (m, 2H, H8) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376
MHz, CD3OD, 25 °C) δ -154.9 (s, 10B-F, BF4-), -155.0 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3097 (m, ν=CH), 1614 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1530 (s), 1499-1486 (w), 1462-1450 (s, νC=N), 1329 (w),
1272 (s, νC-O-Cas), 1056 (vs, νB-F ), 910 (w, νC-Oas), 762-751 (s, δCHoop), 666 (s, δO-Hoop), 520 (w). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 434 (20) ([M-2BF4-H]+), 390 (35) ([M-2BF4-H-(CH2CH2OH)+H]+). Solubility:
soluble in water, methanol, dichloromethane and acetone.

Guanine-derivative
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(9-MeG)(pybim)](PF6)2, [6a](PF6)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask [(η6-pcymene)RuCl(pybim)]BF4, [1a](BF4) (33.3 mg, 0.060 mmol) was dissolved in degassed water (12
mL) under a nitrogen atmosphere and the solution was stirred for 2 hours. 9-methylguanine, 9MeG, (11.1 mg, 0.067 mmol) was then added and the mixture was heated at 37 °C with stirring
for 16 hours. The mixture was filtered to remove insoluble impurities. The solution was
concentrated and (NH4)PF6 (26 mg, 0.160 mmol) was added to precipitate a solid, which was
filtered and washed with cold water (5 mL) and with diethylether (3×5 mL), and dried under
vacuum to produce a yellow product. Yield: 23 mg (0.026 mmol, 43%). Mr (C28H30F12N8OP2Ru) =
885.5964 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C28H30F12N8OP2Ru·H2O: C 37.22; H 3.57; N 12.4; Found: C 37.09;
H 3.97; N 12.35. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.98 (s, 1H, HN-H(Im)), 11.05 (s, 1H, -NH,
H1’’), 9.98 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.32 (m, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H, H3’,4’,f), 7.90 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.82
(t, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.69 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H, Hd,e), 6.83 (s, 2H, -NH2, H2’’), 6.76 (s, 2H, H8’’ and H2
or H6), 6.51 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.37 (s, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.13 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3),
3.27 (s, 3H, -NMe), 2.44 – 2.30 (m, 1H, H7), 1.86 (s, 3H, H10), 0.88 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8), 0.67
(d, J = 6.4 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9). 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -70.5 (d, PF6-, 1JP-F = 713.0
Hz) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3630 (w, νNH2), 3364 (m, νNH2), 3154 (m, νNH), 2965 (w,
ν-CH), 1702-1675 (s, νC=O), 1638 (s, δNH), 1608-1582 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1500, 1488 (m), 1461 (s, νC=N,
δNHip), 1449 (w), 1177 (m), 845 (vs, νP-Fsym), 779 (w, δC-C), 740 (s, δCHoop), 637 (w, δNHoop), 558 (s, νP+
+
Fas). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 595 (18) ([M-2PF6-H] ), 430 (42) ([M-2PF6-H-MeG] ). Molar
conductivity (H2O): 243 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, water, acetone, DMSO, and
partially soluble in dichloromethane.

Neutral derivatives

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim’)], [7a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, NaHCO3 (84.6 mg, 1
mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl,
[1a]Cl (100.3 mg, 0.200 mmol) in a mixture of degassed dichloromethane/methanol (5:1, 12 mL).
The suspension was stirred for 20 hours at room temperature. The NaCl formed as a byproduct
was filtered off. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the resulting solid residue was
washed with n-hexane (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce a yellow solid. Yield: 63
mg (0.135 mmol, 68%). Mr (C22H22ClN3Ru) = 464.9586 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C22H22ClN3Ru·(H2O)1.8: C 53.13; H 5.19; N 8.45; Found: C 53.10; H 5.25; N 8.46. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 9.37 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.10 (m, 1H, H3’), 8.05 (m, 1H, H4’), 7.77 (d, J = 7.9
Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.58 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.48 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.17 (m, 1H, He), 7.10 (m, 1H, Hd), 6.17 (d,
J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.07 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.96 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.93
(d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.34 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.17 (s, 3H, H10), 0.81 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H,
H8 or H9), 0.81 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 157.81
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(s, 1C, Ca), 154.97 (s, 1C, C6’), 152.47 (s, 1C C2’), 146.93 (s, 1C, Cb), 145.28 (s, 1C, Cg), 138.89 (s, 1C,
C4’), 123.94 (s, 1C, C5’), 120.95 (s, 1C, Ce), 120.88 (s, 1C, C3’), 120.21 (s, 1C, Cd), 118.96 (s, 1C, Cc),
115.29 (s, 1C, Cf), 102.29 (s, 1C, C4), 100.02 (s, 1C, C1), 85.02 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 83.30 (s, 1C, C2 or
C6), 82.60 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 78.39 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 30.47 (s, 1C, C7), 21.60 (s, 2C, C8,9), 18.61 (s, 1C,
C10). FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3052 (w, ν=CH), 2963 (w, ν-CH), 1611 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1517 (m),
1456-1445 (s, νC=N), 1386 (w, δCH3), 1333 (m), 1226 (m), 1155 (m), 790 (w, δC-C), 747 (s, δCHoop).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 466 (45) ([M+H]+), 430 (61) ([M-Cl]+). Molar conductivity (H2O): 103
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, water and DMSO. Partially soluble in acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(pybim’)], [7b]. The synthesis was performed as for [7a] using
NaHCO3 (114.3 mg, 1.360 mmol) and [(η6-benzene)RuCl(pybim)]Cl, [1b]Cl (50.1 mg, 0.101 mmol)
in a mixture of degassed acetone/methanol (4:1, 10 mL). Brown-yellowish solid. Yield: 27.5 mg
(0.067 mmol, 78%). Mr (C18H14ClN3Ru) = 408.8514 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C18H14ClN3Ru·(NaCl)0.5·(H2O)2: C 45.6; H 3.83; N 8.86; Found: C 45.86; H 3.78; N 8.47. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 9.48 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.11 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.09 – 8.02
(m, 1H, H4’), 7.79 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.59 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.53 – 7.45 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.18
(dd, J = 11.0, 4.1 Hz, 1H, He), 7.11 (dd, J = 11.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.12 (s, 6H, Hbz) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 157.84 (s, 1C, Ca), 155.18 (s, 1C, C6’), 152.55 (s, 1C C2’), 146.78 (s,
1C, Cb), 145.35 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.01 (s, 1C, C4’), 123.91 (s, 1C, C5’), 121.05 (s, 1C, Ce), 120.99 (s, 1C,
C3’), 120.28 (s, 1C, Cd), 118.95 (s, 1C, Cc), 115.37 (s, 1C, Cf), 84.22 (s, Cbz) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1)
selected bands: 3074, 3059 (w, ν=CH), 2926 (w, ν-CH), 1615 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1564 (w), 1521 (m, arC-C),
1459 (w), 1445 (vs, νC=N), 1385 (m), 1335 (m), 1278 (m), 1024 (w), 838 (m), 822 (m, δC-C), 748 (s,
δCHoop), 698 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 410 (9) ([M+H]+), 374 (63) ([M+H-Cl]+). Molar conductivity
(H2O): ΛM was not measured due to low solubility in water and acetonitrile. Solubility: soluble
in methanol, acetone, chloroform and dichloromethane. Partially soluble in water and insoluble
in acetonitrile.
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CHAPTER 2. Ru(II), Ir(III) AND Rh(III) ORTHOMETALATED HALFSANDWICH COMPLEXES BEARING 2-PHENYLBENZIMIDAZOLE
ANCILLARY LIGANDS: SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND
ANTICANCER PROPERTIES
ABSTRACT: In this chapter a family of 9 new complexes of general formulae [Ru(η6-pcymene)(κ2-C,N-pbim)Cl], [M(η5-Cp*)(κ2-C,N-pbim)Cl], [Ru(η6-arene)(κ2-C,N-pbim)X]Y
and [M(η5-Cp*)(κ2-C,N-pbim)X]Y (M = Ir, Rh; X = leaving group; Y = counterion) bearing
the orthometalating ligand 2-phenylbenzimidazole (pbim) was synthesized with the
main objective of
testing
their
anticancer activity
against different
cancer cells. For
this reason, two
main key features
were modified:
the
metal
fragment (iridium
half-sandwich complexes are tested5,6,1 to be more effective as anticancer drugs) and
the leaving group (chloride ion undergoes fast hydrolysis and it is slowed down by the
substitution with other leaving groups such as pyridine7, PTA and MeIm). The cytotoxic
activity was evaluated for all the complexes, obtaining excellent results for most of
them. Therefore, mechanistic studies were carried out to determine the possible
pathways of cell death.
CONTEXT: Recently, several groups have studied the anticancer activity of
cyclometalated Ru(II), Rh(III) and Ir(III) half-sandwich complexes. In particular, P. J.
Sadler and coworkers have widely studied the cytotoxic activity of half-sandwich
orthometalated complexes, bearing phenylpyridinate (ppy-) as the chelating ligand, both
with Ru(II) and Ir(III).1,2 Moreover, the group of J. Ruiz has made progress in the design
and study of Ru(II), Rh(III) and Ir(III) half-sandwich complexes with cyclometalated Nalkyl-benzimidazole ligands of general formula [(η5-Cp*)MCl(C^N)] (M = Rh, Ir) or [(η6-pcym)RuCl(C^N)] to conclude that those complexes with N-butyl groups are in general
more active in all the evaluated cancer cell lines than those bearing N-methyl and Nbenzyl groups.3 In an additional contribution the same group has studied the effect of
introducing several substituents on the phenyl unit of the C^N ligand to conclude that
the new derivatives exhibit a moderate rise in their cytotoxicity in comparison to the
unsubstituted compounds, and that ruthenium complexes are more potent than their
iridium analogs.4
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The new complexes were synthesised from the respective metal chlorido-bridged
dimers [Ru(η6-p-cym)(μ-Cl)Cl]2, [Rh(η5-Cp*)(μ-Cl)Cl]2 and [Ir(η5-Cp*)(μ-Cl)Cl]2, which in
turn were prepared by reaction of the metal chloride salt (MCl3·nH2O) with the
corresponding diene (α-phellandrene for the ruthenium dimer, and 1,2,3,4,5pentamethylcyclopentadiene for the iridium and rhodium dimers) as illustrated in Fig.
1.8,9

Fig. 1. Schematic synthesis of the dimers used as starting materials.

The complexes can be divided in two groups: neutral and cationic complexes.

Fig. 2. Schematic synthesis of the cyclometalated complexes.
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Neutral complexes
The neutral complexes of general formula [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-C,N-pbim)] ([8])
and [(η5-Cp*)MCl(κ2-C,N-pbim)] ([9] and [10]) where M = Ir, Rh, were prepared at room
temperature by the reaction of the starting materials with the ligand pbim in the
presence of NaOAc to deprotonate or activate the C-H bond and using dichloromethane
as the solvent.
Cationic complexes
The reaction between the neutral complexes [8], [9] and [10] and 1,3,5-triaza-7phosphaadamantane (PTA) at room temperature and using methanol as the solvent
yielded monocationic compounds of general formulae [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(PTA)(κ2-C,Npbim)]Cl ([11]Cl) and [(η5-Cp*)M(PTA)(κ2-C,N-pbim)]Cl ([12]Cl and [13]Cl), where M = Ir,
Rh.
The DMSO-derivative of formula [(η5-Cp*)Ir(DMSO)(κ2-C,N-pbim)]Cl ([14]Cl) was
prepared at room temperature by reaction of the neutral complex [9] with DMSO (10
eq.) and using dichloromethane as the solvent. Likewise, the reaction of [9] with Nmethylimidazole (MeIm) in the presence of the corresponding sodium salt (NaCl or
NaOTf) and using refluxing methanol yielded the MeIm-derivative complexes with
formulae [(η5-Cp*)Ir(MeIm)(κ2-C,N-pbim)]Y, ([15]Cl and [15]OTf), where Y = Cl- or OTf-.
PTA and MeIm are P- and N-donor neutral ligands extensively applied in anticancer
drugs.10,11,12 In this work, the chloride replacement by PTA and MeIm was performed to
improve the water-solubility of the parent complexes, turning them into cationic
derivatives and to slow down the hydrolysis process, which is very fast for the chlorido
precursors. PTA is a cage-type phosphine ligand of the adamantane type, with N atoms
in positions 1, 3 and 5, and a P atom in 7 and unlike other phosphines, it is air-stable.13
The coordination of the monodentate ligand with the metal preferably occurs through
the soft phosphorous atom instead through the hard nitrogen atoms.14 Since PTA is able
to undergo protonation and deprotonation,15 DNA damage with PTA-organometallic
complexes of the type [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl2(κ1-P-PTA)] has been proved to be pHdependent. Protonated PTA seems to be the active drug in hypoxic tumour cells
(typically at low pH).12,16 N-Methylimidazole (MeIm) is an aromatic electron-rich Ndonor and strong σ-donor ligand alkylated in N117, which mimics the histidine moiety in
some macromolecules such as albumin or transferrin.18
All the complexes were isolated in moderate yields for the neutral complexes (from
42% to 65%) and in good yields for the cationic derivatives (from 68% to 83%) as the
corresponding racemates (RM or SM) in the form of yellow, orange or white powders.
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1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardement (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis.

1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of neutral complexes ([8], [9] and [10]) were recorded in
CDCl3 and DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. The metal-ligand coordination was proved by the downfield
shift of the signals of the pbim ligand. The spectra show three typical areas: the amino
area (N-H signal), the aromatic area (chelating ligand and arene) and the aliphatic area
(methyl groups of Cp* and p-cym). The hydrogen atoms of the amino group of
benzimidazole are really deshielded with chemical shifts ranging from 11 to nearly 16
ppm. The p-cym derivatives show an ABCD spin system for the aromatic resonances and
two doublets for the diastereotopic methyls of iPr, whereas the Cp* derivatives display
a singlet for the five equivalent methyl groups of the ring. On the other hand, due to the
high coordination capacity of DMSO, the Cl- ligand was replaced with DMSO-d6 in all the
chlorido complexes, when the respective NMR were performed in DMSO-d6, being the
process slow for ruthenium (days), but fairly fast (20 min) for iridium and rhodium (see
Cl-/DMSO SUBSTITUTION below).
The 1H NMR spectra of cationic complexes were recorded in CDCl3, DMSO-d6 and
D2O at 25 °C. When the spectrum of [14]Cl ([(η5-Cp*)Ir(DMSO)(κ2-C,N-pbim)]Cl) was
recorded in D2O, the coordination of DMSO to the metal centre was clear, since two
resonances were observed for the diastereotopic methyls at 2.94 and 2.41 ppm. The
PTA derivatives ([11]Cl, [12]Cl and [13]Cl) show a characteristic pattern of signals for the
methylene groups. 2D COSY and 2D NOESY experiments allowed to recognize a multiplet
around 3.50 ppm for the AB spin system of diastereotopic and geminal PCH2N protons
(Hα), and also two doublets between 4.0 and 4.3 ppm for the AX spin system formed by
the intrinsically inequivalent NCH2N protons (axial and equatorial orientations, Hβax and
Hβeq) (see Fig. 3). Regarding the chemical shifts, Hβ hydrogens are more deshielded, since
they are placed between two nitrogen atoms, whereas Hα are placed between a nitrogen
atom and a phosphorous atom. The latter is less electronegative than the former and
consequently, the signals are not as deshielded as those of Hβ (see Table 1).
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P
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N
CHAIR CONFORMATION
OF RINGS IN PTA

N

N
Hβ

Axial
Fig. 3. PTA ligand conformation with N atoms labeled in blue and the P atom labeled in orange.
Table 1. Comparison of chemical shifts, multiplicity, integration and coupling constants for complexes [11]Cl,
[12]Cl and [13]Cl in the 1H and 31P{1H} NMR spectra recorded in CDCl3 at 25 °C.

Complex

Hβax

Hβeq

[11]Cl

4.20 ppm
d, J = 13.3 Hz, 3H

4.05 ppm
d, J = 12.9 Hz, 3H

[12]Cl

4.31 ppm
d, J = 12.7 Hz, 3H

4.02 ppm
d, J = 12.9 Hz, 3H

[13]Cl

4.30 ppm
d, J = 13.1 Hz, 3H

4.09 ppm
d, J = 13.8 Hz, 3H

Hα
3.46 ppm
ABq, 6H, ΔδAB =
0.03, JAB = 15.7 Hz
3.45 ppm
ABq, 6H, ΔδAB =
0.04, JAB = 15.7 Hz
3.52 ppm
ABq, 6H, ΔδAB =
0.13, JAB = 15.5 Hz

P
-33.0 ppm
s, 1P
-71.9 ppm
s, 1P
-36.1 ppm
d, 1JP-Rh =
145.5 Hz, 1P

The 1H NMR spectra of the MeIm derivatives ([15]Cl and [15]OTf) in CDCl3
present, appart from the NH deshielded peak of pbim, a characteristic singlet for the NMe of MeIm, which is deshielded in relation to the free MeIm (approximately Δδ = 0.40.5 ppm).

Fig. 4. NOE interactions observed in the 1H-1H NOESY spectrum of [11]Cl.

Bidimensional 1H-1H NOESY spectra of most of both the neutral and cationic
complexes, showed NOE cross peaks between residual water and Hc and H3’, suggesting
a hydrogen-bonding interaction of the N-H group of the ligand with a water molecule.
The 1H-1H NOESY spectra of the PTA derivatives ([11]Cl, [12]Cl and [13]Cl) feature NOE
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cross peaks between the methylenes Hα of PTA and the bidentate ligand as well as the
arene (see Fig. 4).
The 1H-1H NOESY spectra of the MeIm derivatives ([15]Cl and [15]OTf) show NOE
cross-peaks between the MeIm and the ancillary ligand or the Cp*.
The 13C{1H} NMR spectra of all the complexes confirm the anticipated structures.
The most relevant feature in every case is the presence of a highly deshielded peak for
the cyclometalated carbon atom (C1’) of the C^N ligand (see Table 2). These resonances
are observed as singlets for [8], [9], [12]Cl, [15]Cl and [15]OTf and as a doublet or a
multiplet for the rest of the complexes due to scalar 13C-31P and 13C-101Rh couplings.
Table 2. Chemical shifts of the signal C1’ for the different complexes.

Comp.
[8]b
[9]a
[10]a
[11]Clb
[12]Clb
[13]Clb
[15]Clb
[15]OTfb
a

δ (ppm)
C1’
177.3 (s)
164.2 (s)
170.5 (d, 1JC-Rh = 31.1)
168.1 (d, 2JC-P = 23.8 Hz)
146.6
165.1 (dd, 1JC-Rh = 31.5
and 2JC-P = 8.8 Hz)
158.2
158.6

Spectra recorded in DMSO-d6.
b
Spectra recorded in CDCl3.

The 31P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded in CDCl3 for the PTA-derivatives.
Complexes [11]Cl and [12]Cl showed singlets, whereas [13]Cl showed a doublet related
to the Rh-P coupling (1JRh-P = 145.5 Hz). The resonances appear at δ[11]Cl = -33.0 ppm;
δ[12]Cl = -71.9 ppm and δ[13]Cl = -36.1 ppm (see Table 1).
The 19F{1H} NMR spectrum of the monocationic complex [15]OTf showed a
singlet for triflate at -78.3 ppm.

1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks in
agreement with the isotopic distribution models: [M]+ (only for [8]), [M-Cl]+ fragments
for neutral complexes, [M-DMSO]+ for the DMSO-substituted derivatives ([14]Cl as well
as the neutral complexes, since they were dissolved in DMSO), and [M-Y]+ fragment for
the cationic complexes, where Y is the leaving group.

1.2.3. IR Spectra
The infrared spectra present characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational
modes of the corresponding rings νC=N, νC=C and δCHoop, as well as peaks for νN-H in the
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benzimidazole moiety. In addition, the PTA derivatives exhibit a set of signals in the
interval 1200-900 cm-1 corresponding to the νC-N and νP-C vibration modes.19 The DMSOderivative shows very strong and diagnostic peaks, νS=O, νC-S at 1117 and 746 cm-1
respectively.20,21 Moreover, three characteristic bands are detected for the OTf- anion in
[15]OTf, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-sym at 1283-1223, 1154 and 1028 cm-1 respectively.20,21,22

1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
The molar conductivity (ΛM) for the PTA and MeIm derivatives (see Table 3) was
measured in aqueous solutions (10-3 M) at room temperature (20 - 22 °C). The
experimental values of complexes [11]Cl-[13]Cl, turned out to be lower than those
expected for 1:1 electrolytes,23 which suggest the formation of ion pairs. Complex [15]Cl
presents, however, a higher conductivity value than its PTA counterpart [12]Cl,
concluding that in this case, ion-pairing is not so favoured. The low water-solubility
complex [15]OTf results in an anomalous conductivity value. Nonetheless, this fact
confirms again the great solubility differences when the counterion is changed.
Table 3. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in water.

Complex
[11]Cl
[12]Cl
[13]Cl
[15]Cl
[15]OTf

Solvent
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
95.1
87.0
96.7
108.5
51.9*

*The complex was not completely soluble in water.

1.2.5. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for [8] by slow
evaporation of a solution in CH2Cl2, for [9] (unsuitable to published) by slow diffusion of
toluene in DMF and for [11](PF6) by slow evaporation of a solution in a mixture of MeOH
and an aqueous saturated solution of (NH4)PF6. As far as we know, the latter is the first
crystal structure reported for a Ru(II) arene complex with a cyclometallated (κ2-C,N)
ligand and a phosphine in their coordination sphere.
The ORTEP diagrams for complexes [8], [9] and [11](PF6) are represented in Fig.
5 and the unit cells show the two expected enantiomers (RRu and SRu or RIr and SIr) with
the pseudooctahedral three-legged piano-stool geometry and the metal π-bonded to
the η6-p-cymene or η5-Cp*. Moreover, all the complexes exhibit C1 local symmetry.
Selected bond lengths and angles with estimated standard deviations are collected only
for [8], and [11](PF6) in Table 4, and crystallographic refinement parameters are given
in Table 5 for these complexes.
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[9]

[8]

[11]+

Fig. 5. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [8], [9] and [11]+. Thermal ellipsoids at 30% probability.

The Ru-Cl distance for [8] is in the upper limit of the range typical for similar
complexes with C,N-chelating ligands.24,25,26 The Ru-N bond distance for [11](PF6) is very
similar to that in complex [8] (2.090(7) and 2.0957(18) Å, respectively), whereas the
orthometalated Ru-C length is considerably longer than that determined for [8]
(2.189(9) versus 2.072(2) Å). Moreover, the Ru-P bond distance is shorter than the
equivalent distance in complex [Ru(ppy)(PTA)(MeCN)3]PF6 (2.2758(18) versus 2.395Å,
respectively).27 The metallacycle N-Ru-C angles (77.46 ° and 75.3 °, respectively) are in
the range of similar complexes depicted in the literature24,25,26.
Table 4. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [8] and [11]+.

Distance/angle
Ru1-Cl1/ P1
Ru1-N1
Ru1-C13
N1-C7
N2-C7
C13-Ru1-N1
N1-Ru1-Cl1/P1
C13-Ru1-Cl1/ P1
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[8]
2.4251(8)
2.0957(18)
2.072(2)
1.332(3)
1.350(3)
77.46(8)
86.75(5)
86.66(6)

[11](PF6)
2.2758(18)
2.090(7)
2.189(9)
1.296(10)
1.371(10)
75.3(3)
85.67(19)
81.9(2)

CHAPTER 2
Table 5. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complexes of [8] and [11]+.

Distance/angle
[8]
[11](PF6)
Range of Ru–C distances 2.147(2)-2.274(2) 2.186(7)-2.310(9)
Ru–centroid
1.697
1.761
α
6.34
16.83
θ (N-C-C-C)
2.71
-2.23
β (chelate-arene)
56.88
48.45
-18.26
25.84
γ (CxCipsoRuY)
λ
2.48
7.02
[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8.

The unit cell of [8] shows molecular pairing for enantiomers (RRu, SRu), which is
established on the basis of both double mutual π-π stacking contacts (see Table 7)
between the extended planar rings of the ligand (py-bim/bim-py), and double bifurcated
hydrogen bonds involving N-H and C-H groups of the chelate ligand as donors and the
Cl- as the acceptor (see Fig. 6 and Table 6). This motif gives rise to essentially
hydrophobic channels all along the crystal network of [8] (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Representation of hydrogen bonds and π-π stacking interactions in the crystal structure of [8].
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Fig. 7. Representation of hydrophobic channels in the crystal structure of [8].
Table 6. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding for complex [8].

H-bonding
C(9)-H(9)···Cl(1)
N(2)-H(2)···Cl(1)
C(23)-H(23C)···Cl(1)

D···A (Å)
3.717
3.254
3.690

X···A (Å)
2.829
2.455
2.831

D···X (Å)
0.930
0.859
0.959

α (°)
160.20
154.91
149.64

Table 7. π-π offset stacking parameters for complexes [8] and [11](PF6).

Compound

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

[8]

4.059

6.34

[11](PF6)

4.121

2.76

dcent-pl (Å)
3.478
3.390
3.438
3.347

β (°)
31.03
33.37
33.46
35.69

doffset (°)
2.093
2.232
2.272
2.404

The 3D architecture of [11](PF6) shows H-bonding, C-H···π and π-π stacking
interactions (see Fig. 8). The counterion links three cationic moieties through weak
hydrogen bonding C-H···F-P. There is also ion pairing between the benzimidazole
moieties, connected through π-π stacking interactions (see Table 7). Moreover, the
bulky PTA ligand seems to bend the chelate donor and intramolecular CH(PTA)···π(pybim) interactions are established between both ligands (see Table 8).
Table 8. Parameters of C-H···π interactions for complex [11](PF6).

Compound
[11](PF6)
(C-H···π{ph})
[11](PF6)
(C-H···π{im})
[11](PF6)
(C-H···π{bim})
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dC-cent (Å)

dH-cent (Å)

dC-H (Å)

<C-H-cent (°)

<H-cent-normal (°)

3.689

2.896

0.970

139.55

155.49

3.438

2.764

0.970

127.21

167.08

4.570

3.711

0.970

148.94

137.68
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 8. Hydrogen bonding (a), π-π staking (b) and C-H···π interactions (c) for complex [11](PF6).

1.3. Cl-/DMSO Substitution
As previously said, the replacement of Cl- ligands with DMSO was observed in all the
chlorido complexes, both by 1H NMR and by ESI-MS. The substitution was accompanied
by changes in both the solubility and the colour of the resulting adducts. At the
beginning, the complexes seemed to be insoluble in DMSO. Then, the corresponding
suspensions turned into colourless solutions, except for the rhodium derivative, which
kept yellowish. Fig. 9 shows the colour changes when DMSO is added to [9], yielding
[14]Cl and Fig. 10 the reaction scheme for complexes [8], [9] and [10].

0 min

1 min

2 min

3 min

4 min

6 min

30 min

1h

Fig. 9. Evolution of [9] in DMSO with time to yield [14]Cl. The suspension gets colourless as the reaction evolves.
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Fig. 10. Cl- displacement in DMSO for (a) [8] and for (b) [9] and [10].

The substitution reaction for [9] was followed by 1H NMR (see Fig. 11). The spectrum
clearly showed a mixture of products after 5 minutes: the chlorido complex (orange
squares) and the DMSO-complex (blue spots). However, after 30 minutes, the reaction
was almost finished.

Fig. 11. 1H NMR spectra for the substitution reaction of chloride by DMSO-d6 in complex [9].

The substitution reaction was also followed for [8] (see Fig. 12), although it was far
slower than for [9]. After 3.5 days, the new set of signals of the DMSO-derivative began
to grow (blue spots). Nevertheless, after 5 days, another new set of peaks appeared
(green triangles and black squares). We noticed that these resonances belonged to the
free p-cymene and to an unidentified Ru product. After 26 days, the spectrum showed
the mixture of the three products.
The mass spectra experiments FAB+ and ESI+ were also consistent with the Cl-/DMSO
replacement process for these complexes over time.
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Fig. 12. 1H NMR spectra for the evolution of [8] in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. The orange squares correspond to the
original chlorido complex, the blue spots to the resulting product of substitution of chloride by DMSO, the black
squares to the free p-cymene and the green triangles to the unidentified Ru product without p-cymene.

1.4. Aqueous Solubility
The aqueous solubility of some complexes was measured at room temperature (20
– 22 °C). All the neutral complexes are not water-soluble, whereas the cationic
complexes, where the Cl- has been replaced by PTA and MeIm, exhibit enhanced water
solubilities. Among the PTA-derivatives ([11]Cl, [12]Cl and [13]Cl), the rhodium
derivative is about 2 times more soluble than its iridium analogue and 4 times more
soluble than the ruthenium counterpart. Thus, the solubility tendency is as follows: Ru
< Ir < Rh.
Table 9. Solubility data in water (mM) for selected compounds.

Ref.
Compound
Solubility (mM)
[11]Cl [(p-cym)Ru(pbim)(PTA)]Cl
19.2
[12]Cl
[(Cp*)Ir(pbim)(PTA)]Cl
37.2
[13]Cl
[(Cp*)Rh(pbim)(PTA)]Cl
88.2
[15]Cl
[(Cp*)Ir(pbim)(MeIm)]Cl
2.9
[15]OTf [(Cp*)Ir(pbim)(MeIm)]OTf
insoluble

1.5. Aquation
The stability of the cationic complexes [11]Cl, [12]Cl, [13]Cl and [15]Cl against
hydrolysis was studied by monitoring the evolution with time of the corresponding
solutions in D2O by means of 1H NMR spectroscopy (5 mM, 25 °C and 3 mM for [15]Cl).
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No evolution was detected for the PTA derivatives [11]Cl, [12]Cl and [13]Cl either after
5 minutes or after 24 hours. Nonetheless, for [15]Cl a new signal in the Cp* area began
to grow just after 5 minutes. The evolution was followed after 21 days and a new
incipient set of peaks seemed to emerge (see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Evolution of the aquation of [15]Cl over time by 1H NMR in D2O at 25 °C in the aromatic and aliphatic
areas. The orange squares refer to the initial product, and the blue spots to the aquo complex.

Furthermore, 31P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded for the PTA-derivatives after 40
minutes, but no changes were observed. This fact supports the non-aquation process of
the PTA derivatives.

1.6. Lipophilicity
Stock solutions were prepared in two steps. Step 1: 1 mg of each compound was
dissolved in 100 μL DMSO and left overnight to assure the substitution of chloride by
DMSO. Step 2: 900 μL of water were added and left overnight to obtain the aquaderivatives (1 mg/mL) ([8’]+, [9’]+ and [10’]+). Commercially available octadecyl modified
silica aluminium sheets were selected as the stationary phase and they were manually
spotted with the stock solutions. Different mixtures methanol-water (50 - 70%
methanol) were used as mobile phase at room temperature (23 - 25 °C). Methanol was
selected since it is the most water-like organic solvent and affects less the stationary
phase.28 The plates were developed in a chromatographic tank, dried and the spots were
revealed under UV light (254 nm).
The Rf and Rm values were calculated from equations in INTRODUCTION (see Table
10) and the Rmo values were determined from the extrapolation of the Rm vs. % MeOH
linear regression curves (see Fig. 14 and Table 11). It is worth mentioning, that the
complexes [8], [9] and [10] are in fact, monocationic aquo complexes [8’]+, [9’]+ and
[10’]+.
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Table 10. Rf and Rm values for the selected complexes in the different MeOH/H2O mixtures.

% MeOH

50

Rf
[8’]
0.052
+
[9’]
0.034
+
[10’]
0.052
[11]Cl
0.025
[12]Cl
0.008
[13]Cl
0.008
[15]Cl
0.017
[15](OTf) 0.017
+

Rm
1.263
1.447
1.259
1.591
2.076
2.076
1.760
1.752

55
Rf
0.075
0.051
0.084
0.034
0.017
0.008
0.025
0.026

Rm
1.091
1.271
1.037
1.455
1.760
2.068
1.584
1.580

60
Rf
0.100
0.067
0.134
0.041
0.024
0.016
0.032
0.032

65
Rm
0.954
1.142
0.809
1.373
1.606
1.782
1.481
1.477

Rf
0.117
0.092
0.186
0.042
0.025
0.025
0.048
0.056

70
Rm
0.879
0.992
0.640
1.354
1.584
1.587
1.301
1.227

Rf
0.127
0.111
0.240
0.056
0.048
0.040
0.066
0.065

Rm
0.837
0.903
0.501
1.230
1.301
1.380
1.154
1.158

2,2
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]Cl
[12]Cl
[13]Cl
[15]Cl
[15](OTf)

2,0
1,8
1,6

Rm

1,4
1,2
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
50

60

70

MeOH (% v)
Fig. 14. Linear fitting for Rmo vs. % MeOH for the selected complexes. (Origin 8.0).

These parameters show different tendencies and relationships. The Rmo values are
lower for complexes with chloride as the leaving group than for those with PTA or MeIm,
meaning that the latter are more lipophilic. Regarding the metal, the lower values are
obtained for the ruthenium derivatives, followed by iridium and rhodium (Ru < Ir < Rh),
which means that ruthenium complexes are more hydrophilic. Curiously, the watersolubility follows the same tendency. As regards the iridium complexes with MeIm,
[15]Cl and [15]OTf, there is no appreciable difference between them. Slopes are
comparable for all iridium and rhodium complexes with the exception of the ruthenium
derivatives. Co values are very similar for all complexes, although [10] and [11]Cl are a
little out of the range. That is, the needed amount of organic modifier for which the
distribution of the complex between the two phases becomes equal is extremely little
and approximately the same for all the complexes.
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Table 11. Intercept (Rmo) and slope (b) values after the linear fitting and calculation of the Co value.

[8’]+
[9’]+
[10’]+
[11]Cl
[12]Cl
[13]Cl
[15]Cl
[15](OTf)

Rm0=intercept

b=slope

C0=-b/Rm0
(%)

R2

2.28 ± 0.19
2.79 ± 0.10
3.15 ± 0.14
2.39 ± 0.13
3.74 ± 0.33
4.02 ± 0.29
3.25 ± 0.07
3.29 ± 0.17

-0.021 ± 0.003
-0.027 ± 0.002
-0.038 ± 0.002
-0.016 ± 0.002
-0.035 ± 0.005
-0.037 ± 0.005
-0.030 ± 0.001
-0.031 ± 0.003

9.33E-03
9.79E-03
1.22E-02
6.89E-03
9.24E-03
9.30E-03
9.20E-03
9.38E-03

0.918
0.986
0.986
0.934
0.906
0.938
0.993
0.969

The relationship between the slopes (b) and intercepts (Rmo) of the previous
equations (see Fig. 15) is another feature to measure the lipophilicity of a family of
congeners.29 The linear fitting was performed without [10] and [11]Cl, which seem to be
“anomalous” values. The rest of the values fit well to the equation presented in Fig. 15b.
[13]Cl

4

4

[15](OTf)
[15]Cl

Intercept (R0m)

[10]

[9]

3
Equation

y = a + b*x

Weight

No Weightin

Residual Sum
of Squares
Pearson's r

[8]

-0,04

-0,03

Slope

-0,02

Intercept (R0m)

[12]Cl

Adj. R-Square

[11]Cl

0,02012
-0,99491
0,98731
Value

2
-0,01

D

Intercept

D

Slope

-0,05

3

-0,04

Standard Erro

-0,12728

0,17236

-111,0686

5,62371

-0,03

-0,02

2
-0,01

Slope

Fig. 15. Relationship between slope and intercept of the TLC equations. (a) Data and (b) linear fitting without [10]
and [11]Cl. (Origin 8.0).

To sum up, the most lipophilic complexes are [12]Cl and [13]Cl, whereas the most
hydrophilic are the aqua-derivatives [8’]+ and [9’]+, obtained from [8] and [9], probably
due to their great ability to form hydrogen bonding.

1.7. Reactivity against Nucleobases and Nucleotides
The qualitative interaction of complex [9] with 9MeG was followed by 1H NMR in
DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. A sample of [9] in DMSO-d6 was left to evolve overnight, to assure
the complete substitution of Cl- by DMSO. 9MeG was then added and some spectra were
recorded over time. However, no reaction seemed to occur, since the signals of both the
complex and the 9MeG did not shift or change.
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In order to decipher the mechanism of action of these complexes, other biologically
relevant molecules, such as glutathione (GSH) and NADH were selected for reactivity
assays.

1.8. Reactivity against Glutathione
The reactivity of the neutral complexes [8], [9] and [10] (5 mM), as well as the
cationic complex [14]Cl (5 mM) against glutathione (10 mM, mimicking the cell
concentrations), was tested and followed by 1H NMR at 25 °C in DMSO-d6 for the neutral
complexes (as they are insoluble in water) and in D2O for the monocationic one. After
the DMSO-substitution reaction is complete (only for [8], [9] and [10]), a spectrum was
recorded and GSH was then added in a 1:2 molar ratio. The evolution was monitored
over time by recording some spectra.
On the one hand, neither complex [8] nor complex [9] showed any coordination
symptoms, only the signals of the oxidized glutathione emerged clearly after 17 h.
Nevertheless, the literature depicts the oxidation process of GSH to GSSG with only the
air as oxidant and no catalyst, which is bound to have happened in our experiments.30

Fig. 16. Evolution of [10] with GSH in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C and expansion of the Cp*. The Blue spots refer to [10], the
green triangles to the GSH, the pink triangles to the GSSG and the orange spots to a new complex.

On the other hand, complex [10] did show a change in the spectra (see Fig. 16). Apart
from the set of signals of the GSSG and those of the GSH, another set of peaks both in
the aromatic and aliphatic (Cp*) areas began to grow after 17 h of reaction. Although
we cannot be sure about the identity of the new species, it seems that it contains the
Rh-Cp* fragment.
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The stability of the solutions was determined by recording new spectra for the same
samples after 6 months. The complexes showed interesting features, besides the
characteristic signals of oxidized glutathione (GSSG). For instance, complex [8]
decomposed releasing the p-cymene to yield another Ru(II) compound; complex [9] only
showed the original set of signals and complex [10], also exhibited the original set of
signals (after 6 months), although a new product had appeared in between (after 48 h),
and then dissapeared.

Fig. 17. Evolution of [14]Cl with GSH in D2O at 25 °C and expansion of the Cp* area. The Blue spots refer to the
initial complex, the blue squares to the DMSO coordinated (diaestereotopic), the black squares to the free DMSO,
the purple spots to the aquacomplex, the green triangles to the GSH and the pink triangles to the GSSG.

Therefore, the experiment was repeated for the complex [14]Cl in D2O. It evolved in
an interesting way (see Fig. 17). At first, the DMSO molecule was released, and after 5
minutes, the diaestereotopic methyls of coordinated DMSO became equivalent (two
singlets became one; blue and black squares). At that point, the vacant coordination site
seemed to be occupied by a water molecule, forming the respective aquo complex
(purple spots). In addition, after 30 minutes, another different product appeared
(orange spots). Finally, after 4.5 h, the signal noise relationship got worse, due to the
precipitation of a solid.
On the whole, there are some conclusions or evidences we can extract from the
experiments:
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-

Complexes [8] and [9] [Ru(II) and Ir(III)] do not interact with GSH, whereas [10]
[Rh(III)] shows evidences of reaction.
GSH oxidizes easily by the action of air in the conditions of the experiment.
Complex [14]Cl undergoes fast aquation.
Complex [14]Cl interacts with GSH, whereas its analogue [9] do not. This effect
is probably the result of the block of the GSH folded conformation in DMSO.31

1.9. Peroxide formation by Metal-Catalysed Transfer Hydrogenation
NADH was selected as a possible target, since it participates in several biological
reactions. In addition, coenzyme NADH can transfer hydride ions to cyclopentadienyl–
Ir(III) complexes, generating iridium–hydride complexes, which are able to transfer the
hydride to molecular oxygen (O2) (see Fig. 18). Finally, ROS are formed leading to cell
death through oxidative stress mechanisms. The catalytic activity of [8], [9], [10], [15]Cl
and [15](OTf) in the transfer hydrogenation of O2 from NADH was assessed by detecting
the formation of H2O2 with colorimetric strips.32,2

Fig. 18. Reduction of O2 by metal-catalyzed transfer hydrogenation.

Hydrogen peroxide detection
The hydrogen peroxide formation was detected with peroxide test strips (Precision
Laboratories 800-733-0266) in solutions 1 mM of complexes [8], [9], [10], [15]Cl and
[15](OTf), and 3 eq. of NADH, after reacting overnight at 37 °C in the presence of air and
continuous stirring. Different experiments were performed, changing the solvent
system, but always in aqueous mixtures. Only the experiment performed in a mixture
MeOH/H2O (1:1) displayed approximately 10 ppm of H2O2 (ca. 0.26 mM) for complex
[10] after 22 h (see Fig. 19). Table 12 gathers the amount of H2O2 detected in each
experiment, although in most cases it is negligible.
Table 12. Approximate concentration of H2O2 detected for the selected complexes in the different solvent mixtures.

MeOH/H2O
DMSO/H2O
DMF/H2O

[8]
0 ppm
0 ppm
< 1 ppm

[9]
0 ppm
< 1 ppm
0 ppm

[10]
≈ 10 ppm
1 - 3 ppm
0 ppm

[15]Cl
0 ppm
-

[15](OTf)
< 1 ppm
-
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[8]

[9]

[10]

Fig. 19. Detection of hydrogen peroxide in a solution of [8], [9] and [10] (1 mM) with NADH (3 mol equiv.) in
MeOH/H2O (1:1) at 37 °C. After 22 hours, H2O2 (ca. 0.26 mM) was detected for [10].

The reactivity of [8], [9] and [10] against DNA, GSH and NADH, has been also studied
by the group of Begoña García. Thus, [10] is the only complex that bind DNA, whereas
[9] and [10] are reactive against GSH and again [10] reacts with NADH.

1.10.

Cytotoxic Activity

The cytotoxic activity of selected complexes has been evaluated in a comparative in
vitro MTT cell viability assay after incubation times of 24 h at 37 °C with human lung
carcinoma cells (A549), human breast carcinoma cells (MCF-7), human colon carcinoma
cells (HTC-116) and human colon carcinoma cells with the tumour suppressor p53 (HTC116p53-, p53 is inactivated). The values (see Table 13) are expressed as the inhibitory
potency (IC50) and cisplatin was used as the positive control in all the cell lines. The
cytotoxicity of free ligands is very low (IC50 > 100 μM). Likewise, the dimeric starting
material is inactive in these cell lines according to the literature. The neutral complexes
([8], [9] and [10]) showed good activity, whereas the PTA derivatives ([10]Cl, [11]Cl and
[13]Cl) were inactive (IC50 > 200 μM in A549). The cytotoxicity of the neutral complexes,
depending on the metal centre, follows the next tendency in all the cell lines, except in
HCT-116p53-: Ru<Rh<Ir. Thus, the most relevant in vitro inhibitory potency was obtained
for complex [9], the iridium complex.
In order to determine the target of the complexes and to understand the mechanism
of action of each one, ongoing studies are being performed by the group of Dr. Fernando
Domínguez from the University of Santiago de Compostela and CiMUS (Centre for
Research in Molecular Medicine and Chronic Diseases). All the complexes were injected
in mice. Nonetheless, the cytotoxic activity of compound [9] was so potent, that the
mice’s survival was dramatically affected. In this case, the target is sure to be GSH. On
the other hand, complex [10] shows promising results, since its activity is related to the
NADH/NAD+ balance and consequently it operates in the mitochondria. Thus, both
mechanisms have effects over the cellular metabolism. The mechanism of action of the
Ru derivative [8] is still unclear.
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Table 13. IC50 (μM, 24 h, 37 °C) values for selected compounds in the A549, MCF-7, HTC-116 and HTC-116p53- cell
lines.

Ref.

Compound

A549

MCF-7

HCT-116

[8]
[9]
[10]

Cisplatind
pbim
[(p-cym)RuCl2]2a
[(Cp*)IrCl2]2a
[(Cp*)RhCl2]2b
[(p-cym)RuCl(pbim)]
[(Cp*)IrCl(pbim)]
[(Cp*)RhCl(pbim)]

12
Inactive
184
100
11
49.2 ± 3.7
10.1 ± 1.4
32.8 ± 7.3

Inactive
74.2 ± 29.2
9.7 ± 3.0
28.9 ± 0.9

[11]Cl

[(p-cym)Ru(pbim)(PTA)]Cl

-

-

-

[12]Cl

[(Cp*)Ir(pbim)(PTA)]Cl

-

-

-

[13]Cl

[(Cp*)Rh(pbim)(PTA)]Cl

114.2c
Inactive
50.0 ± 7.0
15.7± 10.0
43.2 ± 13.5
Ambiguous
results
Ambiguous
results
220

HCT116p53Inactive
19.2 ± 3.1
9.7 ± 1.3
27

-

-

-

a

Bibliographic data.33
b Bibliographic data, (cells incubated for 5 days).34
c. Bibliographic data.35
d Reference dose for cisplatin = 50 μM after 24 h.

The cytotoxicity of complex [15]OTf was studied by Dra. Natalia Busto in cancerous
cells (HeLa cells) and healthy cells (IMR-90, lung fibroblasts). Table 14 shows images of
the cells incubated with different doses of complex [15]OTf, whereas Fig. 20 presents
the percentage of cell survival at these doses. The inhibitory potency of the compound
is extremely high in the cancerous cell line HeLa (see Table 15), 8 times higher than that
for cisplatin (IC50 = 5.57 vs. IC50 (cisplatin) = 45.44). Nonetheless, the selectivity factor
(SF) of the complex is low, since the cytotoxicity is also high in the healthy cell line.

% Cell Survival

100
HELA

80

IMR90
60
40
20
0
0

0,5

5

12,5

25

50

Dose [15]OTf, µM
Fig. 20. Percentage of cell survival vs. dose of complex [15]OTf in HeLa and IMR-90 cells after 24 h.
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Table 14. Photographs of IMR-90 and HeLa cells taken 24 h after incubation with complex [15]OTf.

[15]OTf in IMR-90

Dose

[15]OTf in HeLa

Dose

0.5 µM

0.5 µM

5 µM

5 µM

12.5 µM

12.5 µM

25 µM

25 µM

50 µM

50 µM

Table 15. IC50 (μM, 24 h, 37 °C) values for complex [15]OTf in the HeLa and IMR-90 cell lines.

Ref.

[15](OTf)

Compound

HeLa

cisplatin

45.44

[(Cp*)Ir(MeIm)(pbim)](OTf)

5.57 ± 1.43

IMR-90

SF

8.43± 1.87

1.51

2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-
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A family of 9 new complexes has been synthesised and completely characterised,
both in solution and two of them in solid state.
The cationic complexes are water soluble, whereas the neutral derivatives are
insoluble in water. Moreover, solubility and lipophilicity are closely related, since
both properties follow the tendency: Ru < Ir < Rh.
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-

-

The neutral complexes undergo chloride replacement in DMSO solution. After
this, aquation is also feasible.
The inhibitory potencies highlight the iridium complexes [9] [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-C,Npbim)] and the rhodium complex [10] [(η5-Cp*)RhCl(κ2-C,N-pbim)] as promising
anticancer drugs. The complex [15]OTf [(η5-Cp*)Ir(MeIm)(κ2-C,N-pbim)]OTf
improves 8 times the cytotoxicity of cisplatin in HeLa cells.
In general, the cytotoxicity is enhanced for those complexes with labile leaving
groups.
Experiments for detection of hydrogen peroxide, point out mitochondria as the
target for complex [10].
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Neutral Complexes

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(pbim)], [8]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand 2phenylbenzimidazole (pbim) (63.9 mg, 0.329 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to
a solution of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl2]2, (100.5 mg, 0.164 mmol) in dichloromethane (5 mL) in the
presence of an excess of NaOAc (495 mg, 3.64 mmol). The suspension was stirred for 20 hours
at room temperature. The NaCl formed as a byproduct was filtered off. The solution was
concentrated under vacuum and n-hexane was added (10 mL) to precipitate a solid which was
washed with n-hexane (3×5 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce a dark yellow product.
Yield: 100 mg (0.216 mmol, 67%). Mr (C23H23ClN2Ru) = 463.9708 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C23H23ClN2Ru·(CH2Cl2)0.2: C 57.94; H 4.90; N 5.82; Found: C 57.85; H 4.90; N 5.89. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ = 11.09 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.15 (d, J=7.3 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.67 (d, J=8.0 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.15 (t, J=7.2 Hz, 1H, He), 6.83 (m, 2H, Hd,5’), 6.72 (d, J=7.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 6.65 (d, J=8.1 Hz, 1H, Hc),
6.14 (t, J=7.4 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.85 (d, J=5.8 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.72 (d, J=5.7 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.39 (d,
J=5.8 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.17 (d, J=5.7 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.17 (sept, J=6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.06 (s, 3H,
H10), 0.82 (d, J=6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.68 (d, J=6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 13.27 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.23 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.95 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.72
(d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.56 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.38 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, He), 7.33 (t, J = 7.5 Hz,
1H, Hd), 7.11 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.02 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.99 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5),
5.77 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.55 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.29 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H5 or
H3), 2.18 (sept, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.94 (s, 3H, H10), 0.83 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.71 (d, J =
6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ = 177.3 (s, 1C, C1’), 159.2 (s,
1C, Ca), 141.5 (s, 1C, Cg), 138.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 133.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 133.5 (s, 1C, C2’), 129.0 (s, 1C, C5’),
123.6 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 122.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 114.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.0 (s,
1C, Cc), 100.7(s, 1C, C4), 97.8 (s, 1C, C1), 89.7 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 88.2 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 81.8 (s, 1C, C2
or C6), 80.4 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 30.9 (s, 1C, C7), 22.6 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.9 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 19.1 (s, 1C,
C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3160-3136-3113-3050 (m, ν=CH, N-H), 2953-2925 (m, νCH), 1590 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1533 (s), 1466 (m), 1454 (s, νC=N), 1432 (s), 1373 (w, δCH3), 1325 (m), 1276
(s), 1087 (m), 1014 (m), 826 (w, δC-C), 747, 723 (vs, δCHoop), 673 (w), 458 (s). MS (FAB+): m/z (%)
= 464 (35) ([M]+), 429 (100) ([M-Cl]+). Molar conductivity (H2O): No data available due to low
solubility in water or acetonitrile. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform, acetone,
DMF and DMSO, partially soluble in methanol and ethanol, and insoluble in water and
acetonitrile.
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Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)IrCl(κ2-N,C-pbim)], [9]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the pro-ligand 2phenylbenzimidazole (151 mg, 0.777 mmol) was added to a solution of [(5-C5Me5)IrCl2]2 (300.5
mg, 0.377 mmol) and sodium acetate (1.02·103 mg, 7.5 mmol) in degassed dichloromethane (20
mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h under a nitrogen atmosphere.
An orange precipitate was formed after this time. Water (3 mL) was added to extract hydrophilic
compounds and the mixture was filtered to isolate the crude product. The powder was washed
with dichloromethane (1×5 mL) and diethylether (1×5 mL), filtered and dried under vacuum. The
orange solid was dissolved in a mixture of methanol-dichloromethane (18 mL, 2:1) with sodium
chloride (6 mg, 0.103 mmol) and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The
solution was concentrated to produce a precipitate. The solid was filtered and washed with
dichloromethane (1×5 mL), water (1×5 mL) and diethylether (2×5 mL). The resulting orange
powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 278.9 mg (0.502 mmol, 65%). Mr (C23H24N2ClIr) =
556.1287 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C23H24N2ClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.4: C 47.63; H 4.24; N 4.75; Found: C 47.58;
H 4.18; N 4.37. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 13.60 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.12 (dd, J = 5.4, 3.5
Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.80 (dd, J = 5.6, 3.0 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.70 (dd, J = 4.7, 3.8 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.51 (d, J = 7.3 Hz,
1H, Hf), 7.46 – 7.38 (m, 2H, He, Hd), 7.32 (dd, J = 5.7, 3.1 Hz, 2H, H5’, H4’), 1.76 (s, 15H, HCp*(Me))
ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 164.2 (s, 1C, C1’), 151.8 (s, 1C, Ca), 139.1 (s, 1C,
Cg), 136.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 135.2 (s, 2C, C2’, Cb), 130.9 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.5 (s, 1C, C4’),
123.6 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 114.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 114.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 95.5 (s, 5C, CCp*), 8.9 (s, 5C,
CCp*(Me)) ppm. NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 due to the low solubility of this product
in other solvents and so the resulting spectra correspond to [(5-C5Me5)Ir(DMSO-d6)(κ2-N,Cpbim)]Cl. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3423 (w, νN-H), 3139-3111-3064 (m, ν=CH), 2962-2911
(m, ν-CH), 1592 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1536 (s), 1469-1458 (s, νC=N), 1432 (s), 1379 (w, δCH3), 1278-1262 (s),
1095 (m), 1027 (m), 801 (w, δC-C), 738-729 (vs, δCHoop), 670 (w). MS (FAB+): in DMSO for [(5C5Me5)Ir(DMSO-d6)(κ2-N,C-Pbim)]Cl: m/z (%) = 600 (18) ([M-Cl+H]+), 522 (100) ([M-ClDMSO+H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): No data available due to low solubility in water or
acetonitrile. Solubility: soluble in dimethylsulfoxide (with substitution of the Cl-) and DMF,
partially soluble in methanol and insoluble in water and dichloromethane.
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Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)RhCl(κ2-N,C-pbim)], [10]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the pro-ligand 2phenylbenzimidazole (126 mg, 0.649 mmol) was added to a solution of [(5-C5Me5)RhCl2]2 (200
mg, 0.324 mmol) and sodium acetate (880 mg, 6.47 mmol) in degassed dichloromethane (15
mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h under a nitrogen atmosphere.
An orange precipitate was formed after this time. Water (6 mL) was added to extract the
hydrophilic byproducts and the mixture was filtered to isolate a solid product. This powder was
washed with diethylether (1×5 mL), dried under vacuum and then suspended in a mixture of
methanol-dichloromethane (18 mL, 2:1) containing sodium chloride (9 mg, 0.154 mmol). The
mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The solution was concentrated to produce
a precipitate. The crude solid was filtered and washed with dichloromethane (1×5 mL), water
(1×5 mL) and diethylether (2×5 mL). The resulting orange-reddish powder was dried under
vacuum. Yield: 115.5 mg (0.247 mmol, 42%). Mr (C23H24N2ClRh) = 466.8142 g/mol. Anal. Calcd
for C23H24N2ClRh·(CH2Cl2)(H2O)0.4: C 51.57; H 4.83; N 5.01; Found: C 51.75; H 4.87; N 5.22. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 13.64 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.16 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.80 (d, J = 7.4
Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.71 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.60 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.45 – 7.36 (m, 3H, He, Hd, H5’),
7.33 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H4’), 1.69 (s, 15H, HCp*(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C)
δ 170.5 (d, 1JC-Rh = 31.1 Hz, 1C, C1’), 160.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 139.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 136.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 135.1 (s,
2C, C2’, Cb), 130.8 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.1 (s, 1C, C4’), 123.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.4 (s, 1C, Ce),
115.3 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 101.2 (d, 1JC-Rh = 5.5 Hz, 5C, CCp*), 9.1 (s, 5C, CCp*(Me)) ppm. NMR
spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 due to the low solubility of this product in other solvents and
so the resulting spectra correspond to [(5-C5Me5)Rh(DMSO-d6)(κ2-N,C-pbim)]Cl. FT-IR (ATR, cm1
) selected bands: 3094-3060 (m, ν=CH), 2985-2909 (m, ν-CH), 1589 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1534 (s), 14641458 (s, νC=N), 1429 (s), 1378 (w, δCH3), 1276 (s), 1020-1011 (m), 972 (m), 820 (w, δC-C), 764-745735-725 (vs, δCHoop), 686 (m), 453 (m). MS (FAB+) in DMSO for [(5-C5Me5)Rh(DMSO-d6)(κ2-N,Cpbim)]Cl: m/z (%) = 509 (15) ([M-Cl]+), 431 (100) ([M-Cl-DMSO]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): No
data available due to low solubility in water or acetonitrile. Solubility: soluble in DMSO and DMF,
partially soluble in methanol and insoluble in water and dichloromethane.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ2-N,C-pbim)(PTA)]Cl, [11]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand
PTA (1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane) (24 mg, 0.153 mmol) was added to a solution of [(η6p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-N,C-pbim)] (70.1 mg, 0.151 mmol) in methanol (11 mL), and the mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was filtered
and concentrated. The product was precipitated with diethylether and isolated by filtration. The
resulting white-yellowish powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 73.7 mg (0.1187 mmol, 79%).
Mr (C29H35N5PClRu) = 621.1255 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C29H35N5PClRu·(CH3OH)0.4(H2O)2: C 52.71;
H 6.11; N 10.45; Found: C 52.69; H 5.87; N 10.14. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.23 (s,
1H, HN-H), 8.67 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.00 – 7.92 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.61 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.32 (td,
J = 5.6, 2.8 Hz, 3H, Hd, He, Hf), 7.20 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.14 (td, J = 7.3, 1.4 Hz, 1H, H5’), 6.10
(d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H3 o H5), 5.71 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H5 o H3), 5.57 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H6 o H2), 5.53
(d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 o H6), 4.20 (d, J = 13.3 Hz, 3H, Hβax), 4.05 (d, J = 12.9 Hz, 3H, Hβeq), 3.46 (ABq,
6H, ΔδAB = 0.03, JAB = 15.7 Hz, Hα), 2.43 (s, 4H, H7, H10), 0.97 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8), 0.73 (d, J = 6.8
Hz, 3H, H9) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -33.0 (s, 1P, PPTA) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 168.1 (d, 2JC-P = 23.8 Hz, 1C, C1’), 160.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.0 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.6
(s, 1C, C6’), 135.2 (s, 1C, C2’), 134.9 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.8 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.5 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.9 (s, 1C, C4’),
123.9 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 118.6 (d, 2JC-P = 5.1 Hz, 1C, C1), 115.2 (s, 1C, Cc), 114.0 (s, 1C,
Cf), 104.7 (s, 1C, C4), 92.18 (s, 1C, C3), 87.5 (d, 2JC-P = 3.8 Hz, 1C, C2), 86.94 (s, 1C, C5), 86.88 (s, 1C,
C6), 73.0 (d, 3JC-P = 6.9 Hz, 3C, Cβ), 52.6 (d, 1JC-P = 16.9 Hz, 1C, Cα), 31.7 (s, 1C, C7), 23.2 (s, 1C, C8),
21.7 (s, 1C, C9), 20.6 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3356 (w, νN-H), 2932-2895
(m, ν-CH), 1591 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1534 (m), 1465-1451 (m, νC=N), 1379 (w, δCH3), 1280 (m), 1243 (m),
1099 (m), 1013 (s), 974-948 (vs), 898 (m), 806-787 (m, δC-C), 740 (vs, δCHoop), 578 (vs), 483 (s). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 586 (100) ([M]+), 429 (50) ([M-PTA]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 95 S·cm2·mol1
. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)Ir(κ2-N,C-pbim)(PTA)]Cl, [12]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for
[11]Cl, using (PTA) (17.1 mg, 0.109 mmol), [(5-C5Me5)IrCl(κ2-N,C-Pbim)] (60 mg, 0.108 mmol) in
degassed methanol (11 mL). White powder. Yield: 59.6 mg (0.0836 mmol, 78%). Mr
(C29H36N5PClIr) = 713.2834 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C29H36N5PClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.75(H2O): C 44.95; H 5.01;
N 8.81; Found: C 44.91; H 5.03; N 8.53. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.67 (s, 1H, HN-H),
8.78 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.01 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.51 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.39 – 7.29 (m,
3H, Hd,4’,e), 7.20 (td, J = 7.4, 1.4 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.15 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 4.31 (d, J = 12.7 Hz, 3H,
βax
), 4.02 (d, J = 12.9 Hz, 3H, Hβeq), 3.45 (ABq, 6H, ΔδAB = 0.04, JAB = 15.7 Hz, Hα), 1.86 (d, J = 1.7
Hz, 15H, HCp*(Me)) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -71.9 (s, 1P, PPTA) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 146.6 (s, 1C, C1’), 139.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 139.0 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.8 (s, 1C,
C6’), 135.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 135.1 (s, 1C, Cb), 131.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 128.4 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.4 (s, 1C, C4’), 124.1
(s, 1C, Cd), 123.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 115.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 95.1 (s, 5C, CCp*), 73.2 (d, 3JC-P = 7.7
Hz, 3C, Cβ), 50.2 (d, 1JC-P = 22.4 Hz, 3C, Cα), 10.3 (s, 5C, CCp*(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected
bands: 3382 (w, νN-H), 2899 (m, ν-CH), 1591 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1535 (m), 1466-1455 (m, νC=N), 1382 (w,
δCH3), 1282 (m), 1242 (m), 1098 (m), 1014 (s), 971-947 (s), 897 (m), 814-803 (m, δC-C), 748-740 (s,
δCHoop), 580 (vs), 488 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 1353 (3) ([2M-3H]+), 678 (100) ([M]+), 521 (42)
([M-PTA]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 87 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane,
chloroform, methanol, water and acetone.

Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)Rh(κ2-N,C-pbim)(PTA)]Cl, [13]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask 1,3,5-triaza-7phosphaadamantane (PTA) (17.1 mg, 0.109 mmol) was added to a solution of [(5C5Me5)RhCl(κ2-N,C-pbim)] (50 mg, 0.107 mmol) in degassed methanol (12 mL), and the mixture
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was stirred at room temperature for 20 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was filtered
and concentrated under vacuum. The product was precipitated with diethylether and filtered.
The resulting light yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 45.5 mg (0.0729 mmol, 68%).
Mr (C29H36N5PClRh) = 623.9689 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C29H36N5PClRh·(CH2Cl2)1.7(H2O)1.2: C 46.68;
H 5.33; N 8.87; Found: C 46.64; H 5.46; N 9.29. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.63 (s, 1H,
HN-H), 8.80 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.04 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.44 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.37 –
7.27 (m, 4H, H4’, He, Hd, H5’), 7.20 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hf), 4.30 (d, J = 13.1 Hz, 3H, Hβax), 4.09 (d, J =
13.8 Hz, 3H, Hβeq), 3.52 (ABq, 6H, ΔδAB = 0.13, JAB = 15.5 Hz, Hα), (d, J = 14.9 Hz, 3H, Hα), 3.48 (d, J
= 14.8 Hz, 3H, Hα), 1.77 (s, 15H, HCp*(Me)) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -36.1 (d,
1
JP-Rh = 145.5 Hz, 1P, PPTA) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 165.1 (dd, 1JC-Rh = 31.5 and
2
JC-P 8.8 Hz, 1C, C1’), 159.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 140.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 135.5 (s, 1C, C2’), 135.1 (s,
1C, Cb), 130.6 (s, 1C, C5’), 128.6 (s, 1C, C3’), 126.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 124.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.3 (s, 1C, Ce),
115.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.6 (s, 1C, Cf), 100.6 (dd, 1JC-Rh = 4.8 and 2JC-P = 2.2 Hz, 5C, CCp*), 73.2 (d, 3JC-P =
7.1 Hz, 3C, Cβ), 51.1 (d, 1JC-P = 15.6 Hz, 3C, Cα), 10.6 (s, 5C, CCp*(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected
bands: 3360 (w, νN-H), 2899 (m, ν-CH), 1587 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1533 (m), 1464-1454 (m, νC=N), 1380 (w,
δCH3), 1280 (m), 1240 (m), 1096 (m), 1010 (s), 969-945 (vs), 896 (m), 800 (m, δC-C), 746 (vs, δCHoop),
575 (vs), 481 (s). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 1175 (2) ([2M-H]+), 588 (100) ([M]+), 431 (45) ([M-PTA]+).
Molar Conductivity (H2O): 97 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol,
dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.

Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)Ir(DMSO)(κ2-N,C-pbim)], [14]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, DMSO (38 μl,
0.535 mmol) was added to a solution of [(5-C5Me5)IrCl(κ2-N,C-pbim)] (30 mg, 0.054 mmol) in
degassed dichloromethane (9 mL) and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was concentrated and diethylether was added to
precipitate the product. The solvent was removed by filtration to isolate a white-yellowish
powder that was washed with diethylether (2×5 mL) and dried under vacuum. Yield: 25.6 mg
(0.040 mmol, 74%). Mr (C25H30N2SOClIr) = 634.2635 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C25H30N2SOClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.6: C 43.89; H 4.67; N 4.16; S 4.76; Found: C 43.62; H 4.73; N 4.20; S 4.71.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.29 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.00 (dd, J = 5.4, 3.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.80
(dd, J = 5.3, 3.2 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.71 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.51 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.48 – 7.40 (m,
2H, He, Hd), 7.32 (dd, J = 5.6, 3.3 Hz, 2H, H5’, H4’), 1.77 (s, 15H, HCp*(Me)) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
D2O, 25 °C) δ 7.90 (dd, J = 8.6, 5.2 Hz, 2H), 7.76 – 7.69 (m, 1H), 7.61 – 7.56 (m, 1H), 7.52 – 7.47
(m, 2H), 7.42 – 7.36 (m, 2H), 2.94 (s, 3H, HCH3(DMSO)), 2.41 (s, 3H, HCH3(DMSO)), 1.80 (s, 15H, HCp*(Me))
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ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3354 (w, νN-H), 2899 (m, ν-CH), 1593 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1540 (s),
1469-1455 (s, νC=N), 1434 (s), 1379 (w, δCH3), 1278 (s), 1117 (vs, νS=O), 1014 (vs), 746 (vs, νC-S), 685
(w), 427 (vs). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 600 (4) ([M+H]+), 522 (10) ([M-DMSO+H]+). Solubility: soluble
in dimethylsulfoxide and water, partially soluble in methanol.

Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)Ir(MeIm)(κ2-N,C-pbim)]Cl, [15]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand Nmethylimidazole (10 μL, 0.125 mmol) was added to a solution of [9] (0.0599 g, 0.108 mmol) and
NaCl (0.0073 g, 0.125 mmol) in methanol (10 mL), and the mixture was stirred at 65 °C for 2 h
and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent was evaporated to dryness and the residue was
solved in dichloromethane. The solution was filtered and the solid precipitated with n-hexane.
The resulting white-yellowish powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 53.8 mg (0.084 mmol,
78%). Mr (C27H30N4ClIr) = 638.2335 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C27H30N4ClIr·(H2O)0.3: C 50.39; H 4.79;
N 8.70; Found: C 50.38; H 4.70; N 8.57. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 14.85 (s, 1H, HNH),
8.46 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.89 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.86 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.57 (d, J = 8.0
Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.30 (td, J = 7.7, 1.1 Hz, 1H, He), 7.27 – 7.22 (m, 1H, Hd), 7.17 (td, J = 7.4, 1.3 Hz, 1H,
H5’), 7.03 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H4’), 6.93 (s, 1H, Ha’), 6.66 (s, 1H, Hc’), 6.58 (s, 1H, Hb’), 3.46 (s, 3H, HNMe
), 1.72 (s, 15H, HCp*Me) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 164.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 158.2 (s,
1C, C1’), 139.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.0 (s, 1C, Ca’), 135.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 135.3 (s, 1C, Cb), 134.1 (s, 1C, C6’),
131.5 (s, 1C, Cc’), 131.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.7 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 123.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.9 (s,
1C, Ce), 122.0 (s, 1C, Cb’), 115.1 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.4 (s, 1C, Cf), 88.5 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.9 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)).
FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3410 (w, νN-H), 3099 (w, ν=CH), 1591-1537 (s, νC=C + C-N), 14691454 (s, νC=N), 1434 (m), 1384 (w, δCH3), 1277-1239 (m), 1101 (m, δNHip), 1028 (m), 821 (m, δC-C),
740 (vs, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 603 (35) ([M-Cl]+), 521 (100) ([M-Cl-MeIm]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 108.5 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform,
dimethylsulfoxide and acetone. Partially soluble in water.
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Synthesis of [(5-C5Me5)Ir(MeIm)(κ2-N,C-pbim)]OTf, [15]OTf. The synthesis was performed as for
[15]Cl, using MeIm (11.5 μl, 0.144 mmol), [9] (0.0704 g, 0.127 mmol) and NaOTf (0.025 g, 0.145
mmol) in degassed methanol (13 mL). White-yellowish powder. Yield: 78.8 mg (0.105 mmol,
83%). Mr (C28H30N4F3SO3Ir) = 751.8512 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C28H30N4F3SO3Ir·(C6H14)0.2: C 45.60;
H 4.30; N 7.28; S 4.17; Found: C 45.61; H 4.36; N 6.97; S 3.66. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ
12.75 (s, 1H, HNH), 7.91 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.85 (dd, J = 7.6, 1.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.77 (d, J = 7.7
Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.61 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.33 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, He), 7.25 – 7.19 (m, 1H, Hd), 7.19 –
7.12 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.06 (s, 1H, Ha’), 6.84 (td, J = 7.5, 1.1 Hz, 1H, H4’), 6.69 (t, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H, Hc’),
6.59 (t, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H, Hb’), 3.49 (s, 3H, HN-Me), 1.72 (s, 15H, HCp*Me) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 164.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 158.6 (s, 1C, C1’), 139.8 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.4 (s, 1C, Ca’), 135.4 (s, 1C,
C2’), 135.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 134.6 (s, 1C, C6’), 131.5 (s, 1C, Cc’), 131.4 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.9
(s, 1C, C4’), 123.6 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.0 (s, 1C, Cb’), 120.9 (q, JC-F = 320.0 Hz, 1C, COTf),
115.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.6 (s, 1C, Cf), 88.6 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.9 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376
MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -78.3 (s, 3F, FOTf) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3130 (w, ν=CH),
2917 (w, ν-CH), 1595-1540 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1470-1456 (m, νC=N), 1435 (m), 1382 (w, δCH3), 1283-12351223 (s, νC-F), 1154 (s, νSO3-asym), 1105 (m, δNHip), 1028 (vs, νSO3-sym), 735 (s, δCHoop), 634 (vs, νC-S).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 603 (63) ([M-OTf]+), 521 (100) ([M-OTf-MeIm]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O):
51.9 S·cm2·mol-1 (with solid in suspension). Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform,
dimethylsulfoxide. Slightly soluble in water.
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CHAPTER 3. Ru(II) HALF-SANDWICH COMPLEXES BEARING
HYDROXYPHENYLBENZAZOLE ANCILLARY LIGANDS: SYNTHESIS,
CHARACTERIZATION AND ANTICANCER PROPERTIES
ABSTRACT: In this chapter a family of
12 new complexes of general formulae
[Ru(η6-arene)(κ2-O,N-L)X] and [Ru(η6arene)(κ2-O,N-L)X]Y (X = leaving group;
Y = counterion) bearing 2-(2’hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (hpbim)
and 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole
(hpbtz) as ancillary ligands was
synthesized in order to assess their
anticancer properties. In particular, we
aimed to analyze the effect of both the bidentate ligand and the substitution of the Cl leaving group by a pseudo-halide ligand or by monodentate N-donors or P-donors on
the aqueous solubility and the cytotoxic activity.
CONTEXT: In the last decades organometallic complexes bearing 2-(2’hydroxyphenyl)benzazole ligands have been reported in the literature, with transition
metals such as zinc1,2, iron3 or rhenium4, owing to the increasing interest in luminescent
complexes. Nonetheless, neither ruthenium half-sandwich derivatives of 2-(2’hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole
nor
ruthenium
derivatives
of
2-(2’hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole are known so far and only a few octahedral monodentate
N-coordinated and bidentate chelating complexes bearing the former have been
reported with catalytic activity5,6,7,8 and one with cytotoxic activity.9 On the other hand,
ruthenium(II) complexes with O,N-ancillary ligands have been commonly synthesized
with picolinates. Thus, Ru(II) arene complexes bearing this kind of ligands are completely
new as far as we know.
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The complexes were synthesised from the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimers [Ru(η6arene)(μ-Cl)Cl]2, already described in CHAPTER 1.10,11
The complexes are divided in two groups: neutral and monocationic, whose
schematic synthesis is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic synthesis of Ruthenium(II) complexes with hpbim and hpbtz.

Neutral complexes
The overnight reaction between the dimeric starting dimers with the ligands hpbim
or hpbtz and triethylamine at room temperature and using methanol or a
methanol/acetonitrile mixture yielded complexes of general formula [(η6-arene)RuCl(κ2O,N-L)] ([16a], [16b], [17a] and [17b]), where L is the deprotonated ligand and the arene
= p-cymene (p-cym, series a); arene = benzene (bz, series b). The derivatives with
thiocyanate of general formula [Ru(η6-arene)(SCN)(κ2-O,N-L)] ([18a] and [18b]) were
prepared in two steps by a related protocol including a metathesis reaction, which
involves stirring at 70 °C in the presence of an excess of KSCN.
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Monocationic complexes
A mixture of chlorido-complexes ([16a], [16b], [17a] and [17b]) and methylimidazole
(MeIm) in the presence of a sodium salt (NaCl, NaOTf, NaBPh 4 and NaBF4) in methanol
was refluxed during two hours, yielding the complexes of general formula [(η6arene)Ru(MeIm)(κ2-O,N-L)]Y ([19a](BPh4), [19a](OTf), [19a]Cl and [20b](BF4)), where Y=
Cl-, OTf-, BPh4- or BF4-. The PTA derivative of formula [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ1-P-PTA)(κ2-O,NL)]Cl ([21a]Cl) was prepared likewise but at room temperature without the presence of
any salt. The aquo complex of formula [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(κ2-O,N-L)](OTf)
([22a](OTf)), was synthesised by the reaction of the neutral complex [16a] with an
excess of AgOTf in a mixture of distilled water and ethanol. Both PTA and MeIm
derivatives were prepared so as to enhance the solubility or reduce the aquation rate.
All the complexes were isolated in moderate-to-good yields (from 49% to 79% for
neutral complexes and from 76% to 83% for cationic complexes) as the corresponding
racemates (RRu or SRu) in the form of yellow, orange or brown powders.

1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis.
1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of neutral complexes [16a], [16b], [17a], [17b], [18a] and
[18b] were recorded in CDCl3, DMSO-d6, CD3CN or CD2Cl2 at 25 °C. As in previous
complexes, the coordination of the O^N ligand to the metal deshielded the signals of
the latter, especially Hf. The deshielding is enhanced in complexes with hpbtz (Z = S in
Fig. 1), and especially in dimethylsulfoxide. The metal-ligand coordination is also
evidenced by the absence of the resonance of the OH group. Complexes [16a] and [16b]
showed a downfield-shifted signal corresponding to the NH group at δ 10.86 and 10.67
ppm respectively in CDCl3. Moreover, some complexes like [16b] undergo slow solvolysis
in DMSO-d6, so that the Cl- ligand is replaced by a DMSO molecule. The 1H-1H NOESY
spectrum of [16a] (it cannot be observed for the benzene derivative) supported this fact,
since there were some chemical exchange peaks in the p-cymene area, evidencing a fast
process of interconversion between enantiomers (see CHAPTER 1 for further details).
The 1H NMR spectra of monocationic complexes [19a](BPh4), [19a](OTf), [19a]Cl,
[20b](BF4), [21a]Cl and [22a](OTf) were recorded in CDCl3, CD3OD or DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.
The spectra of the MeIm derivatives were quite complicated, especially that for the
BPh4- salt, which made the signals difficult to assign. These complexes show the same
pattern of peaks with some exceptions. The comparison of the three spectra for the
[19a]+ series in CDCl3 allows us to extract some interesting conclusions (see Fig. 2). Thus,
most of the signals for [19a](BPh4) and [19a](OTf) are upfield shifted with regard to
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those of the chloride salt. The explanation for these observations could have to do with
the formation of ion pairs driven by different forces12:
a) Hydrogen bonding interactions in the Cl- salt (deshielding).
b) C-H···π interactions in the BPh4- salt (shielding).

[19a](BPh4)

[19a](OTf)

[19a]Cl

Fig. 2. Comparative spectra of [19a]Cl, [19a](OTf) and [19a](BPh4) in CDCl3 at 25 °C, with some characteristic
highlighted signals. MeIm signals are displayed in blue and purple, hpbim in green and p-cym in orange-coloured.

As regards the NH group in complexes with hpbim, the resonance was more
deshielded (>14 ppm) than for their neutral derivatives, probably because of hydrogen
bonding with the anionic counterion, especially with chloride as counterion (as the Xray structure of [21a]Cl confirms). The 1H NMR spectrum of [21a]Cl in CDCl3 showed a
doublet for the isopropyl group of p-cymene and two doublets for the hydrogens of the
aromatic ring, indicating a fast dynamic process. However, no hydrolysis was observed
for this complex. Moreover, a characteristic set of signals corresponding to the
methylene groups of the PTA ligand was shown: a pseudo-quartet at 4.02 ppm (ABq, 6H,
ΔδAB= 0.07, JAB = 14.4 Hz, Hα) for the AB spin system of diastereotopic PCH2N protons
(Hα), and also another pseudo singlet (a coalesced pseudo-quartet) for the AB spin
system at 4.32 ppm (ABq, 6H, ΔδAB= 0.03, JAB = 14.8 Hz, Hβ) formed by the intrinsically
inequivalent NCH2N protons (axial and equatorial orientations, Hβax and Hβeq). A 1H{31P}
NMR was recorded so as to simplify the signals without apparent success, since the
spectrum was exactly the same.
All these features suggest a fast hemilabile behaviour for the O,N-ligand,
involving the dissociation of the benzimidazole moiety and its coordination after
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rotation around the Ru-O bond, which allows a rapid interconversion between
enantiomers (SRu, RRu; see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Proposed mechanism for the interconversion process between enantiomers of [21a]Cl.

[22a](OTf)

[16a]

Fig. 4. 1H-NMR comparison of [22a](OTf) with [16a] in D2O at 25 °C, showing the signals corresponding to a
symmetric product.

The 1H NMR spectrum in D2O of the aqua-complex [22a](OTf), was coincident
with that of its neutral precursor [16a] when recorded in deuterated water (see Fig. 4).
In addition, p-cymene signals evidenced a symmetric product, as a doublet appeared for
the isopropyl protons and two doublets for the aromatic ring of p-cymene. Thus, the
aquation process for [16a] is extremely fast and we only detect the aquo complex, which
is also involved in a dynamic exchange (see Fig. 5). In order to figure out this issue,
different spectra of [16a] in D2O were recorded at varying temperatures (25, 15 and 5
°C). The spectra showed the broadening of the p-cymene signals, evidencing the possible
division of the doublets. Nevertheless, the high melting point of water prevented us
from lowering the temperature under 5 °C.
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Fig. 5. Reaction schemes for the dynamic exchanges observed for [16a] in D2O.

The 13C{1H} NMR spectra showed characteristic patterns for both the arenes and
the ligands. The most downfield-shifted peak in every case was that of C1’ at around 167
ppm for the complexes bearing hpbim and at around 170 ppm for those with hpbtz.
Besides, the thiocyanato-complex [18a] showed a quaternary carbon resonance
for the SCN- at 135.4 ppm in DMSO-d6. Monocationic complexes with PTA and MeIm
showed additional signals for their monodentate ligands.
Furthermore, complex [21a]Cl exhibits the C-P coupling (d, 1JC-P = 13.3 Hz) for the
signal of Cα of the PTA ligand. The constant coupling has similar values that other RAPTA
derivatives (1JC-P = 15 Hz) depicted in the literature when coordinated to ruthenium.13 In
addition, the coupling constant C-P increases when the PTA coordinates to a metal
centre (for the free ligand: 1JC-P = 9 Hz).14
19F{1H}

NMR spectra were recorded for monocationic complexes ([19a]OTf,
[20b]BF4 and [22a](OTf)) with BF4- or OTf- as counterions. A singlet was detected for
triflate and two singlets were observed for tetrafluoroborate, due to the isotopic effect
for 10B and 11B.
The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum recorded for the complex [21a]Cl showed a singlet at
δ -30.4 ppm, similar to other Ru-complexes reported in the literature {[Ru(η6-p-cymene)(R2acac)(PTA)]+, -29 to -30 ppm}.15 Moreover, the phosphorous signal shifts a lot when
it coordinates to ruthenium (Δδ = 71.2 ppm), relative to the free ligand (δ = -100 ppm).
1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks in
agreement with the isotopic distribution patterns. [M]+ fragments are shown for neutral
complexes and [M-Y]+ fragments for the monocationic ones, where Y is the counterion.
Moreover, a fragment with a water molecule is featured for the aquo derivative
[22a](OTf).
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1.2.3. IR Spectra
The infrared spectra recorded for all the complexes exhibit characteristic peaks
for the normal vibrational modes of the corresponding rings νC=N, νC=C and δCHoop, νC-O for
hydroxyphenylbenzazole ligands. The thiocyanate derivatives show characteristic peaks
at 2090-2099 cm-1 (νC-N) and 750 cm-1 (νC-S) and the PTA derivative presents two sets of
signals at 1314-1284 and 804 cm-1 corresponding to the νC-N and νP-C, respectively. The
aquo complex shows very strong and diagnostic peaks for triflate, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-sym at
1238-1225, 1170-1146 and 1029 cm-1 respectively.
1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) values, gathered in Table 1, were measured in
acetonitrile (10-3 M). The low values of the neutral complexes (1.9 - 13 S·cm2·mol-1)
confirm their nature as non-electrolytes. Moreover, molar conductivities for the cationic
complexes display some anomalous values. For instance, compounds [19a](OTf),
[20b](BF4) and [22a](OTf) are in the normal range for electrolytes 1:1 (142.5, 110.1 and
160.2 S·cm2·mol-1, respectively), whereas [19a]Cl, [19a](BPh4) and [21a]Cl are atypically
below this range (67.4, 65.0 and 53.5 S·cm2·mol-1, respectively).16 In light of the previous
results, counterions seem to play a relevant role in molar conductivity. Chloride is able
to connect to NH groups through hydrogen bonding interactions, forming ion-pairing,
favoured in apolar solvents of low dielectric constant, but also in the aprotic ones like
acetonitrile (ε = 37.5 at 293K 17). In addition, the tetraphenylborate counterion can form
ion-pairing through π-π stacking interactions or C-H···π contacts.
Table 1. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in acetonitrile at room temperature.

Complex
[16a]
[16b]
[17a]
[17b]
[18a]
[18b]
[19a]Cl
[19a](OTf)
[19a](BPh4)
[20b](BF4)
[21a]Cl
[22a](OTf)

Solvent
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
11.3
13.0
3.4
1.9
67.4
142.5
65.0
110.1
53.5
160.2
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1.2.5. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for neutral
complexes [16b]·CH3OH and [17a] by slow evaporation of solvent (from the
corresponding solution of methanol or methanol/water, respectively), [16a] from slow
diffusion of hexane into the respective solution in dichloromethane, and [18d] from slow
solvolysis of [18b] in a mixture of DMSO/acetone; and for cationic complexes
[19a](BPh4) (unsuitable to publish, but good enough to confirm the identity of the
complex) and [20b](BF4)·H2O by slow evaporation of solvent (from the corresponding
solution of methanol/acetone or water, respectively) and [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O by slow
evaporation of CDCl3 from an NMR sample of the complex.
The ORTEP diagrams for all the complexes are represented in Fig. 6. Bond
lengths, angles and other relevant features of the structures (except [19a](BPh4)) are
gathered in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.
In all cases, the corresponding unit cells show the two possible enantiomers (RRu
and SRu) resulting from the stereogenic nature of the metal centre. The neutral and
cationic complexes, with the exception of [18d], adopt the expected half-sandwich
pseudo-octahedral three-legged piano-stool geometry, and the arene ring displays a πbounded η6-coordination mode, whereas the hydroxyphenylbenzazole ligand assumes
a bidentate-chelate coordination mode (κ2-N,O). The third position is occupied by
chloride, MeIm or PTA.
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[16a]
[16b]·CH3OH

[17a]

[18d]

[19a](BPh4)

[20b](BF4)·H2O

[21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O

Fig. 6. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [16a], [16b]·CH3OH, [17a], [18d], [19a](BPh4), [20b](BF4)·H2O and
[21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O. Ellipsoids are shown at 30% probability.
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Table 2. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [16a], [16b]·CH3OH and [17a] (S) and [17a] (R).

Distance/angle
Ru1-Cl1
Ru1-N1
Ru1-O1
N1-C7
N2-C7
S1-C7
O1-C1
O1-Ru1-N1
O1-Ru1-Cl1
N1-Ru1-Cl1

[16a]
2.4312(8)
2.076(2)
2.068(2)
1.331(4)
1.359(4)
1.322(3)
83.72(9)
87.15(6)
83.89(7)

[16b]·CH3OH
2.4289(8)
2.085(2)
2.070(2)
1.339(3)
1.359(4)
1.315(3)??
82.92(9)
87.40(6)
86.01(6)

[17a] (S)
2.4069(12)
2.120(3)
2.095(3)
1.319(5)
1.729(4)
1.331(5)
82.77(11)
84.86(9)
85.56(9)

[17a] (R)
2.3992(12)
2.112(3)
2.075(3)
1.319(5)
1.726(4)
1.324(5)
83.29(12)
85.67(8)
87.25(9)

Table 3. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [20b](BF4)·H2O and [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O.

Distance/angle
Ru1-N2a/P1b
Ru1-N1
Ru1-O1
N1-C7
N2-C7
S1-C7
O1-C1/C13a
O1-Ru1-N1
O1-Ru1-N2a/P1b
N1-Ru1-N2a/P1b
a

[20b](BF4)·H2O [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O
2.107(2)
2.3040(10)
2.114(2)
2.068(3)
2.0668(18)
2.069(2)
1.326(3)
1.339(4)
1.345(4)
1.737(2)
1.321(3)
1.321(4)
83.98(7)
82.43(10)
81.61(7)
80.69(7)
84.35(8)
88.89(8)

Atom numbering for [20b](BF4)
Atom numbering for [21a]Cl.

b

The chelate ring shows lack of planarity in all cases due to the oxygen atom,
which adopts an sp3 hybridization. The Ru-centroid distances of the neutral derivatives
fall in a narrow interval (1.660-1.669 Å). The Ru-Cl distances (2.399-2.431 Å) for neutral
complexes are in the upper limit of the range, probably owing to the σ-donor nature of
the bidentate anionic ligand. The Ru-O distances (2.068-2.095 Å) are slightly shorter than
the Ru-N lengths (2.076-2.120 Å) in all cases. For the cationic complexes, the Ru-centroid
distances (1.680-1.701 Å) are higher than those of the neutral compounds. For the PTA
derivative ([21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O), the Ru-N and Ru-O distances are almost the same, (2.078
Å and 2.079 Å), whereas the Ru-P distance (2.304 Å) is standard. The MeIm derivative
([20b](BF4)·H2O) shows Ru-N and Ru-O distances of 2.114 Å and 2.067 Å, respectively,
following the same tendency as in the neutral complexes. The Ru-N(MeIm) distance
(2.107 Å) is similar to those in related complexes reported in the literature.18,19 All the
angles are in a similar range and are determined by the features of the ligand.
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Table 4. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complexes of [16a], [16b]·CH3OH, [17a], [20b](BF4)·H2O
and [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O.

Distance/angle

[16a]

Range of Ru–C
distances

2.150(3)2.202

Ru–centroid

1.660

α
θ (N-C-C-C)
β (chelate-arene)
γ (CxCipsoRuY)
λ

18.39
19.88
28.74
-16.69
30.06

[16b]·
CH3OH
2.123(14)
-2.179(7)
1.660/
1.647
17.71
17.07
24.12
33.15

2.140(4)2.240(4)

[20b](BF4)
·H2O
2.173(3)2.201(3)

[21a]Cl·
CDCl3·H2O
2.202(4)2.225(4)

1.666

1.669

1.680

1.701

20.68
22.48
22.73
21.95
36.84

16.21
-18.87
19.09
-13.13
36.57

19.63
20.26
28.25
30.33

17.52
19.49
15.26
78.57
42.32

[17a] (S)

[17a] (R)

2.158(4)2.213(4)

[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8.

Table 5. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complex [18d].

Distance
Ru1-N2’
Ru1-N1
Ru1-O1
Ru1-S2
Ru1-S3
Ru1-S4
N1-C7
S1-C7
O1-C1
N2-C14
S2-C14

[18d]
2.035(3)
2.118(3)
2.047(3)
2.4868(11)
2.2650(11)
2.2579(11)
1.314(5)
1.746(4)
1.303(5)
1.158(5)
1.654(4)

Angle
O1-Ru1-N1
O1-Ru1-N2’
N1-Ru1-N2’
N2’-Ru1-S2
O1-Ru1-S2
N1-Ru1-S2
S3-Ru1-S2
S4-Ru1-S2
N2’-Ru1-S3
O1-Ru1-S3
N1-Ru1-S3
S4-Ru1-S3
N2’-Ru1-S4
O1-Ru1-S4
N1-Ru1-S4
N2-C14-S2

[18d]
88.29(12)
173.27(13)
95.03(13)
90.40(10)
84.02(9)
85.33(9)
170.81(4)
90.91(4)
97.39(10)
88.50(9)
89.12(9)
94.26(4)
87.69(10)
88.63(9)
175.37(9)
179.6(4)

The complex [16a] presents a 3D architecture based on hydrogen bonding and
π-π interactions, as shown in Fig. 7. The hydrogen bonds are built among electronegative
atoms (Cl, O and N) and H atoms of aromatic rings, creating a channel (see Fig. 7a). The
π-π stacking interactions, whose parameters are showed in Table 6, occur between the
hydroxyphenyl ring and the benzene ring of the benzimidazole moiety, creating dimers
(see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). It is noteworthy, the bend of the H atom of the NH group, which
is 13.93° out of the plane of the imidazole ring (see Fig. 7b). This curvature could be
forced by the hydrogen bond N-H···Cl, with the pairing molecule.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 7. 3D architecture of [16a] showing (a) the channel, (b) N-H bend and (c) hydrogen bonding and π-π stacking
interactions.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. π-π stacking interactions of [16a]. (a) An upper view with the coincident centroids of the rings (hph/bzim)
and (b) complex pairing through H-bonding and π-π stacking interactions.

The asymmetric unit of [16b]·CH3OH shows both enantiomers RRu and SRu. The
structure exhibits a CH3OH molecule in the second coordination sphere, which connects
three different cationic units with hydrogen bonds through the chloride atom of one
complex, a hydrogen atom of the arene of a second complex and a hydrogen atom of
the benzimidazole moiety of a third one (see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Structural connection of three cationic entities through a methanol molecule for [16b]·CH3OH.

The 3D architecture of [20b](BF4)·H2O exhibits the interconnection of cationic
substructures through a water molecule (included in the crystalline structure) and the
BF4- (see Fig. 10). The hydroxyphenyl rings of two molecules interact through an offset
π-π stacking contact, whose parameters are gathered in Table 6. Furthermore, the
representation of the packaging cell over the c axis shows a hole or channel, which
contains the water molecules. Thus, we could say it is a hydrophilic channel.
(a)
(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Structural architecture of [20b](BF4)·H2O showing (a) connection between molecules, (b) offset π-π
stacking interaction and (c) hydrophilic channel.
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The complex [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O exhibits two solvent molecules in the second
coordination sphere, consisting in one water molecule and one molecule of deuterated
chloroform (see Fig. 11). All of them along with the chloride counterion are the
assemblies that form the crystal architecture of the complex through hydrogen bonds.
The phenyl rings of the benzimidazole moieties are also connected through offset π-π
stacking interactions (see Table 6).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Molecular assemblies of complex [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O showing (a) connection between molecules, (b) offset
π-π stacking interaction.
Table 6. π-π offset stacking parameters for complexes [16a], [18d], [20b](BF4) H2O and [21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O.

Compound

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

[16a]

3.604

15.23

[18d]

3.819

5.88

[20b](BF4)·H2O

3.849

0.00

[21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O

3.794

0.00

dcent-pl (Å)
3.482
3.500
3.338
3.323
3.324
3.324
3.340
3.340

β (°)
14.95
13.80
29.07
29.53
30.28
30.28
28.32
28.32

doffset (°)
0.930
0.860
1.855
1.882
1.941
1.941
1.800
1.800

The structure obtained for [18d] from a solution of [18b] shows a non-expected
distorted octahedral dinuclear complex, which has lost the arene and displays two
thiocyanate bridges connecting both ruthenium atoms (μ-SCN). The octahedral
coordination sphere for each ruthenium atom is completed with a
hydroxyphenylbenzimidazole ligand adopting a bidentate-chelate coordination mode
(κ2-N,O), and two dimethylsulfoxide S-coordinated molecules in a cis arrangement. The
resulting formula is [Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbtz){κ1-S-SO(CH3)2}2(μ-SCN)]2 ([18d]). An attempt to
obtain crystals for [18a] in different DMSO mixtures also led to the same structure [18d].
A bibliographic search of related complexes with thiocyanate bridges hardly shows two
results of thiocyanato-bridged ruthenium complexes.20,21 The Ru-S distances are slightly
longer for the thiocyanate (2.4868 Å) than for the DMSO molecules (2.2579-2.2650 Å).
The shortest bonds in the metal coordination sphere correspond to the Ru-O(hpbtz)
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(2.047 Å) and to the Ru-N(SCN) (2.035 Å). The C-N distance is shorter than the C-S in the
SCN moiety, in agreement with the triple bond nature of the C-N bond. The Ru-N-C-S
units are not completely linear, due to the hybridization of N (sp) and S (sp3) atoms.
Thus, the Ru-N-C angle (164.25°) is below 180° and the Ru-S-C angle (104.46°) is slightly
below 109.5°, the corresponding angles for linear sp and tetrahedral sp3 geometries,
respectively (see Fig. 13). Thus, the Ru2(SCN)2 core can be described as a rhomboid.
There is some weak intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions (see Fig. 12 and Table
7), as well as a S-π interaction between the sulphur atom of the thiocyanate bridge and
the hydroxyphenyl ring of the O^N ligand (see Fig. 12a and Table 8). This kind of
interactions are very common among proteins (e.g. cysteine moieties), being the usual
distance S-centroid of 3.9 Å.22,23 In addition, some intermolecular π-π stacking
interactions were also observed between ligands (hph/btz) (see Fig. 12b and Table 6).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. X-ray structure of [18d] showing (a) the octahedral geometry of ruthenium atoms, the thiocyanate
bridges, the coordination of DMSO molecules through the sulphur atom, and the hydrogen bonding (blue) and Sπ interaction (red) and (b) the intermolecular π-π stacking reinforced with a C-H···O interaction.
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Fig. 13. Hybridization and corresponding angles for the Ru-N≡C-S-Ru unit.
Table 7. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding parameters for complex [18d].

H-bonding
C(12)-H(12)···N(2)
C(16)-H(16B)···O(2)

D···A (Å)
3.066
3.194

X···A (Å)
2.458
2.414

D···X (Å)
0.951
0.980

α (°)
121.73
136.22

Table 8. Geometric parameters of lp-π interactions (C-S···π) for complex [18d].

Compound
C(14)-S(2)···π

dS-cent (Å)
3.973

dS-plane (Å)
2.671

doffset (Å)
2.941

αC-S-cent(°)
162.29

φ1 (°)
47.76

* doffset has been calculated as (dS-centroid2 - dS-plane2)1/2.

1.3.Thiocyanate Coordination Mode
Thiocyanato-complexes [18a] and [18b] were synthesized with the aim of exploring
the cytotoxicity differences when changing the halide for a pseudo-halide as the leaving
group. Thiocyanate ion is a linear ambidentate ligand able to coordinate to the metal
through the hard nitrogen atom (isothiocyanato) or the soft sulphur atom (thiocyanato).
Fig. 14 represents the resonance structures of the SCN- anion.

Fig. 14. Resonance structures of thiocyanate anion.

In addition, a bridging coordination mode is possible when both sulfur and nitrogen
coordinate to different metal centres. In order to clarify the coordination mode, a
thorough characterization was performed. 13C{1H} NMR and IR measurements were
selected as diagnostic techniques for that purpose and both show evidences of the Nbonding in complexes [18a] and [18b] (see Fig. 15). A deep analysis of 13C{1H} NMR
spectra reported in the literature for different coordinated thiocyanate revealed a
difference between chemical shifts depending on the bonded atom. The result leads to
a sequence that could be generalized in order of increasing chemical shift: S-bound <
ionic ≤ N-bound.24 The average chemical shift for the ionic thiocyanate is 131 ppm in
DMSO-d6 and for [18a] is downfield shifted up to 135 ppm, suggesting coordination
through the nitrogen atom. Moreover, the infrared spectrum of [18a] shows a strong
peak at 2090 cm-1 for the C-N stretching frequency, whereas wave numbers higher than
2100 cm-1 are assumed to be for S-bonded,25,26 evidencing the coordination through the
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nitrogen atom (κ1-N-SCN). For the complex [18b] a quality 13C{1H} NMR spectrum was
impossible to record owing to the very low solubility of the complex in organic solvents.
In the infrared spectrum, the C-N stretching frequency appears at 2098 cm-1, which
makes difficult to determine the atom bonding. Nevertheless, the C-S stretching
frequency, which also acts as diagnostic peak, appears at wavenumbers above 780 cm-1
for N-bonded, and below 720 cm-1 for S-bonded complexes. Both [18a] and [18b] show
the C-S band at 751 cm-1 and thiocyanate in [18a] is coordinated through the N atom.
As a consequence, both ought to have the same coordination mode. The thiocyanate
coordination mode also depends on the dielectric constant of the solvent as well as on
the metal and ligand nature.27,28
(a)

(b)

131 ppm

2100 cm-1

135 ppm

2090 cm-1

Fig. 15. Schematic drawing about typical (a) ν in IR and (b) δ in 13C NMR for different metal-thiocyanate
coordination modes.

1.4. Stability of complex [18a] and arene loss
A 1H-NMR study was carried out so as to know more about the mechanism involved
in the degradation process of [18a] under irradiation or exposition to sunlight. The
stability of [18a] was studied in DMSO-d6 solution at room temperature and exposed to
visible light for 3 months. Fig. 16 shows the spectra recorded at 3 minutes, and after 24
h and 3 months. After 24 h the variation in the spectrum was negligible. However, after
3 months a remarkable decomposition of the complex occurred.

Fig. 16. 1H-NMR study of the stability of [18a] in DMSO-d6 at 25°C.
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Fig. 17. 1H-NMR spectra of the evolution of [18a] in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C after different irradiation times.

A freshly prepared DMSO-d6 solution 1.7 mM of [18a] was used to evaluate the
behaviour of the complex under exposure to UV-light. Some spectra were registered
before irradiating the sample and after different irradiation times. The selected
wavelength was 325 nm, although a potent white light also worked. Fig. 17 shows the
evolution of the sample when irradiated.
The blue spots correspond to the complex [18a] before irradiating the sample. When
it is irradiated, a new complex [18c] is formed (orange spots) and p-cymene is lost (black
squares).30 In addition, the corresponding signals of [18a] (blue squares) disappear.
After approximately 29 hours, the decomposition reaction was almost finished. Fig. 18
features the reaction scheme for the arene dissociation and DMSO coordination under
UV irradiation of [18a]. Mass spectrometry was carried out with the same NMR sample
in deuterated dimethylsulfoxide after 29 h irradiation. The FAB+ mass spectrum
confirmed the hypothesis of the formation of a new octahedral complex with three
DMSO-d6 molecules coordinated to ruthenium (see Fig. 19). Furthermore, some
reported works also show the loss of the arene in ruthenium complexes.31,30,32
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Fig. 18. Reaction scheme for the formation of [18c], when a solution of [18a] in DMSO is irradiated.
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Fig. 19. FAB+ zoom of mass spectra of [18c] ([18a] after irradiation in DMSO-d6) in NBA matrix (below) compared
to the simulation (above). Fragmentation peak: m/z = 638 ([18a-p-cymene+3DMSO-d6]+ = [18c]+).

The loss of the arene was also observed for other complexes in different solvents.
Complexes [19a](BPh4) and [19a](OTf) show the same behaviour in DMSO-d6 when they
are irradiated, although in the latter the process is slower.

1.5. Aqueous Solubility
The aqueous solubility of some complexes was determined at room temperature (20
– 22 °C). All the neutral complexes with the exception of [16a] and [16b] are not watersoluble, whereas the cationic complexes are soluble in aqueous media, with the
exception of [19a]BPh4, due to the hydrophobicity of the tetraphenylborate anion. The
comparison of the aqueous solubility of [16a] and [16b] shows the clear effect of the
arene, as previously observed.33,34 The p-cymene derivative gives better solubility (ca. 3
times) than the benzene analogue. The effect of the counterion on the water-solubility
of the series [19a]+ is also clear. It decreases 10 times when the Cl- is replaced by OTf-,
owing to the high hydration energy attributed to the Cl-,35,36 and it is completely
negligible for BPh4-.
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Table 9. Solubility data in water (mM) for selected compounds.

Ref.
Compound
Solubility (mM)
[16a]
[(p-cym)RuCl(hpbim)]
3.3
[16b]
[(bz)RuCl(hpbim)]
1.2
[19a]Cl
[(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(MeIm)]Cl
10.9
[19a]OTf [(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(MeIm)]OTf
1.1
[19a]BPh4 [(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(MeIm)]BPh4
[20b]BF4
[(bz)RuCl(hpbtz)(MeIm)]BF4
2.5
[21a]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(hpbim)(PTA)]Cl
22.0

1.6. Aquation-Anation Equilibria
Hydrolysis of Ru-Cl bonds was monitored by 1H NMR for 3 mM solutions of [16a] and
[16b] in 10% MeOD-d4/90% D2O (v/v). Methanol was added to ensure the solubility of
the complexes. Notwithstanding, it was insufficient to solubilize the complexes [17a]
and [17b]. The stability of a solution of [21a]Cl in D2O (3 mM) was monitored as well.
Spectra were recorded in the absence of NaCl at different times and afterward in the
presence of NaCl, mimicking the physiological conditions (5 mM and 100 mM as model
concentrations for the intracellular and blood plasma conditions, respectively 37).
Hydrolysis was complete for the neutral complexes in less than 5 minutes, but the PTA
derivative [21a]Cl did not undergo aquation. However, when NaCl was added to the
samples, no apparent reaction occurred, as the spectra did not show any change, in
agreement with an aquation equilibrium totally shifted to the aqua derivative. A huge
excess of NaCl caused the precipitation of a solid, the aquo complex, as a result of the
common ion effect.

1.7. Reactivity against Nucleobases and Nucleotides
After some unsuccessful attempts to synthesise the resulting product of the reaction
between 9MeG and the complex [16a] (the chlorido complex evolved to the aqua
derivative, but no reaction with 9MeG was observed), the interaction of complexes
[18a] and [18c] with 9MeG and 5’-GMP was followed by 1H NMR at 25 °C in different
solvent mixtures.
Reactivity against the nucleobase
The reaction of complexes [18a] and [18c] with the nucleobase 9MeG was studied
by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. Some spectra were recorded before and after the
addition of an excess of 9MG, during 24h. The spectrum of [18a] showed sets of peaks
for the initial complex [18a], for the partial reaction of the complex with 9MeG [18a-G]+
and for [18c]. On the other hand, in the spectrum of the irradiated complex [18c] no
reaction evidences were found.
Reactivity against the nucleotide
The reaction of [18a] (5 mM) and [18c] (7.93 mM) with 5’-GMP (1:1 molar ratio) was
monitored with time by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6/D2O (5:2).
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(g)
(f)
(e)
(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)

Fig. 20. Evolution of the aromatic region of [18a] with 5’-GMP in DMSO-d6/D2O (5:2) at 25 °C. The orange spots
belong to the complex [18a], the blue ones to the free 5’-GMP and the green triangles refer to the new product
[18a-GMP]+. (a) Spectrum in DMSO-d6, (b) after the addition of D2O at t=0, (c) after the addition of 5’-GMP at t=5
min, (d) at t=20 min, (e) at t=55 min, (f) at t=72 h and (g) at t=1 week.

Fig. 20. show the evolution over time of [18a] in DMSO-d6/D2O with the exception
of the red spectrum (a), which was only in DMSO-d6. After 72 h (spectrum (f)) a new
complex with coordinated 5’-GMP appeared [18a-GMP]+.
The 31P{1H} NMR (see Fig. 21a) was recorded after a week and a new downfieldshifted signal was detected (δ = -0.61 ppm; Δδ = 0.83 ppm). In view of the previous
results with 9MeG, and both the 1H and the 31P{1H} NMR experiments, we can conclude
that the coordination between [18a] and both 9MeG and 5’-GMP occurs, yet preferably
through the phosphate of the nucleotide.
(a)

t = 1 week

t=0

(b)

t = 1 week

t=0

Fig. 21. 31P{1H} NMR spectra for the reaction between 5’-GMP and complexes [18a] (a) and [18c] (b) recorded
after a week. The blue spots show the free 5’-GMP, whereas the green triangles the coordinated complexes [18aGMP]+ and [18c-GMP]+.

Regarding the reaction between [18c] and 5’-GMP, the 31P{1H} NMR (see Fig. 21b)
was recorded in DMSO-d6/D2O after 6 days and again, a new downfield-shifted signal
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was detected (δ = -0.55 ppm; Δδ = 0.86 ppm). These facts demonstrate the reaction
between [18c] and 5’-GMP through the phosphate group, but not with 9MeG.
On the whole, both complexes [18a] and [18c] seem to coordinate to the phosphate
group of the nucleotide, although only [18a] bind the nucleobase 9MeG and in a really
lesser extent.

1.8. Cytotoxic Activity
The cytotoxicity of selected complexes versus three different cancer cell lines was
determined by means of a MTT cell viability assay: A2780 (ovarian carcinoma cell line),
A549 (lung carcinoma cell line) and HeLa (cervical carcinoma cell line), by the group of
Dra. Mairena from the University of Castilla La Mancha. The values are expressed in
Table 10 as the IC50 in μM units.
Table 10. Inhibition of cellular growth in different cancer cell lines by the ligands, the selected complexes and
cisplatin (μM).

Ref.

Compound

[16a]
[16b]
[17a]
[17b]
[18a]
[18b]
[18c]
[19a](OTf)
[19a](BPh4)
[20b](BF4)
[21a]Cl

cisplatin
hpbim
hpbtz
[(p-cym)RuCl(hpbim)]
[(bz)RuCl(hpbim)]
[(p-cym)RuCl(hpbtz)]
[(bz)RuCl(hpbtz)]
[(p-cym)Ru(hpbtz)(SCN)]
[(bz)Ru(hpbtz)(SCN)]
[Ru(DMSO)3(hpbtz)(SCN)]
[(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(MeIm)](OTf)
[(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(MeIm)](BPh4)
[(bz)Ru(hpbtz)(MeIm)](BF4)
[(p-cym)Ru(hpbim)(PTA)]Cl

A2780
(96h)
0.87 ± 0.01
8.36 ± 0.16
>100
8.76 ± 0.43
9.53 ± 0.23
26 ± 1
-

A549 (24h)

HeLa (24h)

HeLa (48h)

114.2b
higha
higha
90
160
65
37
higha
1000

45.44
>1000
>1000
465.1
441.9
N/A
862.5
170
16.19
N/A
>1000

18.96
>1000
739.2
206.4
226.0
N/A
1128
14.60
890
1015

a

The cell viability percentage is very similar to the control in DMSO.
data.38
N/A: Cell viability tends to infinite.
b. Bibliographic

The relevant results are highlighted in red. Thus, in the cell line A2780, the ligand
hpbim is cytotoxic itself. In the cell line A549, complex [18a] showed a relevant
cytotoxicity (IC50 = 65 μM), whereas it was inactive in HeLa. Moreover, complex [18c]
(pre-irradiation of complex [18a] before incubation with cells) showed an increase in the
inhibitory potency of about twice with regard to its precursor [18a]. This results along
with its behaviour after irradiation caused its selection for a deeper physicochemical
study performed by the group of Begoña García. In addition, complex [19a](BPh4)
exhibited the best result in the HeLa cell line, even better than cisplatin (see Fig. 22) both
after 24 h (IC50 = 16.2 μM) and 48 h (IC50 = 14.6 μM). Nevertheless, the substitution of
the BPh4- counterion by OTf- dramatically diminished the inhibitory potency; IC50
[19a](OTf) = 170 μM vs. IC50 [19a](BPh4) = 16.2 μM after 24 h incubation (see Fig. 23).
Thus, the BPh4- counterion seems to have an important influence on the cytotoxicity,
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probably due to its lipophilic character. This effect has been already reported in the
literature by Williams, Healy and Parsons in ruthenium39 and in gold complexes40.
(a)

(b)
[18b]
[18a]
[17a]
[17b]
[21a]Cl
[20b]BF4
[16b]
[16a]
Cisplatin
[19a]BPh4

[18b]
[18a]
[17a]
[17b]
[21a]Cl
[20b]BF4
[16b]
[16a]
Cisplatin
[19a]BPh4

Fig. 22. Graphical curves of cell viability percentage vs. concentration for complexes in HeLa cells after (a) 24h and
(b) 48h.

[19a]OTf
[19a]BPh4

Fig. 23. Graphical curves of cell viability percentage vs. concentration for complexes [19a](BPh4) and [19a](OTf) in
HeLa cells after 24h.

1.9. DNA Interaction
Owing to the high cytotoxic activity, and the extremely low solubility of complex
[19a](BPh4), the possible interaction of the complex cation with DNA was studied in the
laboratory of Begoña García with a similar and more soluble complex [19a](OTf) by two
physicochemical methods: UV-vis absorption and circular dichroism (CD). The complex
was dissolved in DMSO to guarantee its complete dissolution, yet the percentage of
DMSO in all the experiments did not exceed 5 % in the aqueous solutions. The pKa was
calculated by recording the absorbance spectra as a function of the pH (see Fig. 24). The
absorbance at λ = 324 nm or λ = 352 was plotted vs. pH and the curve was fitted to the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (see Fig. 25 and Eq 1), yielding the values pKa1 = 6.2 ±
0.1, related to the deprotonation of the NH group and pK2 = 9.9 ± 0.1, related to the
replacement of MeIm with OH-. Fig. 26 shows the proposed equilibria for the two
chemical processes observed (pKa1 and pK2).
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Fig. 24. Absorbance spectra of a 3.26 x 10-5 M solution of [19a](OTf), I = 0.1 M and T = 25 °C, recorded in the pH 312 range (arrow sense) (Origin 8.0).

𝐴𝐻𝐵+ − 𝐴𝐵
− 𝐴𝐻𝐵+
1 + 10𝑚(𝑝𝐾𝑎−𝑝𝐻)

𝐴=

Eq 1. Modified Henderson-Hasselbalch equation for absorbance.
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Fig. 25. Absorbance (a) at λ = 324 nm and (b) at λ = 352 nm as a function of pH (Origin 8.0).

Fig. 26. Dissociation equilibria for complex [19a](OTf).
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Taking into account the dissociation constants, we decided to work at physiological
conditions, that is, I = 0.1 M (NaCl) and pH = 7.5, where [19a](OTf) is a neutral species
(B) (see Fig. 26).
The behaviour of the complex in aqueous solution was studied by the Lambert-Beer
law. The UV-vis spectra were recorded by addition of different volumes of a solution
3.03·10-3 M of the complex in DMSO to the buffer into the cuvette (2.5 mM NaCaC sodium cacodylate - buffer, 0.0975 M NaCl, pH = 7.5). The representation of the
absorbance vs. the concentration at λ = 358 nm (a relative maximum) confirmed the
compliance of the law in the whole concentration range (see Fig. 27). The molar
extinction coefficient was calculated from the linear fitting (ε = 7582.7 ± 10.4 cm-1·M-1
at λ = 358 nm).
Equation

y = a + b*x

Weight

No Weighting

Residual Sum
of Squares

Abs258nm

2

3,92561E-4

Pearson's r

0,99998

Adj. R-Square

0,99996
Value

B

Intercept

B

Slope

Standard Erro

0,00393

0,00149

7582,711

10,42394

1

0

0,0000

0,0001

0,0002

0,0003

Conc. [19a](OTf) (M)

Fig. 27. Lambert-Beer law for the complex [19a](OTf) at I = 0.0975 M (NaCl), λ = 358 nm, pH = 7.5 and T = 25 °C
(Origin 8.0).

The study in depth of the interaction of the complex with CT-DNA was performed by
UV-vis absorption and CD. A stock solution of CT-DNA 2.084 mM (in 2.5 mM NaCaC
buffer, 0.0975 M NaCl, pH = 7.5) was prepared for the experiments.
UV-vis experiments
The absorption spectra were recorded by the addition of increasing volumes of a CTDNA solution 0.9 mM (in 2.5 mM NaCaC buffer, 0.0975 M NaCl, pH = 7.5), over a solution
of complex [19a](OTf) 2.35·10-5 M (in 2.5 mM NaCaC buffer, 0.0975 M NaCl, pH = 7.5)
at 25 ˚C.
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Fig. 28. Absorption spectra of the [19a](OTf)/CT-DNA at different concentration ratios, showing the relative
maximum at λ = 360 nm (Origin 8.0).

Apparently, the spectra did not show any relevant change or shift (see Fig. 28). Thus,
the complex seemed not to bind or interact with DNA.
CD measurements
To confirm the lack of interaction of complex [19a](OTf) with the CT-DNA, CD was
performed by adding increasing volumes of a solution of the complex 3.03·10-3 M in
DMSO to a CT-DNA solution 5.005·10-5 M (see Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29. CD spectra of the [19a](OTf)/CT-DNA at different concentration ratios (Origin 8.0).

DNA displays two characteristic bands, a negative band centered at 246 nm often
related to helicity and a positive one centered at 275 nm related to the unwinding
degree of the double helix. There were no significant changes in these DNA
characteristic bands during the titration. In addition, the complex [19a](OTf) had no CD
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signal in solution and there were not new bands in the induced circular dichroism (ICD)
region. Therefore, we can conclude that [19a](OTf) does not interact with DNA.

2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-

-

A family of 12 new complexes has been synthesised and fully characterised, both
in solution and some of them in solid state.
The cationic complexes are water-soluble, whereas only two neutral derivatives
([16a] and [16b]) are soluble in water.
Only complexes [16a] and [16b] undergo aquation.
Some of the complexes ([18a], [19a](OTf) and [19a](BPh4)) lose the arene when
they are exposed to light.
In complexes [18a] and [18b], NMR and IR have allowed us to establish that SCNadopts a κ1-N coordination mode.
NMR experiments have demonstrated that complexes [18a] and [18c] are able
to react with nucleotides through the phosphate group.
The cytotoxic activity values of the new complexes against different cancer cell
lines suggest that [18a], [18c] (the resulting irradiated product from [18a]) and
[19a](BPh4) have promising potential as anticancer drugs.
The cytotoxic activity depends on the counterion. Thus, BPh 4- enhances the
inhibitory potency of the complexes, owing to its lipophilic nature.
Despite the high cytotoxicity of complex [19a](BPh4), its triflate counterpart
[19a](OTf) does not interact with DNA.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Neutral Complexes

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-O,N-hpbim)], [16a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand 2(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.086 g, 0.409 mmol) was added to a solution of [RuCl2(cym)]2
(0.1251 g, 0.204 mmol) in degassed methanol (10 mL). Et3N (58 μL, 0.416 mmol) was then added,
and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The solution was concentrated and water was then added to precipitate the product and to
remove Et3NHCl. The solid was washed with cold diethyl ether (3 mL). The resulting red-brown
powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 142.8 mg (0.298 mmol, 73%). Mr (C23H23N2OClRu) =
479.9702 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C23H23N2OClRu·H2O: C 55.47; H 5.06; N 5.63 Found: C 55.13; H
4.99; N 5.98. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.67 (s, 1H, HN-H), 7.43 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.13 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.01 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H3’), 6.91 – 6.81 (m, 3H, He, H6’, H5’), 6.63 (t, J =
7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.32 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.38 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.35 (d, J = 5.8 Hz,
1H, H2 or H6), 5.29 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.20 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.34 (d, J = 6.9
Hz, 1H, H7), 2.07 (s, 3H, H10), 0.91 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.80 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8)
ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 167.3 (s, 1C, C1’), 148.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.0 (s, 1C, Cg),
133.6 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 122.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s,
1C, Ce), 117.5 (s, 1C, Cf), 116.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 115.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 113.3 (s, 1C, Cc), 101.5 (s, 1C, C1), 97.7
(s, 1C, C4), 83.0 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 81.8 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 79.9 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 79.8 (s, 1C, C6 or C2),
30.5 (s, 1C, C7), 22.8 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.4 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 18.8 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1)
selected bands: 3053 (w, ν=CH), 2961 (w, ν-CH), 1621 (m, νC-N), 1600 (s, νC=C), 1532 (m), 1479 (vs,
νC=N), 1459 (s), 1445 (s), 1316 (m), 1261 (s, νC-O), 1136 (m, δN-Hip), 1035 (w), 860 (m), 743 (s, δN+
+
Hoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 480 (5) ([M] ), 445 (100) ([M-Cl] ). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 8.48
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform acetone and
acetonitrile. Partially soluble in water.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(κ2-O,N-hpbim)], [16b]. The synthesis was performed as for [16a]
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.0843 g, 0.400 mmol),
[RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.0998 g, 0.200 mmol) and Et3N (58 μL, 0.420 mmol) in methanol/acetonitrile (10:2
mL). Red-brown powder. Yield: 69.1 mg (0.163 mmol, 49%). Mr (C19H15NO2ClRu) = 423.8630
g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C19H15NO2ClRu·(H2O)1.5: C 50.14; H 3.61; N 6,40 Found: C 50.61; H 4.02; N
6.21. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.86 (s, 1H, HN-H), 7.56 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.18 (m,
2H, Hc, H3’), 7.04 – 6.98 (m, 1H, He or H5’), 6.94 (m, 2H, H6’, He or H5’), 6.78 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hd),
6.46 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.56 (s, 6H, Hbz) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3450(w, νN-H),
3053 (w, ν=CH), 2961 (w, ν=CH), 1621 (m, νC-N), 1600 (s, νC=C), 1538 (m), 1479 (vs, νC=N), 1460 (m),
1445 (m), 1310 (m), 1265 (s, νC-O), 1139 (m, δN-Hip), 1038 (w), 1006 (w), 856 (w), 765 (s, δN-Hoop),
750 (s, δC-Hoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 424 (5) ([M]+), 389 (90) ([M-Cl]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 13 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform,
dimethylsulfoxide and acetone. Slightly soluble in water.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)], [17a]. The synthesis was performed as for [16a]
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0743 g, 0.327 mmol),
[RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.0999 g, 0.163 mmol) and Et3N (48 μL, 0.347 mmol) in methanol (10 mL). Yelloworange powder. Yield: 85 mg (0.171 mmol, 52%). Mr (C23H22NOSClRu) = 497.0216 g/mol. Anal.
Calc. for C23H22NOSClRu·(H2O)0.5: C 54.59; H 4.58; N 2.77; S 6.34 Found: C 54.79; H 4.42; N 3.19;
S 5.79. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.47 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.78 (dd, J = 8.0, 0.6 Hz, 1H,
Hc), 7.54 (ddd, J = 8.4, 7.3, 1.2 Hz, 1H, He), 7.49 (dd, J = 7.9, 1.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.39 (m, 1H, Hd), 7.26
(m, 1H, H5’), 7.18 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.60 (ddd, J = 8.0, 6.9, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.49 (d, J =
6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.33 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.30 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 5.23 (d, J
= 5.6 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.68 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.04 (s, 3H, H10), 1.14 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8
or H9), 1.10 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 169.5 (s, 1C,
C1’), 166.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 153.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 131.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.6 (s, 1C, C3’), 127.1
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(s, 1C, Ce), 125.5 (s, 2C, Cf ,Cd), 124.4 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 121.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 116.1 (s, 1C,
C4’), 103.3 (s, 1C, C1 o C4), 97.5 (s, 1C, C1 o C4), 83.0 (s), 81.24 (s), 81.1 (s), 80.60 (s), 30.9 (s, 1C,
C7), 23.1 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.6 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 18.8 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3033 (m, ν=CH), 2958 (w, ν-CH), 1597 (s, νC-N), 1540 (s, νC=C), 1491 (vs, νC=N), 1463 (s), 1441
(s), 1420 (m), 1332 (s), 1213 (s, νC-O), 1153 (s, νC=S), 1128 (w), 1033 (w), 875 (w), 832 (w), 753 (s,
δC-Hoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 497 (14) ([M]+), 462 (61) ([M-Cl]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN):
3.36 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetone, dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol and
acetonitrile and partially soluble in ethanol. Slightly soluble in water.

Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)], [17b]. The synthesis was performed as for [16a]
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0913 g, 0.402 mmol),
[RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.1001 g, 0.200 mmol) and Et3N (58 μL, 0.420 mmol) in methanol/acetonitrile (8:2
mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 134.6 mg (0.305 mmol, 77%). Mr (C19H14NOSClRu) = 440.9144 g/mol.
Anal. Calc. for C19H14NOSClRu·H2O: C 50.17; H 3.37; N 3.52; S 6.57 Found: C 49.73; H 3.51; N
3.05; S 6.99. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.53 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.80 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H,
Hc), 7.57 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, He), 7.50 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.42 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.33 – 7.27
(m, 1H, H5’), 7.24 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.64 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.63 (s, 6H, Hbz) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 169.9 (s, 1C, C1’), 167.4 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.9 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.3 (s, 1C,
C5’), 131.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.6 (s, 1C, C3’), 127.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 125.6 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 123.7
(s, 1C, C6’), 121.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 121.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 116.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 83.7 (s, 6C, Cbz) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3056 (w), 3038 (w, ν=CH), 3006 (w, ν=CH), 1599 (s, νC-N), 1545 (m, νC=C), 1489
(vs, νC=N), 1467 (s), 1440 (s), 1420 (m), 1336 (m), 1217 (s, νC-O), 1155 (m, νC=S), 1125 (w), 1036 (w),
832 (w), 753-748 (s, δC-Hoop), 723 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 406 (10) ([M-Cl]+). Molar
Conductivity: It could not be measured due to their poor solubility both water and acetonitrile.
Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform. Partially soluble in acetone and
slightly soluble in water and acetonitrile.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(NCS)(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)], [18a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, The ligand
2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0744 g, 0.327 mmol) was added to a solution of
[RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.1000 g, 0.163 mmol) in degassed methanol (8 mL). Et3N (48 μL, 0.345 mmol)
was then added, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen
atmosphere. KSCN (0.0513 g, 0.528 mmol) was added to the mixture and heated at 70°C for 4h.
The precipitate was filtered and water was added to remove salts. After filter the residue was
washed with diethyl ether (3mL). The resulting orange powder was dried under vacuum. Yield:
133.8 mg (0.257 mmol, 79%). Mr (C24H22N2OS2Ru) = 519.6526 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for
C24H22N2OS2Ru·H2O: C 53.79; H 4.01; N 5.68; S 12.16 Found: C 53.61; H 4.50; N 5.21; S 11.93. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 °C) δ 8.25 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 8.01 (dd, J = 4.3, 3.7 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.69
(ddd, J = 8.5, 7.2, 1.3 Hz, 1H, He), 7.63 – 7.56 (m, 1H, H3’), 7.54 (ddd, J = 8.1, 7.2, 1.1 Hz, 1H, Hd),
7.33 (ddd, J = 8.4, 7.0, 1.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.11 – 7.00 (m, 1H, H6’), 6.67 (ddd, J = 7.9, 7.0, 1.2 Hz, 1H,
H4’), 5.66 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.54 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.43 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3
or H5), 5.37 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 2.69 – 2.56 (m, 1H, H7), 1.85 (s, 3H, H10), 1.16 (s, 3H, H8
or H9), 1.14 (s, 3H, H8 or H9). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 8.21 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hf),
8.17 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.70 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, He), 7.58 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.55 (t, J = 6.3
Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.31 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 6.99 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.65 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H4’),
5.80 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.65 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H, H6 or H2, H3 or H5), 5.58 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H,
H5 or H3), 1.89 (s, 3H, H10), 1.09 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 1.07 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm.
H7 is overlapped into the DMSO signal. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CD3CN, 25 °C) δ 147.0 (s, 1C, C1’
or Ca), 145.6 (s, 1C, C1’ or Ca), 141.5 (s, 1C), 140.6 (s, 1C), 135.1 (s, 1C), 130.8 (s, 1C), 128.5 (s, 1C),
126.8 (s, 1C), 125.3 (s, 1C), 124.3 (s, 1C), 123.2 (s, 1C), 117.2 (s, 1C), 105.4 (s, 1C), 99.6 (s, 1C),
84.4 (s, 1C), 83.7 (s, 1C), 83.4 (s, 1C), 82.6 (s, 1C), 31.9 (s, 1C, C7), 22.8 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.8 (s,
1C, C8 or C9), 18.8 (s, 1C, C10). 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 168.4 (s, 1C, C1’), 166.4
(s, 1C, Ca), 152.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.4 (s, 1C, CSCN), 134.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 131.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.6 (s, 1C, C3’),
127.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 123.2 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 120.6 (s, 1C,
C2’), 116.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 103.3 (s, 1C, C1), 98.5 (s, 1C, C4), 83.6 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 82.3 (s, 1C, C6 or C2),
82.1 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 81.5 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 30.5 (s, 1C, C7), 22.2 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 21.2 (s, 1C, C9 or
C8), 18.1 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3036 (w, ν=CH), 2962 (w, ν-CH), 2090
(vs, νC-N(SCN)), 1598 (s, νC-N), 1543 (s, νC=C), 1489 (vs, νC=N), 1455 (s), 1442 (s), 1419 (m), 1336 (s),
1212 (s, νC-O), 1152 (s, νC=S), 1130 (w), 1032 (w), 877 (w), 836 (w), 819 (w), 751 (vs, νC-S(SCN)), 726
(w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 982 (2) ([2M-NCS]+), 462 (100) ([M-NCS]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 1.92 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in chloroform, acetonitrile and dimethylsulfoxide.
Partially soluble in methanol and insoluble in water and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)Ru(NCS)(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)], [18b]. The synthesis was performed as for
[18a] in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0911 g, 0.400 mmol),
[RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.1002 g, 0.200 mmol), Et3N (59 μL, 0.424 mmol) and KSCN (0.053 g, 0.545 mmol)
in methanol (8 mL). Orange powder. Yield: 113.7 mg (0.245 mmol, 62%). Mr (C29H35N5OPClRu) =
463.5454 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C20H14N2OS2Ru·(CH3CN)0.25·(H2O): C 50.06; H 3.43; N 6.41; S 13.04
Found: C 50.20; H 3.48; N 6.08; S 12.61. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2, 25 °C) δ 8.24 (d, J = 8.4 Hz,
1H, Hf), 7.91 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.68 (ddd, J = 8.4, 7.2, 1.2 Hz, 1H, He), 7.56 (dd, J = 7.9, 1.7 Hz,
1H, H3’), 7.51 (ddd, J = 8.4, 7.3, 1.1 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.33 (ddd, J = 8.7, 7.0, 1.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.17 (dd, J
= 8.4, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.69 (ddd, J = 8.1, 7.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.64 (s, 6H, Hbz) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3055 (w, ν=CH), 3000 (w, ν=CH), 2099 (vs, νC-N(SCN)), 1597 (s, νC-N), 1543 (m,
νC=C), 1494 (s, νC=N), 1456 (s), 1439 (s), 1420 (m), 1332 (m), 1238 (m), 1223-1210 (s, νC-O), 1149
(m, νC=S), 1125 (w), 1036-1016 (w), 982 (w), 834 (m), 813 (w), 750 (s, νC-S(SCN)), 724 (w). MS (FAB+):
m/z (%) = 406 (7) ([M-NCS]+) Molar Conductivity: It could not be measured due to their poor
solubility. Solubility: partially soluble in dichloromethane. Slightly soluble in chloroform,
methanol, dimethylsulfoxide, acetonitrile, benzene and acetone. Insoluble in water.

Cationic Complexes

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbim)(MeIm)]Cl, [19a]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the
ligand N-methylimidazole (21.6 μL, 0.271 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a
solution of [RuCl(cym)(hpbim)] ([16a]) (0.1000 g, 0.208 mmol) in degassed methanol (10 mL).
Then, NaCl (0.0142 g, 0.243 mmol) was added and the mixture was stirred at 65 °C for 2 h. The
solvent was evaporated to dryness and the residue was solved in dichloromethane (8 mL). The
solution was filtered and the solid was precipitated with hexane (15 mL), evaporated to dryness
and washed with diethyl ether (5 mL). The resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum.
Yield was not calculated since the complex was impure. Mr (C27H29N4OClRu) = 562.0750 g/mol.
Anal. Calcd for C27H29N4OClRu·(H2O)1.2: C 55.56; H 5.42; N 9.60; Found: C 55.66; H 5.43; N 9.52.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 14.47 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.36 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.90 (d, J = 8.3
Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.71 (s, 1H, Ha’), 7.30 (s, 1H, Hc’), 7.22 (dd, J = 15.4, 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.11 – 7.06 (m, 2H),
7.04 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H, Hd, H6’), 6.81 – 6.68 (m, 2H, Hb’, H4’), 5.75 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.55 (t, J
= 4.9 Hz, 2H, H5, H6), 5.42 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2), 3.45 (s, 3H, HN-Me), 2.50 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7),
1.83 (s, 3H, H10), 1.03 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.99 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 167.6 (s, 1C, C1’), 149.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 141.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.9 (s, 1C,
Ca’), 135.3 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 130.9 (s, 1C, Cc’), 129.7 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.0
(s, 1C, Ce), 121.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.3 (s, 1C, C4’), 117.4 (s, 1C, Cb’), 116.6 (s, 1C, Cf), 116.4 (s, 1C, C2’),
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114.2 (s, 1C, Cc), 103.6 (s, 1C, C4), 99.5 (s, 1C, C1), 84.7 (s, 1C, Cp-cym), 84.5 (s, 1C, Cp-cym), 81.6 (s,
1C, Cp-cym), 80.7 (s, 1C, Cp-cym), 34.8 (s, 1C, CN-Me), 31.7 (s, 1C, C7), 30.8 (s, ), 22.5 (s, 1C, C8 or C9),
22.3 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 18.7 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3362 (w), 2959 (w,
ν-CH), 1620 (w), 1600 (m, νC-N), 1532 (m, νC=C), 1478 (vs, νC=N), 1458-1443 (s), 1316 (m), 1261 (s, νCO), 1136 (m, νC=S), 1103 (s), 859-806 (m), 747 (vs), 613 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 527 (3) ([MCl]+), 445 (100) ([M-Cl-MeIm]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 67.4 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility:
soluble in water, methanol, acetone, dichloromethane and chloroform.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbim)(MeIm)](OTf), [19a]OTf. The synthesis was
performed as for [19a]Cl in the presence of the complex [RuCl(cym)(hpbim)] ([16a]) (0.0625 g,
0.130 mmol), N-methylimidazole (13.5 μL, 0.169 mmol) and NaOTf (0.0270 g, 0.157 mmol) in
methanol (10 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 73.4 mg (0.1086 mmol, 83%). Mr (C28H29N4O4F3SRu) =
675.6898 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C28H29N4O4F3SRu: C 49.77; H 4.33; N 8.29; S 4.75; Found: C
50.04; H 4.67; N 8.11; S 4.62. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 12.16 (s, 1H, HN-H), 7.88 (d, J =
6.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.70 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 2H, Ha’, Hc), 7.38 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.27 (s, 1H, Hc’), 7.24
(t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.17 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, He), 7.05 (dd, J = 16.2, 8.1 Hz, 2H, H6’, Hd), 6.81 – 6.69
(m, 2H, Hb’, H4’), 5.73 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H5), 5.57 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.54 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H2),
5.42 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H6), 3.50 (s, 3H, HN-Me), 2.48 (sept, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.83 (s, 3H, H10), 1.03
(d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 1.00 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3,
25 °C) δ 167.8 (s, 1C, C1’), 149.1 (s, 1C, Ca), 141.7 (s, 1C, Cg), 139.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 134.6 (s, 1C, Cb),
133.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 130.6 (s, 1C, Cc’), 128.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.1 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.6 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.2 (s,
1C, C6’), 121.3 (s, 1C, C4’), 117.3 (s, 1C, Cb’), 117.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 116.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 113.5 (s, 1C, Cc),
103.5 (s, 1C, C4), 99.8 (s, 1C, C1), 84.9 (s, 1C, C3), 84.7 (s, 1C, C5), 81.4 (s, 1C, C2), 80.6 (s, 1C, C6),
34.8 (s, 1C, CN-Me), 30.9 (s, 1C, C7), 22.4 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 22.2 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 18.7 (s, 1C, C10) ppm.
19 1
F{ H} NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -78.17 (s, 3F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands:
3130 (w), 2964 (w, ν-CH), 1622 (w), 1601 (m, νC-N), 1536 (m, νC=C), 1478 (vs, νC=N), 1460-1445 (m),
1327 (w), 1278-1249-1223 (vs, νSO3-as), 1159 (s, νC-F), 1028 (vs, νSO3-sym), 858 (m), 747 (s), 559 (m).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 527 (4) ([M-OTf]+), 445 (100) ([M-OTf-MeIm]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 142.5 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, acetone, dichloromethane and
chloroform. Partially soluble in water.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbim)(MeIm)](BPh4), [19a]BPh4. The synthesis was
performed as for [19a]Cl in the presence of the complex [RuCl(cym)(hpbim)] ([16a]) (0.100 g,
0.208 mmol), N-methylimidazole (22 μL, 0.276 mmol) and NaBPh4 (0.0821 g, 0.240 mmol) in
methanol (14 mL), and after evaporation and before solving in dichloromethane, the solid was
washed with hexane (5mL), water (5 mL) and diethyl ether (5 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 137.8
mg (0.163 mmol, 78%). Mr (C51H49N4OBRu) = 845.8553 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C51H49N4OBRu·H2O: C 70.91; H 5.95; N 6.49; Found: C 70.95; H 6.16; N 6.81. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 7.48 – 7.34 (m, 3H), 7.25 – 7.12 (m, 12H), 6.87 – 6.72 (m, 15H), 6.50 (s, 1H, Hb’),
5.50 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 5.47 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.37 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5),
5.20 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.43 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.17 (s, 3H, HMe), 1.90 (s, 3H, H10),
1.01 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.97 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6, 25 °C) δ 13.36 (s, 1H, HN-H), 7.82 (s, 1H, Ha’), 7.73 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.65 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 1H,
Hf), 7.51 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.41 (s, 1H, Hc’), 7.27 (dd, J = 9.5, 5.5 Hz, 3H, He, Hd, H5’), 7.22 (s,
1H, Hb’), 7.17 (bs, 8H, Ho-Ph(BPh4)), 7.05 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.92 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 8H, Hm-Ph(BPh4)),
6.78 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H, Hp-Ph(BPh4)), 6.70 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.95 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H6), 5.76 (d, J
= 6.4 Hz, 2H, H2, H3), 5.67 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H5), 3.57 (s, 3H, HN-Me), 2.40 (sept, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H7),
1.75 (s, 3H, H10), 0.98 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 0.95 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 138.7 (s), 136.0 (s), 134.7 (s), 130.9 (s), 127.0 (s), 125.9 (s), 125.0
(s), 121.6 (s), 117.0 (s), 116.5 (s), 103.8 (s, 1C, C1), 99.2 (s, 1C, C4), 84.2 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 83.9 (s,
1C, C5 or C3), 82.1 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 80.7 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 30.9 (s, 1C, C7), 22.4 (s, 1C, C8), 22.2 (s,
1C, C9), 18.8 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. Carbon NMR signals are difficult to assign because of the huge
amount and complexity of signals of the BPh4 group. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3131 (w),
3053 (w, ν=CH), 2998, 2982, 2963 (w, ν-CH), 1622 (w), 1602 (s, νC-N), 1535 (m, νC=C), 1478 (vs, νC=N),
1459 (s), 1445 (s), 1426 (s), 1320 (m), 1263 (s, νC-O), 1136 (m, νC=S), 1107 (s, δN-Hip), 843 (m), 734706 (s, νB-C), 613 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 527 (3) ([M-BPh4]+), 445 (8) ([M-BPh4-MeIm]+). Molar
Conductivity (CH3CN): 65 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, acetone,
dichloromethane and chloroform. Slightly soluble/insoluble in water.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbtz)(MeIm)](BF4), [20b]BF4. The synthesis was performed
as for [19a]Cl in the presence of the complex [RuCl(bz)(hpbtz)] ([17b]) (0.0400 g, 0.091 mmol),
N-methylimidazole (10 μL, 0.125 mmol) and NaBF4 (0.0116 g, 0.101 mmol) in methanol (4 mL).
Orange-yellowish powder. Yield: 43.0 mg (0.0749 mmol, 83%). Mr (C23H20N3OBF4Ru) = 574.3711
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C23H20N3OBF4Ru·(H2O)2(NaCl)0.3: C 43.99; H 3.85; N 6.69; S 5.11; Found: C
43.91; H 4.12; N 7.03; S 5.21. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.97 (s, 1H, Ha’), 8.03 (d, J = 8.6
Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.78 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.70 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, He), 7.59 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.42
(t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.39 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.19 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.78 (t, J = 7.5 Hz,
1H, H4’), 6.64 (s, 1H, Hb’), 6.50 (s, 1H, Hc’), 5.90 (s, 6H, Hbz), 3.79 (s, 3H, HMe) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 168.2 (s, 1C, C1’), 167.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 143.1 (s, 1C, Ca’),
135.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 131.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 130.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 129.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.9 (s, 1C, Cc’), 126.6 (s,
1C, Cd), 123.6 (s, 1C, Cf), 123.1 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 121.6 (s, 1C, C2’), 120.9 (s, 1C, Cb’),
117.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 85.2 (s, 1C, Cbz), 35.0 (s, 1C, CMe) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3447
(s), 3376 (s), 3116 (w, ν=CH), 2923 (w, ν-CH), 2852 (w), 1653 (w), 1597 (s, νC-N), 1542 (m, νC=C), 1483
(s, νC=N), 1456 (m), 1442 (m), 1419 (w), 1331 (w), 1236 (w, νC-O), 1156 (w, νC=S), 1099-1084-1035
(vs, νB-F), 837 (m), 750 (m, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 488 (12) ([M-BF4]+), 406 (9) ([M-BF4MeIm]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 110 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, acetone,
dichloromethane, chloroform and methanol.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(κ2-N,O-hpbim)(PTA)]Cl, [21a]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the
ligand PTA (1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane) (0.0127 g, 0.081 mmol) was added under a
nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of [RuCl(cym)(hpbim)] (0.0336 g, 0.070 mmol) in degassed
methanol (12 mL). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h. The solution was
filtered and concentrated. The product was precipitated with diethyl ether (20 mL) and filtered
off. The resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 34.0 mg (0.0534 mmol, 76%).
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Mr (C29H35N5OPClRu) = 637.1249 g/mol. Anal. Calc. for C29H35N5OPClRu·H2O: C 53.17; H 5.69; N
10.69 Found: C 53.23; H 5.57; N 9.99. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 14.79 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.43
(d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.13 – 8.05 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.32 – 7.26 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 7.16 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H,
H5’), 6.96 – 6.91 (m, 1H, Hf), 6.87 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.76 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.86 (d, J =
21.3 Hz, 2H, H2, H3), 5.64 (d, J = 19.2 Hz, 2H, H5, H6), 4.32 (ABq, 6H, ΔδAB= 0.03, JAB = 14.8 Hz, Hβ),
4.02 (ABq, 6H, ΔδAB= 0.07, JAB = 14.4 Hz, Hα), 2.52 (sept, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.06 (s, 3H, H10), 1.05
(d, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -30.4 (s, 1P, PPTA) ppm.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25°C) δ 168.1 (s, 1C, C1’), 150.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.3 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.4
(s, 1C, Cb), 132.6 (s, 1C, C5’), 129.9 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s, 1C, Ce),
117.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 116.3 (s, 1C, C4’), 115.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 115.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.5 (s, 1C, C1), 100.4 (s,
1C, C4), 88.8 (s, 1C, C2 or C6), 86.9 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 85.6(s, 1C, C6 or C2), 84.8 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 73.1
(s, 3C, Cβ), 51.1 (d,1JC-P = 13.3 Hz, 3C, Cα), 31.5 (s, 1C, C7), 23.2 (s, 1C, C8), 21.4 (s, 1C, C9), 19.7 (s,
1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3393 (m, νN-H), 3028 (w, ν=CH), 2960 (w, ν-CH), 1620
(m, νC-N), 1600 (s, νC=C), 1552-1530 (m), 1478 (vs, νC=N), 1458 (s), 1444 (s), 1314 -1284 (m, νC-N(PTA)),
1260-1240 (s, νC-O), 1136-1097 (m), 1013 (s), 972 (s), 947 (s), 804 (m, νP-C ), 744 (s), 581 (s). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 602 (6) ([M-Cl]+), 445 (8) ([M-Cl-PTA]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 53.5
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, ethanol, dichloromethane, chloroform and
acetone.
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CHAPTER 4. Ru(II) HALF-SANDWICH COMPLEXES BEARING
AMINOPHENYLBENZAZOLE ANCILLARY LIGANDS: SYNTHESIS,
CHARACTERIZATION AND ANTICANCER PROPERTIES
ABSTRACT: In this chapter a family of 13 new complexes of general formulae [Ru(η6arene)(κ2-N,N-HL)X]Y or [Ru(η6-p-cymene)(κ2-N,N-L)X] (X = leaving group; Y =
counterion) bearing 2-(2’-aminophenyl)benzimidazole (apbim) and 2-(2’aminophenyl)benzothiazole (apbtz) ligands was synthesized in order to assess their
antiproliferative
activity against
cancer cells and
to establish SARs
in
connection
with the features
of the chosen
N,N-ligands.
Thus, we intend
to analyse the
following effects:
a) The size and geometry of the chelate ring (6 atoms in apbim and apbtz vs. 5
atoms in pybim and pybtz (see CHAPTER 1).
b) The hydrogen-bonding donor ability of the -NH2 coordinating groups that
could favour specific interactions with DNA.
Moreover, we intend to study the effects of different arenes, counterions and leaving
groups on the cytotoxic potency.
CONTEXT: The search of new organometallic drugs has launched ruthenium as a
promising alternative to platinum drugs, and especially, ruthenium(II) arene complexes.
Among the well-known N,N-chelating ligands, bipyridine (bipy)1 and ethylenediamine
(en)2,3,4 have been successfully used by P. J. Sadler and co-workers in this field. However,
only a few examples containing N,N-chelating ligands with both amine (-NH2) and imine
(-N=C) groups have been reported in the literature. In particular, some ruthenium arene
complexes with α-amino acids (L-histidine)5,6 and aminooxazolines.7
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The complexes were synthesised from the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimers [Ru(η6arene)(μ-Cl)Cl]2 prepared by reaction of RuCl3·nH2O with a cyclohexadiene derivative in
ethanol, as shown in Chapter 1.8,9 The iodido derivative was synthesised from the
ruthenium iodo-bridged dimer [Ru(η6-p-cymene)(μ-I)I]2 prepared in turn, by the
reaction of the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimer with potassium iodide in a mixture of
water/CHCl3 (1:1).10
All the complexes, whose schematic synthesis is shown in Fig. 1, are cationic except
one neutral compound.

Fig. 1. Schematic synthesis of Ruthenium(II) complexes.

All the synthetic reactions were performed at room temperature and stirring
overnight. In particular, the chlorido and iodido derivatives of general formula [(η6arene)RuX(κ2-N,N-HL)]X ([23a]Cl, [23b]Cl, [23c]Cl, [24a]Cl, [24b]Cl and [25a]I), where X
= Cl- or I- and HL= apbim or apbtz, were synthesised by the reaction between the
corresponding ruthenium(II) arene starting dimer and the ligands (apim and apbtz) in
methanol. The respective triflate salts of the general formula [(η6-arene)RuCl(κ2-N,NHL)]OTf ([23a](OTf), [23b](OTf), [24a](OTf), [24b](OTf)) were prepared by a similar
protocol in the presence of AgOTf and using dichloromethane as the solvent. Complex
[23a]Cl was previously reported in the literature by J. G. Małecki, and also its crystal
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structure co-crystallized with a molecule of acetone.11 Recently, during the progress of
this work, complexes [23a]Cl and [23b]Cl were also reported by D. S. Pandey.12
The aqua derivatives of general formula [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(H2O)(κ2-N,N-apbim)](Y)2
([26a](BF4)2, [26a](OTf)2), where Y = BF4- or OTf-, were prepared by the reaction of
[23a]Cl with an excess of the corresponding silver salt (AgBF4 and AgOTf) in a mixture of
distilled water and ethanol.
The complex [23a]Cl was reacted with triethylamine to yield the neutral derivative
[27a] [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-N,N-apbim’)].
It is remarkable that a little of acetonitrile was used in the synthesis of benzene
derivatives, so as to enhance the solubility of the benzene dimer.
All the complexes were isolated in moderate-to-good yields (from 38% to 79%) as
the corresponding racemates (RRu or SRu) in the form of yellow, brown or black powders.

1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardement (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis.
1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of monocationic complexes were recorded in DMSO-d6,
CDCl3 or CD3OD at 25 °C. As in previous complexes, the coordination of the ligands to
the metal centres caused the inequivalence of p-cym and phoxet protons and hence
provide an NMR pattern consistent with that of an assymetric species (see CHAPTER 1
for more information and details). Specially, the signal for the NH group (HNH) in apbim
showed an enormous downfield-shift for [23a]Cl (Δδ = 5.31 ppm) and for [23b]Cl (Δδ =
4.72 ppm) in CDCl3 compared to the free ligand. Furthermore, the single signal of the
equivalent hydrogen atoms of the NH2 group in the free ligands splitted into two when
they bind to the metal. Thus, both hydrogen atoms become inequivalent, with different
chemical environments (see below). This behaviour is observed both in CDCl3 and
DMSO-d6, although the increment in δ was more pronounced in CDCl3 and bigger for the
apbtz ligand. However, the spectra of complexes [24a]Cl and [24b]Cl (with the ligand
apbtz) in DMSO-d6 showed three sets of signals both in the aromatic and in the aliphatic
areas (see Fig. 2). The most downfield-shifted set in the aromatic area corresponds to
the original complex, whereas the other set corresponds to the free ligand.
Furthermore, apart from the expected signals of the p-cym in [24a]Cl, there was another
set with symmetry, assigned to the species [(η6-arene)Ru(DMSO-d6)Cl2], well known
since it forms when the dimer is dissolved in DMSO-d6.13,14,15 The comparison of these
spectra (see Fig. 4) illustrates the solvolysis of these compounds and demonstrates the
lability of the ligand apbtz (see Fig. 3). The same effect occurs for complexes with the
apbim ligand and with both chloride and triflate anions, although it is less marked.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Comparison between the 1H-NMR spectra of: (a) [24a]Cl and (b) [24b]Cl in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. Blue squares
correspond to the free ligand.

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the solvolysis process in the presence of DMSO.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of the p-cymene area of 1H-NMR spectra between (a) [RuCl2(p-cym)(DMSO-d6)] and (b) [24a]Cl
in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.
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Inequivalent hydrogens in NH 2 group.
As said before, hydrogen atoms in the NH2 group became inequivalent once the
metal is coordinated (see Fig. 5).
The 1H-1H COSY spectra confirmed the coupling between both NH2 protons that
formed an AX spin system (two doublets HA and HX with geminal coupling constants 2JAX
≈ 8.6 -11 Hz). Furthermore, the 1H-1H NOESY spectra showed some interesting NOE cross
peaks and chemical exchange peaks (see Fig. 6):
- NOE interactions between HA and HX.
- Some intramolecular NOE interactions: HA with H6’ and Hcym, so that HA was
assigned to the equatorial hydrogen, since it is in the plane of the chelate
ring. Therefore, it is the only one which could interact with H6’ and Hcym.
- An intermolecular NOE interaction of HA with the residual water peak as
impurity.
- Chemical exchange peaks between HX with the residual water peak.

HNH2

(a)

HNH

HNH

(b)
HNH2

HNH2
Δδ = + 2.81 ppm

Δδ = - 2.55 ppm

Fig. 5. Comparison between the 1H-NMR spectra of the ligand apim (a) and [23a]Cl (b) in CDCl3 at 25 °C.

Regarding HA, the lack of chemical exchange with water and the strongly
deshielded signal in relation to the NH2 for the free ligand suggest that HA is taking part
in hydrogen bonding that stabilizes it against chemical exchange processes. In CDCl3, this
interaction might involve the chloride anion, therefore giving rise to ion pairing entities,
whereas in DMSO-d6 a molecule of solvent could be the hydrogen bond acceptor. This
fact could explain the differences of chemical shift in both solvents. Some X-ray
structures actually illustrate the hydrogen bonding between the chloride anion and the
complex through HA (vide infra).
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Fig. 6. Graphical illustration of NOE cross peaks with chloride and the water molecule.

As far as HX is concerned, it participates in a chemical exchange process by proton
transfer with the water molecule (water is more basic than chloride or DMSO). As a
consequence, the signal is strongly shielded because it tends to coalesce with the water
resonance. HX is more upfield shifted in CDCl3 than in DMSO-d6 as the chemical shift of
water in the former is lower (1.56 ppm) than in the latter (3.33 ppm). Furthermore, this
water molecule placed in the second coordination sphere, interacts with HA (see Fig. 6).
This signal splitting was observed as well for [25a]I.
The 1H NMR spectra of the aqua derivatives were registered in D 2O at 25 °C and
were similar to those of the monocationic derivatives. Regarding the 1H-1H NOESY
spectra, the aqua derivative [26a](BF4)2 shows exchange peaks between H2 and H6 and
H3 and H5, implying an interconversion process between the two enantiomers (RRu or
SRu), in which the water molecule is presumably involved, as in previous aquo derivatives
(see discussion in CHAPTER 1). In addition, some signals of p-cym in [26a](OTf)2 are
broadened, in agreement with this fact. To prove this hypothesis [26a](BF4)2 was
reacted with NaHCO3 in D2O and the evolution of the mixture was monitored by 1H NMR
at 25 °C. Consequently, all the signals shifted upfield as a result of deprotonation which
produces [26a’]+. The N atom becomes anionic and therefore, the peaks are shielded
(see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Acid-base reaction of complex [26a]2+.
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The 1H NMR spectrum of the neutral complex [27a] in CDCl3 did not show the
HNH signal, as expected.
The 13C{1H} NMR spectra of the complexes showed a common pattern in all the
solvents. The most downfield-shifted peaks were those of the quaternary carbons, with
Ca as the most deshielded signal (around 147 ppm for complexes with apbim and around
166 ppm for those with apbtz), in contrast to those of the complexes bearing
hydroxyphenylbenzazole as the ancillary ligand (see CHAPTER 3), in which the most
deshielded peak was C1’. In the case of the hydroxy-derivatives, the O atom is more
electronegative than the N atom in the amino-derivatives, causing a higher deshielding
of the contiguous C atom (C1’). However, the shifts of the rest of the quaternary carbons
are observed at similar chemical shifts in both cases, since they are far from the O atom.
The 19F{1H} NMR spectra were recorded for all complexes with BF4- and OTf- as
counterions. A singlet was detected for triflate and two singlets were observed for
tetrafluoroborate, due to isotopic effect for 10B and 11B. The latter underwent slow
hydrolysis in D2O (see CHAPTER 1).
Deprotonation of the secondary amine ( -NH 2 )
In order to study the behaviour in solution of some of the complexes, the
deprotonation of the secondary amine was studied by the addition of a base (Et3N) in
CD3OD. The deprotonation of the secondary amine of [23a]Cl was unsuccessful, as only
the NH group of the benzimidazole moiety was deprotonated, leading to the formation
of [27a]. On the other hand, the deprotonation was apparently successful for the
complex [24a]Cl, yet the spectrum displayed too many products: the deprotonation of
the NH2, the loss of the ligand and even methanol substitution.

Fig. 8. Acid-base reaction of complex [23a]Cl in MeOD-d4 with Et3N.

In order to check the reversibility of the deprotonation reaction for [23a]Cl, HCl
was added to a sample of [27a] in CDCl3. The deshielded signal of the NH group appeared
and the resultant spectrum was compared with that of its precursor [23a]Cl to verify
their resemblance (see Fig. 8).
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1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks
according to isotopic distribution patterns. [M-Y]+ fragments were detected for
monocationic complexes, where Y is the counterion; fragments with a water molecule
for the aqua derivatives and [M]+ fragment for the neutral complex [27a].
1.2.3. IR Spectra
Infrared spectra show characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational modes of
νC=N, νC=C, δCHoop, the νNH and νNH2 bands16 and very strong peaks (see Table 1) for the TfOand BF4- counterions. For BF4-, the characteristic peak νB-F appears at 1084-1037 cm-1.
For the triflate anion there are three characteristic bands, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-sym at 12871224, 1168-1157 and 1031-1028 cm-1 respectively.17,18,19
Table 1. IR characteristic peaks for the NH and NH2 groups.

Ref.
[23a]Cl
[23b]Cl
[23c]Cl
[23a](OTf)
[23b](OTf)
[24a]Cl
[24b]Cl
[24a](OTf)
[24b](OTf)
[25a]I
[26a](BF4)2
[26a](OTf)2
[27a]

νN-Hassociated
3227
3123
3129
3229-3136
3226
3227
3202
3207-3132
3284
3203
3243

IR (cm-1)
νNH2
3047
3054
3060
3067
3048
3056
3076
3054

νNH2+hydrogen bonds
2963
2966-2927
2963
2966
2964
2973
2969
2970

1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) for the complexes (see Table 2) was measured in
aqueous solutions (10-3 M). The values reflect the 1:1 electrolyte nature of monocationic
complexes, although the conductivities were a bit higher than expected20, owing to the
aquation processes. The values for the aqua complexes were also higher, as expected
for the electrolytes 2:1. No relevant differences were detected when changing the ligand
or the counterion, except for the iodido derivative [25a]I. The conductivity value of this
complex is below the normal range. The comparison of the iodide complex [25a]I with
the analogous chlorido derivative [23a]Cl, shows a clear effect attributed to the
counterion. This fact is explained by means of the hydration energy, widely explained in
CHAPTER 5. In particular, we propose that aquation takes place in a higher extent for
Ru-Cl than for Ru-I.
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Table 2. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in water.

Complex
[23a]Cl
[23b]Cl
[23c]Cl
[23a](OTf)
[23b](OTf)
[24a]Cl
[24b]Cl
[24a](OTf)
[24b](OTf)
[25a]I
[26a](BF4)2
[26a](OTf)2

Solvent
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
insoluble
H2O
H2O
H2O

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
174.4
152.1
126.6
140.1
163.6
132.7
147.3
119.2
91.2
201.2
192.3

1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
The aqua derivative [26a](BF4)2 showed possible contamination with AgBF4.
Thus, it was ruled out for cytotoxicity studies. Traces of unknown impurities were
detected in [27a].
1.2.6. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for [23a]Cl,
[23b]Cl·3H2O, [23b](OTf), [24b](OTf) and [25a]I·CH3OH, by slow evaporation of the
corresponding solvent: CH2Cl2/MeOH; water; water/acetone; water/MeOH and MeOH,
respectively. As commented before, the crystal structure of [23a]Cl was reported by J.
G. Małecki with acetone in the asymmetric unit.11 However, we have resolved the
structure without any co-crystallization solvent. Thus, the crystal data are different.
The ORTEP diagrams for all the complexes are represented in Fig. 9. The unit cells
show the expected two enantiomers (RRu and SRu) with the pseudooctahedral threelegged piano-stool geometry and the ruthenium π-bonded to a η6-arene. Selected bond
lengths and angles with estimated standard deviations are collected in Table 3, and
crystallographic refinement parameters are given in Table 4.
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[23a]Cl

[23b]Cl·3H2O
[23b]OTf
[24b]OTf

[25a]I·CH3OH

Fig. 9. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [23a]Cl, [23b]Cl·3H2O, [23b](OTf), [24b](OTf) and [25a]I·CH3OH. Ellipsoids
are shown at 30% probability.

The Ru-centroid distances fall in a narrow interval (1.656-1.683 Å). The Ru-Cl
bond distances (2.3945-2.4079 Å) are in the usual range. However, the Ru-I bond
distance (2.7395 Å) is far longer than those for the chlorido derivatives, owing to the
bigger size of the iodine van der Waals atomic radii. The Ru-N distances are shorter for
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the benzazole heterocycle (Ru-N = 2.087-2.101 Å) than for the aminophenyl moiety (RuN = 2.111-2.169 Å), with the longest distance for the complex [25a]I.
The N-Ru-N angles of the chelate rings (79.60 - 81.0°) are determined by the
features of the corresponding free bidentate ligands. These angles are very similar for
all the complexes, although they are higher than those of other N,N-chelating ligands
(see CHAPTER 1), as the chelate ring include one more atom than in complexes with
pybim (see CHAPTER 1).
Table 3. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [23a]Cl, [23b]Cl·3H2O, [23b](OTf), [24b](OTf) and
[25a]I·CH3OH.

a
b

2.4065(7)

[24b](OTf)
(R)
2.399(2)

[24b](OTf)
(S)
2.407(2)

2.1321(18)

2.118(2)

2.113(7)

2.122(5)

2.169(6)

2.087(3)

2.0938(17)

2.101(2)

2.128(5)

2.121(5)

2.087(6)

1.441(4)

1.446(3)

1.436(3)

1.437(9)

1.449(6)

1.454(11)

1.327(4)
1.350(5)
-

1.333(3)
1.346(3)
-

1.337(3)
1.344(4)
-

1.325(11)
1.701(9)

1.319(8)
1.713(7)

1.341(11)
1.362(10)
-

80.99(13)

80.65(7)

76.60(9)

80.5(2)

80.7(2)

81.0(3)

82.51(9)

83.38(5)

84.50(7)

82.96(17)

83.4(1)

85.12(18)

83.65(8)

85.39(5)

85.69(6)

86.30(19)

87.8(2)

86.35(19)

Distance/angle

[23a]Cl

[23b]Cl·3H2O

[23b](OTf)

Ru1-Cl1/I1
Ru1a
N1/N3 /N2b(NH2)
Ru1N2/N1a,b(bim/btz)
N1/N3a/N2bC1/C13a,b
N2/N1a,b-C7
N3/N2a-C7
S1-C7
N1/N3a/N2b-Ru1N2/N1a,b
N1/N3a/N2b Ru1-Cl1/I1
N2/N1a,b-Ru1Cl1/I1

2.3945(9)

2.4079(7)

2.111(3)

[25a]I·CH3OH
2.7295(10)

Atom numbering for [23b](OTf).
Atom numbering for [24b](OTf).

Table 4. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complexes of [23a]Cl, [23b]Cl·3H2O, [23b](OTf), [24b](OTf)
and [25a]I·CH3OH.

2.140(3)2.182(4)
1.670
28.83
28.94

[24b]OTf
(R)
2.139(9)2.173(9)
1.661
30.40
-29.50

[24b]OTf
(S)
2.135(4)2.210(4)
1.670
22.48
22.42

[25a]I·
CH3OH
2.154(10)
-2.224(9)
1.683
24.96
-26.41

19.76

12.55

14.81

12.58

14.48

114.84

-

-

-

-

115.14

39.03

38.98

44.79

44.70

44.20

41.92

Distance/angle

[23a]Cl

[23b]Cl·3H2O

[23b]OTf

Range of Ru–C
distances
Ru–centroid
α
θ (N-C-C-C)
β (chelatearene)
γ
(CxCipsoRuY)
λ

2.148(4)2.199(3)
1.656
24.55
-24.84

2.163(3)2.182(2)
1.669
23.36
24.76

20.17

[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Short contact interactions between the arene and the apbim moiety in the crystal structure of [23a]Cl:
π-π stacking reinforced by a N-H···π interaction (red) and C-H···π interaction (blue). (b) Hydrogen bonding
involving chloride and amino groups in [23a]Cl.

Regarding complex [23a]Cl. Its 3D architecture shows both π-π stacking and Hbonding interactions. Fig. 10a displays π-π and π-σ contacts (N-H···π and C-H···π)
between the p-cymene ring and the bidentate chelating ligand, whereas Fig. 10b
represents the hydrogen bonding involving chloride counterions and both amino groups
(NH2 and NH). Moreover, the parameters of the π-π interactions are gathered in Table
5 and those for the π-π interaction in Table 6.
Table 5. Parameters of X-H···π interactions for complex [23a]Cl.

Compound
[23a]Cl
(N-H···π)
[23a]Cl
(C-H···π)

dX-cent (Å)

dH-cent (Å)

dX-H (Å)

<X-H-cent (°)

<H-cent-normal (°)

3.691

2.978

0.900

137.34

174.02

3.470

2.759

0.960

131.50

168.19

Complex [23b](OTf) features a dimeric association between the enantiomers RRu
and SRu, where the O atoms of triflate molecules are connected to the NH groups (both
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NH and NH2) of the coordinated ligands (apbim) belonging to neighbouring complexes
(N-H···O). In addition, the H atom in the NH2 group, which does not participate in the
hydrogen bond with the triflate, is involved in a hydrogen bond with the chloride ligand
of a neighbour complex (N-H···Cl). Moreover, a weak C-H···Cl interaction is observed (see
Fig. 11). Furthermore, the triflate molecule adopts a staggered conformation (torsion
angle θ = 59.17 ° - see Fig. 11a).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. 3D architecture motifs for the complex [23b]OTf. (a) Dimeric associaction between enantiomers. (b)
Hydrogen bonding involving the NH2 group.

As for the complex [24b](OTf), the asymmetric unit presents both enantiomers,
RRu and SRu, and contains two triflate molecules in the staggered conformation (torsion
angles: θ = 60.72 ° and θ = 61.22 °, respectively). Both of them are connected to the R
enantiomer through hydrogen bonding, one to the NH2 group (S=O···H-N) and the other
to the benzene and the aminophenyl rings (S=O···H-C). Furthermore, the R enantiomer
contain an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the chloride ligand and the nearest
hydrogen of the benzothiazolyl ring (Cl···H-C). Fig. 12 depicts both enantiomers with the
above-mentioned hydrogen bonding contacts.

Fig. 12. Hydrogen bonding between enantiomers in the asymmetric unit of [24b](OTf). The enantiomer S presents
disorder.
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Complexes [23b]Cl·3H2O and [25a]I·CH3OH contain solvent molecules in their
second coordination spheres. In the former, three water molecules act as connectors
among metal entities through hydrogen bonding. Each water molecule takes part in a
hydrogen bond with different groups of three neighbouring metal complexes: H2O···HN(bim); H2O···H-N(aph) and H2O···Cl (see Fig. 13a). This structure also shows π-π stacking
interactions between the p-cymene ring and the benzene ring of the benzimidazole
moiety, reinforced by a hydrogen bond (C-H···Cl) (see Fig. 13b). The parameters of the
offset face-to-face π-π stacking are in the usual range (see Table 6 ).21
(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Hydrogen bonding (a) and π-π staking interactions in the crystal structure of (b) for complex [23b]Cl·3H2O.

Regarding the complex [25a]I·CH3OH, the methanol molecule connects four
metallic entities through hydrogen bonding and weak interactions of the type C-H···π
(see Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Motifs in the crystal architecture of complex [25a]I·CH3OH, showing hydrogen bonding and weak
interactions.
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Table 6. π-π offset stacking parameters for complexes [23a]Cl and [23b]Cl·3H2O.

Compound

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

[23a]Cl

4.278

21.23

[23b]Cl·3H2O

3.688

7.99

dcent-pl (Å)
3.148
3.680
3.414
3.468

β (°)
42.62
30.66
22.23
19.89

doffset (Å)
2.897
2.181
1.394
1.255

1.3. Aqueous Solubility
The aqueous solubility of selected complexes (see Table 7) was determined at room
temperature (19 – 21 °C). All the complexes are water-soluble, whereas the free ligands
are not, presumably due to strong self-association by hydrogen bonding and π-π
stacking interactions (see CHAPTER 1). Likewise, the solubility depends on the
counterion, the overall charge of the complex and the arene identity. As in previous
studies, the chloride salts are much more soluble in water than their OTf- derivatives,
owing to the high hydration energy attributed to the Cl- anion.22,23 The solubility
decreases drastically when the Cl- is changed by triflate as the counterion. The same
effect also explains the lower solubility of the iodide salt [25a]I. Regarding the arene, pcymene derivatives give better solubilities than the benzene and phenoxyethanol
derivatives. Regarding the ligands, the most soluble complexes are those with apbtz,
approximately twice the solubility of complexes with apbim. These differences could be
explained owing to the possibility of the NH group to form hydrogen bonding, and as a
consequence, molecular self-association, which could decrease solubility.
Table 7. Solubility data in water (mM) and the aquation-anation ratio (%) at different NaCl concentrations for
selected compounds.

Ref.

Compound

[23a]Cl
[23b]Cl
[24a]Cl
[24b]Cl
[23a]OTf
[23b]OTf
[24a]OTf
[24b]OTf
[25a]I

[(p-cym)RuCl(apbim)]Cl
[(bz)RuCl(apbim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl
[(bz)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbim)]OTf
[(bz)RuCl(apbim)]OTf
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf
[(bz)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf
[(p-cym)RuI(apbim)]I

Solubility
(mM)
22.2
20.7
49.8
42.0
6.2
2.8
5.9
5.2
0.8

0 mM NaCl

% aquation
5 mM NaCl

100 mM NaCl

25.4
29.0
15.8
22.4
46.7
59.5
41.2
39.6
-

20.7
22.0
10.7
16.3
25.6
34.6
17.8
21.5
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

1.4. Aquation-Anation Equilibria
The aquation-anation equilibria were studied for selected complexes under
pseudopharmacological conditions by recording the corresponding 1H NMR spectra of 5
mM solutions in D2O at 25 °C, in the absence of NaCl and then in the presence of NaCl
(5 mM or 100 mM as model concentrations for the intracellular and blood plasma
conditions, respectively). Two sets of signals were observed, remaining constant after
half an hour, which implies a fast equilibration. The arene signals were selected for the
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integration, H10 for the p-cym derivatives and Hbenzene for those with benzene. In the
absence of NaCl, all the monocationic complexes undergo aquation to a notable extent,
from 16 to 60 %, with some differences depending on the counterion, the arene, or the
benzazole unit. As far as the latter is concerned, the complexes with the apbim ligand
present the highest aquation values, probably due to the higher electron-donor capacity
of the imidazole ring, compared to that of the thiazole ring. Thus, the highest aquation
percentage correspond to the complex [23b]OTf. In the presence of NaCl, the equilibria
are shifted to the chlorido side with complete suppression of the aqua-derivatives in 100
mM NaCl (see Table 7).

1.5. Cytotoxic Activity
The cytotoxicity of selected complexes was evaluated in a comparative in vitro MTT
cell viability assay after incubation times of 24 h at 37 °C in human lung carcinoma cells
(A549). This cell line is less sensitive to chemotherapeutic drugs, so that IC50 values, even
for cisplatin, are higher than in other cell lines. The values, gathered in Table 8, show
moderate values with the best result for the monocationic complex [24a]Cl (IC50 = 90
μM), followed by [24b]Cl (IC50 = 120 μM) and [26a](OTf)2 (IC50 = 120 μM). Complexes
[23a]Cl and [25a]I were unstable and their values could not be determined properly.
The same behaviour was detected for the iridium complex (see complex [39a]Cl in
CHAPTER 6).
Table 8. IC50 (mM, 24 h, 37 °C) values for selected compounds in the A549 cell line.

Ref.
[23a]Cl
[23b]Cl
[24a]Cl
[24b]Cl
[23a]OTf
[23b]OTf
[24a]OTf
[24b]OTf
[25a]I
[26a](OTf)2
a. Bibliographic

Compound
cisplatin
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbim)]Cl
[(bz)RuCl(apbim)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl
[(bz)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbim)]OTf
[(bz)RuCl(apbim)]OTf
[(p-cym)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf
[(bz)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf
[(p-cym)RuI(apbim)]I
[(p-cym)Ru(H2O)(apbim)](OTf)2

Solvents
H2O/DMSO
H2O
H2O
H2O
DMSO
DMSO
H2O/DMSO
MeOH
H2O/DMSO
H2O

IC50 (μM)
114.2a
unstable
150
90
120
250
220
140
200
unstable
120

data.24

As some of the cytotoxic tests have been performed in DMSO, the results could be
distorted, owing to the solvolysis of the complexes in DMSO (see Fig. 3). However, some
interesting tendencies can be observed. Complexes with chloride as the counterion
show better cytotoxicities than their analogues with triflate. In addition, the
antiproliferative activity of compounds with the ligand apbtz is higher than that for the
derivatives with apbim. Curiously, the solubility and aquation-anation studies show a
possible correlation, that is, the complex with the best result of cytotoxic activity [24a]Cl
is also the most water-soluble complex and the one that undergo less aquation,
suggesting that aquation leads to deactivation.
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2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-

-

A family of 13 new complexes has been synthesised and thoroughly
characterised, both in solution and some of them in solid state.
All the complexes are water soluble, though those complexes bearing triflate as
the counterion show a dramatic decrease in their solubility compared to those
that bear chloride. Moreover, the complexes with apbtz are more soluble in
water than those with apbim.
All the complexes undergo aquation, which is completely supressed in 100 mM
NaCl, the blood plasma salt concentration.
The NH2 protons of the ancillary ligand become inequivalent when they
coordinate to the metal centre and modify their reactivity.
The complexes undergo solvolysis in DMSO, releasing the ancillary ligand.
The cytotoxicity data point out that the complex [24a]Cl (IC50 = 90 μM) is the
most active in the cell line A549, showing a direct relationship between activity
and both the solubility and the aquation degree. The same is true for all the
derivatives.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbim)]Cl, [23a]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand 2(2’aminophenyl)benzimidazole (0.0682 g, 0.326 mmol) was added to a solution of [RuCl2(cym)]2
(0.0998 g, 0.163 mmol) in degassed methanol (8 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent was evaporated to dryness
and the residue was washed with hexane (5 mL). The resulting yellow powder was dried under
vacuum. Yield: 133.2 mg (0.26 mmol, 79%). Mr (C23H25N3Cl2Ru) = 515.446 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C23H25N3Cl2Ru·(H2O)0.2: C 53.22; H 4.93; N 8.10; Found: C 53.22; H 4.98; N 8.21. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 14.61 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.09 (d, J = 9.4 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.28 – 8.15 (m, 1H, H3’),
8.14 – 8.09 (m, 1H, H6’), 7.76 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.70 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.33 – 7.21 (m, 2H,
He,d), 7.03 – 6.97 (m, 2H, H5’,4’), 5.64 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.58 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2), 5.54 (d, J =
5.9 Hz, 1H, H6), 5.42 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H5), 3.73 (d, J = 10.0 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 2.18 (sept, J = 6.9
Hz, 1H, H7), 1.69 (s, 3H, H10), 0.90 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.82 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8) ppm.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.39 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.62 (d, J = 10.5 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 7.99
(dd, J = 7.8, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.92 (dd, J = 6.3, 3.0 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.82 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.76 –
7.66 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.63 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.46 (s, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.43 – 7.40 (m, 2H, Hd,e),
6.08 (d, J = 9.9 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 5.65 (dd, J = 13.5, 6.2 Hz, 3H, H2,6,3), 5.53 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H5),
2.21 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.62 (s, 1H, H10), 0.96 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.88 (d, J = 6.8 Hz,
3H, H9 o H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 147.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.7
(s, 1C, C1’), 134.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 130.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 127.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 125.0 (s, 1C, Cd),
124.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.4 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 119.5 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 106.1 (s,
1C, C1), 97.6 (s, 1C, C4), 83.7 (s, 1C, C3), 83.5 (s, 1C, C5), 81.0 (s, 1C, C2), 79.9 (s, 1C, C6), 30.7 (s,
1C, C7), 22.9 (s, 1C, C8 o C9), 21.2 (s, C9 o C8), 18.1 (s, 1C, C10)ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands:
3403 (m, νO-H), 3227 (m, νN-Hassociated), 3047 (w, ν=CH, νNH2), 2963 (vs, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1619-15971582 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1485 (m), 1463-1447 (vs, νC=N), 1418 (m), 1387 (w, δCH3), 1323 (w), 1145-1112
(w), 762- 750 (s, δCHoop), 533 (w), 450 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 480 (9) ([M-Cl]+), 444 (8) ([M2Cl-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 174.4 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol,
ethanol, dichlorometane, chloroform, dimethyl sulfoxide and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(apbim)]Cl, [23b]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand apbim
(0.0842 g, 0.4 mmol) was added to a solution of [RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.1004 g, 0.201 mmol) in a mixture
of degassed methanol/acetonitrile (10:1, 11 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was concentrated, the
solid was filtered and washed with diethyl ether (5 mL). The resulting yellow powder was dried
under vacuum. Yield: 70.7 mg (0.154 mmol, 38%). Mr (C19H17N3Cl2Ru) = 459.3388 g/mol. Anal.
Calcd for C22H25N3OB2F8Ru·(H2O)1.15(CH3OH)0.4: C 47.28; H 4.27; N 8.53; Found: C C 47.28; H 4.30;
N 8.74. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.46 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.87 (d, J = 10.1 Hz, 1H, HNH(NH2)
), 8.05 – 7.96 (m, 2H, H3’,f), 7.83 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.72 – 7.65 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.62 (t, J = 7.7
Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.46 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.44 – 7.38 (m, 2H, Hd,e), 6.21 (d, J = 10.0 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)),
5.70 (s, 6H, Hbenzene) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 148.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 143.6 (s,
1C, C1’), 142.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 134.1 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 129.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.8 (s, 1C, C4’),
124.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 121.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 120.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 120.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 112.3 (s,
1C, Cc), 84.1 (s, 6C, Cbenzene) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3345 (m, νO-H), 3123 (m, νNHassociated), 3054 (s, ν=CH), 1620-1597 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1490 (m), 1464-1449 (s, νC=N), 1393-1382 (w,
δCH3), 1323 (w), 1282-1229 (w), 1146 (s), 1032 (s), 842 (m), 776 (w, δC-C), 764-752 (vs, δCHoop), 691
(w), 451 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 577 (4), 424 (100) ([M-Cl]+), 404 (5) ([M-2Cl-H+NH2]+), 388
(75) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 345 (6) ([M-Cl-H-C6H6]+), 309 (12) ([M-2Cl-2H-C6H6]+). Molar Conductivity
(H2O): 152.1 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, THF and DMSO. Insoluble in chloroform,
dichloromethane and methanol.

Synthesis of [(η6-phenoxiethanol)RuCl(apbim)]Cl, [23c]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for
[23a]Cl in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.2056 g, 0.983 mmol)
and [RuCl2(phoxet)]2 (0.2999 g, 0.483 mmol) in degassed methanol (14 mL). Brown-green
powder. Yield is not calculated due to the great ability of oxidation of the Ru(II) centre. Mr
(C21H21N3O2Cl2Ru) = 521.3721 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C21H21N3O2Cl2Ru·(H2O)0.1: C 48.4; H 4.10; N
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8.06; Found: C 48.37; H 4.29; N 8.36. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 25 °C) δ 8.12 – 8.05 (m, 1H, Hf),
7.95 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.73 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.69 – 7.63 (m, 2H, H5’, Hd), 7.51 (t, J = 7.5
Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.48 – 7.41 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 5.93 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H3 o H5), 5.85 (t, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, H5
o H3), 5.45 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 o H6), 5.34 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H6 o H2), 5.03 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, H4),
3.93 (t, J = 4.6 Hz, 2H, H7), 3.68 – 3.62 (m, 2H, H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CD3OD, 25 °C) δ
150.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 144.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 143.9 (s, 1C, C1’), 137.3 (s, 1C, C1), 135.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 133.5 (s,
1C, C5’), 129.9 (s, 1C, C3’), 127.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 126.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.9 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.3 (s, 1C, C2’),
122.3 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 113.4 (s, 1C, Cf), 91.9 (s, 1C, C3 o C5), 91.6 (s, 1C, C5 o C3), 74.1
(s, 1C, C4), 72.4 (s, 1C, C7), 64.8 (s, 2C, C2, C6), 60.7 (s, 1C, C8) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3393 (s, νO-H), 3060 (vs, ν=CH, νNH2, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1618-1597 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1521 (s, ),
1488 (m), 1463-1448 (vs, νC=N), 1418 (m), 1323 (w), 1263 (s, νC-O-Cas), 1145 (w), 1080 (w, νC-Osym),
762-751 (s, δCHoop), 662 (m, δO-Hoop), 533 (w), 450 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 519 (25) ([M]+), 485
(38) ([M-Cl+H]+), 448 (100) ([M-2Cl+H]+), 418 (25) ([M-2Cl-CH2OH]+), 404 (12) ([M-2ClCH2CH2OH]+), 388 (14) ([M-2Cl-OCH2CH2OH]+), 309 (30) ([M-2Cl-phoxet+2H]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 126.6 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol. Insoluble in acetone,
dichloromethane and chloroform.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbim)]OTf, [23a]OTf. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask protected from
light, AgOTf (0.0927 g, 0.361 mmol, 6% exc.) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a
solution of [RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.0999 g, 0.163 mmol) in degassed dichloromethane (12 mL). The
suspension was stirred for 30 minutes at room temperature. The ligand apbim (0.0732 g, 0.350
mmol) was then added and the mixture stirred for 24 additional hours at room temperature.
The AgCl was filtered off. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the solid residue was
washed with diethyl ether (8 mL) and dried under vacuum, to produce a yellow solid. Yield: 123.9
mg (0.197 mmol, 60%). Mr (C24H25N3O3F3SClRu) = 629.0637 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C24H25N3O3F3SClRu·(CH2Cl2)0.4(C10H14O)0.6: C 45.50; H 4.53; N 5.94; S 4.53; Found: C 45.55; H 4.52;
N 6.31; S 4.15. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 13.02 (s, 1H, HN-H), 7.90 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H3’),
7.78 (d, J = 10.8 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 7.73 – 7.67 (m, 2H, Hf,c), 7.58 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.37 – 7.26
(m, 2H, He,d), 7.15 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.02 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H5’), 5.52 (t, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H, H3,2),
5.41 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H6), 5.37 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H5), 3.59 (d, J = 11.0 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 2.23 –
2.07 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.69 (s, 3H, H10), 0.88 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8), 0.84 (d, J = 6.9 Hz,
3H, H8 o H9) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.10 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.70 – 8.36 (m, 1H,
HN-H(NH2)), 7.97 – 7.89 (m, 2H, Hf,3’), 7.74 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.68-7.63 (m, 2H, H5’,c), 7.48 (t, J =
7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.45 – 7.41 (m, 2H, Hd,e), 6.10 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 5.65 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H,
H2,6,3), 5.52 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H5), 2.22 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.61 (s, 3H, H10), 0.97 (d, J = 6.9
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Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.89 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ
146.8 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.6 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.3 (s, 1C, C1’), 134.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 129.5 (s,
1C, C3’), 127.8 (s, 1C, C4’), 125.4 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 121.6 (s, 1C, C6’), 120.7 (s, 1C, C2’),
120.6 (q, JC-F = 319.0 Hz, 1C, COTf), 119.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 106.5 (s, 1C, C1), 97.6 (s, 1C,
C4), 83.6 (s, 2C, C3,5), 80.8 (s, 1C, C6 o C2), 79.5 (s, 1C, C2 o C6), 30.8 (s, 1C, C7), 22.8 (s, 1C, C9 o C8),
21.0 (s, 1C, C8 o C9), 18.0 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3394 (m, νO-H or νNH2),
3129 (m, νN-Hassociated), 3067 (m, ν=CH, νNH2), 2966-2927 (m, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1684-1601 (w, νC=C +
C-N), 1490 (m), 1465-1448 (m, νC=N), 1284-1246 (vs, νC-F), 1168 (vs, νSO3 as), 1029 (vs, νSO3 sym), 762749 (s, δCHoop), 638 (s, δCF3), 516 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 480 (5) ([M-TfO]+), 444 (8) ([M-TfOCl]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 140.1 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol,
ethanol, dichloromethane, chloroform, dimethyl sulfoxide and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(apbim)]OTf, [23b]OTf. The synthesis was performed as for
[23a]OTf in the presence of AgOTf (0.1108 g, 0.431 mmol, 8% exc.), [RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.1004 g, 0.201
mmol) and the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.2056 g, 0.983 mmol) in
dichloromethane (10 mL). Yellow-greenish powder. Yield 152.5 mg (0.266 mmol, 66%). Mr
(C20H17N3O3SF3ClRu) = 572.9565 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H17N3O3SF3ClRu·(H2O)0.25: C 41.60; H
3.05; N 7.28; S 5.55; Found: C 41.60; H 3.44; N 7.33; S 5.54. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C)
δ 14.02 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.72 (d, J = 10.2 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.03 – 7.99 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.88 (d, J = 7.7 Hz,
1H, H3’), 7.70 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.67 (dd, J = 4.8, 1.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.64 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H5’),
7.48 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.46 – 7.41 (m, 2H, Hd,e), 6.23 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 5.69 (s, 6H,
Hbenzene) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 148.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 143.6 (s, 1C, C1’), 142.3
(s, 1C, Cg), 134.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 132.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 128.8 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 124.4 (s, 1C, Cd),
123.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 121.7 (s, 1C, C2’), 120.7 (q, JC-F = 322.4 Hz, 1C, CCF3), 120.6 (s, 1C, C6’), 120.4 (s,
1C, Cf), 112.3 (s, 1C, Cc), 84.1 (s, 6C, Cbenzene) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 78.1 (s, 3F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3229 (m, νN-Hassociated), 3136 (m, ν=CH, νNH2),
1622-1598 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1489 (m), 1465-1450-1439 (m, νC=N), 1287-1227 (vs, νC-F), 1180-1164 (s,
νSO3-as), 1028 (vs, νSO3-sym), 849 (w), 761-752 (s, δCHoop), 642 (s, δCF3), 517 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%)
= 441 (28) ([M-OTf]+), 388 (15) ([M-OTf-Cl-H]+), 210 (5) ([apbim+H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O):
163.6 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol and dimethyl sulfoxide. Slightly soluble in
acetone, dichloromethane and chloroform.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl, [24a]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [23a]Cl
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0596 g, 0.263 mmol) and
[RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.0802 g, 0.131 mmol) in degassed methanol (8 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 108
mg (0.20 mmol, 77%). Mr (C23H24N2SCl2Ru) = 532.4974 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C23H24N2SCl2Ru·(H2O)1.1: C 50.02; H 4.78; N 5.07; S 5.81; Found: C 50.02; H 4.73; N 5.35; S 5.73.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.75 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 9.15 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H6’),
8.59 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.95 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.77 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.70 (t, J = 7.9
Hz, 2H, Hd,5’), 7.59 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, He), 7.41 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H4’), 6.09 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H3),
5.99 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H6), 5.80 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H2), 5.77 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H5), 4.32 (d, J = 10.4
Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 2.33 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.87 (s, 3H, H10), 1.00 (dd, J = 8.7, 7.0 Hz, 6H, H8,9)
ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 166.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 153.0 (s, 1C, Cg), 141.1 (s, 1C, C1’),
134.8 (s, 1C, C5’), 132.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 130.9 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.6 (s, 1C, C4’), 127.6 (s,
1C, Cd), 126.4 (s, 1C, Cf), 125.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 124.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 107.2 (s, 1C, C1), 97.9
(s, 1C, C4), 85.3 (s, 1C, C3), 84.0 (s, 1C, C5), 82.3 (s, 1C, C2), 79.9 (s, 1C, C6), 31.0 (s, 1C, C7), 23.3 (s,
1C, C8 o C9), 21.2 (s, 1C, C9 o C8), 18.3 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3381 (m,
νO-H), 3226 (m, νN-Hassociated), 2963 (vs, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1611 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1499 (w), 1478 (vs,
νC=N), 1456-1426 (s), 1387 (w, δCH3), 1323 (w), 1248 (m), 1122-1088 (m, νC=S), 993 (m), 880 (w),
759 (vs, δCHoop), 463 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 497 (42) ([M-Cl]+), 461 (25) ([M-2Cl-H]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 132.7 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, ethanol,
chloroform and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-benzene)RuCl(apbtz)]Cl, [24b]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [23a]Cl in
the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0914 g, 0.404 mmol) and
[RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.0999 g, 0.200 mmol) in a mixture of degassed methanol/acetonitrile (10:1.5, 11.5
mL), and washing with diethyl ether. Yellow-greenish powder. Yield: 127.2 mg (0.267 mmol,
67%). Mr (C19H16N2SCl2Ru) = 476.3902 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C19H16N2SCl2Ru (H2O)1.85: C 44.77;
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H 3.90; N 5.50; S 6.29; Found: C 44.77; H 3.99; N 5.67; S 6.12. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ
10.63 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.87 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.61 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.95 (d,
J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.75 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.66 (dd, J = 17.1, 7.9 Hz, 2H, He,5’), 7.54 (t, J = 7.2
Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.40 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.88 (s, 6H, Hbenzene), 4.44 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)) ppm.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 166.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 141.5 (s, 1C, C1’), 134.6
(s, 1C, C5’), 132.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 131.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.7 (s, 1C, C4’), 127.5 (s, 1C, Cd),
126.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 125.5 (s, 1C, C2’), 123.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.2 (s, 6C, Cbenzene) ppm. FTIR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3393 (m, νO-H), 3227 (m, νN-Hassociated), 3048 (w, ν=CH, νNH2), 1611 (m,
νC=C + C-N), 1499 (w), 1479 (vs, νC=N), 1455-1427 (s), 1323 (w, δCH3), 1249 (m), 1127 (m, νC=S), 995
(m), 842 (m), 759 (vs, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 441 (32) ([M-Cl]+), 405 (21) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 327
(3) ([M-2Cl-H-bz]+), 227 (5) ([apbtz+H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 147.3 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility:
soluble in water, methanol, chloroform, dimethylsulfoxide and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf, [24a]OTf. The synthesis was performed as for
[23a]OTf in the presence of AgOTf (0.0895 g, 0.348 mmol, 6% exc.), [RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.1004 g,
0.164 mmol) and the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0745 g, 0.329 mmol) in
dichloromethane (10 mL). Yellow-orange powder. Yield: 138.1 mg (0.214 mmol, 65%). Mr
(C24H24N2S2F3O3ClRu) = 646.1151 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C24H24N2S2F3O3ClRu·(H2O)0.2: C 44.37; H
3.79; N 4.31; S 9.87; Found: C 44.36; H 4.07; N 4.47; S 9.44. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ
8.69 (d, J = 10.7 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.52 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 8.35 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.95 (d,
J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.81 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.74 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.70 (t, J = 6.5 Hz,
1H, He), 7.60 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.45 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.78 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H, H2), 5.74 (d,
J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.66 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H, H6,5), 4.41 (d, J = 11.0 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 2.32 (hept, J =
6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.76 (s, 3H, H10), 1.02 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.98 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8)
ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 166.1 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.7 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.1 (s, 1C, C1’),
135.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 132.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 131.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 127.7 (s,
1C, Cd), 126.2 (s, 1C, Cf), 125.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 123.4 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 120.8 (q, JC-F = 319.8
Hz, 1C, CCF3), 107.9 (s, 1C, C1), 97.9 (s, 1C, C4), 85.2 (s, 1C, C5 o C3), 83.8 (s, 1C, C3 o C5), 81.8 (s, 1C,
C6 o C2), 79.2 (s, 1C, C2 o C6), 31.0 (s, 1C, C7), 23.2 (s, 1C, C8 o C9), 20.7 (s, C8 o C9), 18.1 (s, 1C, C10)
ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -78.5 (s, 3F, FCF3), -79.0 (s), -90.7 (s) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3503 (m, νO-H), 3202 (m, νN-Hassociated), 2966 (m, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1616 (w,
νC=C + C-N), 1504 (w), 1479 (s, νC=N), 1457-1427 (m), 1388 (w, δCH3), 1323 (w), 1278-1250-1224 (vs,
νC-F), 1157 (s, νSO3-as), 1030 (vs, νSO3-sym), 758 (s, δCHoop), 637 (s, δCF3), 517 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%)
= 1143 (6) ([2M-OTf)]+), 497 (96) ([M-OTf]+), 461 (100) ([M-OTf-Cl-H]+), 327 (12) ([M-OTf-Cl-Hbz]+), 227 (13) ([apbtz+H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 119.2 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in
methanol, acetone, water, dichloromethane and chloroform.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbtz)]OTf, [24b]OTf. The synthesis was performed as for
[23a]OTf in the presence of AgOTf (0.1092 g, 0.348 mmol, 6.5% exc.), [RuCl2(bz)]2 (0.0998 g,
0.200 mmol) and the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0905 g, 0.400 mmol) in
dichloromethane (10 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 117.1 mg (0.198 mmol, 50%). Mr
(C20H16N2O3S2F3ClRu) = 590.0079 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H16N2O3S2F3ClRu(H2O)0.5(C10H14O)0.1:
C 40.41; H 2.99; N 4.62; S 10.57; Found: C 40.39; H 3.30; N 4.78; S 10.66. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.74 (d, J = 10.8 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.62 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 8.28 (d, J = 8.1 Hz,
1H, H6’), 7.98 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.79 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.72 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H, H5’,e), 7.62
(t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.46 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.79 (s, 6H, Hbenzene), 4.42 (d, J = 10.6 Hz, 1H, HNH(NH2)
) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 166.8 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.4 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.7 (s,
1C, C1’), 135.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 132.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 131.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.6 (s, 1C, Ce), 128.1 (s, 1C, C4’),
127.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.1 (s, 1C, Cf), 125.2 (s, 1C, C2’), 122.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 85.1 (s, 1C,
Cbenzene) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ -78.6 (s, 3F, FCF3), -108.9 (s) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3503 (w, νO-H), 3207 (m, νN-Hassociated), 3132 (m, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1611-1597
(w, νC=C + C-N), 1479 (m, νC=N), 1458-1437 (m), 1324 (w), 1268-1247-1225 (vs, νC-F), 1157 (s, νSO3-as),
1031 (vs, νSO3-sym), 774-758 (m, δCHoop), 638 (vs, δCF3), 518 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 1031 (4) ([2MOTf)]+), 441 (75) ([M-OTf]+), 405 (55) ([M-OTf-Cl-H]+), 327 (9) ([M-OTf-Cl-H-bz]+), 227 (10)
([apbtz+H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): Insoluble. Solubility: soluble in methanol and acetone
and slightly soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform and water.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuI(apbim)]I, [25a]I. The synthesis was performed as for [23a]Cl in
the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hydroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.0173 g, 0.0827 mmol) and
[RuI2(cym)]2 (0.0405 g, 0.0414 mmol) in degassed methanol (18 mL). Orange powder. Yield: 23.9
mg (0.0342 mmol, 41%). Mr (C23H25N3I2Ru) = 698.3496 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C23H25N3I2Ru·(CH3OH)0.7: C 39.49; H 3.89; N 5.83; Found: C 39.63; H 3.94; N 5.5. 1H NMR (400
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MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 13.64 (s, 1H, HN-H),8.23 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.16 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, H3’),
7.96 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.89 (s, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 7.79 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.47 – 7.36 (m, 2H,
He, Hd), 7.20 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.03 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H5’), 5.64 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.51 (d,
J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2), 5.36 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, H6, H5), 3.39 (s, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 2.39 (sept, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H,
H7), 1.93 (s, 3H, H10), 0.93 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 o H9), 0.86 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8) ppm. 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 146.4 (s, 1C, Ca), 143.8 (s, 1C, Cg), 141.6 (s, 1C, C1’), 133.9 (s, 1C,
Cb), 133.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 130.9 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.3 (s, 1C, C4’), 125.6 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.0 (s, 1C, Ce), 121.8
(s, 1C, Cf), 120.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 120.7 (s, 1C, C6’), 113.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 108.4 (s, 1C, C1), 97.4 (s, 1C, C4),
84.6 (s, 1C, C5), 82.8 (s, 1C, C3), 81.1 (s, 1C, C6), 78.4 (s, 1C, C2), 31.7 (s, 1C, C7), 23.0 (s, 1C, C8 o
C9), 21.7 (s, 1C, C9 o C8), 19.8 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3426 (s, νO-H),
3056 (vs, ν=CH, νNH2), 2964 (s, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1619-1597-1577 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1487 (m), 14621447 (vs, νC=N), 1418(m), 1387 (w, δCH3), 1322 (w), 1144-1103 (m), 761-750 (s, δCHoop), 531 (w).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 573 (12) ([M-I+H]+), 445 (10) ([M-2I]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 91.2
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(apbim)(BF4)2, [26a](BF4)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, AgBF4
(0.0629 g, 3.23 mmol, 67% exc.) was added to a solution of [23a]Cl (0.0499 g, 0.097 mmol) in a
mixture water/ethanol (1:1, 10 mL). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h,
under a nitrogen atmosphere and preserved from light. The AgCl was filtered and the solvent
was evaporated to dryness. The residue was washed with diethylether (5 mL) and hexane (5 mL).
The resulting black-brownish powder was dried under vacuum. Mr (C23H27N3OB2F8Ru) = 636.165
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C23H27N3OB2F8Ru·(AgBF4)0.3: C 39.77; H 3.92; N 6.05; Found: C 39.52; H
3.92; N 6.23. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 7.98 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.95 – 7.92 (m,
1H, Hf), 7.79 (dt, J = 7.0, 2.4 Hz, 2H, Hc, H6’), 7.72 (td, J = 7.7, 1.5 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.62 – 7.53 (m, 3H,
He, Hd, H4’), 6.03 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H2), 5.99 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.83 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H6), 5.78
(d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H5), 2.08 – 2.00 (m, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.83 (s, 3H, H10), 0.93 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H,
H8 o H9), 0.84 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 o H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 149.0 (s, 1C,
Ca), 142.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 141.0 (s, 1C, C1’), 134.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 133.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 130.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 128.1
(s, 1C, C4’), 126.1 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.1 (s, 1C, C6’), 121.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 118.7 (s, 1C, Cf),
113.9 (s, 1C, Cc), 103.3 (s, 1C, C1), 99.2(s, 1C, C4), 83.6 (s, 1C, C3), 82.5 (s, 1C, C5), 82.4 (s, 1C, C2),
82.1 (s, 1C, C6), 30.8 (s, 1C, C7), 22.6 (s, 1C, C8 o C9), 20.5 (s, 1C, C9 o C8), 17.7 (s, 1C, C10) ppm.
19 1
F{ H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -130.4 (s), -144.2 (dd, J = 29.4, 14.5 Hz), -150.91 (s, 10B-F,
BF4-), -150.96 (s, 11B-F, BF4-) ppm. Integration ratio (1:4) in agreement with the isotopic
distribution for 10B/11B. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3381 (m, νO-H), 3284 (m, νN-Hassociated),
3076 (w, ν=CH, νNH2), 2973 (vs, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1620-1599 (vw, νC=C + C-N), 1488 (m), 1466-1448
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(m, νC=N), 1420 (w), 1084-1060-1037 (vs, νB-F), 741 (m, δCHoop), 533-523 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%)
= 565 (5), 463 (7) ([M-2BF4]+), 446 (92) ([M-2BF4-H2O+H]+), 445 (96) ([M-2BF4-H2O]+), 310 (24)
([M-2BF4-H2O-C10H14-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 201.2 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in
water.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(apbim)(OTf)2, [26a](OTf)2. The synthesis was performed as
for [26a](BF4)2 in the presence of AgOTf (0.0532 g, 0.207 mmol, 5.7% exc.) and [23a]Cl (0.0505
g, 0.098 mmol) in a mixture water/ethanol (1:1, 6 mL), and washing with diethyl ether (5 mL).
Yellow powder. Mr (C25H27N3O7S2F6Ru) = 760,6966 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C22H25N3OB2F8Ru·(C4H10O)0.3: C 40.19; H 3.86; N 5.37; S 8.19; Found: C 40.37; H 3.48; N 5.85; S
8.07. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 7.98 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.95 – 7.91 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.79
(dd, J = 6.9, 3.0 Hz, 2H, Hc, H6’), 7.72 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.61 – 7.52 (m, 3H, He, Hd, H4’), 5.90
(bd, J = 14.8 Hz, 4H, H2, H3, H5, H6), 2.04 (hept, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.83 (s, 3H, H10), 0.88 (bd, J =
6.7 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.35 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.98 – 8.88
(m, 1H, HN-H(NH2)), 8.11 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.98 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.81 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H,
H3’), 7.78 – 7.71 (m, 2H, H4’, H5’), 7.60 – 7.52 (m, 3H, H6’, Hd, He), 6.06 (d, J = 10.1 Hz, 1H, HN-H(NH2)),
6.00 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H3 o H5), 5.96 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H2 o H6), 5.92 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H5 o H3),
5.83 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6 o H2), 2.05 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.74 (s, 3H, H10), 0.85 (dd, J = 6.8,
3.0 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25°C) δ -79.24 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. 19F{1H}
NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25°C) δ -78.13 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands:
3203 (m, νN-Hassociated), 2969 (w, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1623 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1491 (m), 1466-1450 (m,
νC=N), 1255 (vs, νC-F), 1165 (s, νSO3-as), 1031 (vs, νSO3-sym ), 745 (m, δCHoop), 640 (s, δCF3), 517 (m). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 444 (100) ([M-2(OTf)-H2O-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 192.3 S·cm2·mol-1.
Solubility: soluble in water, acetone, dimethyl sulfoxide.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(apbim’)], [27a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, Et3N (12 μl, 0.086
mmol) was added to a solution [23a]Cl (0.0215 g, 0.042 mmol) in degassed methanol (6 mL),
and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere.
The solid was filtered and washed with diethyl ether (5 mL). The resulting yellow solid was dried
under vacuum. Mr (C23H24N3ClRu) = 478.9854 g/mol. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.24 (d,
J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.86 – 7.78 (m, 1H), 7.70 – 7.59 (m, 1H), 7.25 – 7.13 (m, 4H), 6.63 (bs, 1H), 6.31
(bs, 1H), 5.40 – 4.93 (bm, 4H, H2, H3, H5, H6), 2.04 (sept, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, H7), 1.43 (s, 3H, H10), 0.82
(bd, J = 48.3 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3243 (s, νN-Hasociado), 3054 (s,
ν=CH, νNH2), 2970 (s, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1625-1604 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1465 (vs, νC=N), 1423 (s), 1369 (vs,
δCH3), 1338 (w), 1284 (m), 1107 (s), 1039 (vs), 863 (m), 739 (vs, δ CHoop), 546 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z
(%) = 480 (30) ([M+H]+), 444 (8) ([M-Cl]+).
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CHAPTER 5. Ru(II) HALF-SANDWICH COMPLEXES BEARING
PYRIDYLBENZOXAZOLE AND THIABENDAZOLE: SYNTHESIS,
CHARACTERIZATION AND ANTICANCER PROPERTIES
ABSTRACT: In this chapter a family of 6
new complexes of general formula
[Ru(η6-p-cymene)(κ2-N,N-HL)X]Y (X =
leaving group; Y = counterion) bearing 2(2’-pyridyl)benzoxazole (pybox) and 2(4’-thiazolyl)benzimidazole
(thiabendazole, tbz) as bidentate
ligands was prepared in order to assess
their cytotoxic potency and establish
some structure-activity relationships as
a result of comparative analysis of the
IC50 values. The specific objectives of
this chapter are to study the effect on
the anticancer properties of the following features:
a) The replacement of the NH unit in pybim type ligands with an O atom (pybox).
b) The substitution of the pyridine ring in pybim by the electron-rich thiazolyl ring.
c) The replacement of Cl- with I- as the leaving group, which strongly affects the
solubility and aquation properties.
CONETXT: Likewise 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzimidazole ligands in CHAPTER 1, 2-(2’pyridyl)benzoxazoles have been used in platinum,1 rhenium2 and octahedral ruthenium
complexes,3,4 as catalysts and owing to their good luminescent properties. Only one
Ru(II) half-sandwich complex bearing 2-phenoxyethanol as the arene has been reported
during the development of this work and used in the hydrogenation of alkenes and
alkynes.5 Regarding the thiabendazole, it has been widely used as antifungal, as
previously seen (see GENERAL INTRODUCTION), yet it has been scarcely used in the
preparation of metal complexes as anticancer drugs6,7. In addition, no ruthenium
complexes have been reported in the literature so far.
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The chlorido-complexes were synthesised from the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimer
[Ru(η6-p-cymene)(μ-Cl)Cl]2 (see CHAPTER 1).8,9 The iodide-derivatives were synthesised
from the ruthenium iodo-bridged dimer [Ru(η6-p-cymene)(μ-I)I]2 prepared by the
reaction of the ruthenium chloro-bridged dimer with potassium iodide in a mixture of
water/CHCl3 (1:1).10
All the complexes, whose schematic synthesis is shown in Fig. 1, are cationic. The
chlorido and iodido derivatives of general formula [(η6-p-cymene)RuX(κ2-N,N-HL)]X
([28]Cl, [29]I, [31]Cl and [32]I), where X = Cl- or I- and HL=ligand, were synthesised by
the reaction between the arene ruthenium(II) starting dimer and the ligands (pybox and
tbz) in methanol at room temperature and stirring overnight. The respective aqua
derivatives of general formula [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(H2O)(κ2-N,N-HL)](OTf)2 ([30](OTf)2,
[33](OTf)2), were prepared by the reaction of [28]Cl and [31]Cl respectively, with an
excess of the AgOTf salt in a mixture of distilled water and ethanol. The 1H NMR showed
some impurities in the complexes, so they could not be used in biological tests.

Fig. 1. Schematic synthesis of the new Ruthenium(II) complexes.

All the complexes were isolated in moderate-to-good yields (from 59% to 88%) as
the corresponding racemates (RRu or SRu) in the form of yellow, orange, red-brown or
green powders.
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1.2. CHARACTERIZATION
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis.
1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of monocationic complexes ([28]Cl, [29]I, [31]Cl and [32]I)
were recorded in CDCl3 or CD3OD at 25 °C. As in previous complexes, a down-field shift
for the signals of the N,N-ligands was observed when they coordinate to the metal ion.
Complexes with tbz also showed a broad resonance at 15 ppm corresponding to the NH group. The p-cym evidenced an ABCD spin system and two doublets for the
diastereotopic methyls of iPr. When the spectra of the chlorido and iodido derivatives
are compared, a remarkable shift of the signals is detected. Aromatic resonances for the
iodido derivatives are shielded with regard to those of the chlorido derivatives, whereas
aliphatic p-cymene signals are deshielded.
The 1H NMR spectra of the aqua derivatives ([30](OTf)2, [33](OTf)2) were
recorded in D2O at 25 °C. The 1H-1H NOESY for [30](OTf)2 (see Fig. 2) showed an
interconversion between enantiomers, since exchange peaks are observed in the
spectrum, as for other aqua derivatives (see CHAPTER 1). Curiously, the complex
[33](OTf)2 did not show similar evidences.
H2

H6

H3 H5

H5
H3
H6

H2

Fig. 2. p-cym aromatic protons area in the NOESY spectra of complex [30](OTf)2 (D2O at 25 °C).

Regarding 13C{1H} NMR, it evidences the different areas specified in previous
chapters. The spectra of the aquo derivatives did not show the resonances of the triflate
anion, due to the low solubility of the complexes in deuterated water.
1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks
according to isotopic distribution patterns: [M-Y]+ fragments for monocationic
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complexes, where Y is the counterion Cl- or I- and fragments with a water molecule for
the aquo derivatives.
1.2.3. IR Spectra
Infrared spectra show characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational modes of
the corresponding rings (νC=N, νC=C and δCHoop, and νC-S, νC=S specifically for tbz). The aquo
complexes show very strong and diagnostic peaks for triflate, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-sym at 12881225, 1167-1158 and 1030-1029 cm-1, respectively.
1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) for the complexes (see Table 1) was measured in
aqueous solutions (10-3 M). The values do not correctly reflect either the 1:1 electrolyte
nature of monocationic complexes or the 2:1 for dicationic derivatives.11 The values for
the complexes with pybox are lower than expected, whereas those with tbz fit better
and are higher than the formers. Moreover, the conductivity is slightly higher for the
complex with chloride, [31]Cl (79.4 S·cm2·mol-1), than for the complex with iodide, [32]I
(65.7 S·cm2·mol-1). These subtle differences are explained as a result of the higher
hydration energy of Cl- relative to I- (see page 241). Molar conductivity of the aqua
complexes is also lower than those in other aqua derivatives studied before (see
CHAPTER 1). These results can be interpreted taking into account the aquation processes
that undergo the monocationic complexes. This implies a change in the global charge of
the complex and therefore, an increase in the molar conductivity. All in all, all of the
complexes show values under the usual range, probably due to ion-pairing.
Table 1. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in water.

Complex
[28]Cl
[29]I
[31]Cl
[32]I
[30](OTf)2
[33](OTf)2

Solvent
H2O
insoluble
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
164.4
79.4
65.7
115.6
139.2

1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
The aqua derivatives showed possible contamination with AgBF4. Thus, they
were ruled out for cytotoxicity studies. Moreover, [33](OTf)2 exhibited impurities as
shown by 1H NMR. Likewise, the 1H NMR spectrum of [31]Cl showed traces of the
starting dimeric product.
1.2.6. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for [28]Cl
(unsuitable to publish) from a solution in CH2Cl2 and [33](OTf)2·H2O from a solution in
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water by slow evaporation of the corresponding solvents. Bond lengths, angles and
other relevant features of the structures are gathered in Table 2 and Table 3.

[28]Cl

[33](OTf)2·H2O
Fig. 3. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [28]Cl and [33](OTf)2·H2O. Ellipsoid are shown at 30% probability.

The corresponding unit cells of both complexes show the two possible
enantiomers (RRu and SRu) resulting from the stereogenic nature of the metal centre. The
complexes adopt the expected half-sandwich pseudo-octahedral three-legged pianostool geometry, and the arene ring displays a π-bounded η6-coordination mode,
whereas the pyridylbenzoxazole or thiabendazole ligands assume a bidentate-chelate
coordination mode (κ2-N,N). The third position is occupied by a chloride or a water
molecule. Regarding the complex [33](OTf)2·H2O, the Ru-centroid distance (1.672 Å)
falls in the same interval as for other Ru-N,N complexes, for instance, those in CHAPTER
1. Among the Ru-N distances, the Ru-N(py) is the shorter one (2.088 Å), whereas the RuN(box) is the longer one (2.167 Å). The N-Ru-N angle of the chelate ring is 76.8(3)° and
the chelate ring exhibits planarity in itself and coplanarity for the two aromatic rings of
the ligand (3.32°). The structure presents disorder in the benzene ring and in the triflate
molecules. This disorder in the triflate is bound to be caused by an isotropic oscillation
around the centre of gravity of the anion12. In addition, the group CF3 rotates faster than
the SO3 group at the acquisition temperature (RT), which would explain the disorder of
only the CF3 group in one of the molecules.
Table 2. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complex [33](OTf)2·H2O.

Distance/angle [33](OTf)2·H2O
Ru1-O2
2.106(5)
Ru1-N1
2.167(8)
Ru1-N2
2.088(7)
N2-C6
1.313(10)
O1-C6
1.360(10)
N2-Ru1-N1
76.8(3)
N2-Ru1-O2
80.5(2)
O2-Ru1-N1
82.6(2)
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Table 3. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complex of [33](OTf)2·H2O.

Distance/angle
Range of Ru–C distances
Ru–centroid
α
θ (N-C-C-N)
β (chelate-arene)
γ (CxCipsoRuO)
λ

[33](OTf)2·H2O
2.156(9)-2.232(8)
1.672
3.32
1.73
62.83
0.34
2.95

[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8.

The triflate molecules are connected to the ruthenium complex through
intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions involving the coordinated water molecule
and the p-cymene ring (see Table 5). The stereochemistry of both triflate molecules is
different (see Fig. 4). Thus, the former shows an eclipsed conformation (torsion angle, θ
= 7.80 °), whereas the latter acquires a staggered configuration (torsion angle, θ =
38.57°).12,13

(a)

(b)
Eclipsed

Staggered
Fig. 4. Staggered (a) and eclipsed (b) conformations for triflate molecules in the crystal structure of
[33](OTf)2·H2O.

It is worth mentioning that an unusual non-covalent interaction called anion-π
or lp-π (lp = lone pair) interaction is observed in the 3D-structure (see Fig. 5). This kind
of interactions generally occurs when the aromatic ring exhibits heterogeneous electron
distribution in the π-cloud and they are extremely common in supramolecular chemistry
(e.g. nucleic acids). These contacts were first detected in hexafluorobenzene and those
arenes that possess electron deficient areas, with heteroatoms or withdrawing groups.
Thus, electron-rich moieties locate above them.14,15,16 The oxazole entity has got
electron-deficient zones in the π-cloud of its aromatic ring17,18, since the heteroatoms
(O and N) withdraw electronic density from the ring. Table 4 gathers the characteristic
parameters of lp-π interaction between the O atom of triflate and the oxazole ring.
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Table 4. Geometric parameters of lp-π interactions (S=O···π) for the complex [33](OTf)2·H2O.

Compound
[33](OTf)2·H2O

dO-cent (Å)
3.100

dO-plane (Å)
3.098

doffset (Å)
0.111

αS-O-cent(°)
128.17

θ (°)
87.94

* doffset has been calculated as (dcentroid2 - dplane2)1/2.14

Fig. 5. lp-π interaction in the crystal structure of [33](OTf)2·H2O.

The structure of [33](OTf)2·H2O presents a water molecule in the second
coordination sphere linked through intermolecular hydrogen bonding to the
coordinated water molecule and two triflate entities. Thus, three different complex
cations are connected (see Table 5).

Fig. 6. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding showing the connection among ruthenium complexes in the crystal
structure of [33](OTf)2·H2O.
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Table 5. Intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonding parameters for [33](OTf)2·H2O.

Intramolecular
H-bonding

Intermolecular
H-bonding

H-bonding
O(2)-H(2B)···O(3)
O(2)-H(2A)···O(32)
C(21)-H(21B)···F(43)
C(41)-F(43)···H(21B)
C(19)-H(19B)···O(32)
O(3)-H(3A)···O(43)
O(3)-H(3B)···O(42)
C(14)-H(14)···O(42)
C(41)-F(42)···O(43)

D···A (Å)
2.572
2.658
3.326
3.548
3.349
2.744
2.785
3.388
4.056

X···A (Å)
1.881
1.926
2.607
2.607
2.466
1.949
1.876
2.521
2.781

D···X (Å)
0.854
0.865
0.961
1.330
0.959
0.866
0.912
0.929
1.311

α (°)
136.93
141.58
131.89
125.41
152.93
152.04
174.14
155.49
163.66

1.3. Aqueous Solubility
The aqueous solubility of some complexes (see Table 6) was measured at room
temperature (19 – 21 °C). Only the chlorido and aquo complexes are water-soluble,
whereas the iodido analogues are slightly soluble, due to the lower hydration energy of
I- compared to that of Cl- (see next page). In this family, the solubility also depends on
the bidentate chelating ligand (tbz or pybox). Complexes with the ligand pybox are more
water-soluble than those with tbz.
Comparing the complexes [1a]Cl (pybim, in CHAPTER 1) and [31]Cl (pybox), solubility
is higher for the former, since the NH group is able to form hydrogen bonds, improving
dramatically its solubility in water.

1.4. Aquation-Anation Equilibria
The aquation-anation equilibria of complexes ([28]Cl, [29]I, [31]Cl, [32]I,[30](OTf)2,
[33](OTf)2) were studied under pseudopharmacological conditions by recording the
corresponding 1H NMR spectra of 3 mM solutions in D2O at 25 °C, in the absence of NaCl
and then in the presence of NaCl (5 or 100 mM as model concentrations for the
intracellular and blood plasma conditions, respectively)19 (see Table 6). Two sets of
signals were observed, remaining constant after one hour, which implies a fast
equilibration. The more deshielded doublets were assigned to H6’ protons of the aqua
derivatives (10.20-9.7 ppm) and its chlorido precursor (10.01-9.55 ppm). In the case of
the iodo-complexes, only one doublet appeared at 9.49 for [32]I, suggesting that the
aquation process is non-existent or extremely slow. In the absence of NaCl only the
cloro-complexes undergo aquation, with big differences depending on the ligand. The
aquation for complex [28]Cl is approximately 2.3 times higher than for [31]Cl. In the
presence of NaCl, the equilibria are shifted to [Ru-Cl]+ with very similar aquation values
for all the complexes, between moderate (in 5 mM NaCl) and low (in 100 mM NaCl),
being completely suppressed for [33](OTf)2. When analogous complexes with different
chelating ligands are compared, for instance [28]Cl and [31]Cl, the aquation extent [RuCl] +→[Ru- OH2]2+ are 49.5% and 19.3% for 5 mM NaCl and 14.6% and 8.3% for 100 mM.
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Table 6. Solubility Data in water and the aquation-anation ratio at different NaCl concentrations for selected
compounds, expressed as a percentage of the aqua derivative in the respective equilibrium mixture of Ru-OH2 and
Ru-Cl complexes in D2O (3 mM).

% aquation
Ref.

Compound

[28]Cl
[29]I
[30](OTf)2
[31]Cl
[32]I
[33](OTf)2

[(p-cym)RuCl(tbz)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuI(tbz)]I
[(p-cym)Ru(OH2)(tbz)](OTf)2
[(p-cym)RuCl(pybox)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuI(pybox)]I
[(p-cym)Ru(OH2)(pybox)](OTf)2

Solubility
(mM)
15.9
0.8
12.7
27.7
1.1
16.6

0 mM
NaCl
69.9
0*
100
29.7
0
97.1

5 mM NaCl
49.5
0*
60.6
19.3
0
36.8

100 mM
NaCl
14.6
0*
12.5
8.3
0
0

* Aquation could not be measured correctly due to its insolubility.

1.5.Hydration Energy
According to the previous results, both the solubility and aquation of the iodido
derivatives are almost nonexistent. However, the analogues with chloride are more
soluble and dissociate more easily. This curious behaviour could be explained as a
consequence of the hydration energy for the halides. When a salt is dissolved in a
solvent, the ions are dissociated and then solvated or hydrated (if the solvent is water).
For cations the hydration could be described as an ion-dipole interaction, whereas for
anions it is also an ion-dipole interaction, but established on the basis of hydrogen
bonds.20 The hydration energy is lower for I- than for Cl-, following the next decreasing
sequence: F->Cl->Br->I- (see Table 7). This parameter is in agreement with the size of the
radii. The bigger the radii, the lower the hydration energy. As chloride hydration energy
is higher in protic solvents, dissociation of the Ru-Cl bond is more favoured. In this case,
the aquation process is favoured with regard to the iodido derivative, and consequently
its solubility increases.20,21,22
Table 7. Absolute values of ΔhydH°, ΔhydS°, ΔhydG° (at 298 K), and ionic radii for selected ions. (Figure adapted from
Housecroft, C. E.; Sharpe, A. G. Inorganic Chemistry; Second Edition; Pearson Education Limited: Edinburgh, 2005.)20

1.6. Cytotoxic Activity
The cytotoxic activity of some selected complexes has been evaluated in a
comparative in vitro MTT cell viability assay after incubation times of 24 h at 37 °C with
human lung carcinoma cells (A549). The values (see Table 8) are expressed as the
inhibitory potency (IC50) and cisplatin was used as the positive control. The cytotoxicity
of free ligands is very low (IC50 > 100 μM). Likewise, the dimeric starting material is
inactive in these cell lines according to literature. The complexes tested in the cell line
A549 show very low activities. However, the comparison of complexes [28]Cl and [29]I
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show that the chloride derivative is more cytotoxic than its iodide analogue, probably
owing to the fact that complex [28]Cl undergoes aquation, leaving a free position for a
possible coordination with DNA or with another target.
Table 8. IC50 (μM, 24 h, 37 °C) values for selected compounds in the cell line A549.

Ref.
[28]Cl
[29]I
[32]I
a. Bibliographic

Compound
cisplatin
[(p-cym)RuCl(tbz)]Cl
[(p-cym)RuI(tbz)]I
[(p-cym)RuI(pybox)]I

A549
114.2a
>150
440
Unstable

data.24

2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-
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A new family of 6 new complexes has been synthesised and completely
characterised, both in solution and some of them in solid state.
All the complexes are water-soluble, and follow the next trend: [Ru-Cl]+ > [RuOH2]2+ > [Ru-I]+.
The chlorido derivatives undergo aquation, whereas the respective iodido
complexes are inert against aquation.
The cytotoxic activity is better for the chlorido derivative [28]Cl in comparison to
the iodido analogue [29]I, though the IC50 values are high in both cases.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-N,N-tbz)]Cl, [28]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand tbz
(0.0664 g, 0.330 mmol) was added to a solution of [RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.1008 g, 0.165 mmol) in
degassed methanol (18 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was filtered and concentrated. The product was
precipitated with diethyl ether (15 mL) and filtered off. The resulting yellow powder was dried
under vacuum. Yield: 114.0 mg (0.225 mmol, 68%). Mr (C20H21N3SCl2Ru) = 507.4474 g/mol. Anal.
Calcd for C20H21N3SCl2Ru (H2O)2: C 44.20; H 4.64; N 7.73; S 5.90; Found: C 44.11; H 4.10; N 7.30;
S 5.94. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.29 (s, 1H, HN-H), 10.34 (s, 1H, H5’), 9.41 (s, 1H, H3’),
7.89 – 7.79 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.77 – 7.65 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.50 – 7.38 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 6.13 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H,
H2 or H6), 6.03 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.00 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 5.84 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H,
H5 or H3), 2.61 – 2.50 (sept, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.23 (s, 3H, H10), 1.00 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9),
0.95 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 160.9 (s, 1C, Ca),
146.2 (s, 1C, C2’), 144.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 140.8 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.8 (s,
1C, Ce), 123.5 (s, 1C, C3’), 116.4 (s, 1C, Cf), 115.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 104.0 (s, 1C, C1), 103.0 (s, 1C, C4), 84.7
(s, 1C, C2 or C6), 82.6 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 82.3 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 80.0 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 31.3 (s, 1C, C7),
22.4 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 22.3 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 19.3 (s, 1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands:
3387 (vs, νN-H), 3049-3000-2969 (vs, ν=CH, ν-CH), 2620 (s), 1624-1609 (m, νC=N(imid)), 1515 (m, νC=C),
1480 (s, νC=N(thiaz)), 1431 (vs), 1329 (vs), 1227 (w, νC-S), 1018 (s, νC=S), 875-842 (s), 765 (vs, δNHoop),
755 (vs, δCHoop), 637 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 472 (56) ([M-Cl]+), 436 (22) ([M-2Cl-H]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 164 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, ethanol,
dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuI(κ2-N,N-tbz)]I, [29]I. The synthesis was performed as for [28]Cl in
the presence of the ligand thiabendazole (0.0340 g, 0.169 mmol) and [RuI2(cym)]2 (0.0801 g,
0.082 mmol) in methanol (17 mL). Orange powder. Yield: 98.8 mg (0.143 mmol, 88%). Mr
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(C20H20N3SI2Ru) = 689.3431 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H20N3SI2Ru·(CH3OH)2(H2O): C 34.21; H 4.05;
N 5.44; S 4.15; Found: C 34.26; H 4.47; N 5.48; S 4.14. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 25 °C) δ 10.03
(d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 8.53 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.93 (dd, J = 6.7, 2.2 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.71 (dd, J =
6.3, 1.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.62 – 7.48 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 6.15 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.09 (d, J = 6.3
Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.04 – 5.96 (m, 2H, H3, H5), 2.75 (sept, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.49 (s, 3H, H10), 1.08
(d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 1.06 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CD3OD,
25 °C) δ 163.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 146.6 (s, 1C, C2’), 144.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 142.9 (s, 1C, Cb or Cg), 136.2 (s, 1C,
Cg or Cb), 127.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.0 (s, 1C, Ce), 122.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 119.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 114.6 (s, 1C, Cf),
108.0 (s, 1C, C4), 102.3 (s, 1C, C1), 85.2 (s, 1C, C6 or C2), 83.8 (s, 1C, C3 or C5), 83.4 (s, 1C, C2 or C6),
83.2 (s, 1C, C5 or C3), 33.1 (s, 1C, C7), 22.6 (s, 1C, C8 or C9), 22.1 (s, 1C, C9 or C8), 21.1 (s, 1C, C10)
ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3435 (s, νN-H), 3052-2963 (vs, ν=CH, ν-CH), 1607-1591 (w,
νC=N(imid)), 1508 (m, νC=C), 1478-1461 (s, νC=N(thiaz)), 1430 (vs), 1322 (vs), 1279 (w, νC-S), 1017 (s, νC=S),
873 (s), 768 (vs, δNHoop), 755 (s, δCHoop), 673 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 564 (15) ([M-I]+), 436 (5)
([M-2I]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): N/A, water insoluble. Solubility: soluble in methanol,
chloroform and acetone. Partially soluble in dichloromethane. Slightly soluble in water.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(κ2-N,N-tbz)](OTf)2, [30](OTf)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask,
AgOTf (0.0624 g, 0.243 mmol) was added to a solution of [28]Cl (0.0499 g, 0.098 mmol) in a
mixture of water/ethanol (1:1, 6 mL). The slurry was stirred at room temperature for 20 h, under
a nitrogen atmosphere and preserved from light. The AgCl was filtered after centrifugation and
the solvent was evaporated to dryness. The residue was washed twice with diethylether (10 mL).
The resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: not calculated. Mr
(C22H22N3O7S3F6Ru) = 751.6901 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H22N3O7S3F6Ru·(AgOTf)0.15(H2O)1.5: C
32.51; H 3.20; N 5.14; S 12.34; Found: C 32.58; H 3.22; N 5.41; S 12.65. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O,
25 °C) δ 10.23 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H, H5’), 8.55 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.13 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.80
(d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.66 (td, J = 8.2, 1.3 Hz, 1H, He), 7.62 (td, J = 7.5, 1.3 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.53 (d, J
= 6.2 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.37 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.29 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.27 (d,
J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.40 (sept, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.21 (s, 3H, H10), 0.91 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8
or H9), 0.87 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or H8) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -79.40 (s, 6F,
FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3475 (m, νN-H), 3098-2973 (s, ν=CH, ν-CH), 1629-1598
(w, νC=N(imid)), 1522 (w, νC=C), 1466 (m, νC=N(thiaz)), 1436 (m), 1330 (s), 1284-1249-1226 (vs, νC-F),
1167 (vs, νSO3-as), 1029 (s, νSO3-sym, νC=S), 879-846 (w), 761 (m, δNHoop), 748 (m, δCHoop), 638 (vs, δCF3),
575 (m), 517 (s). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 586 (28) ([M-OTf-H2O]+), 452 (5) ([M-2(OTf)-2H]+), 436
(100) ([M-2(OTf)-H2O-H]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 116 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in
methanol, ethanol and acetone. Slightly soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform and water.
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Synthesis of the ligand 2-(2’-pyridyl)benzoxazole, pybox. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, 2pyridylcarboxaldehyde (0.4287 g, 4.00 mmol) was added to a solution of 2-aminophenol (0.4409
g, 4.04 mmol) and molecular sieve (4 g) in ethyl acetate (10 mL). The mixture was stirred at 80
°C for 1 h under a nitrogen atmosphere and then, at 45 °C for 12 h. IBX (2.24 g, 3.60 mmol) was
added and the resulting mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 6 h and then, at room temperature for
2 days. The solid was filtered and the product separated by column chromatography using ethyl
acetate/hexane (1:1) as the eluent. The product was recrystallized from water/acetone to afford
red crystals. The crystals were washed with water and the resulting orange solid was dried under
vacuum. Yield: 0.1232 g (0.628 mmol, 16 %).
Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuCl(κ2-N,N-pybox)]Cl, [31]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for
[28]Cl in the presence of the ligand pybox (0.0389 g, 0.1983 mmol) and [RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.0405 g,
0.0414 mmol) in methanol (12 mL). Green powder. Yield: 57.4 mg (0.1143 mmol, 59%). Mr
(C22H22N2OCl2Ru) = 502.404 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H22N2OCl2Ru·(H2O): C 50.77; H 4.65; N
5.38; Found: C 50.80; H 4.50; N 4.98. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.45 (s, 1H, H3’), 8.17
(q, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, H6’, H5’), 8.10 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.99 (s, 1H, H4’), 7.79 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.74 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.68 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, He), 6.70 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.46 (d, J
= 3.9 Hz, 1H, H3 or H5), 6.36 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.29 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H, H5 or H3), 2.73
(sept, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.29 (s, 3H, H10), 1.06 (dd, J = 6.8, 3.9 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 162.1 (s,1C, C2’), 160.4 (s,1C, Ca), 151.0 (s,1C, Cg), 142.9 (s,1C, C3’),
139.8 (s,1C, C6’), 138.3 (s,1C, Cb), 130.7 (s,1C, C4’), 129.3 (s,1C, Ce), 128.2 (s,1C, Cd), 124.8 (s,1C,
C5’), 118.9 (s,1C, Cc), 113.1 (s,1C, Cf), 105.9 (s,1C, C1), 104.3 (s,1C, C4), 86.5 (s,1C, C2 or C6), 83.7
(s,1C, C6 or C2), 83.2 (s,1C, C3 or C5), 81.8 (s,1C, C5 or C3), 31.5 (s,1C, C7), 22.49 (s,1C, C8 or C9),
22.47 (s,1C, C9 or C8), 19.5 (s,1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3418 (m, νO-H), 3047
(m, ν=CH), 2952 (m, ν-CH), 1596 (w, νC-N), 1565-1552 (m, νC=C), 1477-1453 (s, νC=N), 1402 (vs), 12631253 (w), 1160-1109 (m, νC-O-C ), 1057-1020 (w, δCHip), 816-801 (m, δC-C), 757 (vs, δCHoop), 690 (m).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 467 (57) ([M-Cl]+), 432 (7) ([M-2Cl]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 79
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone. Partially
soluble in water.
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Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)RuI(κ2-N,N-pybox)]I, [32]I. The synthesis was performed as for [28]Cl
in the presence of the ligand pybzOx (0.0283 g, 0.1442 mmol) and [RuI2(cym)]2 (0.0702 g, 0.0718
mmol) in methanol (2 mL). Red-brown powder. Yield: 72.7 mg (0.1061 mmol, 74%). Mr
(C22H22N2OI2Ru) = 685.3076 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H22N2OI2Ru·(H2O)0.7: C 37.86; H 3.38; N
4.01; Found: C 37.93; H 3.57; N 3.68. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.04 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H,
H6’), 8.25 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.16 (td, J = 7.7, 1.0 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.97 (ddd, J = 7.5, 5.7, 1.5 Hz,
1H, H5’), 7.93 – 7.86 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.86 – 7.79 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.77 – 7.67 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 6.50 (d, J =
5.8 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.29 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H, H3, H5), 6.23 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 3.01 (sept,
J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.50 (s, 3H, H10), 1.20 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H8 or H9), 1.17 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H, H9 or
H8) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 160.9 (s,1C, C6’), 160.7 (s,1C, Ca), 151.0 (s,1C,
Cb), 142.0 (s,1C, C2’), 139.4 (s,1C, C4’), 139.1 (s,1C, Cg), 130.2 (s,1C, C5’), 129.4 (s,1C, Cd), 128.0
(s,1C, Ce), 125.3 (s,1C, C3’), 118.7 (s,1C, Cf), 113.4 (s,1C, Cc), 108.2 (s,1C, C1), 102.4 (s,1C, C4), 85.7
(s,1C, C2 or C6), 83.7 (s,1C, C3 or C5), 83.6 (s,1C, C5 or C3), 83.4 (s,1C, C6 or C2), 32.5 (s,1C, C7), 22.9
(s,1C, C8 or C9), 22.5 (s,1C, C9 or C8), 21.1 (s,1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3434
(m, νO-H), 3048 (m, ν=CH), 2958 (m, ν-CH), 1595 (w, νC-N), 1564-1549 (m, νC=C), 1475-1448 (s, νC=N),
1407 (vs), 1261-1250 (w), 1156-1093 (m, νC-O-C ), 1054-1021 (w, δCHip), 815-788 (m, δC-C), 752 (vs,
δCHoop), 683 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 686 (5) ([M]+), 559 (48) ([M-I]+), 432 (14) ([M-2I]+). Molar
Conductivity (H2O): 66 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in methanol, dichloromethane,
chloroform and acetone. Slightly soluble in water.

Synthesis of [(η6-p-cymene)Ru(OH2)(κ2-N,N-pybox)](OTf)2, [33](OTf)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask,
AgOTf (0.0669 g, 0.260 mmol) was added to a solution of [RuCl2(cym)]2 (0.0284 g, 0.046 mmol)
in a mixture water/ethanol (1:1, 16 mL). After stirring 30 min, the ligand 2-(2’pyridyl)benzoxazole (0.0181 g, 0.092 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 20 h, under a nitrogen atmosphere and preserved from light. The AgCl was
filtered and the solvent was evaporated to dryness. The residue was washed twice with
diethylether (10 mL). The resulting brown-yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: not
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calculated.
Mr
(C24H24N2O8S2F6Ru)
=
474.6546
g/mol.
Anal.
Calcd
for
C24H24N2O8S2F6Ru·(AgOTf)0.2(H2O)0.5: C 35.97; H 3.12; N 3.47; S 8.73; Found: C 36.19; H 3.36; N
3.32; S 9.02. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.73 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.52 – 8.39 (m, 2H, H4’,
H3’), 8.30 – 8.25 (m, 1H, Hf), 8.04 – 7.96 (m, 2H, H5’, Hd), 7.87 – 7.82 (m, 2H, He, Hc), 6.59 (d, J =
6.0 Hz, 1H, H2 or H6), 6.50 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H6 or H2), 6.32 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, H3, H5), 2.57 (sept, J
= 6.9 Hz, 1H, H7), 2.20 (s, 3H, H10), 1.03 (dd, J = 6.9, 2.5 Hz, 6H, H8, H9) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376
MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -78.9 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, D2O, 25°C) δ 157.4 (s,1C),
157.1 (s,1C), 143.8 (s,1C), 142.6 (s,1C), 142.4 (s,1C), 141.5 (s,1C), 140.3 (s,1C), 138.2 (s,1C), 130.9
(s,1C), 130.2 (s,1C), 128.6 (s,1C), 126.7 (s,1C), 124.2 (s,1C), 118.9 (s,1C), 113.8 (s,1C), 104.2 (s,1C,
C4), 102.8 (s,1C, C1), 86.5 (s,1C, C2 or C6), 84.7 (s,1C, C6 or C2), 83.0 (s,1C, C3 or C5), 81.4 (s,1C, C5
or C3), 31.3 (s,1C, C7), 21.8 (s,1C, C8 or C9), 21.7 (s,1C, C9 or C8), 18.4 (s,1C, C10) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3447 (m, νO-H), 3077 (m, ν=CH), 2954-2924 (s, ν-CH), 1637 (m, νH-O-H), 1600
(w, νC-N), 1569-1551 (m, νC=C), 1479-1466-1451 (m, νC=N), 1418 (s), 1288-1245-1225 (vs, νC-F), 1158
(vs, νSO3-as), 1058 (w, δCHip), 1030 (vs, νSO3-sym), 817-793 (m, δC-C), 758-745 (s, δCHoop), 637 (vs, δCF3),
515 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 432 (5) ([M-(OTf)2-H2O]+). Molar Conductivity (H2O): 139
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water.
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ABSTRACT:
In
this
chapter a family of 12
new Ir(III) half-sandwich
complexes of general
formula [Ir(η5-Cp*)(κ2N,N-HL)X]Y or [Ir(η5Cp*)(κ2-O,N-L)X] (X =
leaving group; Y =
counterion) bearing the
different N,N- and N,Oligands (pybim, pyim,
pyMebim, pybox, tbz,
apbim, apbtz, hpbim and
hpbtz) was prepared in order to compare their cytotoxicity with that of the
corresponding ruthenium derivatives. That is, to check the effect of changing the metal
fragment on the anticancer properties.
CONTEXT: Iridium(III) complexes have been much less explored as anticancer drugs than
their ruthenium(II) congeners, probably because in general, Ir(III) derivatives are
commonly too inert. Nonetheless, the negatively charged pentamethylcyclopentadienyl
ligand turns half-sandwich complexes of the type [Ir(η5-Cp*)(N^N)Cl]+ into much more
reactive species regarding substitution process.1,2 Thus, they offer promising
alternatives to half-sandwich ruthenium drugs. Furthermore, the benzimidazolederivative ligands have been slightly used in this kind of complexes: only some aqua
derivatives with pybim and pyim have been tested as catalysts3 and some substituted
pybim ligands have been employed to prepare anticancer metallo-drugs by J. Ruiz4.
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The complexes were synthesised from the iridium chlorido-bridged dimer [Ir(η5Cp*)(μ-Cl)Cl]2, prepared in turn by reaction of the iridium chloride salt (IrCl3·nH2O) with
1,2,3,4,5-pentamethylcyclopentadiene (see CHAPTER 2).

Fig. 1. Schematic synthesis of the half-sandwich iridium(III) complexes

Most complexes, whose schematic synthesis is shown in Fig. 1, are cationic except
four of them which are neutral, and a dicationic aquo complex.
Monocationic complexes
The chlorido derivatives of general formula [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-HL)]Cl ([34]Cl,
[35]Cl, [36]Cl, [37]Cl, [38]Cl, [39a]Cl and [39b]Cl), where HL=ligand, were synthesised by
the reaction between the corresponding iridium(III) chlorido-bridged dimer and the
ligands (pybim, pim, pybox, tbz, apim and apbtz) in dichloromethane at room
temperature and stirring overnight. Derivatives of complexes [34]+ and [35]+ bearing PF6as the counterion were reported by Kollipara.5 Recently, during the progress of this
work, complex [39a]Cl was reported by D. S. Pandey.6
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Dicationic complex
The aquo complex of formula [(η5-Cp*)Ir(κ2-N,N-HL)(OH2)](OTf)2 ([43](OTf)2), was
synthesised by the reaction of the neutral complex [34]Cl with an excess of AgOTf in a
mixture of distilled water and ethanol. This aquo complex was reported in the literature
as the disulphate salt by Himeda.3
Neutral complexes
The neutral complexes of general formula [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-O,N-L)] ([40a] and [40b]),
where L is the deprotonated ligand (hpbim or hpbtz), were prepared by a similar
protocol in the presence of Et3N and using methanol as the solvent. The thiocyanate
derivative of formula [(η5-Cp*)Ir(κ2-O,N-L)(SCN)] ([41b]) was synthesized by a
metathesis reaction of [40b] with an excess of KSCN at 70 °C. The reaction of [34]Cl with
a weak base (Na2CO3) at room temperature in a dichloromethane/methanol mixture
yielded the neutral complex [42] of formula [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-L)], where L is the
deprotonated pybim ligand.
All the complexes were isolated in moderate-to-good yields (from 38% to 98%) as
the corresponding racemates (RIr or SIr) in the form of yellow, orange or brown powders.

1.2. Characterization
All complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy,
positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar conductivity and
elemental analysis.
1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of the complexes were recorded in CDCl3, DMSO-d6 or D2O
at 25 °C. The coordination of the corresponding ligands to the metal centre was proved
taking into account that some signals were deshielded with respect to those of the free
ligands. The spectra showed the same characteristic areas as those found for the
analogous Ru complexes, except for an intense singlet (15 H) at around 1.4-1.8 ppm,
attributed to the methyl groups of the Cp* (all the -Me groups are equivalent in solution
by rotation). Furthermore, the compounds had a priori the same peculiarities as their
Ru analogues: the hydrogen of the NH group of the benzimidazole moiety was very
downfield-shifted; the hydrogens of the NH2 group of aminophenylbenzazoles were also
inequivalent; and there was no resonance for the OH group of hydroxyphenylbenzazole
ligands, all of which evidenced the metal-ligand coordination. In addition, complexes
[39b]Cl, [40a] and [40b] underwent substitution of the chloride, when dissolved in
DMSO (see CHAPTER 4).
The 1H NMR spectrum of the neutral complex [41b] in CDCl3 (see Fig. 2) showed
the two possible coordination isomers (thiocyanate and isothiocyanate). Though most
of the signals were coincident or appeared very close one to another, only those of the
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methyls of the Cp* were completely separated, which allowed us to measure the
percentage of each of the species (56.7% - 43.3%). For instance, Hf appeared as a triplet
when it was actually a mixture of the two doublets corresponding to the two isomers.

HCp*/HCp*’

H6/H6’

H4/H4’

H5/

Hf/Hf’
He/

He’ H3’

Hc/Hc’
(*)

H3/

Hd/
5’
Hd’ H

(*)

(*)

(*)

Fig. 2. 1H-NMR spectrum of [41b] in CDCl3 at 25 °C showing the signals of the two coordination isomers (-NCS/SCN), and the integration of the signals. (*) Unknown impurity.

The 1H-1H NOESY spectra of the complexes displayed some NOE cross peaks
between the methyl groups of the Cp* and the hydrogen atoms of the ancillary ligand,
which are near in the space. Chemical exchange peaks were only detected for those
complexes involving NH or NH2 and H2O.
Regarding 13C{1H} NMR, it showed the characteristic areas of the Cp*. The
quaternary carbons appeared at 84-93 ppm, whereas the primary ones were closed to
10 ppm. Table 1 gathers the carbon resonances for all the complexes. All of them are
very similar with the exception of those for complexes [39a]Cl (with an unusually low
value for CCp(Me)), [40a] (with a very high value for CCpC) and [40b] (with an uncommon
low value for CCpC). In addition, the spectrum of the thiocyanato-complex [41b] did not
show the quaternary carbon resonance for the SCN-, due to its poor quality.
Table 1. Chemical shifts in ppm of the carbon atoms of Cp* for the different complexes in divergent solvents.
Comp.

[34]Cl

[35]Cl

[36]Cl

[37]Cl

[38]Cl

[39a]Cl

[39b]Cl

[40a]

[40b]

[42]

CCpC
CCp(Me)

88.3
9.7

88.9
9.8

87.9
9.9

89.8
10.2

87.9
9.9

86.0
8.1

87.8
9.3

93.1
8.5

84.6
9.2

87.9
9.2

[43]
(OTf)2
89.4
9.3

A 19F{1H} NMR spectrum was recorded for the dicationic complex [43](OTf)2, with
OTf- as the counterion. As in previous complexes, a singlet was observed at -79.3 ppm.
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1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks
according to isotopic distribution patterns. [M]+ fragments were detected for neutral
complexes and [M-Y]+ fragments for the monocationic ones, where Y is the counterion
and a fragment with a water molecule for the aquo derivative.
1.2.3. IR Spectra
Infrared spectra confirm characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational modes
of the corresponding rings νC=N, νC=C and δCHoop, besides νC-S, νC=S for thiabendazole, νNH
and νNH2 for aminophenylbenzazoles and νC-O for hydroxyphenylbenzazole ligands. The
thiocyanate derivative shows characteristic peaks at 2098 cm-1 (νC-N) and 750 cm-1 (νC-S).
The aquo complex shows very strong and diagnostic peaks for triflate, νC-F, νSO3-as, νSO3-1
sym at 1286-1235-1221, 1178-1156 and 1029 cm respectively (see experimental section
for further details).
1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) for the complexes was measured in acetonitrile (10-3 M),
since some of them were insoluble in water. The values, gathered in Table 2, do not
correctly reflect the 1:1 electrolyte nature of monocationic complexes,7 being all of the
conductivities below the normal range with the exception of that for [36]Cl. However,
some tendencies and conclusions can be established. Among the cationic complexes, all
those with the benzimidazole moiety present extremely lower values (27.1 – 50.6
S·cm2·mol-1) than those with benzothiazole or benzoxazole. The NH group is prone to
participating in hydrogen bonding interactions, promoting the formation of ion-pairing
with chloride, which is favoured in apolar solvents of low dielectric constant or in a protic
solvent. Dielectric constants are key parameters to determine ion-pairing. The
complexes with benzoxazole and benzothiazole moieties (79.6 – 89.4S·cm2·mol-1) have
intermediate values, as they are also able to form ion pairing; [37]Cl through the O atom,
and [39b]Cl through the NH2 group. Nonetheless, in complex [36]Cl (140.9 S·cm2·mol-1)
the N-Me unit prevents the N atom from taking part in hydrogen bonding interactions.
Therefore, its molar conductivity value is in the normal range. Regarding the neutral
complexes and just as expected, they have the lowest conductivities (10.5 – 19.0
S·cm2·mol-1), with the exception of [41b] (28.1 S·cm2·mol-1), whose value is slightly
elevated for a non-electrolyte.
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Table 2. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in acetonitrile.

Complex
[34]Cl
[35]Cl
[36]Cl
[37]Cl
[38]Cl
[39a]Cl
[39b]Cl
[40a]
[40b]
[41b]
[42]

Solvent
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
27.1
34.6
140.9
89.4
35.4
50.6
79.6
insoluble
10.5
28.1
19.0

1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
Elemental analysis was performed for all complexes.
1.2.6. X Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for
[34]Cl·2H2O, [39a]Cl·H2O and [40b], by slow evaporation of solvents:
methanol/acetone, methanol/water and methanol/dichloromethane, respectively. The
structure of [39a]Cl was reported by A. Kumar et al. in 20166, during the realization of
this work.
The ORTEP diagrams for all the complexes are represented in Fig. 3 and the unit
cells show the expected two possible enantiomers (RIr and SIr) with the
pseudooctahedral three-legged piano-stool geometry and the iridium π-bonded to a η5Cp*. The Ir-centroid distances are in a similar range (1.790-1.766 Å) with the shortest
distance for the neutral complex [40b] (1.766 Å). They are even shorter than other
similar complexes reported in the literature.8,9 The Ir-Cl distances (2.385-2.405 Å) are as
well in a similar range as those in the literature.8,9 The Ir-N(bim or btz) distances fall in a
narrow interval (2.088-2.098 Å), whereas the Ir-N/O(pyridyl, aminophenyl or
hydroxyphenyl) distances are longer (2.110-2.140 Å).
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[39a]Cl·H2O
[34]Cl·2H2O

[40b]

Fig. 3. ORTEP diagrams for complexes [34]Cl·2H2O, [39a]Cl·H2O and [40b]. Ellipsoids are shown at 30% probability.

The N-Ir-X (X = N or O) angles (78-80 °) of the chelate rings are determined by the
features of the corresponding free bidentate ligands. Although this angle is different for
each compound, they tend to be bigger than those of the Ru(II) congeners (76-77 °).10,11
Table 3. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [34]Cl·2H2O, [39a]Cl·H2O and [40b].

Distance/
angle
Ir1-Cl1
Ir1-N2
Ir1-N1
N2-C6
N3-C6
N1-Ir1-N2
N1-Ir1-Cl1
N2-Ir1-Cl1

[34]Cl·2H2O
2.3914(12)
2.088(3)
2.136(4)
1.345(5)
1.336(6)
78.28(14)
87.41(10)
84.29(10)

Distance/
angle
Ir1-Cl1
Ir1-N2
Ir1-N1
N1-C1
N2-C7
N3-C7
N1-Ir1-N2
N1-Ir1-Cl1
N2-Ir1-Cl1

[39a]Cl·H2O
2.4048(12)
2.090(4)
2.140(4)
1.456(6)
1.331(6)
1.348(6)
80.34(15)
83.14(12)
84.35(11)

Distance/
angle
Ir1-Cl1
Ir1-N1
Ir1-O1
O1-C1
N1-C7
S1-C7
O1-Ir1-N1
O1-Ir1-Cl1
N1-Ir1-Cl1

[40b]
2.3847(11)
2.098(4)
2.110(3)
1.312(6)
1.311(6)
1.741(5)
81.77(14)
85.20(10)
86.62(11)
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Table 4. Selected geometric parameters[a] for the metal complexes of [34]Cl·2H2O, [39a]Cl·H2O and [40b].

Distance/angle
Range of Ir–C distances
Ir–centroid
α
θ (N-C-C-X) (X=N,C)
β (chelate-Cp*)
λ

[34]Cl·2H2O
2.153(4)-2.179(4)
1.790
11.75
-2.33
49.39
6.74

[39a]Cl·H2O
2.132(4)-2.167(5)
1.774
30.95
30.47
14.73
44.79

[40b]
2.137(4)-2.154(4)
1.766
27.27
25.08
15.81
42.87

[a]Calculated with Mercury, version 3.8.

The complex [34]Cl·2H2O exhibits two water molecules in the second
coordination sphere, connected through hydrogen bonding to the NH group of the
benzimidazole unit (N-H···O), and the chloride counterion (O-H···Cl). It is remarkable that
the chelate ligands present a light curvature. Moreover, the coordinated chloride links
both enantiomers through a weak hydrogen bond (C-H···Cl). Fig. 4 displays both
interactions.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Motifs in the 3D architecture of [34]Cl·2H2O showing the aquo-chloro bridges through hydrogen
bonding and (b) C-H···Cl interaction between enantiomers.

The complex [39a]Cl·H2O displays a water molecule in the second coordination
sphere, which connects the chloride counterion and a second water molecule.
Furthermore, the water molecules link the complexes through weak hydrogen bonds.
The chloride counterion acts as a bridge between the NH group of a molecule and one
H of the NH2 groups. The other hydrogen stays unlinked. The architecture of the crystal
is based on hydrogen bonding (see Fig. 5a) and C-H···π interactions (see Table 7). The
latter are built among some methyl hydrogens and the aromatic rings of the
benzimidazole (see Fig. 5b).
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 5. Motifs in the crystal structure of [39a]Cl·H2O: (a) Hydrogen bonding among the polar groups, the counterion
and the water molecule and (b) C-H···π interactions between the Cp* ring and the benzimidazole moieties.

The 3D structure of complex [40b] is built on the basis of strong hydrogen
bonding and weak (C-H···π and π-π stacking) interactions (see Fig. 6a). In addition, the
nature of the hydrogen bonds is both intramolecular and intermolecular (see Table 5).
The π-π stacking between the Cp* and the phenyl ring of benzothiazole moiety (see Fig.
6b) is reinforced by the C-H···π interactions of the methyl groups of Cp* (see Table 6 and
Table 7). Although these interactions are unusual and weak, some examples involving
Cp* in complexes with other metal ions have been reported in the literature.12,13,14,15
Table 5. Intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding for complex [40b].

H-bonding

D···A (Å)

X···A (Å)

D···X (Å)

α (°)

Intramolecular
H-bonding

C(13)-H(13)···Cl(1)

2.797

3.311

0.930

115.92

Intermolecular
H-bonding

C(10)-H(10)···O(1)
C(11)-H(11)···Cl(1)
C(21)-H(21C)···Cl(1)
C(20)-H(20A)···Cl(1)

2.476
2.731
2.817
2.941

3.385
3.450
3.490
3.553

0.931
0.929
0.960
0.960

165.62
134.85
127.89
122.76

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Hydrogen bonding and weak interactions in the 3D architecture of [40b] and (b) π-π stacking between
Cp* and the benzothiazole moiety.
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Table 6. π-π offset staking parameters for complex [40b].

Compound

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

[40b]

4.428

12.11

dcent-pl (Å)
3.063
3.661

β (°)
46.23
34.23

doffset (Å)
3.198
2.491

Table 7. Parameters of C-H···π interactions for complexes [39a]Cl and [40b].

Compound
[39a]Cl·H2O
C(21)-H(21A)··· π
[39a]Cl·H2O
C(23)-H(23A)··· π
[39a]Cl·H2O
C(19)-H(19A)··· π
[40b]
C(23)-H(23A)···π

dC-cent (Å)

dH-cent (Å)

dC-H (Å)

<C-H-cent (°)

<H-cent-normal (°)

3.839

2.887

0.961

171.12

163.28

3.647

2.768

0.960

152.53

170.37

3.715

2.863

0.960

148.36

160.39

3.842

3.220

0.959

124.20

152.30

1.3. Aquation-Anation Equilibria
The aquation-anation equilibria were studied for complexes [34]Cl and [36]Cl under
pseudopharmacological conditions by recording the corresponding 1H NMR spectra of a
5 mM solution in D2O at 25 °C, in the absence of NaCl and then in the presence of NaCl
(100 mM as model concentrations for blood plasma conditions and only for [34]Cl).
When the complexes were dissolved in water (see Fig. 7), the signals did not shift, so
only two interpretations are possible: either the aquation process is extremely fast or
the aquation reaction does not occur. The addition of NaCl to [34]Cl (see Fig. 7a) did not
shift the signals either, which a priori confirmed the last hypothesis, although some solid
precipitated due to the common-ion effect.
(a)

(iii)

(b)

(iii)

(ii)

(ii)

(i)

(i)

Fig. 7. (a) Aquation-anation equilibrium for [34]Cl: (i) spectrum of [34]Cl in D2O after 30 min, (ii) spectrum after
addition of NaCl 100 mM and (iii) after 23 h. (b) Aquation process for [36]Cl after (i) 5 min, (ii) 15 min and (iii) 30
min.

In order to support one of these theories, extra experiments were performed. Over
5 mM solutions of the complexes ([34]Cl and [36]Cl), 2.5 μL DCl (1M) was added,
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confirming again that aquation was not taken place (see Fig. 8). Then, increasing
amounts (step 2.5 μL) of NaOH (0.5 M in D2O) were added to check the reversibility of
the process.
(a)
(b)
(iii)

(iii)

(ii)

(ii)

(i)

(i)

Fig. 8. (a) Addition of DCl to a solution of [34]Cl (i) at t=0, (ii) t=5 min and (iii) t=20 min. (b) Addition of DCl to a
solution of [36]Cl (i) at t=0, (ii) t=5 min and (iii) t=10 min.

As far as the complex [34]Cl is concerned, the evolution of the sample when adding
NaOH (see Fig. 9) followed different steps. After the first 5 μL, no changes were
observed, since the base is initially consumed in the neutralization of the excess acid
content. Afterwards, the peaks decreased and shifted upfield, and a precipitate
appeared. When 12.5 μL were added, a new set of shielded signals began to grow and
the addition of extra NaOH did not show more changes (see Fig. 11a).
25 μL
22.5 μL
20 μL
17.5 μL
15 μL
12.5 μL
10 μL
7.5 μL
5 μL
2.5 μL
0 μL

Fig. 9. Evolution of a sample of [34]Cl in D2O after adding increasing amounts (2.5 μL) of NaOH from 0 to 25 μL.

As for the complex [36]Cl, the evolution of the sample after adding NaOH (see Fig.
10) also followed different steps. The first 2.5 μL were used to neutralize the acid. When
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an additional fraction (5 μL) of NaOH was added a new set of deshielded signals began
to grow and the addition of extra NaOH led to a unique complex (see Fig. 11b).

10 μL

7.5 μL

5 μL

2.5 μL

0 μL

Fig. 10. Evolution of a sample of [36]Cl in D2O after adding increasing amounts (2.5 μL) of NaOH from 0 to 10 μL.

To sum up, there is no aquation, but an equilibrium process concerning the
deprotonation of the ligand takes place at basic pH, as depicts Fig. 11.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Proposed equilibria for complexes [34]Cl (a) and [36]Cl (b) at different pH values.

1.4. Reactivity against Nucleobases, Nucleotides and DNA: A Deep 1H
NMR Study
The reactivity of selected complexes versus nucleobases, nucleotides and DNA was
studied by 1H NMR. In particular, the reaction between complexes [34]Cl, [39a]Cl and
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[43](OTf)2 and 9MeG, GMP or DNA was monitored at 25 °C and pH 7 or pH 5, in case of
precipitation.
Reactivity against the nucleobase
The reaction between 9MeG and [34]Cl or [43](OTf)2 was studied by 1H NMR in D2O
at 25 °C. A solution 10 mM of [34]Cl (250 μL) was prepared in D2O and the pH adjusted
to 5, as a solid precipitated at pH 7. A spectrum was recorded and then, a 10 mM solution
of 9MeG (250 μL) at pH 7 was added. The sample contained a final concentration 5 mM
of both the complex and the nucleobase (1:1). Various spectra were recorded during 30
minutes.
(e)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 12. Evolution of the aromatic region in the 1H NMR spectrum of [34]Cl with 9MeG in D2O at 25 °C. The orange
spots refer to the complex [34]Cl, the blue ones to the free 9MeG, the green triangles refer to the new product
[34’-G]+ and the blue triangle to the coordinated 9MeG. (a) Spectrum of the complex at t=0, (b) at t=5 min, (c) at
t=10 min, (d) at t=30 min and (e) spectrum of free 9MeG at pH 7.

Since the signal H8 of the 9MeG shifts strongly upfield (Δδ = 0.52 ppm) and a set of
new peaks for the ligand appear (see Fig. 12), the coordination of 9MeG to [34]Cl clearly
occurs and probably through N7. As above-mentioned [34]Cl do not undergo aquation
and is in equilibrium with the neutral species resulting from NH deprotonation at pH 7.
Therefore, we propose that the Cl ligand is directly replaced with 9MeG on either [34]+
or [34’] to give [34-G]2+ or [34’-G]+.
A solution of [43](OTf)2 was prepared in the manner of [34]Cl without adjusting the
pH and its spectrum registered before and after the addition of 9MeG. The reaction
between [43](OTf)2 and 9MeG seems to follow the same pattern as that for [34]Cl. The
signal H8 of the 9MeG also shifts strongly upfield (Δδ = 0.50 ppm) and a new set of
resonances for the coordinated pybim ligand appear (see Fig. 13). In addition, a new
intense peak in the aliphatic area grows, corresponding to the Cp* of the new complex.
Unlike the previous case, in this new complex the guanine displaces straightaway the
water molecule, implying a faster process, which is completely finished in 20 minutes.
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The adduct formed, however, could be [43-G]2+ or [43’-G]+, as the NH group could have
also lost its proton.

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 13. Evolution of the aromatic region of [43](OTf)2 with 9MeG in D2O at 25 °C. The orange spots correspond to
the complex [43](OTf)2, the blue ones to the free 9MeG, the green triangles refer to the new product and the blue
triangle to the coordinated 9MeG. (a) Spectrum of the complex at t=0, (b) at t=5 min, (c) at t=10 min, and (d)
spectrum of free 9MeG at pH 7.

Comparing the resulting spectra of both complexes, we notice the same product.
Therefore, [34-G]2+ and [43-G]2+ are the same adduct, although we cannot confirm
whether the NH group of the benzimidazole moiety is deprotonated or not.
Reactivity against the nucleotide
(h)
(g)
(f)
(e)
(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)

Fig. 14. Evolution of the aromatic region of [34]Cl with 5’-GMP in D2O at 25 °C. (a) Spectrum at t=0, (b) at t=5 min,
(c) at t=25 min, (d) at t=1 h, (e) at t=4 h, (f) at t=22 h and (g) at t= 48 h. (h) Spectrum of 5’-GMP.
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The reaction between 5’-GMP and [34]Cl or [39a]Cl was studied by 1H NMR in D2O
at 25 °C. Two solutions 10 Mm of [34]Cl and [39a]Cl (250 μL) were prepared in D2O and
adjusted to pH 5 for [34]Cl (as a solid precipitated at pH 7) and to pH 6.5 for [39a]Cl.
After recording spectra for the complexes, a 10 mM solution of 5’-GMP (250 μL) at pH 7
for [34]Cl and pH 6.5 for [39a]Cl was added. The samples contained a final concentration
5 mM of both the complex and the nucleotide (1:1).
The reaction evolved really fast for [34]Cl and it was almost finished in 5 minutes.
The spectra showed two different sets of signals, since two singlets appeared for the H8
proton of the 5’-GMP (see Fig. 14), as well as two singlets for the Cp*.
(a)

(b)
5’-GMP

5’-GMP

t = 12 days

t = 10 days

Fig. 15. 31P{1H} NMR spectra for the reaction of 5’-GMP with complexes [34]Cl (a) and [39a]Cl (b) recorded after
10 and 12 days, respectively. The upper spectra show the free 5’-GMP, and the lower the coordinated adducts.

The 31P{1H} NMR showed two intense peaks and two weaker signals among them
(see Fig. 15a), being the most shielded the free 5’-GMP. In light of the previous results
with 9MeG, and both the 1H and the 31P NMR experiments, we can conclude that the
coordination of 5’-GMP to the metallic fragment of [34]Cl occurs initially through the
phosphate and then, through the N7 of the nucleobases.

(e)
(d)
(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)
(a)

Fig. 16. Evolution of the aromatic and aliphatic regions of [39a]Cl with 5’-GMP in D2O at 25 °C. The orange spots
illustrate the complex [39a-H2O]2+, the blue ones the free 5’-GMP and the green triangles refer to the new
product [39a-GMP]2+. (a) Spectrum at t=0, (b) at t=5 min, (c) at t=20 min, (d) at t=1 h. (e) Spectrum of 5’-GMP.
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Regarding the reaction with [39a]Cl, the evolution of the spectra displayed
apparently two sets of peaks (apart from those for the initial compound), although the
aliphatic region showed a complex signal related to even four different products.
However, one of them likely corresponds to the initial complex (see Fig. 16).
The 31P{1H} NMR showed three peaks (see Fig. 15b), suggesting the formation of
different products through different binding sites, and even their diastereoisomers.16
These facts, along with the FAB+ mass spectrum, which supports the link with the
phosphate ([M-Cl+PO4-]+), demonstrate the substitution of the water molecule of
[39a]Cl by 5’-GMP, at least through two different sites (see Fig. 17).

Fig. 17. Products formed after reaction of [39a]Cl with 5’-GMP.

Reactivity against DNA
The interaction of [39a]Cl with an oligonucleotide of 12 nitrogenous bases,
consisting of the sequence 5’-GGATGTGGATGT-3’ was studied by 1D (1H –with and
without water presaturation– and 31P) and 2D (gCOSY, NOESY, TOCSY and HETCOR) NMR
experiments, comparing the free oligonucleotide with the oligonucleotide plus the
complex. An aliquot (450 μL) of a stock solution of free oligonucleotide 1 mM in 10 mM
buffer Tris, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and pH 7.5 in H2O was added to 50 μL of D2O. The
ionic strength (I) was adjusted to 27 mM with NaClO4 and the final pH was fixed to 7.
Thus, the final sample contained 0.9 mM of DNA in 90 % H2O and 10 % D2O. For the
sample with the complex, 0.32 mg of [39a]Cl were added, and the sample was incubated
for 1h at 37°C.
The comparison of the 1H NMR and the 31P{1H} NMR spectra of both the free
oligonucleotide and the oligonucleotide with the complex, showed some differences,
pointing out an interaction of the complex with the DNA, specially through the
phosphate backbone. However, the bidimensional experiments did not have quality
enough to determine the coordination mode of the DNA.

1.5. Cytotoxic Activity
Cytotoxicity of some of the complexes was measured in a MTT cell viability assay
after 24h incubation at 37 °C with human lung carcinoma cells (A549). The values,
gathered in Table 8, show complexes [39a]Cl, [39b]Cl and [40a] as promising cytotoxic
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drugs. Curiously, a remarkable difference is found between some Ir(III) complexes,
which are moderately active in the cell line A549, whereas their Ru(II) congeners are
inactive. For instance, the neutral complex [40a] is cytotoxic, whereas their Ru(II)
congeners [16a] and [16b] are innocuous. The same occurs with the derivative of apbim
[39a]Cl, with its respective Ru(II) analogues [23a]Cl and [23b]Cl. On the contrary, the
inhibitory potency of both the Ir(III) (IC50 [39b]Cl = 91 μM) and Ru(II) (IC50 [24a]Cl = 90
μM) complexes is the same. To sum up, the change in the metal centre clearly modifies
the inhibitory potency of the drugs.
Table 8. IC50 (μM, 24 h, 37 °C) values for selected compounds in the cell line A549.

Ref.
[34]Cl
[35]Cl
[36]Cl
[38]Cl
[39a]Cl
[39b]Cl
[40a]
[40b]
aThe

Compound
cisplatin
[(Cp*)IrCl(pybim)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(pyim)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(pyMebim)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(tbz)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(apbim)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(apbtz)]Cl
[(Cp*)IrCl(hpbim)]
[(Cp*)IrCl(hpbtz)]

Solvent
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O
H2O/DMSO
DMSO
DMSO/MeOH
DMSO

IC50 (μM)
114.2b
166
306
271.6
285a
52.7a
91
66
371.5

results are ambiguous.
data.17

bBibliographic

2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-

-

A family of 12 new complexes has been prepared and fully characterised, both
in solution and some of them in solid state.
NMR experiments have demonstrated that complexes [34]Cl and [43](OTf)2
react with 9MeG. In addition, [34]Cl and [39a]Cl react also with 5’-GMP. Complex
[39a]Cl react with DNA.
The cytotoxic activity assays allowed us to conclude that complexes [39a]Cl,
[39b]Cl and [40a] are the most promising cytotoxic drugs in this family.
The substitution of Ir(III) by Ru(II) modifies the cytotoxic activity of the
complexes.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-pybim)]Cl, [34]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand pybim
(0.0505 g, 0.259 mmol) was added to a solution of [IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.1002 g, 0.126 mmol) in
dichloromethane (14 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was concentrated and the product was precipitated with
hexane and filtered off. The resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 147.7 mg
(0.249 mmol, 98%). Mr (C22H24N3Cl2Ir) = 593.5771 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H24N3Cl2Ir·(CH2Cl2)1.1:
C 40.50; H 3.78 N 5.45; Found: C 40.39; H 3.84; N 6.12. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 16.21
(s, 1H, HN-H), 9.67 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.76 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.15 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’),
8.01 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.65 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.61 – 7.53 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.53 – 7.45 (m, 1H,
Hd), 7.42 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, He), 1.75 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ
152.3 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.64 (s, 1C, C6’), 148.2 (s, 1C, C2’), 140.8 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.7 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.5 (s,
1C, Cb), 127.4 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.5 (s, 1C, C3’), 126.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 116.2 (s, 1C, Cd),
115.8 (s, 1C, Cf), 88.3 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.7 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3389
(vs, νN-H), 3029 (w, ν C=CH), 2963-2915 (w, ν-CH), 1612-1594 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1484-1457-1447 (vs, νC=N),
1382 (m, δCH3), 1325 (m), 1261 (m), 1028 (s), 795 (m, δC-C), 760 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) =
648 (4), 559 (12) ([M-Cl+H]+), 522 (5) ([M-2Cl-H]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 27.1 S·cm2·mol1
. Solubility: soluble in water, dichloromethane, chloroform, acetonitrile and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-pyim)]Cl, [35]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [34]Cl in
the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-pyridyl)imidazole (0.0414 g, 0.257 mmol, 90% pure) and
[IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.1001 g, 0.129 mmol) dichloromethane (11 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 118.9 mg
(0.219 mmol, 85%). Mr (C18H22N3Cl2Ir) = 543.5173 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C18H22N3Cl2Ir·(H2O)0.5: C
39.13; H 4.20; N 7.61; Found: C 39.15; H 4.32; N 7.08. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 16.21
(s, 1H, HN-H), 9.39 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.60 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.05 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’),
7.49 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H, Hb), 7.45 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.23 (d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H, Hc), 1.73 (s, 15H,
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HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 150.4 (s, 1C, C6’), 148.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.9 (s,
1C, C2’), 140.6 (s, 1C, C4’), 126.3 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.1 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.5 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.0 (s, 1C, Cb),
87.9 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.2 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3105-3049 (w, ν C=CH),
2990-2962-2912 (w, ν-CH), 2437 (m, br), 1614 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1497-1468 (vs, νC=N), 1377 (m, δCH3),
1193 (m), 1158 (m), 1127 (m), 1028 (s), 930-915 (s), 783-769 (vs, δC-C), 755 (s, δCHoop) 702 (s). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 508 (100) ([M-Cl]+), 472 (30) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 363 (15) ([M-Cl-pyIm]+) . Molar
Conductivity (CH3CN): 34.6 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble methanol, dichloromethane,
chloroform, acetonitrile and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-pyMebim)]Cl, [36]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [34]Cl
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-pyridyl)-N-Methylbenzimidazole (0.0344 g, 0.164 mmol) and
[IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.0574 g, 0.074 mmol) dichloromethane (6 mL). The product was precipitated with
diethyl ether. Yellow powder. Yield: 81.8 mg (0.135 mmol, 91%). Mr (C23H26N3Cl2Ir) = 607.6039
g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C23H26N3Cl2Ir·(CH2Cl2)0.5(H2O)0.4: C 42.95; H 4.26; N 6.39; Found: C 42.99;
H 4.47; N 5.96. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 9.29 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.89 (d, J = 5.6 Hz,
1H, H6’), 8.41 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.74 – 7.63 (m, 3H, Hf, H5’, Hc), 7.62 – 7.55 (m, 1H, Hd), 7.53
– 7.48 (m, 1H, He), 4.70 (s, 3H, HMe), 1.78 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25
°C) δ 152.0 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.8 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 141.6 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.1 (s, 1C, Cg), 136.9
(s, 1C, Cb), 128.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 126.6 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 116.9 (s, 1C, Cf),
112.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 88.9 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.8 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 34443379 (m, νN-H), 3069 (w, ν C=CH), 1606 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1524 (m), 1490-1468-1441 (vs, νC=N), 13541334 (w, δCH3), 1153 (m), 1030 (s), 832 (w), 792 (m, δC-C), 756-742 (vs, δCHoop), 582 (m), 545 (m),
507 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 572 (33) ([M-Cl]+), 536 (4) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 363 (5) ([M-ClNMepybzIm-H]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 140.9 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water,
methanol, dichloromethane and chloroform.
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Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-pybox)]Cl, [37]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand 2-(2’pyridyl)benzoxazole (0.0388 g, 0.198 mmol) was added to a solution of [IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.0602 g,
0.078 mmol) in dichloromethane (12 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for
20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was concentrated and the product was
precipitated with diethyl ether and filtered off. The resulting orange powder was dried under
vacuum. Yield: It was not calculated Mr (C22H23N2OCl2Ir) = 594.5619 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C22H23N2OCl2Ir (CH2Cl2)1.6: C 38.81; H 3.62 N 3.84; Found: C 38.85 H 3.70; N 3.49.1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 9.18 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.49 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.37 (t, J = 7.2 Hz,
1H, H4’), 8.24 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.86 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.83 (dd, J = 7.9, 1.1 Hz, 1H, Hf),
7.68 (td, J = 7.9, 1.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.63 (td, J = 7.8, 1.1 Hz, 1H, He), 1.93 (s, 15H, H Cp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 153.1 (s, 1C, C6’), 151.7 (s, 1C, Cb), 141.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 136.8 (s, 1C,
Cg), 132.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 129.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 127.6 (s, 1C, Ce), 126.3 (s, 1C, C3’), 117.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 113.7
(s, 1C, Cc), 89.8 (s, 1C, CCpC), 10.2 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. The peaks of C2’ and Ca do not appear. FTIR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3048 (w, ν C=CH), 2965-2915 (w, ν-CH), 1626 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1547 (m,
νC=C), 1476-1448-1412 (s, νC=N), 1382 (m, δCH3), 1293 (m), 1161 (m, νC-O-C), 1032 (s, δCHip), 819-804
(s, δC-C), 765 (vs, δCHoop). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 560 (11) ([M-Cl+H]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN):
89.4 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetonitrile, dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-tbz)]Cl, [38]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [36]Cl in the
presence of the ligand thiabendazole (0.0521 g, 0.259 mmol) and [IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.1002 g, 0.129
mmol) dichloromethane (11 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 145.2 mg (0.242 mmol, 94%). Mr
(C20H22N3SCl2Ir) = 599.6053 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C20H22N3SCl2Ir·(CH2Cl2)1.1: C 36.57; H 3.52; N
6.06; S 4.63; Found: C 36.56; H 3.68; N 5.67; S 4.73. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.91 (s,
1H, HN-H), 9.99 (s, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 9.14 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.87 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.58
(d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.50 – 7.35 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 1.79 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101
MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 154.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 147.5 (s, 1C, Ca), 145.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 138.3 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.4
(s, 1C, Cb), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.6 (s, 1C, C3’), 115.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 115.6 (s, 1C, Cc),
87.9 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.9 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3466 (m, νN-H), 30952910-2822-2739 (m, ν=CH, ν-CH), 1614 (m, νC=N(imid)), 1517 (m, νC=C), 1481-1462-1428 (s, νC=N(thiaz)),
1378 (m, δCH3), 1328 (m), 1226 (w, νC-S), 1029-1015 (s, νC=S), 879-846 (m), 763 (vs, δNHoop), 747 (vs,
δCHoop), 638 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 564 (15) ([M-Cl]+), 528 (4) ([M-2Cl-H]+), 363 (6) ([M-Clthbzol)]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 35.4 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water,
dichloromethane, chloroform, acetonitrile and acetone. Partially soluble in methanol.
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Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-apbim)]Cl, [39a]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [36]Cl
in the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-aminophenyl)benzimidazole (0.0546 g, 0.261 mmol) and
[IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.1000 g, 0.126 mmol) dichloromethane (14 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 122.0 mg
(0.201 mmol, 80%). Mr (C23H26N3Cl2Ir) = 607.6039 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C23H26N3Cl2Ir·(CH2Cl2)0.3:
C 44.25; H 4.18; N 6.13; Found: C 44.21; H 4.24; N 6.62. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ
14.61 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.23 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 1H, HNH2), 8.08 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.85 (d, J = 11.0 Hz,
1H, HNH2), 7.75 – 7.70 (m, 1H, Hc), 7.67 (dd, J = 5.6, 3.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.63 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H5’),
7.52 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.47 – 7.36 3m, 3H, H4’, Hd, He), 1.46 (d, J = 63.7 Hz, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 147.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 141.9 (s, 1C, C1’), 139.4 (s, 1C, Cg),
134.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 131.5 (s, 1C, C5’), 129.0 (s, 1C, C3’), 126.0 (s, 1C, C4’), 124.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 123.4 (s,
1C, Ce), 121.6 (s, 1C, C2’), 121.0 (s, 1C, C6’), 118.8 (s, 1C, Cc or Cf), 112.6 (s, 1C, Cf or C5’), 86.0 (s,
1C, CCpC), 8.1 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3425 (w, νO-H), 3025 (vs, ν=CH,
νNH2), 2962-2900 (vs, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1620-1598 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1541 (m), 1485 (s), 1463-1450
(vs, νC=N), 1417 (s), 1382 (m, δCH3), 1325 (m), 1161 (m), 1032 (m), 799 (m, δC-C), 762-747 (s, δCHoop).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 573 (25) ([M-Cl+H]+), 537 (21) ([M-2Cl]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 50.6
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, dimethylsulfoxide and acetonitrile. Insoluble
in dichloromethane and acetone.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-apbtz)]Cl, [39b]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [36]Cl in
the presence of the ligand 2-(2’-aminophenyl)benzothiazole (0.0546 g, 0.258 mmol) and
[IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.0999 g, 0.125 mmol) dichloromethane (14 mL). Yellow powder. Yield: 114.9 mg
(0.184 mmol, 73%). Mr (C23H25N2SCl2Ir) = 624.6553 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C23H25N2SCl2Ir·(CH2Cl2)1.1: C 40.31; H 3.82; N 3.90; S 4.47; Found: C 40.19; H 3.92; N 3.55; S 4.47.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 10.58 (d, J = 10.9 Hz, 1H, HNH2), 8.77 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H6’),
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8.34 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.97 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.82 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.68 (t, J = 7.8
Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.62 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, He), 7.56 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.38 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H4’), 5.87
(d, J = 10.5 Hz, 1H, HNH2), 1.54 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 165.4
(s, 1C, Ca), 150.3 (s, 1C, Cg), 140.4 (s, 1C, C1’), 134.0 (s, 1C, C5’), 132.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 130.3 (s, 1C, C3’),
128.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.8 (s, 1C, C4’), 127.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 125.4 (s, 1C, C2’), 124.8 (s,
1C, C6’), 122.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 87.8 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.3 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected
bands: 3408 (w, νO-H), 3024 (m, ν=CH, νNH2), 2963-2922 (s, νNH2+(hydrogen bonds)), 1607 (w, νC=C + C-N),
1574 (w), 1477-1449 (vs, νC=N), 1430 (s), 1380 (m, δCH3), 1322 (w), 1254 (m), 1176 (m), 1078 (m,
νC=S), 1031-997 (s), 789 (vs, δC-C), 755 (vs, δCHoop), 718 (s), 689 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 590 (16)
([M-Cl+H]+), 554 (9) ([M-2Cl]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 79.6 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble
in dichloromethane, chloroform, acetonitrile and dimethylsulfoxide.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-O,N-hpbim)], [40a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand 2-(2’hidroxyphenyl)benzimidazole (0.0541 g, 0.257 mmol) was added to a solution of [IrCl2(Cp*)]2 (0.
0999 g, 0.125 mmol) and Et3N (37 μL, 0.266 mmol) in dichloromethane (15 mL), and the mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. The product was
filtered and washed with water and diethyl ether. The resulting yellow powder was dried under
vacuum. Yield: 116.8 mg (0.204 mmol, 81%). Mr (C23H24N2OClIr) = 572.1281 g/mol. Anal. Calcd
for C23H24N2OClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.3: C 46.83; H 4.15; N 4.69; Found: C 46.89; H 4.13; N 4.28. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO-d6/MeOD-d4, 25 °C) δ 7.78 (dd, J = 7.9, 1.7 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.66 (dd, J = 7.0, 1.0
Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.46 (td, J = 7.5, 1.2 Hz, 1H, He), 7.41 (td, J = 7.5, 1.2 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.34 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.0
Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.28 (t, J = 7.6, 1.0 Hz, 1H, H5’), 6.92 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.1 Hz, 1H, H6’), 6.75 (td, J = 7.6, 1.0
Hz, 1H, H4’), 1.47 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6/MeOD-d4, 25 °C) δ
166.0 (s, 1C, C1’), 148.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 140.3 (s, 1C, Cg), 135.1 (s, 1C, Cb), 133.4 (s, 1C, C5’), 128.3 (s,
1C, C3’), 125.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 124.8 (s, 1C, Ce), 123.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 118.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 117.6 (s, 1C, Cf),
116.1 (s, 1C, C2’), 113.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 93.1 (s, 1C, CCpC), 8.5 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1)
selected bands: 3165-3141 (m), 3044 (w, ν=CH), 2983 (w, ν-CH), 1620 (m, νC-N), 1600 (s, νC=C), 15521532 (m), 1476-1444 (vs, νC=N), 1315 (s), 1259 (s, νC-O), 1137 (m), 1033 (m), 858 (m), 771-749 (s,
δCHoop), 689 (w). MS (FAB+): Of the substitution complex with DMSO: m/z (%) = 616 (10) ([MCl+DMSO+H]+), 538 (72) ([M-DMSO+H]+). Solubility: soluble in a mixture of
dimethylsulfoxide/methanol (3:2). Slightly soluble in methanol. Insoluble in water,
dimethylsulfoxide, dichloromethane, acetonitrile and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)], [40b]. The synthesis was performed as for [40a] in the
presence of the ligand 2-(2’-hidroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (0.0541 g, 0.259 mmol), [IrCl2(Cp*)]2
(0. 0999 g, 0.125 mmol) and Et3N (37 μL, 0.266 mmol) in dichloromethane (12 mL). Yellow
powder. Yield: 81.4 mg (0.138 mmol, 55%). Mr (C23H23NOSClIr) = 589.1795 g/mol. Anal. Calcd
for C23H23NOSClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.3: C 45.53; H 3.87; N 2.28; S 5.22; Found: C 45.51; H 4.00; N 2.01; S
5.06. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.28 (dd, J = 8.4, 0.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 7.77 (dd, J = 8.0, 0.6 Hz,
1H, Hc), 7.54 – 7.49 (m, 2H, H3’,e), 7.37 (td, J = 7.3, 1.1 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.31 – 7.23 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.06 –
7.01 (m, 1H, H6’), 6.56 (ddt, J = 8.1, 7.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H, H4’), 1.43 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 167.7 (s, 1C, C1’), 165.4 (s, 1C, Ca), 151.2 (s, 1C, Cg), 133.6 (s, 1C, C5’),
131.9 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 126.9 (s, 1C, Ce), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 125.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 124.4 (s, 1C,
C6’), 121.7 (s, 1C, C2’), 121.4 (s, 1C, Cc), 116.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 84.6 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.2 (s, 1C, CCp(Me)) ppm.
FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3408 (w, νO-H), 3050 (w, ν=CH), 2964 (w, ν-CH), 1599 (s, νC=C + C-N),
1543 (m), 1492-1453 (vs, νC=N), 1377 (m, δCH3), 1325 (s), 1240-1223-1209 (s, νC-O), 1147 (m), 1077
(w, νC=S), 1032 (m), 771-733 (s, δCHoop), 689 (w). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 590 (23) ([M]+), 555 (100)
([M-Cl+H]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 10.5 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in
dichloromethane, chloroform, acetonitrile and acetone. Slightly soluble in methanol and
insoluble in water.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)Ir(κ2-O,N-hpbtz)(SCN)], [41b]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the salt KSCN
(0.0199 g, 0.205 mmol) was added under a nitrogen atmosphere to a solution of [40b] (0.0500
g, 0.085 mmol) in degassed methanol (14 mL) and the mixture was stirred at 70 °C for 4h. The
solvent was evaporated to dryness and the residue was washed with hexane. Water was added
to remove salts and the solid was washed with diethyl ether. The resulting orange powder was
dried under vacuum. Yield: 24.1 mg (0.039 mmol, 46%). Mr (C24H23N2OS2Ir) = 611.8105 g/mol.
Anal. Calcd for C24H23N2OS2Ir C24H23N2OS2Ir·(KCl)1.2 C 41.11; H 3.31 N 3.99; S 9.14; Found: C
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41.02; H 3.52; N 3.55; S 9.59.1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.00 (t, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H, Hf, Hf’),
7.81 (dd, J = 7.7, 2.9 Hz, 2H, Hc, Hc’), 7.60 (dd, J = 16.5, 8.0 Hz, 2H, He, He’), 7.56 – 7.48 (m, 2H, H3,
H3’), 7.46 – 7.38 (m, 2H, Hd, Hd’), 7.32 – 7.25 (m, 2H, H5, H5’), 7.00 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H, H6, H6’), 6.62
– 6.56 (m, 2H, H4, H4’), 1.48 (s, 15H, HCp(Me) or HCp(Me)’), 1.45 (s, 15H, , HCp(Me)’ or HCp(Me)) ppm. FTIR (KBr, cm-1) selected bands: 3403 (w, ν O-H), 2963-2915 (w, ν-CH), 2098 (vs, ν-N=C=S), 1597 (s, νCN), 1542 (m, νC=C), 1488 (vs, νC=N), 1454-1443-1420 (vs), 1378 (s, δCH3), 1330 (m), 1218 (s, νC-O),
1152 (m, νC=S), 1125 (w), 1028 (vs), 834 (m), 750 (vs, νC-S(SCN)), 726 (m), 571 (w), 463 (w), 432 (w).
MS (ESI+): m/z (%) = 1166 (4) ([2M-SCN]+), 635 (9) ([M+Na]+), 554 (100) ([M-SCN]+). Molar
Conductivity (CH3CN): 28.1 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetonitrile, methanol, acetone,
dichloromethane and chloroform.

Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)IrCl(κ2-N,N-pybim’)], [42]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, NaHCO3 (0.0113 g,
0.135 mmol) was added to a solution of [34]Cl (0.0501 g, 0.084 mmol) in dichloromethane (10
mL) and methanol (2 mL), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h and under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was filtered and concentrated to dryness. The product was
dissolved in dichloromethane, precipitated with diethyl ether and washed again with diethyl
ether. The resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 17.9 mg (0.032 mmol, 38%).
Mr (C22H23N3ClIr) = 557.1165 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C22H23N3ClIr·(CH2Cl2)1.1: C 42.65; H 3.90; N
6.46; Found: C 42.63; H 4.18; N 5.97. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 8.98 (s, 1H, H3’), 8.71 (d,
J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.00 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.90 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.61 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H,
Hf), 7.43 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.36 – 7.27 (m, 2H, Hd, He), 1.74 (s, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. FT-IR (KBr,
cm-1) selected bands: 3429 (w, νO-H), 2962-2916 (w, ν-CH), 1612 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1481-1445 (vs, νC=N),
1380 (m, δCH3), 1333 (m), 1260 (m), 1100 (m), 1028 (s), 797 (m, δ C-C), 752 (s, δCHoop). MS (FAB+):
m/z (%) = 558 (25) ([M+H]+), 522 (16) ([M-Cl]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 19.0 S·cm2·mol-1.
Solubility: soluble in acetonitrile, dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.
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Synthesis of [(η5-Cp*)Ir(κ2-N,N-pybim)(OH2)](OTf)2, [43](OTf)2. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, AgOTf
(0.0348 g, 0.135 mmol) was added to a solution of [34]Cl (0.0306 g, 0.052 mmol) in a mixture
water/ethanol (1:1, 10 mL). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h, under a
nitrogen atmosphere and preserved from light. The AgCl was filtered and the solvent was
evaporated to dryness. The residue was washed twice with diethyl ether (10 mL). The resulting
yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Mr (C24H26N3O7S2F6Ir) = 838.8277 g/mol. Anal. Calcd
for C24H26N3O7S2F6Ir (CF3SO3Ag)0.05: C 33.92; H 3.08; N 4.93; S 7.72; Found: C 33.98; H 3.26; N
5.28; S 8.16. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ 9.20 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 8.43 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H,
H3’), 8.38 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.00 – 7.94 (m, 1H, Hf), 7.91 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.88 – 7.83 (m,
1H, Hc), 7.69 – 7.59 (m, 2H, He, Hd), 1.75 (s, J = 15.5 Hz, 15H, HCp(Me)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz,
D2O, 25 °C) δ 154.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 152.8 (s, 1C, C6’), 147.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 142.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 139.0 (s, 1C,
Cg), 135.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 129.9 (s, 1C, C5’), 127.3 (s, 1C, Cd), 126.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 124.4 (s, 1C, C3’), 120.3
(q, J = 317.7 Hz, 2C, COTf), 117.1 (s, 1C, Cf), 115.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 89.4 (s, 1C, CCpC), 9.3 (s, 1C, CCp(Me))
ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ -79.3 (s, 6F, FCF3) ppm. FT-IR (KBr, cm-1) selected
bands: 3104-3004 (w, ν C=CH+ν-CH), 1617-1602 (w, νC=C + C-N), 1488-1459-1450 (m, νC=N), 1389 (m,
δCH3), 1329 (w), 1286-1235-1221 (vs, νC-F), 1178-1156 (vs, νSO3-as), 1065 (w, δCHip), 1029 (vs, νSO3sym), 791 (s, δC-C), 756-738 (s, δCHoop), 634 (vs, δCF3), 511 (s). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 672 (10) ([M(OTf)-H2O]+), 522 (58) ([M-(OTf)2-H2O-H]+). Solubility: soluble in water, ethanol and acetone.
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Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for [1a](BF4)·H2O, [1b](BF4)·2H2O, [1c]Cl·2H2O and [2a]Cl.

[1a](BF4)·H2O

[1b](BF4)·2H2O

[1c]Cl·2H2O

[2a]Cl

Empirical formula

C22H25BClF4N3ORu

C18H18BClF4N3O1.50Ru

C20H19Cl2N3O2Ru·2(H2O)

C23H25Cl2N3Ru

Formula weight

570.78

523.68

541.38

515.43

Temperature (K)

100(2)

290(2)

100(2)

293(2)

Wavelength (Å)

0.71073

0.71073

0.71073

0.71073

Crystal system

Triclinic

Monoclinic

Monoclinic

Monoclinic

Space group

Pī

P21/c

P21/c

P21/c

a (Å)

8.340(2)

8.5135(7)

7.1156(13)

18.343(4)

b (Å)

10.076(3)

19.5527(15)

25.881(5)

8.0292(16)

c (Å)

14.514(4)

12.8900(10)

11.671(2)

16.932(3)

α (°)

98.068(4)

90

90

90

β (°)

100.090(4)

94.0600(10)

103.311(3)

111.272(4)

γ (°)

107.928(4)

90

90

90

Volume (Å3)

1117.7(5)

2140.3(3)

2091.5(7)

2323.8(8)

Z

2

4

4

4

1.696

1.625

1.719

1.473

0.875

0.908

1.038

0.918

576
0.21 x 0.12 x
0.05

1044

1096

0.31 x 0.11 x 0.11

0.55 x 0.32 x 0.28

1048
0.12 x 0.11 x
0.11

1.90 to 25.00

1.57 to 27.00

-10≤h≤10, 23≤k≤23, -15≤l≤15

-8≤h≤9, -32≤k≤33, 14≤l≤14

20862
3769 [R(int) =
0.0475]

23509

Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient
(mm-1)

F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent
reflections
Completeness to
theta = 25.00°
Absorption
correction
Max. and min.
transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2

Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole, e·Å-3

1.46 to 25.00
-9≤h≤9, 11≤k≤11, 17≤l≤17
7705
3866 [R(int) =
0.1191]

4537 [R(int) = 0.0734]

2.38 to 25.00
-21≤h≤21, 9≤k≤9, 20≤l≤20
22215
4089 [R(int) =
0.0859]

98.6 %

99.9 %

99.7 %

Semi-empirical
from
equivalents

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

0.9068 and 0.7662

0.7598 and 0.5990

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

3866 / 0 / 305

3769 / 0 / 253

4537 / 0 / 276

4089 / 0 / 266

1.013
R1 = 0.0437,
wR2 = 0.1140
R1 = 0.0497,
wR2 = 0.1173
1.093 and 1.006

1.100
R1 = 0.0554, wR2 =
0.1665
R1 = 0.0630, wR2 =
0.1726

1.103
R1 = 0.0317, wR2 =
0.0833
R1 = 0.0339, wR2 =
0.0868

1.429 and -0.658

0.984 and -0.573

0.974
R1 = 0.0381,
wR2 = 0.0825
R1 = 0.0526,
wR2 = 0.0868
0.408 and 0.377

0.9576 and
0.8376
Full-matrix
least-squares on
F2

99.9 %
Semiempirical
from
equivalents
0.9057 and
0.8978
Full-matrix
least-squares
on F2
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Table 2. Crystal data and structure refinement for [4a’](BF 4), [4a](OTf)2·H2O, {[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O and
[6a](PF6)2·H2O

[4a'](BF4)

[4a](OTf)2·H2O

{[4b](BF4)(SiF6)0.5}·2H2O

[6a](PF6)2·H2O

Empirical formula

C22H25BClF4N3ORu

C24H27F6N3O8RuS2

C36H40B2F14N6O5Ru2Si

C28H31F12N8O1.5P2Ru

Formula weight

570.78

764.68

1154.59

894.62

Temperature (K)

100(2)

290(2)

100(2)

290(2)

Wavelength (Å)

0.71073

0.71073

0.71073

0.71073

Crystal system

Triclinic

Monoclinic

Triclinic

Triclinic

Space group

Pī

P21/c

P-1

Pī

a (Å)

8.340(2)

9.4783(11)

8.020(4)

9.2531(8)

b (Å)

10.076(3)

32.077(4)

10.144(5)

10.9702(10)

c (Å)

14.514(4)

10.0286(12)

14.527(7)

18.7620(16)

α (°)

98.068(4)

90

78.741(7)

83.3600(10)

β (°)

100.090(4)

94.168(2)

82.356(7)

78.1130(10)

107.928(4)

90

69.764(7)

71.2350(10)

Volume (Å )

1117.7(5)

3041.0(6)

1084.8(8)

1762.1(3)

Z

2

4

1

2

1.696

1.670

1.767

1.686

0.875

0.740

0.834

0.638

576
0.21 x 0.12 x
0.05

1544
0.29 x 0.11 x
0.10

576

898

0.31 x 0.22 x 0.09

0.30 x 0.30 x 0.30

1.46 to 25.00

2.13 to 25.00

1.43 to 25.00

1.11 to 25.00

-9≤h≤9, 11≤k≤11, 17≤l≤17
7705
3866 [R(int) =
0.1191]

-11≤h≤11, 38≤k≤38, 11≤l≤11
29186
5336 [R(int) =
0.0768]

98.6 %

99.9 %

Semi-empirical
from
equivalents
0.9576 and
0.8376
Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Semi-empirical
from
equivalents
0.9297 and
0.8141
Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

3866 / 0 / 305
1.013
R1 = 0.0437,
wR2 = 0.1140
R1 = 0.0497,
wR2 = 0.1173
1.093 and 1.006

γ (°)
3

Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient
(mm-1)

F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent
reflections
Completeness to
theta = 25.00°
Absorption
correction
Max. and min.
transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2

Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole, e·Å-3
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10329
3816 [R(int) =
0.1375]

-10≤h≤10, 13≤k≤13, 22≤l≤22
17459
6168 [R(int) =
0.0278]

99.6 %

99.8 %

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

-9≤h≤9, -12≤k≤12, 17≤l≤17

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

0.8315 and
0.8315
Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

5336 / 55 / 392

3816 / 38 / 341

6168 / 0 / 488

1.062
R1 = 0.0728,
wR2 = 0.1951
R1 = 0.1059,
wR2 = 0.2106
0.693 and 0.990

1.083
R1 = 0.0573, wR2 =
0.1301
R1 = 0.0712, wR2 =
0.1394

1.065
R1 = 0.0488, wR2
= 0.1447
R1 = 0.0528, wR2
= 0.1499

1.105 and -0.659

1.141 and -0.615

0.9287 and 0.7821
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Table 3. Crystal data and structure refinement for [8] and [11](PF6).

[8]

[11](PF6)

Empirical formula

C23H23ClN2Ru

C29H35F6N5P2Ru

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption
coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)

463.95
298(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P21/n
10.328(3)
15.186(4)
12.167(3)
90
92.557(4)
90
1906.4(8)
4

730.63
293(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/n
9.6667(11)
17.602(2)
18.098(2)
90
101.311(2)
90
3019.5(6)
4

1.616

1.607

0.973

0.692

944
0.11 x 0.11 x 0.10

1488
0.31 x 0.22 x 0.13

2.15 to 26.99

1.629 to 24.999

Index ranges

-13≤h≤13, 0≤k≤19, 0≤l≤15

Reflections collected
Independent
reflections
Completeness to
theta = 25.00°
Absorption
correction
Max. and min.
transmission

4141

-11 ≤ h ≤ 11, -20 ≤ k ≤ 20,
-21 ≤ l ≤ 21
29271

4141 [R(int) = 0.0000]

5322 [R(int) = 0.0455]

99.5 %

97.2 %

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

0.9090 and 0.9005

1.000 and 0.834

Full-matrix least-squares
on F2

Full-matrix least-squares
on F2

4141 / 0 / 247

5322 / 0 / 391

1.077
R1 = 0.0256, wR2 =
0.0636
R1 = 0.0294, wR2 =
0.0649

1.083
R1 = 0.0802, wR2 =
0.1885
R1 = 0.0940, wR2 =
0.1979

0.921 and -0.582

1.823 and -1.426

Refinement method
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and
hole, e·Å-3
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Table 4. Crystal data and structure refinement for [16a], [16b]·CH3OH, [17a] and [18d].

[16a]

[16b]·CH3OH

[17a]

[18d]

Empirical formula

C23H23ClN2ORu

C19H19ClN2O2Ru

C23H22ClNORuS

C36H40N4O6Ru2S8

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z

479.95
173(2)
0.71073
Triclinic
Pī
10.3197(15)
10.6722(16)
11.1748(16)
108.293(2)
104.331(2)
110.299(2)
1004.3(3)
2

443.88
293(2)
0.71073
Orthorhombic
P212121
9.6699(15)
9.7690(15)
19.355(3)
90
90
90
1828.4(5)
4

497.00
173(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P21/c
22.673(3)
10.0510(12)
18.302(2)
90
92.331(2)
90
4167.3(8)
8

1083.34
173(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/n
13.5514(14)
8.8594(9)
17.9189(18)
90
105.152(2)
90
2076.5(4)
2

1.587

1.613

1.584

1.733

0.930

1.018

0.994

1.180

488

896

2016

1096

Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption
coefficient (mm-1)

F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)

9.00 x 0.12 x 0.10

0.11 x 0.10 x 0.10

0.20 x 0.10 x 0.05

0.210 x 0.200 x
0.050

Theta range for data
collection (°)

2.095 to 28.036

2.10 to 28.05

0.90 to 25.00

1.689 to 27.966

-13≤h≤13, 14≤k≤13, 14≤l≤14
11470
4432 [R(int) =
0.0419]

-12≤h≤12, 12≤k≤12, 25≤l≤25
21161
4209 [R(int) =
0.0544]

-26≤h≤26, 11≤k≤11, 21≤l≤21
40293
7331 [R(int) =
0.0644]

-17≤h≤16, 11≤k≤11, 23≤l≤23
22463
4692 [R(int) =
0.0364]

Completeness to
theta = 25.00°

99.5 %

97.1 %

100.0 %

99.9 %

Absorption
correction

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

Semi-empirical
from equivalents

Max. and min.
transmission

1.000 and 0.817

0.9051 and
0.8963

0.9520 and
0.8259

1.000 and 0.788

Refinement
method

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

4432 / 0 / 260

4209 / 240 /
290

7331 / 0 / 511

4692 / 0 / 253

0.991

0.870

0.920

1.223

R1 = 0.0371,
wR2 = 0.0670
R1 = 0.0490,
wR2 = 0.0698
0.739 and 0.645

R1 = 0.0296,
wR2 = 0.0563
R1 = 0.0332,
wR2 = 0.0575
0.874 and 0.428

R1 = 0.0375,
wR2 = 0.0736
R1 = 0.0594,
wR2 = 0.0791
0.590 and 0.338

R1 = 0.0485,
wR2 = 0.1039
R1 = 0.0563,
wR2 = 0.1068
0.812 and 0.721

Index ranges
Reflections collected

Independent
reflections

Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
F2

Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole, e·Å-3
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Table 5. Crystal data and structure refinement for [20b](BF4)·H2O and [21a]Cl·CD3Cl·H2O.

[20b](BF4)·H2O

[21a]Cl·CDCl3·H2O

Empirical formula

C23H22BF4N3O2RuS

C30H37Cl4N5O1.50PRu

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated) (g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data collection
(°)

592.38
173(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P21/n
10.6443(15)
8.1103(12)
26.129(4)
90
92.674(2)
90
2253.2(6)
4
1.746
0.850
1192
0.19 x 0.11 x 0.08

765.48
293(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/c
14.322(2)
12.0795(18)
18.949(3)
90
97.666(3)
90
3248.8(8)
4
1.565
0.896
1564
0.210 x 0.200 x 0.180

1.56 to 25.00

1.435 to 24.998

-12≤h≤12, -9≤k≤9, 31≤l≤31
21485
3971 [R(int) = 0.0551]
100.0 %
Semi-empirical from
equivalents
0.9351 and 0.8552
Full-matrix least-squares
on F2
3971 / 0 / 317
1.107
R1 = 0.0278, wR2 =
0.0698
R1 = 0.0307, wR2 =
0.0755

-16≤h≤17, -14≤k≤14, 22≤l≤22
31535
5724 [R(int) = 0.0568]
97.2 %
Semi-empirical from
equivalents
1.000 and 0.744
Full-matrix leastsquares on F2
5724 / 0 / 395
0.927
R1 = 0.0378, wR2 =
0.0804
R1 = 0.0527, wR2 =
0.0841

0.576 and -0.315

0.919 and -0.730

Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Completeness to theta = 25.00°
Absorption correction
Max. and min. transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole,
e·Å-3
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Table 6. Crystal data and structure refinement for [23a]Cl, [23b]Cl·3H2O and [23b](OTf).

[23a]Cl

[23b]Cl·3H2O

[23b](OTf)

Empirical formula

C23H25Cl2N3Ru

C19H23Cl2N3O3Ru

C20H17ClF3N3O3RuS

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption
coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)

515.45
170(2)
0.71073
Orthorhombic
Aba2
13.608(3)
18.051(4)
17.118(4)
90
90
90
4204.8(15)
8

513.37
290(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P21/c
13.005(2)
12.5510(19)
14.079(2)
90
117.381(2)
90
2040.7(5)
4

572.95
290(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P21/n
14.3937(16)
7.8999(9)
19.195(2)
90
101.489(2)
90
2138.9(4)
4

1.628

1.671

1.779

1.015

1.056

1.010

2096
0.20 x 0.10 x 0.10

1040
0.31 x 0.11 x 0.11

1144
0.29 x 0.27 x 0.26

2.22 to 25.00

2.30 to 24.99

2.17 to 24.99

-16≤h≤16, -21≤k≤21,
-20≤l≤20
20082
3705 [R(int) =
0.0630]

-15≤h≤15, -14≤k≤14,
-16≤l≤16
19831
3599 [R(int) =
0.0526]

-17≤h≤17, -9≤k≤9, 22≤l≤22
20436
3771 [R(int) =
0.0736]

99.9 %

100.0 %

99.9 %

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

0.9053 and 0.8228

0.8927 and 0.7356

0.7792 and 0.7583

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

3705 / 1 / 277

3599 / 0 / 241

3771 / 0 / 301

1.023

0.927

1.083

R1 = 0.0262, wR2 =
0.0524
R1 = 0.0277, wR2 =
0.0529

R1 = 0.0236, wR2 =
0.0604
R1 = 0.0271, wR2 =
0.0618
0.439 and -0.331

R1 = 0.0283, wR2 =
0.0777
R1 = 0.0314, wR2 =
0.0791

Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent
reflections
Completeness to
theta = 25.00°
Absorption
correction
Max. and min.
transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on
F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole, e·Å-3
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0.545 and -0.531

0.575 and -0.326
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Table 7. Crystal data and structure refinement for [24b](OTf) and [25a]I·CH3OH.

[24b](OTf)

[25a]I·CH3OH

Empirical formula

C20H16ClF3N2O3RuS2

C24H29I2N3ORu

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated) (g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data collection
(°)

589.99
298(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/n
10.5043(8)
24.9337(19)
17.1279(13)
90
95.721(2)
90
4463.6(6)
8
1.756
1.060
2352
0.27 x 0.22 x 0.15

730.37
290(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/n
12.597(2)
9.7730(18)
21.637(4)
90
91.462(3)
90
2662.9(9)
4
1.822
2.927
1408
0.210 x 0.100 x 0.090

1.633 to 24.997

1.850 to 24.999

-12≤h≤12, -29≤k≤29, 20≤l≤20
43935
7857 [R(int) = 0.0854]
97.3 %

-14≤h≤14, -10≤k≤11, 25≤l≤25
13165
4522 [R(int) = 0.1157]
94.0 %

Full-matrix least-squares
on F2
7857 / 24 / 536
0.864
R1 = 0.0578, wR2 =
0.1420
R1 = 0.0989, wR2 =
0.1574

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2
4522 / 0 / 275
0.984
R1 = 0.0552, wR2 =
0.1260
R1 = 0.0875, wR2 =
0.1389

1.260 and -0.683

1.580 and -0.993

Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Completeness to theta = 25.00°
Absorption correction
Max. and min. transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole,
e·Å-3
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Table 8. Crystal data and structure refinement for [33](OTf)2·H2O.

[33](OTf)2·H2O

284

Empirical formula

C24H26F6N2O9RuS2

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated) (g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data collection (°)
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Completeness to theta = 25.00°
Refinement method
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole, e·Å-3

765.66
293(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/c
9.4370(7)
31.838(2)
10.1220(7)
90
95.3160(10)
g = 90
3028.1(4)
4
1.679
0.745
1544
0.290 x 0.120 x 0.100
1.279 to 24.997
-11≤h≤11, -37≤k≤37, -12≤l≤12
29581
5319 [R(int) = 0.0633]
97.1 %
Full-matrix least-squares on F2
5319 / 37 / 372
1.017
R1 = 0.0803, wR2 = 0.2319
R1 = 0.1122, wR2 = 0.2522
0.881 and -0.904
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Table 9. Crystal data and structure refinement for [34]Cl·H2O, [39]Cl·H2O and [40b].

[34]Cl·2H2O

[39]Cl·H2O

[40b]

Empirical formula

C22H28Cl2IrN3O2

C23H27Cl2IrN3O0.50

C23H23ClIrNOS

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption
coefficient (mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)

629.57
290(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/c
17.356(4)
7.4700(17)
18.290(5)
90
93.749(4)
90
2366.2(10)
4

616.57
290(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
C 2/c
a = 39.176(5)
b = 7.2131(8)
c = 17.803(2)
a= 90
b= 115.546(2)
g = 90
4539.0(9)
8

589.13
293(2)
0.71073
Monoclinic
P 21/c
17.492(2)
7.1040(10)
17.238(2)
90
103.360(2)
90
2084.1(5)
4

1.767

1.805

1.878

5.891

6.136

6.649

1232
0.29 x 0.11 x 0.10

2408
0.390 x 0.210 x 0.180

1144
0.300 x 0.110 x 0.100

2.232 to 24.999

2.289 to 24.999

2.393 to 24.999

-20≤h≤20, -8≤k≤8, 21≤l≤21
21956
4073 [R(int) =
0.0326]

-46≤h≤46, -8≤k≤8, 21≤l≤21
21497
4009 [R(int) =
0.0409]

-20≤h≤20, -8≤k≤8, 20≤l≤20
19814
3684 [R(int) =
0.0302]

95.3 %

97.6 %

97.5 %

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

Semi-empirical from
equivalents

1.000 and 0.346

1.000 and 0.512

Refinement method

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Full-matrix leastsquares on F2

Data / restraints /
parameters

4073 / 0 / 280

4009 / 2 / 288

3684 / 0 / 258

1.051
R1 = 0.0258, wR2 =
0.0593
R1 = 0.0285, wR2 =
0.0604

0.993
R1 = 0.0253, wR2 =
0.0632
R1 = 0.0296, wR2 =
0.0652

1.023
R1 = 0.0257, wR2 =
0.0608
R1 = 0.0267, wR2 =
0.0614

2.385 and -0.610

1.450 and -0.873

3.283 and -0.846

Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent
reflections
Completeness to
theta = 25.00°
Absorption
correction
Max. and min.
transmission

Goodness-of-fit on F2

Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak
and hole, e·Å-3
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LUMINESCENCE IN ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS: A BRIEF REVIEW OF PROCESSES, FEATURES,
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

1. LUMINESCENCE
The interest for luminescent organometallic complexes aroused from ancient times. The
word “luminescence”, which comes from the Latin root lumen = light, was first used in
1888 by a German physicist, Eilhardt Wiedemann, who divided luminescence into six
different types: photoluminescence, thermoluminescence, electroluminescence,
crystalloluminescence, triboluminescence and chemiluminescence. Nonetheless,
Francis Bacon reported the first recorded discovery of mechanoluminesncence in 1605.
In 1663, Robert Boyle began some luminescent studies with diamond, describing
phosphorescence, thermoluminescence, electroluminescence and triboluminescence in
a single substance, a diamond. In any case, the year 1603 marked the beginning of
modern luminescent materials, when the Italian shoemaker and alchemist Vicenzo
Cascariolo tried to turn the mineral barite (BaSO4) into gold, obtaining a luminescent
material. Consequently, by the end of the 1700s, a number of minerals with
mechanoluminescence were known. Afterwards, in the 19th and 20th centuries, the
German Philip E.A. Lenard used rare earth and heavy metal ions as luminescent
materials.1,2
Photoluminescence, the emission of light arising from direct photoexcitation of the
emitting species, is divided into fluorescence and phosphorescence. These kinds of
luminescence are also called cold light, since they do not either require high
temperatures or produce noticeable heat, unlike incandescence.2 Fluorescence and
phosphorescence were traditionally thought to differ in the lifetime, being longer a
priori for phosphorescence. Nevertheless, this is a mistaken criterion, because there are
long-lived fluorescences as well as short-lived phosphorescences. The correct term has
to do with the spin multiplicity of the excited state from which the emission of light is
produced. Thus, the spin multiplicity is retained in fluorescence processes, whereas
phosphorescence involves a change in spin multiplicity in the emission or radiative
process, from a triplet state to a singlet one. Thus, phosphorescence typically takes more
time than fluorescence2 (see spin multiplicity in Fig. 1).

1.1. Process of Luminescence
The emission of light in the phenomenon of photoluminescence occurs when a
fluorophore absorbs energy from light of a specific wavelength and then re-emits
energy at a different but also specific wavelength.3 The Jablonski diagram4 in Fig. 1
depicts the electronic levels and the transitions between singlet and triplet states.
Firstly, a photon is absorbed by a molecule, reaching an excited state of high energy.
This energy is too large to be reached by thermal activation, so that light is necessary.5
Absorptions for organometallic complexes can arise from different types of transitions:
-

Transitions between metal-centred orbitals possessing d-character (d-d
transitions).
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-

Transitions between metal- and ligand-centred molecular orbitals (MOs) with
transfer charge from the metal to the ligand (MLCT) or from the ligand to the
metal (LMCT).

Intense absorptions correspond to charge transfer (CT) processes and often occur at
higher energies, whereas d-d bands are usually weaker and fall at lower energies.
Absorption bands in electronic spectra are usually broad, since the absorption of a
photon of light occurs in ≈10-18 s and molecular vibrations and rotations are slower.
Regarding these transitions, they can be allowed or forbidden, according to the selection
rules.6
-

-

Spin selection rule: ΔS = 0
Transitions are only allowed between states with the same spin multiplicity
(singlet to singlet or triplet to triplet), and forbidden between states with
different spin multiplicity.
Laporte selection rule: Δl = ±1
This selection rule only applies to centrosymmetric molecules (those with an
inversion centre). It states that electronic transitions that conserve parity are
forbidden, whereas electronic transitions that involve a change in parity are
allowed. Thus, allowed transitions are those between different orbitals involving
Δl = ±1, that is s → p, p → d, d → f, whereas those implying Δl = 0 (s → s, p →
p, d → d, f → f) or Δl = ±2 (s → d, p → f) are forbidden.

Nonetheless, there are some mechanisms capable of mixing singlet and triplet
states, on the one hand, and p and d orbitals, on the other hand, which turns some
forbidden transitions into allowed ones.6
-

-
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Spin-orbit coupling: This kind of coupling allows spin-forbidden transitions by
mixing states with different spin multiplicity. In particular, the transitions
between states of different spin multiplicity give rise to the so-called intersystem
crossing processes. For first row metals the degree of mixing is small and the
intensity of absorption bands is very weak.6
Vibronic coupling: Spin-allowed d-d transitions still remain Laporte-forbidden.
However, an octahedral complex with a centre of symmetry can momentarily
lose this symmetry due to molecular vibrations. In this moment a mixing
between d and p orbitals can occur. Since the lifetime of vibration (≈10-13 s) is
longer than that of an electronic transition (≈10-18 s), a d-d transition involving
an orbital of mixed p-d character can occur although the absorption is still
relatively weak. In non-centrosymmetric molecules, for instance, tetrahedral, pd mixing can occur to a greater extent and the probability of d-d transitions is
greater than in a centrosymmetric complex. Therefore, tetrahedral complexes
are more coloured than the octahedral ones.6
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PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

The absorption spectra of d-block metals show some important features6:




d1, d4, d6 and d9 complexes provide one absorption spectra;
d2, d3, d7 and d8 complexes provide three absorptions spectra;
d5 complexes provide a series of very weak, relatively sharp absorptions in
their spectra.

Fig. 1. Jablonski energy diagram illustrating electronic levels and possible transitions between different singlet
and triplet states. IC means internal conversion and ISC intersystem crossing. Timescale of processes: absorption
(~10-15 s); vibrational relaxation and internal conversion (~10-14 - 10-10 s); non-radiative transitions and quenching
(~10-7 - 10-5 s); fluorescence (~10-9 - 10-7 s); phosphorescence (~10-3 - 100 s); intersystem crossing (~10-10 - 10-8 s).
Self-creation based on traditional Jablonski diagram.

Once the molecule is in an unstable excited state, the molecule must undergo some
type of deactivation or relaxation in different ways (see Fig. 1)7,8:
-

From singlet states:
o Internal Conversion: from a singlet state Sn (n > 1) to the lowest excited
singlet state S1.
o From S1 to the ground state S0 via:
 Fluorescence: direct emission of a photon between singlet states.
 Non-radiative transitions: dissipation of part of the absorbed
energy as heat.
 Quenching: transfer of energy to another molecule at distance
(energy transfer at distance) or by collision (collisional
quenching).
o Intersystem crossing: relaxation from a singlet state S1 to a triplet state
T1, with lower energy than that of S1.
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-

From triplet states:
o Internal Conversion: from a triplet Tn to the lowest triplet excited state
T 1.
o Phosphorescence: emission of a photon from T1 to the ground state S0.
o Non-radiative transitions: dissipation of non-radiative energy in form of
heat.
o Quenching: transfer of energy to another molecule at distance or by
collision.

Fluorescence and internal conversion are spin-allowed processes, whereas
phosphorescence and intersystem crossing are spin-forbidden phenomena
(triplet/singlet). They need spin reorientation and therefore, their lifetimes tend to be
much longer than those for spin-allowed processes.8 Each intramolecular decay process
is characterized by its own rate constant and each excited state is characterized by its
lifetime (τ).7 The most important features defining a fluorophore are lifetime as well as
quantum yield (PLQY, φ). Quantum yield reflects the number of emitted photons
relative to the number of absorbed photons, being the unit the maximum value.
Lifetime, however, depicts the average time the molecule spends in the excited state
prior to return to the ground state.5 All these processes and transitions are gathered in
the Jablonski diagram in Fig. 1.

1.2. d-Block Metal Complexes
Organometallic complexes of transition elements belonging to d- and f-blocks are on
top of phosphorescent compounds. Lanthanides(III) have excellent luminescent
properties, since the excited state can be populated easily and the non-radiative
deactivation paths are minimized.9 Regarding the d-block, the most studied systems are
the d6 complexes of rhenium, ruthenium and iridium, although some d8 and d10 platinum
and gold complexes have been also used.10 All of them share some common features:
-

-
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Photophysics: the emission mainly involves metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT) processes from electron-rich low oxidation state mid- to late-transition
metals to conjugated aromatic heterocycles capable of accepting electrons,
although they usually are mixed with intra- or inter-ligand (IL) electron transfer
transitions. Polypyridyl N^N ligands (Ru, Rh) and cyclometalating C^N ligands (Ir,
Rh), along with alkyl and thiolate ligands (Pt, Au) belong to the most common
systems used.10 Furthermore, they present excitation in the visible region of the
spectrum, large Stockes’ shifts and long lifetimes.11
Photostability: They show reduced photobleaching in comparison with other
organic fluorophores.11
Kinetic stability toward ligand exchange: They possess low rates of ligand
exchange, reducing the toxicity of the complexes.11
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A search of the published papers from 1980 to 2015, with the term “metal
luminescent” (e.g. ruthenium luminescent or rhenium luminescent) in the Web of
Science can get an idea of the quick increase of publications of some metal complexes
with luminescent properties. Some of them, such as gold, ruthenium and iridium, have
experienced a quasi-exponential tendency, whereas some other metal complexes, such
as palladium or rhenium, have grown more slowly, following a linear tendency (see Fig.
2). Moreover, despite the huge amount of iridium cyclometalated complexes already
studied, iridium is still behind other metal complexes, being the number of publications
half of those for ruthenium complexes (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Bar codes and pie chart for published papers from 1980 to 2015 about luminescent metal complexes. (a)
Evolution of different transition metals and (b) relative abundance of papers for different metal complexes.

Hence, we will focus on the cyclometalated Ir(III) and Rh(III) d-block metals.

1.3. Cyclometalated Ir(III) and Rh(III) complexes
Cyclometalated Ir(III) and Rh(III) complexes are octahedral complexes, consisting of
three bidentate chelating ligands. When the three ligands are cyclometalated and equal
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in nature, the complexes are called homoleptic ([Ir(C^N)3]), whereas when the ligands
are different (i.e. only two of them are identical), they are called heteroleptic or
biscyclometalated ([Ir(C^N)2(N^N)]).12
1.3.1. Synthesis
The synthetic methodology for cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes is simple and
effective and basically consists in two steps:
1. Synthesis of dinuclear starting products. Previous studies of the reaction of
2,2’-bipyridine (bpy) with Ir(III) indicated that the carbo-metalation occurred
sometimes spontaneously through the C-3 position of a pyridine, adjacent to
a second N-coordinated pyridine.13,14 Thus, Nonoyama15 and then, Sprouse14
reported a method to synthesize neutral dinuclear chloride-bridged Ir(III)
complexes. In this protocol iridium trichloride (IrCl3·nH2O) is reacted with the
cyclometalating pro-ligand (HC^N, e.g. 2-phenylpyridine) in a mixture of 2etoxythanol and water (3:1 v/v) and refluxed for 24 h under inert
atmosphere, yielding the air-stable starting material (see Fig. 3).14

Fig. 3. Synthesis of the dinuclear chlorido-bridged Ir(III) complex [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2.

2. Synthesis of mononuclear complexes. Depending on the nature of the
complexes, we can divide the synthesis in two different sections: homoleptic
complexes and heteroleptic complexes.
a. Synthesis of homoleptic neutral complexes. The dinuclear starting
product [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 is reacted with a cyclometalating proligand (e.g.
2-phenylpyridine) in 2-etoxyethanol and heated under an inert
atmosphere to 100 °C for 18 h (see Fig. 4).16 The resulting product
[Ir(ppy)3] was first isolated as a by-product in the synthesis of the
dimeric Ir(III) complex. In addition, some other methods have been
described, starting from Ir(acac)3.17

Fig. 4. Synthesis of the homoleptic tris-cyclometalated Ir(III) complex Ir(ppy)3.
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b. Synthesis of heteroleptic biscyclometalated cationic and neutral
complexes. The synthesis of heteroleptic biscyclometalated diimine
complexes was first reported by Watts,18 by reacting the starting
dimer [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 with the chosen diimine N^N ligand (e.g.
bipyridine, bpy; or phenanthroline, phen) in dichloromethane under
inert atmosphere at room temperature for 12 h.18 However, another
more effective synthetic strategy was followed, involving the reaction
of the Ir(III) dimer with the diimine ligand in a CH2Cl2/MeOH (5:4 v/v)
mixture at refluxing temperature for 24 h under inert atmosphere
(see Fig. 5).19 The synthesis of heteroleptic neutral complexes with
N^O ligands was performed under harsher conditions. The starting
dimer was reacted with the desired ligand, in the presence of a base
(e.g. Na2CO3) in refluxing 2-etoxyethanol or 2-etoxyethanol/water
mixtures (high-boiling alcohols are required) under inert atmosphere
for 24 h (see Fig. 5).17,20

Fig. 5. Synthesis of the heteroleptic bis-cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes [Ir(ppy)2(N^N)]+ (up)
and [Ir(ppy)2(N^O)] (down).

1.4. Stereoisomerism
All the products described before can present different configurations, depending
on the mutual disposition of the ligands, and so they possess stereoisomerism. In
particular, they exhibit two types of stereoisomerism: (a) Diastereoisomerism: cis- and
trans-isomers or mer- and fac-isomers (b) Enantiomerism or optical isomerism derived
from helical chirality.6
1.4.1. Diastereoisomerism: cis- and trans- and fac- and mer- isomers
With regard to the cis and trans isomerism,21 it is widely established that owing
to the strong trans effect exerted by the M-C atoms, the cyclometalating carbons
generally adopt a cis disposition one to another, whereas the N atoms adopt a trans
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disposition in most of the biscyclometalated compounds.13,14 Thus, in both the
heteroleptic biscyclometalated complexes and the dinuclear chlorido bridged dimers,
the trans-N,N cis-C,C configuration is favoured over the two other possible
stereoisomers or diastereoisomers (see Fig. 6).13

Fig. 6. Geometrical isomers for heteroleptic Ir(III) complexes.

As for homoleptic complexes, there are two possible diastereoisomers: fac
(facial) and mer (meridional) (see Fig. 7).21 The fac isomer is the thermodynamically
favoured isomer (more stable), whereas the mer isomer is the kinetic product.12
Furthermore, there are some differences regarding the structural properties. In a fac
isomer the Ir-C and Ir-N bonds have nearly identical lengths. For the mer isomer, the
bonds trans to the Ir-C bond are slightly longer than those trans to the Ir-N bonds.13 In
addition, the mer isomer can be converted into the fac isomer by thermal or
photochemical conversion.12

Fig. 7. Optical isomers for homoleptic Ir(III) complexes.

1.4.2. Enantiomerism derived from helicoidal chirality
On the other hand, hexacoordinated octahedral complexes with either two
bidentate chelate ligands in a cis disposition (cis-bis-chelate complexes) or three
bidentate chelate ligands (tris-chelate complexes) display helicoidal or helical chirality.
The chiral element in these molecules arises from the geometry of a helix, which is by
nature chiral. The resulting enantiomers are distinguished by using the labels
(descriptors) Λ and Δ to specify their absolute configuration. To assign the labels, the
octahedron must be viewed down a 3-fold axis, so that the chelates define then either
a right- or a left-handed helix. The enantiomer with righthandedness (clockwise motion)
is labelled Δ, and that with left-handedness (anticlockwise motion) is labelled Λ (see Fig.
8).6,21
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Fig. 8. Λ,Δ-isomers for octahedral Ir(III) complexes.

In particular, regarding the dimeric starting products, there are two helixes in
every molecule and hence two stereogenic or chiral elements. As a result, three possible
stereoisomers or diastereoisomers result in theory (see Fig. 9)21:
a) the racemate, which consists of an equimolar mixture of the two enantiomers
(Λ,Λ) and (Δ,Δ).
b) And the meso form, which is labelled as (Λ,Δ) = (Δ,Λ), and is achiral. The two
possible configurations of the meso form are equivalent and therefore they are
the same compound. Besides, the meso compound and each of the enantiomers
in the racemate are diastereoisomers.
Nevertheless, x-ray structures and structural models have determined that the
racemate is favoured, since there is high steric hindrance in the meso form.14

Fig. 9. Stereoisomerism for the dimeric bis-cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes.

1.5. Intrinsic Properties
Rh(III) and Ir(III) possess 4d6 and 5d6 configurations, respectively.13 In an octahedral
environment, the d orbitals split into two sets of degenerate orbitals, t 2g and eg,
separated by an energy gap (Δoct), so that the t2g orbitals are fully occupied and the eg
fully unoccupied (see Fig. 10). The magnitude of Δoct depends on (i) the oxidation state
of the metal, (ii) the size of the orbitals and (iii) the field strength of the ligands.22
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Fig. 10. Crystal field splitting diagram (LFSE) and d6 electronic configuration for the free metal M(III) in gas phase
(left) and for the octahedral complexes (right).

The value of the Δoct follows an experimental spectrochemical series for metals
(independent of the ligands) and shows the next sequence6:
Mn(II) < Ni(II) < Co(II) < Fe(III) < Cr(III) <Co(III) < Ru(III) < Mo(III) < Rh(III) < Pd(II) < Ir(III) < Pt(IV)

As we can see, the crystal field strength for Ir(III) is higher than for Rh(III), due to the
higher size of the 5d orbitals compared to the 4d.22 In addition, and considering the
spectrochemical series for ligands (see below)6, we can conclude that the LFSE (LigandField Splitting Energy) for polypyridyl complexes shows a very high magnitude.
I- < Br- < [SCN]- < Cl- < F- < [OH]- < [ox]2- ≈ H2O < [NCS]- < NH3 < en < bpy < phen < [CN]- ≈ CO

Strong-field N^N ligands, such as bpy and phen, stabilize the electronic
configuration, the same as the C^N ligands do, owing to their strong σ-donor and πacceptor properties.22 Thus, this kind of compounds possess special features, making
them truly relevant as luminescent complexes, specially the bis-cyclometalated Ir(III)
complexes. The properties of these complexes are gathered below:
-

-
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High thermal and chemical stability and very low ligand exchange rates ,11,22,23
due to the strong σ-donor and covalent character of the Ir-C(C^N) bond. Most of
these complexes remain stable even after photoirradiation or repeating
electrochemical cycling.22
Intrinsic photophysical properties.
o High spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Indeed, Ir(III) presents the largest spinorbit coupling constant of any metal in the d-block. ξIr = 3909 cm-1,
compared to ξFe = 431 cm-1, ξRu = 1042 cm-1, ξOs = 3381 cm-1 22 and ξRh =
1425 cm-1.24 This leads to highly mixed spin character of the emitting
excited states,25 making in turn the ISC so fast as to be considered
unitary.22,26
o Large Stokes’ shifts. The Stokes’ shift is the difference in energy between
the lowest-energy absorption band and the emitting band.27 In other
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-

-

-

words, in phosphorescent compounds, it is the energy lost in the
conversion process from the singlet to a triplet state and its subsequent
geometrical reorganisation.10 Organic fluorophores usually have small
Stokes’ shifts, since the excited state is the same (normally S 1).
Furthermore, self-absorption of light (self-quenching) occurs when there
is overlapping of the emission and absorption spectra. On the contrary,
phosphorescence in metal complexes emerges from different states
(energy absorption from a singlet state to a excited singlet state and
emission from a triplet state), so that overlapping is almost impossible.27
o Large Δoct. The high oxidation state of Ir(III) along with the size of the 5d
orbitals,22 make the energy-gap for Ir-polyimine complexes increase,
reaching energies in the range 2.1 to 3 eV.13 In addition, the strong σdonor of C^N ligands increases the Δoct gap, making the CT transitions
(MLCT and LLCT or LC) accessible, and avoiding the non-emissive MC
transitions involved in phosphorescence quenching.22,24,28
Long luminescence lifetimes. Lifetimes of excited states in Ir(III) complexes fall
in the scale ns-μs to even ms.23,29 This is the consequence of the forbidden nature
of the 3MLCT transitions (triplet to singlet transition along with the following spin
reorganization).10,30 In addition, typical radiative constants of the 3MLCT
transitions are higher, than those of the 3LC transitions, leading to shorter
lifetimes for the former.13 Nonetheless, long lifetimes run the risk of increasing
the excited state quenching processes,30 for instance, by triplet quenchers as
3O .23
2
High Quantum Yields (QY). The QY of the Ir(III)-cyclometalated family is defined
as a mixture of luminescence efficiencies of the 3MLCT and 3LC levels. High QY of
Ir(III) complexes, approaching 100% have been reported.12,22,31
Colour tuning. The emission colour of cyclometalated Ir(III) and Rh(III) complexes
can be easily tuned, varying the energy gap difference. This is the difference
between the HOMO (usually located on the metal and C^N ligands in
heteroleptic biscyclometalated complexes) and LUMO (usually located on the
ancillary N,N ligands in heteroleptic biscyclometalated complexes).13 Thus,
independent chemical modifications on both the cyclometalating and the
ancillary ligands can lead to efficient colour tuning as well as variations in
quantum yields and lifetimes.30 To begin with, we ought to analyse the
transitions that define the absorption and emission spectra.
o Absorption spectra.12,22,32,33 The UV-vis spectra shows two main types of
transitions and another weaker one:
 LC (ligand centered) or IL (intraligand, π-π*) transitions in the
same bidentate ligand (< 350 nm).
 CT (350 – 450 nm). There are two possibilities:
 MLCT (d-π*) transitions (300 – 380 nm).
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LLCT (π-π*) transitions in different bidentate ligands (only
in heteroleptic complexes) (> 380 nm).
d-d transitions. These transitions are usually overlapped with
more intense LC and MLCT transitions, so that they are not
commonly observed.

On the whole, the transitions follow the next energy order: 1LC > 1MLCT
> 3MLCT > 3LC.24 The singlet 1LC and 1MLCT transitions are spin-allowed,
whereas the triplet 3MLCT and 3LC are spin-forbidden, and therefore, less
intense.
o Emission spectra. The shape of the emission spectra depends on the
transitions nature. Although there is usually a mixture of 3MLCT and 3LC
transitions, each of them shows typical features.34
 3MLCT transitions present broad and structureless bands,
independent of the excitation wavelength (λexc).25 They usually
exhibit large Stokes’ shifts and solvent dependence.34 Moreover,
they tend to be lower in energy (red-shifted),29 and are associated
to the ancillary ligand.31
 3LC transitions show vibrationally structured bands with small
Stokes’ shifts,34 which are usually blue-shifted.29 They also are less
sensitive to environmental changes,34 and associated to the
cyclometalated ligands.31
The HOMO and LUMO levels in Ir(III) complexes are located in different parts,
depending on their nature:
o Homoleptic complexes. The HOMO is localized on the phenyl ring of the
cyclometalated ligand (π orbital) and in the Ir(III) centre, while the LUMO
is distributed on the pyridine ring of the same ligand (π* orbital).24,28
o Heteroleptic complexes. The HOMO is also located on the phenyl ring of
the cyclometalated ligand and in the Ir(III) centre, yet the LUMO is placed
on the ancillary ligand.24,25
Thus, there are three main strategies to tune the emission colour by adding
electron-withdrawing or electron-donating groups to (i) the pyridine rings of the
ppy ligand (LUMO), (ii) the phenyl rings of the ppy ligands (HOMO) or (iii) the
ancillary ligand (LUMO). Fig. 11 shows an example of colour tuning for
homoleptic and heteroleptic cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes, changing the three
possible moieties.
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Fig. 11. The visible emission spectrum and versatility of typical homoleptic (up) and heteroleptic (down)
cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes. Diagram based on Fan, C.; Yang, C. Chem. Soc. Rev. 2014, 43, 6439–
6469 and Lowry, M. S.; Bernhard, S. Chem. - A Eur. J. 2006, 12, 7970–7977.28,31

The electronic delocalization of π-extended systems in the pyridyl ring of C^N
ligands or in the ancillary ligand N^N causes the stabilization of the LUMO in
homoleptic and heteroleptic complexes respectively.13,31 As a consequence, the
energy gap diminishes, leading to red-shifted colours (see Fig. 11). When the
pyridyl moiety is changed, however, by a pyrazole in homoleptic complexes, a
blue-shift is produced.17
Electron-withdrawing substituents (-F, -CF3) at the phenyl-cyclometalating ring
tends to stabilize the HOMO by removing electron density from the metal,13,31
leading to larger energy gaps and blue-shifted colours (see Fig. 11). Nevertheless,
when these groups are attached to the pyridyl moiety or to the ancillary ligand
in homoleptic and heteroleptic complexes respectively, the LUMO stabilizes,
shifting to the red.35 On the other hand, electron-donating substituents (-C(CH3)3,
-OCH3) have just the opposite effect.36 In addition, these effects depend on the
position of the groups with respect to the cyclometalating carbon atom.17 That
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is, electron-withdrawing groups in meta- have the same effect as electrondonating substituents in ortho- or para-, and vice versa.31
Altering the size of the ligands, localizing electron density in discrete regions of
the molecule or destroying ligand aromaticity are other well-stablished
strategies to tune the colour emission. However, non-radiative decay can occur,
when, for instance, bulky pendant groups are used to distort a ligand from
planarity with the consequent destabilization of its π orbitals.31
1.6. Properties according to External Features
Furthermore, these complexes show other properties related to phosphorescence,
according to external stimuli:
-

-

-

-

-
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Mechanochromism. These materials present changes in the emission colour in
the presence of mechanical stimuli (e.g. shearing, grinding and rubbing) due to
the interruption of intermolecular interactions, such as π-π stacking or hydrogen
bonding.37
Piezochromism (piezochromic luminescence, PCL). PCL is a specific kind of
mechanochromism, when the external condition is pressure. A bathochromic
effect occurs upon grinding and the initial colour is usually recovered with
heating or fuming. 22,24,38 In fact, this colour change has been attributed to
crystalline-amorphous phase transformations.39 Modifications in the length of
the N-alkyl chain in the ancillary ligands easily cause emission colour changes.38,39
Vapochromism. A change on the emission colour occurs as a response to volatile
organic compounds.37
Solvatochromism. The emission colour changes, depending on the solvent in
which the complex is dissolved.37 Solvatochromism is characteristic of CT
transitions40 and polar solvents induce high-energy shifts (hypsochromic shift).41
Rigidochromism. When a solution of a complex is cooled to 77 K, it becomes a
solid matrix, the surrounding medium dipoles are unable to reorient to change
its dipole character between excited and ground states.25 This lead to divergent
situations, regarding the emission spectra:
o The spectrum becomes structured. In this case LC transitions are
predominant.42
o The spectrum red-shifts. LC transitions cause slightly red-shifts or they
are unaffected by the cooling.13
o The spectrum blue-shifts. CT transitions undergo large blue-shifts13,43
o An increase in the bandwidth implies a major extent of CT transitions and
a decrease, an increment in the LC transitions.25
Electrochromism. This property illustrates the capability of a material to alter its
optical properties under electrical stimuli.44 An applied voltage causes a change
of colour. However, this effect does not originate from redox reactions, since the
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complexes remain unchanged. It is the result of the non-homogeneous
distribution of the ions, leading to a strong electric field.37
pH-chromism. Small changes in the pH of a solution of an iridium(III)
cyclometalated complex can lead to large changes in the emission colour. Some
groups or substituents are prone to protonating or deprotonating, modifying its
electron-donating or electron-withdrawing ability and consequently, the colour
of the emission spectrum.45

1.7. Applications
Taking into account all these features, bis-cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes can be
postulated as the most suitable compounds for almost any luminescent use among all
of the d-block metal complexes, whereas Rh(III) have limited properties. Thus, the
applicability of this kind of complexes is really wide.
-

Sensors.
o Analytes detection: cations, anions (chemosensors). Cation sensors are
based on the incorporation of a cation-receptor such as a Lewis base or a
crown ether into the polypyridine complexes. The inclusion of sulphur
atoms, for example, causes soft-soft interactions with Hg2+.46,20 Other
Ir(III) complexes also work as Zn(II), Cr(III) or Cu(II) sensors.32 Binding of
anions to functional polypyridine ligands can affect the emission
properties of the complexes, due to electronic effects or chemical
reactions between the ion and the complex. In addition, it is important
to take into account the molecular geometry and the basicity of the
anions.46
o pH probes. Ir(III) polypyridine complexes with basic or acidic groups can
be used as pH sensors. Many complexes with this property have been
reported to date. 45,46,47,48
o Oxygen detection. Oxygen is a potent quencher of biscyclometalated
Ir(III) polypyridine complexes, based on the energy transfer from the
triplet state of the Ir(III) complex to triplet oxygen (ground state
oxygen)49. Thus, emission is quenched. A sensor for oxygen should
accomplish some important requirements: high emission quantum
yields, long emission lifetimes, high sensitivity, high reversibility and fast
response time.46,50
o Biomolecules detection. Some biomolecules such as DNA,10 proteins46 or
amino acids, especially those with thiol groups,48 are common targets
prone to quenching phosphoresence.
o Explosive detection. There are not many sensors based on heavy-metal
complexes able to detect nitroaromatic explosives. Nonetheless, some
examples
of
Ir(III)
bis-cyclometalated
complexes,
whose
phosphorescence is quenched by some explosives, like PA (2,4,6-
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-

trinitrophenol) or TNT (2,4,6-trinitrotoluene), have been reported
recently.39,51
Photodynamic therapy (PDT). PDT is an alternative for cancer treatment due to
its high therapeutic efficacy and lower side effects, allowing targeting the tumour
cells with precision.52,53 The methodology consists on the irradiation at a specific
wavelength of a photosensitizer (PS), an ideally non-toxic molecule with affinity
for cancer cells over healthy cells, which is able to reach a singlet excited state
(1PS*). The PS, then, undergo ISC to reach a triplet state (3PS*). At this point, the
PS can react with a substrate or solvent molecules (type I reaction), through a
proton or an electron transfer process, generating radicals. The PS can also
transfer energy to molecular oxygen (type II reaction), forming singlet oxygen
(1O2) and other reactive oxygen species (ROS) (see Fig. 12).52,53,54,55 Singlet
oxygen is an oxidizing agent able to cause, ultimately, cell death in a biological
environment.49

Fig. 12. Mechanisms of action of PDT. Figure extracted from Mari, C.; Pierroz, V.; Ferrari, S.; Gasser, G.
Chem. Sci. 2015, 6, 2660–2686.54

-

-

-
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Bioimaging. The properties of this kind of complexes are excellent for biolabel
and staining applications.24,48 Phosphorescence bioimaging have some
advantages over fluorescence techniques because of its properties: (i) large
Stokes’ shifts, that prevent from self-absorption of light (self-quenching), (ii) high
luminescent efficiency (the brighter the emission, less excitation intensity is
needed), (iii) facile colour tuning and (iv) long lifetimes, which allow
discriminating the signal from the background noise.27,32,56
Photoredox catalysis. As cyclometalated Ir(III) and Rh(III) octahedral complexes
possess fully saturated coordination spheres around their Ir or Rh cores, direct
interactions with Ir/Rh centres are scarce. Nevertheless, many oxidation states
are photoinductively available.24 Thus, there are numerous redox reactions, that
cyclometalated Ir(III) or Rh(III) complexes can catalyse, such as CO2 reduction57
or hydrogen production,17 either from water reduction31,58 or proton
reduction.59
Solid-state lightning (SSL). Semiconductor materials produce visible light under
the action of an electrical field in special devices where the transport of charge
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-

occurs unidirectionally. These devices are divided into three groups: lightemitting diodes (LEDs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and light-emitting
electrochemical cells (LECs). Ir(III) bis-cyclometalated complexes take part in
OLEDs when the complexes are neutral, and in LECs when they are cationic.17,60
In the recent years, many examples of this kind of complexes have been reported
by E. Ortí and H. Bolink,61,62 and Y. Choe.63,64
Data recording and storage. In the last years, this field of research have
developed much interest, since it is widely used in our daily life as well as in
economic and military fields. Thus, the Ir(III) bis-cyclometalated complexes are a
promising alternative to organic devices, owing to its great tunable
capacity.37,44,65
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells. The OPV cells based on cyclometalated Ir(III)
complexes have some advantages over silicon-based photovoltaic cells, such as
flexibility, easy fabrication, low manufacturing costs and synthetic tunability.24,66
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CONTEXT: Light Emitting Electrochemical Cells (LECs) are solid state lighting devices that
typically incorporate a charged phosphorescent Ionic Transition Metal Complex (iTMC)
as the luminophore. These devices are energy-saving and have higher quality than the
widely-used OLEDs. LECs are composed of a single active layer of an ionic organic or
organometallic semiconductor placed between two electrodes. Iridium(III)
cyclometalating complexes have been selected, due to their efficient spin-orbit
coupling. In addition, the electroluminescence properties of Ir-iTMCs bearing arylazole
units as cyclometalating ligands have been widely investigated in LECs.1,2,3,4 In contrast,
few examples of Ir-iTMCs with arylazole-based ancillary ligands have been tested in
LECs. Only Choe and coworkers have reported and characterized LECs based on arylimidazole ancillary ligands exhibiting high brightness and color tunability, although
without description of the time-response characteristics.5,6,7
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The complexes were synthesised from the iridium chloro-bridged dimer [Ir(ppy)2(μCl)]2 prepared by the Nonoyama protocol by reaction of IrCl3·nH2O with phenylpryridine
(Hppy) in a 2-etoxiethanol/water mixture (3:1, v/v), as shown in Fig. 1.8,9

Fig. 1. Synthesis of the dinuclear bis-cyclometalated Ir(III) complexes.

The ligands used in this chapter are 2-(2’-pyridyl)imidazole (pyim), 2-(2’pyridyl)benzimidazole (pybim), 2-(2’-pyridyl)-N-methylbenzimidazole (pyMebim),
thiabendazole (tbz) and N-methylthiabendazole (Metbz), gathered in Fig. 2 and all the
resulting complexes are cationic.

Fig. 2. Ancillary ligands derived from imidazole and benzimidazole.

The reaction between the dinuclear Ir(III) starting material and the above-mentioned
ligands were carried out in dichloromethane/methanol at the refluxing temperature of
the mixture for 24 h. The complexes have the general fomula [Ir(ppy)2(HL)]Cl ([43]Cl,
[44]Cl, [45]Cl and [46]Cl), where HL is the ligand and ppy- phenylpyridinate. The
respective PF6-, BPh4- and OTs- salts of the general formula [Ir(ppy)2(HL)]X ([43]PF6,
[44]PF6, [45]PF6, [45]BPh4, [45]OTs, [46]PF6, [47]PF6), where HL is the ligand and X the
counterion, were synthesised by a related protocol in the presence of the corresponding
salts (NH4PF6, NaBPh4 and AgOTs) in the same solvent mixture (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Schematic synthesis of biscyclometalated Ir(III) complexes.

Complexes [44]Cl and [44]PF6 were known before the beginning of this work,10,11
although they had not been used in LEC devices yet, while the complex [45]PF6 and its
use in LECs was reported during the course of this study,6 but no studies on its lifetime
or turn-on times have been published to date.
All the complexes were isolated in moderate-to-very good yields (from 41% to 97%,
being higher for the chlorido derivatives), as the corresponding racemates (ΔIr or ΛIr) in
the form of yellow or orange powders.

1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) or electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry, molar conductivity and elemental analysis. In addition, fluorescence
spectroscopy was used to characterize the luminescent properties of the complexes.
1.2.1. NMR
The asymmetric nature of the synthesized compounds (C1-symmetry) renders
the two phenylpyridinate ligands in every complex inequivalent and thus the
corresponding 1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectra show two different sets of signals for the C^N
donors. The 1H NMR spectra of the complexes were recorded in CDCl3, DMSO-d6 and
THF-d8 at 25 °C. All the complexes exhibit a similar pattern of signals, with a broad
downfield-shifted peak (δ = 12-16 ppm) detected for the HNH in those complexes with
the imidazole unit in the ancillary ligand ([43]+, [44]+ and [46]+) and a sharp singlet
around 4.5 ppm related to the HNMe for those complexes with the methyl N-Me group
([45]+ and [47]+). In the series [43]+, [44]+ and [45]+, the peaks of the phenyl protons of
phenylpyridinate in [43]+ and [45]+ are upfield shifted compared to those of [44]+ as a
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consequence of the higher donor abilities of pyim and pyMebim versus pybim. These
electronic effects are due to the higher electron-releasing character of N-Me compared
to N-H in the first case and the lower conjugation on pyim in the second case compared
to pybim. The counterion plays an important role in the chemical shift of the resonances,
as a result of the strength of the N-H···X hydrogen bonds and to a lesser extent, owing
to the strength of the weak interactions involving the N-Me group. The effect is more
pronounced in solvents with low dielectric constant, like CDCl3, able to favoured ionpairing. Thus, the effect is hardly appreciable in DMSO-d6. The chloride ion impact has
been well studied by means of 1H NMR by E. C. Constable and C. E. Housecroft.12

[43]PF6

Hc’
H3’

H4’ H6’

H5’

[43]Cl

Fig. 4. Comparative 1H NMR spectra of [43]Cl and [43]PF6 in CDCl3 at 25 °C, highlighting the most shifted signals.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the spectra of [43]Cl and [43]PF6 in CDCl3 at 25
°C. The chemical shifts of the NH and the H3’ protons are downfield shifted when
counterion is changed from PF6- to Cl-, which is in agreement with the hydrogen bonding
capability of the anions in solution (PF6- < Cl-).13,14 The increase in the strength of a
hydrogen bond causes the decrease in the electron density of the hydrogen atom, but
an increase in the electron density on the donor nitrogen, resulting in a downfield shift
of the proton chemical shift.11
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the spectra of [45]Cl and [45]PF6 in CDCl3 at 25
°C. It is remarkable that only the signals closed to the N-Me group deshielded, specially
H3’ and H4’, when the counterion is changed from PF6- to Cl-. The effect is the same as in
the previous comparison, although in this case the signals are downfield shifted and the
interaction must be a weak contact, probably C-H···Cl or C-H···F. On the contrary, this
effect is not observed in DMSO-d6 solutions (see Fig. 6).
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HNH

[45]PF6
H3’

Hc’

H4’

[45]Cl

Fig. 5. Comparative spectra of [45]Cl and [45]PF6 in CDCl3 at 25 °C, with the highlight of most shifted signals.

[45]OTs

[45]BPh4

[45]PF6

[45]Cl

Fig. 6. Comparative spectra of [43]Cl, [43]PF6, [43]BPh4 and [43]OTs in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.

The signals have been completely assigned on the basis of triangular inter-ligand
and through inter-ring NOE cross peaks in the 2D NOESY spectra. The spectrum of
complex [43]Cl, for instance, clearly exhibits all the triangular interactions (see Fig. 7),
with the exception of HfHc’ (dashed arrow). Moreover, the spectrum shows the interring NOE cross peaks among the NH proton and H3’ and Hb’, as well as the exchange peak
of the NH proton with a water molecule (see Fig. 8).
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H6
H6’

Hc’

Hc’
H6

Hff
H

H6

Fig. 7. Representation of inter-ligand NOE cross peaks in the structure of [43]Cl in CDCl3, showing the triangular
interactions.

The spectra of complexes [45]BPh4 and [45]OTs show characteristic signals of
the corresponding counterions. For BPh4-, three peaks were detected: a broad singlet at
7.17 ppm (Ho-Ph(BPh4)), an intense triplet at 6.91 ppm (Hm-Ph(BPh4)) and a triplet at 6.78 ppm
(Hp-Ph(BPh4)). For OTs-, two doublets appeared at 7.47 ppm (Ho-(OTs)) and 7.10 ppm (Hm(OTs)) (see Fig. 6).
The 13C{1H} NMR spectra showed the expected signals for the C^N and N^N
ligands and are fully consistent with the structural features ascertained by 1H NMR. The
signals were completely assigned with the help of bidimensional experiments HSQC and
HMBC. In addition, complexes [45]BPh4 and [45]OTs show characteristic signals for the
corresponding counterions.
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Hb’
H3’
HNH
HH2O

HNH

Fig. 8. Representation of inter-ring NOE cross peaks (green) and exchange peak (orange) in the structure of [43]Cl.

The 19F{1H} NMR and 31P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded in DMSO-d6 for the PF6derivatives. The coupling 19F-31P showed a doublet in the 19F NMR spectrum and a
septuplet in the 31P NMR spectrum.
1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of peaks
according to isotopic distribution patterns, among which stand out two peaks: the
molecular ion [M-X] (where X is the counterion) and the [M-X-ancillary ligand]+
fragment. This last peak is always identical for Ir(III) complexes of this chapter, bearing
the same biscyclometalated fragment: for the compounds with phenylpyridinate [M-Xancillary ligand]+ = 501.
1.2.3. IR Spectra
The infrared spectra show the characteristic peaks for the normal vibrational
modes of the corresponding rings νC=N, νC=C, δCHip and δCHoop, besides νC-S for
thiabendazole ligands, and the characteristic peaks of the counterions: νP-Fsym and νP-Fas
for PF6-, νB-C for BPh4- and νSO3-as, νSO3-sym and νS-O for OTs-.
1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) values were measured in acetonitrile (10-3 M). The
values reflect the 1:1 electrolyte nature, with the exception of some conductivities
unusually below the normal range15 ([43]Cl, [44]Cl, [46]Cl and [45]BPh4). The reason
dwells in the NH group (for the first three complexes), which is prone to participating in
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hydrogen bonding interactions to form ion-pairing with chloride. Thus, the conductivity
of complex [45]Cl with N-Me, is in the normal range. Regarding the complex [45]BPh4,
π-π stacking interactions are thought to be responsible for the ion-pairing.
Table 1. Molar conductivity values for complexes measured in acetonitrile.

Complex
[43]Cl
[44]Cl
[45]Cl
[46]Cl
[43](PF6)
[44](PF6)
[45](PF6)
[46](PF6)
[47](PF6)
[45](OTs)
[45](BPh4)

Solvent
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile
acetonitrile

Λm (S·cm2·mol-1)
28.4
24.7
129.0
21.0
136.5
132.1
139.2
132.6
137.7
134.7
91.1

1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
Elemental analysis was performed for all complexes. Intriguingly, complexes
bearing PF6- as the counterion tend to enclose some water in their structures. The rest
also retain other solvent molecules.
1.2.6. X-Ray Diffraction
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained for [46]PF6
and [47]PF6 by the diffusion of hexane into a solution of the former in CH2Cl2/CH3CN and
by the slow evaporation of a solution of the latter in CH2Cl2, respectively.

Fig. 9. ORTEP diagrams for complexes Λ-[46]PF6 and Λ-[47]PF6.

The ORTEP diagrams for the asymmetric units are presented in Fig. 9, whereas
selected bond lengths and angles with estimated standard deviations are gathered in
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Table 2. The corresponding unit cells of both complexes show two pairs of enantiomers
(Λ and Δ, the racemate), owing to the helicoidal chirality inherent to trischelate
octahedral metal complexes.
Table 2. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

Distance/angle
Ir1-N1
Ir1-N2
Ir1-C17/C18
Ir1-C28/C29
Ir1-N4
Ir1-N5
C17/C18-Ir1-C28/C29
C17/C18-Ir1-N4
C28/C29-Ir1-N4
C17/C18-Ir1-N5
C28/C29-Ir1-N5
C17/C18-Ir1-N2
N4-Ir1-N2
N5-Ir1-N2
C28/C29-Ir1-N1
N4-Ir1-N1
N5-Ir1-N1
N2-Ir1-N1

[46]PF6
2.153(3)
2.143(3)
2.010(4)
2.004(4)
2.050(3)
2.040(3)
89.35(15)
80.95(14)
95.09(13)
92.38(14)
80.43(13)
97.41(13)
89.76(11)
95.42(11)
97.29(14)
97.03(12)
90.09(11)
76.06(12)

[47]PF6
2.154(3)
2.153(3)
1.999(4)
2.020(4)
2.046(3)
2.045(3)
89.03(16)
80.26(16)
95.47(15)
94.83(16)
80.59(15)
98.58(14)
88.34(12)
96.17(13)
96.50(15)
98.44(13)
86.81(13)
75.93(13)

The iridium centre displays a slightly distorted octahedral coordination geometry
with the expected cis-C,C and trans-N,N mutual disposition for the ppy- ligands. The IrCppy and Ir-Nppy distances are very similar and close to 2 Å, with the Ir-Nppy distances a
bit longer than those for Ir-Cppy. In addition, the Ir-N distances for the ancillary ligand are
slightly longer due to the so-called trans effect attributed to the C-donors, inducing
preferential labilization of the bonds located trans to them.16 The bite angles for tbz and
Metbz, N(2)-Ir(1)-N(1) = 76.06(12) and 75.93(13)°, respectively, are in agreement with
5-membered iridacycles reported in the literature.17,18 The bite angles for the
cyclometalated C^N ligands, C(17/18)-Ir(1)-N(4) = 80.95(14) and 80.26(16)°; and
C(28/29)-Ir(1)-N(5)° = 80.43(13) and 80.59(15)°, are standard.19,20
The 3D crystal packing of both complexes is built on the basis of hydrogen bonding
contacts (see Table 3) and anion-π interactions, in which the PF6- anions occupy a central
position, as well as π-π stacking and C-H···π interactions. The PF6- anion participates in
an anion-π interaction, between a fluoride atom and the imidazole ring of the
benzimidazole moiety and connects up to 5 metal units (see Fig. 10 and Table 4).
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Fig. 10. Assemblies in the crystal structure of complexes [46]PF6 (up) and [47]PF6 (down), showing (a) the anion-π
interaction and (b) the connection among cationic fragments through one PF6-.
Table 3. Features and parameters of intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions of complexes [46]PF6 and
[47]PF6.

[46]PF6

[47]PF6
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H-bonding
N(3)-H(3)···F(2)
N(3)-H(3)···F(5)
N(3)-H(3)···F(4)
C(23)-H(23)···F(6)
C(22)-H(22)···F(1)
C(23)-H(23)···F(5)
C(24)-H(24)···F(6)
C(11)-H(11C)···F(4)
C(11)-H(11C)···F(2)

D···A (Å)
3.340
3.102
3.283
3.397
3.649
3.245
3.241
3.297
3.743

X···A (Å)
2.641
2.422
2.640
2.616
2.822
2.350
2.434
2.862
2.957

D···X (Å)
0.755
0.755
0.755
0.929
0.930
0.950
0.950
0.980
0.980

α (°)
154.70
150.64
144.16
142.08
148.77
156.78
142.80
107.77
137.89
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Table 4. Geometric parameters of anion-π interactions (P-F···π) for complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

Compound
[46]PF6
(P-F···π)
[47]PF6
(P-F···π)

dF-cent (Å)

dF-plane (Å)

doffset (Å)

αP-F-cent(°)

θ (°)

3.197

2.965

1.196

149.57

21.96

2.856

2.771

0.692

142.97

14.01

* doffset has been calculated as (dcentroid2 - dplane2)1/2.21

Fig. 11. π-π stacking interactions in the crystal structure of complex [47]PF6.

The benzimidazole entities of the ancillary ligands are involved in the π-π stacking
interactions (see Fig. 11 and Table 5), which form dimeric structures between the Λ and
Δ enantiomers. However, these interactions are weakened in [47]PF6, owing to the NMe group. Thus, the centroid-centroid distance is longer than that for [46]PF6 (3.87 vs.
3.58 Å). On the other hand, the cyclometalated ligands participate in the C-H···π
interactions also connecting the enantiomers Λ and Δ (see Fig. 12 and Table 6).
Table 5. Offset π-π stacking interactions of complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

Compound
[46]PF6
(ph/im)
[47]PF6
(ph/im)

dcent-cent (Å)

α (°)

3.579

1.28

3.871

1.71

dcent-pl (Å)
3.341
3.346
3.423
3.384

β (°)
21.01
20.79
27.84
29.05

doffset (Å)
1.283
1.270
1.808
1.943
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Fig. 12. C-H···π interactions between enantiomers for complex [47]PF6.
Table 6. Parameters of the C-H···π interaction in complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

Compound
[46]PF6
(C-H···π)
[47]PF6
(C-H···π)

dC-cent (Å)

dH-cent (Å)

dC-H (Å)

<C-H-cent (°)

<H-cent-normal (°)

3.462

2.653

0.931

145.61

140.02

3.454

2.663

0.949

141.32

140.44

Complex [46]PF6 shows another kind of weak interaction between the S atom of
the thiazole ring and the π-electron cloud of the phenyl ring of the benzimidazole entity
of an adjacent complex (see Fig. 13). This contact is called S-π, S-aromatic or even lp-π
interaction.22,23 Complex [47]PF6 also displays this interaction, although it is much
weaker. The parameters of these interactions are gathered in Table 7.

Fig. 13. S-aromatic interaction in the crystal network of [46]PF6.
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Table 7. Geometric parameters of lp-π interactions (S···π) for complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

Compound
[46]PF6
C(14)-S(2)···π
[47]PF6
C(14)-S(2)···π

dS-cent (Å)

dS-plane (Å)

doffset (Å)

φ1 (°)

3.867

3.416

1.812

27.95

4.346

3.696

2.286

31.74

* doffset has been calculated as (dS-centroid2 - dS-plane2)1/2.

The H-H interligand distances for [47]PF6, H6HfHf’ and H6HfH5’H6, are
lower than 3.75 Å, whereas the distance Hf’H6 is a bit longer (3.952 Å). Despite this
fact, all of them appear in the 2D NOESY spectrum of [47]PF6. The NOE interactions
H3’HNMeHc are also detected, owing to the short distances (2.3 – 2.5 Å).

1.3. Photophysical Properties
Emission spectroscopy
The emission spectra of complexes [43]PF6-[47]PF6 were recorded in deoxygenated
acetonitrile at room temperature (25 °C) with the collaboration of the group of E. Ortí
and H. Bolink (ICMol, Universidad de Valencia). The spectra of complexes [44]PF6 and
[45]PF6 show broad and structureless bands (only a shoulder), indicating higher
contribution of the 3MLCT transitions on the excited state. Complexes [43]PF6, [46]PF6
and [47]PF6 exhibit vibronically structured spectra, showing higher contribution of 3LC
transitions. The emission maxima ranged from 508-594 nm, yielding colours from blue
to orange (see Fig. 14 and Table 8).

Normalized emission intensity (a.u.)

1
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Fig. 14. Emission spectra of complexes [43](PF6), [44](PF6), [45](PF6), [46](PF6) and [47](PF6) (λexc = 360 nm) in
deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-5 M) at 25 °C.

The variety of emission colours in this family of Ir(III) derivatives depends on the
ancillary ligand. Thus, complex [45]PF6 with pyMebim, is the most red-shifted, whereas
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complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6 with tbz and Metbz are the most blue-shifted (Δλem = 86
nm). The change in the ancillary ligand from pyim ([43]PF6) to pybim ([44]PF6) causes a
red shift (52 nm). In addition, the substitution of the pyridyl (6-membered) ring for a
thiazolyl (5-membered) ring in [46]PF6 (tbz as ancillary ligand) or [47]PF6 (Metbz as
ancillary ligand) causes a noticeable blue shift (74-93 nm), this is, an increment in the
energy gap. When the hydrogen of the amino group in [44]PF6 is substituted by a methyl
(an electron-donor group) in [45]PF6 (pyMebim as the ancillary ligand), produces a small
red shift (13 nm).
Cooling the samples to 77 K with liquid N2, the shape of the emission spectra changes
from structureless or slightly structured (at room temperature) to vibronically
structured, yet all of them with the same outline: two peaks and a shoulder (see Fig. 15
and Table 8). This effect is called rigidochromism (see page 304, LUMINESCENCE IN
ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS: A BRIEF REVIEW OF PROCESSES, FEATURES,
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS). The shift in the emission maxima still keeps the same
tendency. Nonetheless, spectra of complexes [44]PF6 and [45]PF6 blue shift with regard
to those recorded at room temperature, whereas spectra of complexes [43]PF6, [46]PF6
and [47]PF6 do not. The explanation to this fact results from the composition of the
emissive excited states. The structured spectra arise from LC transitions24, which do not
cause any shift,16 whereas the large blue shifts arise from CT transitions.16,2 Thus, only
[44]PF6 and [45]PF6 have MLCT transitions as predominant, although LC are also
important. In the rest, the transitions are mainly LC.
Normalized emmission intensity (a.u.)
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Fig. 15. Emission spectra of complexes [43](PF6), [44](PF6), [45](PF6), [46](PF6) and [47](PF6) (λexc = 360 nm) in
deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-5 M) at 77 K.

Complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6 show weak emission (PLQY = 9% and 4%,
respectively), in good agreement with the 3LC character predicted for the emissive state
in these complexes. In comparison, complexes [44]PF6 and [45]PF6 feature significantly
higher PLQYs (38% and 39%, respectively). In this case, the 3MLCT character of the
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emissive state favours the intersystem crossing, making the S1  T1 and the T1  S0
transitions allowed. The value of complex [44]PF6 (20.4%) is in the middle, since the
emissive states are composed by a mixture of 3LC and 3MLCT states. Furthermore, the
change of the counterion causes the decrease of the PLQY (see Table 8)
Table 8. Photophysical properties of complexes [43](PF6)-[46](PF6) and [45]+ in deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-5 M)
at 25 °C and 77 K.

Compound

λexc (nm)

λem (nm)

λem 77K (nm)

Φ

[43](PF6)

360

516 (cyan)

479/511 (blue-cyan)

0.20

[44](PF6)

360

582 (yellow)

516/551 (cyan-green)

0.39

[45](PF6)

360

594 (orange)

521/557 (green)

0.39

[46](PF6)

360

489/508 (blue-cyan)

479/511 (blue-cyan)

0.09

[47](PF6)

360

487/508 (blue-cyan)

486/518 (blue-cyan)

0.04

[45](BPh4)

360

591 (orange)

526/559 (green)

0.15

[45](OTs)

360

591 (orange)

521/556 (green)

0.13

1.4. Electrochemistry
The electrochemical measurements were performed in collaboration with the group
of A. Colina and A. Heras, from the Universidad de Burgos. The voltammograms were
recorded in acetonitrile solution (10-3 M) by cyclic voltammetry using TBAPF6 as
supporting electrolyte and a glassy carbon as working electrode. All potentials were
defined respect to the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) couple, whose cyclic
voltammogram has been monitored at 0.15 V s-1 in 10-3 M of ferrocene and 0.1 M
(nBu4N)(PF6) acetonitrile solution. All the electrochemical experiments were performed
under argon atmosphere. The cyclic voltammogram of every PF6− salt only shows a
unique quasi-reversible oxidation peak in the anodic potential region between +0.74
and +0.79 V, which is ascribed to the oxidation of the ppy-Ir environment as discussed
below.
The analysis of the cathodic region allowed us to establish the following trends: (a)
all the complexes with N−H groups in the ancillary ligand ([43]PF6, [44]PF6, and [46]PF6)
show totally irreversible peaks at −2.20, −1.95, and −2.14 V, respectively, indicating the
instability of the reduced species; (b) complex [45]PF6, where the reactive N−H group of
pybim has been replaced with a methyl group, displays a quasi-reversible reduction peak
at −1.91 V, which supports the higher stability of [45]PF6 versus [44]PF6; (c) complex
[47]PF6, also with a N−Me group, shows a reduction peak at −2.27 V, giving rise to the
largest electrochemical gap (3.04 V), and its irreversible nature suggests that the
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reduction mechanism is different to that of [45]PF6. These results anticipate a very good
stability for complex [45]PF6 under the operation conditions used in LEC devices owing
to the reversible nature of the oxidation/reduction processes in which the complex is
involved in those devices. The final values are shown in Table 9.
Tentatively, we propose that the irreversible reduction of the complexes with N-H
groups ([43][PF6], [44][PF6] and [46][PF6]), involves the formation of H2, and the neutral
derivatives of general formula [Ir(ppy)2(N^N)]. This is a direct result of the acidic
character of the N-H group in the coordinated N^N ligands.
Table 9. Cyclic Voltammetric Data Referred to Fc+/Fc in Acetonitrile Solution (10‒3 M).a

a

Compound

Eox1/2 (V)

Ered1/2 (V)

E1/2 (V)

[43]PF6

+0,74 (qr)

-2.20 (ir)

2.94

[44]PF6

+0,77 (qr)

-1.95 (ir)

2.72

[45]PF6

+0,79 (qr)

-1.91 (qr)

2.70

[46]PF6

+0.76 (qr)

-2.14 (ir)

2.90

[47]PF6

+0,77 (qr)

-2.27 (ir)

3.04

Measured using 0.1 M [nBu4N](PF6) as supporting electrolyte and a scan rate of 0.15 V·s-1 (qr = quasi-reversible, ir = irreversible).
[43]PF6
[44]PF6
[45]PF6
[46]PF6
[47]PF6

Fig. 16. Cyclic voltammograms of complexes [43]PF6 - [47]PF6 in acetonitrile solution (10‒3 M), using 0.1 M
as supporting electrolyte. Scan rate of o.15 V·s‒1. (•) Indicates the starting (Ei) and final potential (Ef),
Ei = Ef = ‒0.46 V (vs. Fc/Fc+), clockwise scan.

[nBu4N][PF6]

1.5. Theoretical Calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations were
performed by the group of Pr. Enrique Ortí on the cations of complexes [43]PF6‒[47]PF6
to get a better understanding of their electrochemical and photophysical properties, as
well as the influence of the substituted ancillary ligands on the LEC devices. Calculations
were carried out at the B3LYP//(6-31G**+LANL2DZ) level including solvent effects.
Calculations predict a near-octahedral structure for cations [43]+‒[47]+ in their
ground electronic state (S0), in good agreement with the results observed for similar
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complexes in previous studies4,25,26,27,28 and the X-Ray structures reported above for
complexes [46]PF6 and [47]PF6 (see Fig. 9). Both the cyclometalating and the ancillary
ligands display co-planarity for their constituting rings, as it is usually found for iTMC
complexes possessing five-atoms chelate rings and without bulky substituents in their
molecular structure.29 The largest deviation from co-planarity is indeed found for the
pyMebim N^N ligand (7.3°) in [45]PF6, due to the methyl group introduced in the
interannular region. The values predicted for the bite angles C−Ir−N (80.°) and N−Ir−N
(74.5° for [43]+, [44]+, and [46]+, and 74.0° for [45]+ and [47]+) are very close to those
obtained from the X-Ray structures of [46]PF6 and [47]PF6.

[43]+

[44]+

[45]+

[46]+

[47]+

Fig. 17. Energy diagram showing the isovalue contours (±0.03 au) and the energy values calculated for the HOMO,
LUMO, and LUMO+1 of complexes [43]+ to [47]+.

Fig. 17 displays the isovalue contours calculated for the HOMO and LUMO orbitals
of all the [43]+ to [47]+ cations. The LUMO+1 is also displayed because it plays a relevant
role in the photophysical properties. As it is usually found for ppy-based cyclometalated
Ir-iTMCs,30,26,31 the HOMO of cations [43]+‒[47]+ results from a mixture of dx orbitals of
Ir(III) and phenyl π orbitals, with some contribution from the pyridine rings of the
cyclometalating ligands. As the five complexes share the same C^N ligand, the HOMO
has almost identical energies for all of them. This is in good agreement with the
experimental Eox1/2 values, which remain almost constant (see Table 9) and imply the
oxidation of the Ir(ppy)2+ environment. The same trend is found for the LUMO+1, which
is centred on the cyclometalating ligands and presents almost the same energy for all
the complexes (see Fig. 17).
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In contrast to the HOMO, the LUMO is fully located over the ancillary N^N ligand,
and its energy varies upon modifying the identity of the ligand. The condensation of a
benzene ring to the imidazole ring to produce a benzimidazole unit leads to the
stabilization of the LUMO by 0.3 eV due to the extended conjugation. On the contrary,
the exchange of the pyridine ring by a thiazole ring in [46]+ and [47]+ compensates the
effect of the benzene condensation and leads to a strong destabilization of the LUMO
(0,35 eV) compared to [44]+ and [45]+. This destabilization is due to the strong electrondonating character of the thiazole ring resulting from the presence of the S atom, which
contributes with a lone electron pair to the aromatic π-system of the five-membered
ring. Methylation of the imidazole ring has a very small effect, destabilizing the LUMO
by around 0.02 eV. The changes predicted for the energy of the LUMO justify the less
negative reduction potentials measured for [44]PF6 (−1.95 V) and [45]PF6 (−1.91 V)
compared with [43]PF6 (−2.20 V), and the increase of the potential in passing from
[44]PF6 and [45]PF6 to [46]PF6 (−2.14 V) and [47]PF6 (−2.27 V), respectively. Upon
reduction, the extra electron fully enters in the N^N ligand as illustrated by the unpairedelectron spin densities shown in Fig. 18 for the radical species [45]• and [47]•. It is to be
noted that for [47]• a high spin density of 0.47e is located on the C2 atom of the thiazole
ring. The highly localized nature of the unpaired electron could explain the instability of
the reduced species of [47]PF6 despite the N−H group of the pybim unit is protected
with a methyl group as in [45]PF6.

Fig. 18. Unpaired-electron spin-density contours (0.002 a.u.) calculated for fully relaxed doublet (D0) states of the
radical neutral species [45]• and [47]• resulting from the reduction of [45]+ and [47]+.

The size of the HOMO−LUMO energy gap is therefore mainly determined by the
position of the LUMO and increases along the series [44]+ ≈ [45]+ < [43]+ < [46]+≈ [47]+.
Obviously, if a direct correlation is established between the HOMO−LUMO gap and the
emission energy, bluer emissions have to be expected along this series, which is indeed
in agreement with the experimental trend observed for the emission maxima (see Table
8). However, the picture is not as simple since experimental evidences point to a
different electronic nature of the emitting triplet state. Therefore, we cannot directly
presume that emission originates from the HOMO  LUMO transition for all the
complexes.
TD-DFT calculations determined the energy of the triplet states as well as the
character of these states (see Fig. 19 and Table 10). Thus, the emission could occur from
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different triplet states when they are close in energy. The calculated emission energies,
estimated as the vertical energy difference between T1 and S0 at the optimized
minimum-energy geometry of T1, follow closely the experimental values of the emission
maxima. The values predicted for [44]+ (590 nm) and [45]+ (593 nm) are in good accord
with the experimental values (583 and 596 nm, respectively), whereas those obtained
for [43]+ (534 nm), [46]+ (527 nm), and [47]+ (528 nm) slightly overestimate the
experimental values (516, 489-508, 486-508 nm, respectively).
Table 10. Lowest triplet excited states calculated at the TD-DFT B3LYP/(6-31G**+LANL2DZ) level for complexes
[1]+ to [5]+ in acetonitrile solution. Vertical excitation energies (E), dominant monoexcitations with contributions
(within parentheses) greater than 30%, nature of the electronic transition and description of the excited state are
summarized. H and L denote HOMO and LUMO, respectively.

Complex State E (eV) Monoexcitations Nature

Descriptiona

[43]+

T1
T2
T3
T4

2.73
2.75
2.79
2.93

H → L (72)
H → L+1 (54)
H → L+2 (58)
H-2 → L (35)
H-6 → L (30)

dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N + πN^N → π*N^N
πN^N → π*N^N

3

[44]+

T1
T2
T3
T4

2.51
2.70
2.75
2.80

H → L (95)
H-1 → L (39)
H → L+1 (67)
H → L+2 (56)

dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N + πN^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N

3

[45]+

T1
T2
T3
T4

2.51
2.69
2.75
2.80

H → L (92)
H-1 → L (52)
H → L+1 (70)
H → L+2 (67)

dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N + πN^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N

3

[46]+

T1
T2
T3
T4

2.75
2.79
2.84
2.95

H → L+1 (67)
H → L+2 (56)
H-1 → L (37)
H → L (87)

dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N + πN^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*N^N

3

T1
T2
T3
T4

2.75
2.79
2.85
2.97

H → L+1 (67)
H → L+2 (56)
H-1 → L (46)
H → L (90)

dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*C^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N + πN^N → π*N^N
dπ(Ir) + πC^N → π*N^N

3

[47]+

a

MLCT/3LLCT
LC(C^N)
3
LC(C^N)
3
LC(N^N)/3MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC(N^N)
3

MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC(N^N)/3MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC(C^N)
3
LC(C^N)
MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC(N^N)/3MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC(C^N)
3
LC(C^N)
LC(C^N)
LC(C^N)
3
LC(N^N)/3MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3

LC(C^N)
LC(C^N)
3
LC(N^N)/3MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3

Triplets 3LC(C^N) due to the HOMO  LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 excitations show some contribution of MLCT character (~15%).
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Fig. 19. Energy diagram showing the energy values calculated for the lowest-energy triplet excited states (Tn) of
complexes [43]+ to [47]+. The different electronic nature of the Tn states is denoted by using different colours.

2. APPLICATIONS: LEC DEVICES
The concept of lighting has changed in the last two decades. In fact, solid-state lighting
(SSL) is a new concept for illumination. It involves an organic semiconductor material
sandwiched between two metal electrodes, which are stimulated to produce visible light
under the application of external electrical field. The SSL is divided into two main families
of devices: light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).
Nowadays, OLEDs are gaining great attention in display applications. However, they
have some limitations, such as their complex and costly manufacturing procedures,
which have prevented this technology from being completely accepted in the market.
These drawbacks have encouraged the need for new concepts for flat
electroluminescent (EL) lighting devices. Among these, light-emitting electrochemical
cells (LECs) are the most popular. Furthermore, LECs have some advantages over OLEDs,
as they have a much simple architecture and packing. Depending on the light-emitting
material, there are two kind of devices: when it is a polymer, they are known as polymer
LECs (PLECs); and when it is an ionic transition-metal complex (with small molecular
weight), they are called iTMC-LECs.7,30,32 The operation of LECs is simple, although two
models have been proposed, the electrodynamical (ED) and the electrochemical doping
(ECD). The former assumes that after application of an electric field, the charged species
in the active layer move towards the electrodes, accumulating at the interfaces and
causing a sharp drop of the potential near the electrode interfaces with the subsequent
formation of doped zones. In this situation, emission of light takes place at the intrinsic
region.33 The latter, on the other hand, assumes that the accumulation of ions at the
anode and cathode leads to the formation of highly conductive p- and n-doped regions.
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The doped regions widen over time, until a p-i-n junction (i = intrinsic, undoped)
between them is formed. In this region, the applied potential drops substantially and
favours charge recombination and light emission (see Fig. 20).30

Fig. 20. Schematic representation of the operation mechanism of LECs at sufficient high voltages after formation
of the electric double layers (EDLs) and the p- and n-type doped zones. Figure extracted from Meier, S. B.;
Tordera, D.; Pertegás, A.; Roldán-Carmona, C.; Ortí, E.; Bolink, H. J. Mater. Today 2014, 17, 217–223.32

2.1. Fabrication of LEC devices
LECs were prepared by the group of Henk Bolink (ICMol, Universidad de Valencia) in
a cleanroom. The devices were prepared over a patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) coated
glass substrate. This coated glass was previously cleaned, following four steps: a)
sonication with soap, b) deionized water, c) i-propanol and d) UV-O3 lamp for 20 min.
Then, a thin layer (80 nm) of a suspension PEDOT:PSS [poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)] was deposited by spin-coating. The
emitting layer (100 nm) was also prepared by spin-coating of an acetonitrile solution of
the iTMC (the Ir(III) complex) with the addition of the ionic liquid (IL) [Bmim][PF6] (1butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate) in a 4:1 molar ratio (iTMC-IL). The
devices were then transferred to an inert atmosphere glovebox, where a layer (70 nm)
of aluminum was thermally evaporated and deposited onto the devices. Thus, the
structure of the device was: Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Ir complexes:[Bmim][PF6] 4:1 molar
ratio/Al, with a final area of 6.5 mm2. Fig. 21 shows the fabrication process and the
composition of a device as well as the equipment required to deposit the thin films.
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 21. (a) Configuration of the device fabrication process by spin-coating and (b) structure of the bi-layed LECs
(figure extracted from Jeon, Y.; Sunesh, C. D.; Chitumalla, R. K.; Jang, J.; Choe, Y. Electrochim. Acta 2016, 195,
112–123.)7. Equipment of coating: (c) spin-coater and (d) evaporator (the heat is supplied by electric current
between two electrodes).

2.2. PL in thin films
Besides the features measured for the devices, the photoluminescence and the
quantum yield were measured in thin films with an integrating sphere. The thin film
consisted in the deposition of a solution of the Ir(III) complex by spin-coating on a quartz
glass, mimicking the conditions of devices. Fig. 22 displays the emission spectra of the
complexes in thin films, this is, in solid state. The tendency of the emission maxima is
similar to that observed in the spectra of the complexes in solution. Nonetheless, the
emission maxima are shifted. Regarding the PLQY, the values are quite similar. Table 11
shows the PL emission wavelength and PLQY for selected complexes.
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Fig. 22. Emission spectra of complexes [43](PF6), [44](PF6), [45](PF6), [46](PF6) and [47](PF6) in a thin film (λexc =
320 nm) at 25 °C.

2.3. Electroluminescent properties of the LECs
The devices lifetime was measured applying a pulsed current and monitoring the
voltage and the luminance versus time. The average current density was determined
multiplying the peak current density by the turn-on time and dividing by the total cycle
time. The average luminance was directly obtained correlating the average of the
photodiode luminance to the value of a luminance meter. The current efficiency was
obtained dividing the average luminance by the average current density (see Fig. 23).

Fig. 23. Assembly of the device into the BoTEST (Botest OLT OLED Lifetime-Test System), able to measure the
parameters of the LEC. The equipment is located inside a glovebox.

The LEC devices were operated under inert conditions applying pulsed current
methods and driven at an average current density of 100 A·m-2 using duty cycle of 50%.
Fig. 24 exhibits the colour modulation on electroluminescence of selected LECs.
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[43]PF6

[44]PF6

[45]PF6

[45]OTs

[47]PF6

Fig. 24. Switched-on of LEC devices for selected complexes.

Normalized electroluminiescence (a.u.)

The electroluminescent spectra were recorded during the device lifetime
measurement (see Fig. 25). The emission maxima were immobile or slightly
bathochromic-shifted with regard to the PL spectra in thin films, except for the complex
[47]PF6, which shifts 49 nm. In addition, the spectra were structureless. Table 11 gathers
the comparison of the PL emission maxima of the complexes in solution and in thin film
with the EL emission maxima. Likewise, the PLQY are also gathered in solution and in
thin film.
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Fig. 25. Electroluminescence spectra of complexes [43](PF6), [44](PF6), [45](PF6) and [47](PF6) in the LEC devices at
25 °C and recorded under N2 atmosphere (inside a glovebox).
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Table 11. Photoluminescence in solution and in thin film, and electroluminescence. of Ir(III) complexes.

Compound

λem sol. (nm)

Φsol.

λem film (nm)

Φfilm

λem EL (nm)

[43](PF6)

516 (cyan)

0.20

542 (green)

0.06

558 (green)

[44](PF6)

582 (yellow)

0.39

574 (yellow)

0.32

573 (yellow)

[45](PF6)

594 (orange)

0.39

581 (yellow)

0.45

576 (yellow)

[46](PF6)

489/508
(blue-cyan)

0.09

507 (cyan)

0.03

-

[47](PF6)

487/508
(blue-cyan)

0.04

499(sh)/518
(blue-cyan)

0.06

493(sh)/567
(blue-yellow)

[45](BPh4)

591 (orange)

0.15

583 (yellow)

0.23

-

[45](OTs)

591 (orange)

0.13

567 (yellow)

0.26

570 (yellow)

The device parameters are gathered in Table 12 and Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 display the
graphs illustrating the luminance, average voltage and PCE vs. time. All the devices
present a fast initial decrease of the voltage until a minimum stable value (2.3−2.7 V) is
reached. This behavior is typical under the pulsed current driving applied due to the
operation mechanism of LECs. The fact that the voltage remains in all cases close to the
minimum along the device operation time reveals that there are no signs of charge
transport issues or chemical degradation. Except for devices with [46]PF6, that does not
emit any light. The ton for some devices was not established because these LECs did not
achieve the threshold of 100 cd m−2. The absence of light emission for [46]PF6 and the
low luminance observed for [43]PF6 and [47]PF6 can be related with the nature of the
emitting state, and, in the case of [46]PF6, with the observed formation of dimeric
entities in the crystal that favor self-quenching processes. The emitting state of these
complexes has a predominant 3LC character with small participation of the iridium
center. This limits the intersystem crossing and, as a consequence, low PLQY values are
obtained for [43]PF6 (5.5%), [46]PF6 (3.3%), and [47]PF6 (6.0%) in thin film (see Table
11). In contrast, [44]PF6 and [45]PF6 have emitting states of 3MLCT/3LLCT nature with
higher PLQY values (32.1 and 44.6%, respectively), and their LECs feature much higher
luminances (Lummax = 460 and 906 cd·m−2, respectively). The higher luminance
registered for the [45]PF6 device combines with a top efficiency (efficacy of 9.2 cd·A‒1
and external quantum efficiency of 3.0%), and is in good agreement with the higher
PLQY recorded for this complex in thin film. In addition, the LECs built with [44]PF6 and
[45]PF6 show a fast response, the longest ton (7 s) being found for the LEC with [45]PF6.
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Table 12. Performance of LEC devices for complexes [43]+-[47]+.

iTMC

Lum0
(cd·m-2)

Lummax
(cd·m-2)

ton
(s)

tmax
(min)

t1/2
(h)

Efficacy
(cd·A-1)

EQE
(%)

PCE
(lm·W-1)

[43]PF6

18

25

-

15

2.25

0.3

0.1

1.3

[44]PF6

143

460

<2

18

0.30

4.6

1.4

2.5

[45]PF6

44

904

6.9

1680

>2000

9.2

3.0

5.7

[46]PF6

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

[47]PF6

51

61

-

1

200

0.6

0.2

0.3

The stability of the devices was estimated as the decay time required for reaching
one-half of the maximum luminance (t1/2) after the tmax is attained. The values obtained
for t1/2 (see Table 12) indicate that the condensation of a benzene ring to the imidazole
heterocycle on going from [43]PF6 to [44]PF6, although produces a huge increase of the
light emitted, it does not assure a high stability and device lifetime. In fact, the device
made with the pybim-containing complex [44]PF6 features a short t1/2 of only 0.30 h,
shorter than that of the pyim-containing [43]PF6 (2.25h). However, when the imidazole
N−H group is substituted with a N-Me group, the LEC stability improves dramatically,
and t1/2 grows up to 200 h in [47]PF6 and above 2000 h in [45]PF6. The luminance of the
[45]PF6 device indeed decreases only by 12% after 650 h (27 days) of continuous
operation, and the linear extrapolation of the time dependence of luminance provides
the value of t1/2 = 2700 h, which is a remarkable result for a LEC (see Fig. 26). The
unprotection of the N-H bond of some species could be the reason of the limited device
stability of [43]PF6, [44]PF6 and [46]PF6. The value of t1/2 extrapolated for [45]PF6 is
within the best values available in the bibliography for LECs. In a recent review,34
Henwood and Zysman-Colman concluded that the most stable emitter reported to date
under the same pulsed current operation of 100 A m‒2 was presented by Tordera et al.,35
who described a LEC device based on an imidazole-including complex ([Ir(ppy)2(imp)]+
(imp = 1H-imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenantroline)) that featured high lifetime and
luminescence and low turn-on times. The results obtained here for the device
manufactured with complex [45]PF6 are even better than those of the device with
[Ir(ppy)2(imp)]+. While the stability is comparable for both devices (t1/2 ≈ 2000 h), the
turn-on time obtained when using [45]PF6 is shorter (6.9 vs. 45 s), the maximum
luminance is higher (904 vs. 684 cd·m−2), and the maximum current efficiency is also
higher (9.2 vs. 6.5 cd·A‒1). This is certainly above to the most stable (t1/2 ≈ 4000 h) yelloworange emitting LEC (3.6 cd·A‒1), that was operated under different pulsed current
conditions (30% of duty cycle),36 and competitive to the top peak efficiencies (18.6 cd·A‒
1) obtained by He et al. under constant voltage operation that usually leads to higher
peak values.37 Interestingly, the exceptional efficiency found for the [45]PF6 LEC (9.2
cd·A-1) overcomes the efficiency previously obtained for this complex under voltage scan
(1.5 cd·A‒1).6
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Fig. 26. Luminescence (blue), average voltage (red) and PCE (green) vs. time (black) for complexes [43]PF6-[45]PF6.
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Fig. 27. Luminescence (blue) and average voltage (red) vs. time (black) for complexes [46]PF6-[45]PF6.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
-

-

A family of 11 new complexes has been synthesised and fully characterised, both
in solution and some of them in solid state.
The photoluminescent properties of the complexes in solution change
depending on the identity of the ancillary ligand. Complexes [44]+ and [45]+ show
high PLQY and broad and unstructured bands in the emission spectra, whereas
[43]+, [46]+ and [47]+ present lower PLQY and a vibrationally-structured
spectrum.
Theoretical calculations have supported the photophysical behaviour of
complexes [43]PF6 to [47]PF6. The benzimidazole unit in [44]PF6 and [45]PF6
stabilizes the LUMO (located on the ancillary ligand) and determined a
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3MLCT/3LLCT

-

340

character for the lowest-energy emitting triplet state. On the other
hand, the thiazolyl ring destabilizes the LUMO, and thereby the HOMO  LUMO
3MLCT/3LLCT state, and the emitting triplet has a predominant 3LC nature in
[46]PF6 and [47]PF6. Complex [43]PF6 displays an intermediate behaviour due to
close energy of the 3MLCT/3LLCT and 3LC states.
5 LEC devices have been fabricated, obtaining different features and emission
colours. The best result has been obtained for the device prepared with [45]PF6,
whose stability (t1/2 ≈ 2000h), short turn-on time (6.9 s) and maximum luminance
(904 cd m−2) make it one of the top LEC devices reported to date.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyim)]Cl, [43]Cl. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand pyim (0.0312 g, 0.193
mmol) was added to a solution of [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1002 g, 0.093 mmol) in a mixture of
dichloromethane/methanol (4:5 13.5 ml), and the mixture was stirred at 60 °C for 24 h and under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was filtered and the solid precipitated with diethyl ether.
The product was washed again with diethyl ether. The resulting yellow powder was dried under
vacuum. Yield: 102.1 mg (0.150 mmol, 80%). Mr (C30H23N5ClIr) = 681.2179 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C30H23N5ClIr·(CH3OH)1.2(CH2Cl2)0.2: C 51.20; H 3.86; N 9.51; Found: C 51.13; H 3.79; N 9.05. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.88 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.38 (dd, J = 8.1, 0.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 7.95 (t, J =
7.8 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.87 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.3 Hz, 2H, H3, H3), 7.79 – 7.69 (m, 3H, H6’, H4, H4), 7.66 (d, J =
7.1 Hz, 2H, Hc, H6), 7.63 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.50 (dd, J = 5.8, 0.7 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.33 (s, 1H, Hb’),
7.21 – 7.16 (m, 1H, H5’), 7.03 – 6.92 (m, 4H, Hd, Hd, H5, H5), 6.89 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, He), 6.84 (t, J =
7.4 Hz, 1H, He), 6.51 (s, 1H, Hc’), 6.40 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.31 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 13C{1H}
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 168.31 (s, 1C, C2), 168.28 (s, 1C, C2), 152.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 149.9 (s,
1C, C6’), 149.1 (s, 1C, C6), 148.8 (s, 1C, C2’), 148.6 (s, 1C, C6), 148.4 (s, 1C, Ca’), 147.6 (s, 1C, Ca),
144.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 143.8 (s, 1C, Cb), 139.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 137.7 (s, 1C, C4), 137.6 (s, 1C, C4), 132.2 (s,
1C, Cf), 132.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.7 (s, 1C, Ce), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.2 (s, 1C, Cc’), 125.8 (s, 1C, C5’),
124.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.40 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.36 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.0 (s, 1C, C5), 122.8 (s, 1C, C5), 122.29
(s, 1C, Cd), 122.25 (s, 1C, Cb’), 122.1 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.3 (s, 2C, C3, C3) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected
bands: 3418 (w, νN-Hasociado), 3032 (w, νC=CH), 2965-2850-2739-2638-2508 (w, ν-CH), 1608-1583 (s,
νC=C + C-N), 1478 (s), 1468 (s, νC=N), 1439-1419 (m), 1301 (m), 1267 (m), 1157 (m, νC-C), 1118 (m),
1065-1032 (m, δC-Hip), 928 (m), 790 (m, δC-C), 770-753 (vs, δC-Hoop), 707 (s), 670 (m), 630 (w). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 647 (100) ([M-Cl+H]+), 501 (48) ([M-Cl-pyim]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN):
28 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform, acetonitrile, DMSO.
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Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pybim)]Cl, [44]Cl.10 The synthesis was performed as for [43]Cl in the
presence of the ligand pybim (0.0390 g, 0.199 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1000 g, 0.093 mmol).
Yield: 131.8 mg (0.180 mmol, 92%). Mr (C34H25N5ClIr) = 731.2777 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C34H25N5ClIr·(CH3OH)(CH2Cl2)0.3: C 53.75; H 3.78; N 8.88; Found: C 53.68; H 3.79; N 8.64. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 16.22 (s, 1H, HN-H), 9.72 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.06 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H,
H4’), 7.93 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hc’), 7.89 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.88 – 7.82 (m, 2H, H3, H6’), 7.76 –
7.62 (m, 5H, H4, H4, Hc, Hc, H6), 7.48 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.35 – 7.27 (m, 2H, H5’, Hd’), 7.09 (t, J
= 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.03 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.98 – 6.88 (m, 5H, He’, H5, H5, He, He), 6.43 (d, J = 7.6
Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.38 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.19 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hf’) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 168.4 (s, 1C, C2), 168.1 (s, 1C, C2), 153.0 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.3 (s, 1C,
C6’), 149.7 (s, 1C, C6), 148.9 (s, 1C, C2’), 148.5 (s, 1C, C6), 147.2 (s, 1C, Ca), 144.22 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.16
(s, 1C, Cb), 140.2 (s, 1C, Cg’), 139.6 (s, 1C, C4’), 137.8 (s, 1C, C4), 137.6 (s, 1C, C4), 135.3 (s, 1C, Cb’),
132.5 (s, 1C, Cf), 132.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.8 (s, 1C, Ce), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.6 (s, 1C,
C3’), 125.6 (s, 1C, Cd’), 124.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.6 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.2 (s, 1C, C5), 122.9
(s, 1C, C5), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.4 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.39 (s, 1C, C3), 119.37 (s, 1C, C3), 117.2 (s, 1C,
Cf’), 115.0 (s, 1C, Cc’) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3373 (w, νN-Hasociado), 3034 (w, νC=CH),
2964 (w, ν-CH), 1604-1581 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1475 (s), 1455 (m, νC=N), 1438-1416 (m), 1304 (m), 1267
(m), 1157 (m, νC-C), 1062-1031-1007-979 (m, δC-Hip), 794 (w, δC-C), 753-739 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m).
MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 697 (50) ([M-Cl+H]+), 501 (18) ([M-Cl-pybim]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 25 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol, dichloromethane, chloroform
and acetone.
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Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyMebim)]Cl, [45]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [43]Cl in the
presence of the ligand pyMebim (0.0101 g, 0.048 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.0260 g, 0.024 mmol).
Yield: 35.0 mg (0.047 mmol, 97%). Mr (C35H27N5ClIr) = 745.3045 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C35H27N5ClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.45(H2O)0.5: C 53.73; H 3.68; N 8.84; Found: C 53.76; H 3.65; N 8.88. Anal.
Calcd for C35H27N5ClIr·(CH3OH)0.1(CH2Cl2)0.55: C 53.85; H 3.61; N 8.81; Found: C 53.76; H 3.65; N
8.88. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 9.61 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.50 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H, H4’),
7.96 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.91 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.84 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.73 (t, J = 8.0
Hz, 1H, H4), 7.68 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 3H, H4, Hc, Hc), 7.65 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.57 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H,
Hc’), 7.51 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.40 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, H5’, Hd’), 7.08 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.07 –
6.96 (m, 3H, Hd, He’, H5), 6.96 – 6.90 (m, 3H, H5, He, He), 6.42 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.32 (d, J = 4.1
Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.30 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H, Hf’), 4.75 (s, 3H, HMe) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25
°C) δ 168.3 (s, 1C, C2), 168.0 (s, 1C, C2), 152.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 151.4 (s, 1C, C6’), 149.6
(s, 1C, C6), 148.7 (s, 1C, C6), 147.4 (s, 1C, C2’), 147.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 144.2 (s, 1C, Cb), 143.9 (s, 1C, Cb),
141.3 (s, 1C, Cg’), 139.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 137.9 (s, 1C, C4), 137.7 (s, 1C, C4), 136.8 (s, 1C, Cb’), 132.5 (s,
1C, Cf), 131.8 (s, 1C, Cf), 131.0 (s, 1C, Ce), 130.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 128.1 (s, 1C, C5’), 128.0 (s, 1C, C3’),
126.1 (s, 1C, Cd’), 125.4 (s, 1C, Cc), 125.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.7 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.4 (s, 1C, C5), 123.2 (s,
1C, C5), 122.7 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.6 (s, 1C, C3), 119.4 (s, 1C, C3), 118.3 (s, 1C, Cf’),
111.7 (s, 1C, Cc’) 34.9 (s, 1C, CNMe) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3345 (w), 3029 (w,
νC=CH), 1604-1582 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1474 (s), 1456 (m, νC=N), 1438-1418 (m), 1333 (w, δCH3), 1267 (m),
1156 (m, νC-C), 1063-1032-1011 (m, δC-Hip), 792 (m, δC-C), 765-755-741 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m), 415
(m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 711 (15) ([M-Cl+H]+), 501 (5) ([M-Cl-pyMebim]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 129 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetone and dichloromethane, chloroform and
acetonitrile.

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(tbz)]Cl, [46]Cl. The synthesis was performed as for [43]Cl in the presence
of the ligand tbz (0.0375 g, 0.186 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1001 g, 0.093 mmol) Yield: 110.5 mg
(0.153 mmol, 82%). Mr (C32H23N5SClIr) = 737.3069 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C32H23N4SClIr·(CH2Cl2)0.7(H2O)0.8: C 49.27; H 3.29; N 7.03; S 4.02; Found: C 49.32; H 3.33; N 9.11;
S 4.19. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 15.73 (s, 1H, HN-H), 10.09 (d, J = 1.3 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.13
(d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.89 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.85 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.78 (d, J = 8.2 Hz,
1H, Hc’), 7.76 – 7.70 (m, 2H, H4, H6), 7.70 – 7.62 (m, 3H, H4, Hc, Hc), 7.52 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6),
7.25 (t, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.07 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.00 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.98 – 6.85 (m,
5H, He’, H5, H5, He, He), 6.45 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.40 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.16 (d, J = 8.3 Hz,
1H, Hf’) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ 168.4 (s, 1C, C2), 168.1 (s, 1C, C2), 155.1 (s,
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1C, C5’), 149.8 (s, 1C, C6), 148.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 148.29 (s, 1C, C6), 148.25 (s, 1C, C2’), 146.73 (s, 1C, Ca),
146.65 (s, 1C, Ca’), 144.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.3 (s, 1C, Cb), 139.8 (s, 1C, Cg’), 137.9 (s, 1C, C4), 137.7 (s,
1C, C4), 134.9 (s, 1C, Cb’), 132.5 (s, 1C, Cf), 132.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 130.1 (s, 1C, Ce), 125.6
(s, 1C, C3’), 125.1 (s, 1C, Cd’), 124.59 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.56 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.2 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.2 (s, 1C,
C5), 122.9 (s, 1C, C5), 122.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.4 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.3 (s, 2C, C3, C3), 117.1 (s, 1C, Cf’), 114.4
(s, 1C, Cc’) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3372 (w, νN-Hasociado), 3034 (w, νC=CH), 2618 (w,
ν-CH), 1606-1579 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1476 (s), 1455 (w, νC=N), 1416 (s), 1267 (m), 1227 (m) 1161 (m, νCC), 1060-1030-1011-994 (m, δC-Hip), 830 (m), 795 (w, δC-C), 751 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m), 560 (m), 436421 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 1404 (3) ([2M-2Cl]+), 703 (100) ([M-Cl+H]+), 501 (58) ([M-Cl-tbz]+).
Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 21 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform
and acetone. Partially soluble in methanol and insoluble in water.

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyim)](PF6), [43]PF6. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the ligand pyim (0.0310 g,
0.214 mmol) was added to a solution of [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1002 g, 0.093 mmol) in a mixture of
dichloromethane/methanol (4:5 18 mL), and the suspension was stirred at 60 °C for 24 h and
under a nitrogen atmosphere. An excess of NH4PF6 (0.3053 g, 1.87 mmol) was added, the
mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature and then filtered. The metallc product was
precipitated with diethyl ether and filtered. The yellow solid crude was dissolved in
dichloromethane (10 mL), filtered and precipitated again with diethyl ether (15 mL). The
resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 79.5 mg (0.101 mmol, 54%). Mr
(C30H23N5PF6Ir) = 790.7294 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C30H23N5PF6Ir·(H2O)0.7: C 44.87; H 2.97; N 8.73;
Found: C 44.86; H 3.06; N 8.72. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.40 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.35
(d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.26 – 8.14 (m, 3H, H3, H3, H4’), 7.96 – 7.88 (m, 3H, H4, H4, Hc), 7.86 (d, J =
7.7 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.74 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.71 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H, Hb’), 7.65 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, H6,
H6), 7.54 (t, J = 6.9, 6.2 Hz, 1H, H5’), 7.21 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.17 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.00 (t,
J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.96 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.89 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, He), 6.83 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H,
He), 6.52 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H, Hc’), 6.26 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.20 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 19F{1H}
NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -70.5 (d, JF-P = 712.5 Hz, 6F, FPF6) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz,
DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -143.3 (hept, JP-F = 712.0 Hz, 1P, P PF6) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSOd6, 25 °C) δ 167.2 (s, 1C, C2), 167.0 (s, 1C, C2), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 149.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 149.0 (s, 1C, C6),
148.7 (s, 1C, C6), 148.0 (s, 1C, Ca’), 147.28 (s, 1C, C2’ or Ca), 147.25 (s, 1C, Ca or C2’), 144.3 (s, 1C,
Cb), 144.0 (s, 1C, Cb), 139.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 131.3 (s, 1C, Cf), 131.2
(s, 1C, Cf), 130.0 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 127.3 (s, 1C, Cc’), 126.9 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.0 (s, 1C, Cc),
124.5 (s, 1C, Cc), 123.7 (s, 2C, C5, C5), 122.8 (s, 1C, Cb’), 121.9 (s, 1C, C3’ or Cd), 121.71 (s, 1C, Cd
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or C3’), 121.68 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.8 (s, 1C, C3), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands:
3448 (w, νN-Hasociado), 3039 (w, νC=CH), 1608-1582 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1476 (s), 1439-1421 (m), 1268 (m),
1163 (m, νC-C), 1100 (m), 1065-1031 (m, δC-Hip), 837 (vs, νP-Fsym), 794 (m, δC-C), 763-753 (vs, δC-Hoop),
738-729 (s), 669 (m), 630 (w), 552 (vs, νP-Fas). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 646 (72) ([M-PF6]+), 501 (23)
([M-PF6-pyim]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 137 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in
dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol, acetone and dimethylsulfoxide. Insoluble in water.

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pybim)](PF6), [44]PF6. The synthesis was performed as for [43]PF6 in the
presence of the ligand pybim (0.0367 g, 0.188 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1003 g, 0.094 mmol)
followed by the addition of NH4PF6 (0.367 g, 2.25 mmol) to force anion exchange from Cl- to PF6. Yield: 64.6 mg (0.077 mmol, 41%). Mr (C34H25N5PF6Ir) = 840.7892 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C34H25N5PF6Ir·(H2O)0.1: C 48.47; H 3.01; N 8.31; Found: C 48.46; H 3.10; N 8.28. 1H NMR (400
MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.76 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.61 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.34 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H,
H4’), 8.25 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3), 8.19 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.96 – 7.82 (m, 5H, H4, H4, Hc, Hc, H6’),
7.76 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, Hc’), 7.68 (m, 3H, H5’, H6, H6), 7.37 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.13 (dd, J = 13.3,
6.5 Hz, 2H, H5, H5), 7.07 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.02 (m, 2H, Hd, He’), 6.92 (m, 2H, He, He), 6.32 (d,
J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.25 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.16 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, Hf’) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376
MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -70.5 (d, JF-P = 712.5 Hz, 6F, FPF6) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, DMSOd6, 25 °C) δ -143.4 (hept, JP-F = 712.6 Hz, 1P, PPF6) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C)
δ 167.1 (s, 1C, C2), 167.0 (s, 1C, C2), 153.4 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.3 (, 1C, C6’), 149.4 (s,
1C, C6), 149.1 (s, 1C, C6), 147.3 (s, 1C, C2’), 147.0 (s, 1C, Ca), 144.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.2 (s, 1C, Cb),
140.0 (s, 1C, Cg’), 139.9 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 134.5 (s, 1C, Cb’), 131.7 (s,
1C, Cf), 131.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 128.6 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.5 (s, 1C, Cd’),
125.0 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.4 (s, 1C, Ce’), 124.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 123.8 (s, 1C, C5), 123.7 (s,
1C, C5), 122.1 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.8 (s, 1C, C3), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3), 116.5 (s, 1C, Cf’),
113.9 (s, 1C, Cc’) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3353 (w, νN-Hasociated), 3038 (w, νC=CH),
1608-1581 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1478 (s), 1457 (m, νC=N), 1444-1417 (s), 1267 (m), 1163 (m, νC-C), 10641031-1011 (m, δC-Hip), 843-829 (vs, νP-Fsym), 788 (w, δC-C), 758-751-741-730 (vs, δC-Hoop), 669 (m),
630 (m), 555 (vs, νP-Fas), 434-413 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 696 (59) ([M-PF6]+), 501 (22) ([M-PF6pybim]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 132 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in water, methanol,
dichloromethane, chloroform and acetone.
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Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyMebim)](PF6), [45]PF6. The synthesis was performed as for [43]PF6 in the
presence of the ligand pyMebim (0.0395 g, 0.189 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1001 g, 0.093 mmol)
followed by the addition of NH4PF6 (0.3050 g, 1.87 mmol) to force anion exchange from Cl- to
PF6-. Yield: 132.0 mg (0.154 mmol, 89%). Mr (C35H29N5PF6Ir) = 854.8160 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C35H29N5PF6Ir·(H2O)0.4: C 48.77; H 3.25; N 8.12; Found: C 48.73; H 3.12; N 8.10. 1H NMR (400
MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 8.78 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.30 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, H4’), 8.26 (d, J = 8.4
Hz, 1H, H3), 8.19 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.98 – 7.89 (m, 5H, Hc, Hc, H6’ Hc’, H4), 7.86 (t, J = 7.8 Hz,
1H, H4), 7.74 – 7.66 (m, 2H, H5’, H6), 7.63 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.42 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.17 –
7.08 (m, 2H, H5, H5), 7.08 – 6.98 (m, 3H, Hd, Hd, He’), 6.95 – 6.88 (m, 2H, He, He), 6.29 (d, J = 7.7
Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.20 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H, Hf, Hf’), 4.45 (s, 3H, HNMe) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, DMSOd6, 25 °C) δ -70.5 (d, J F-P = 712.6 Hz, 6F, FPF6) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 143.1 (hept, J P-F = 711.3 Hz, 1P, P PF6) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 167.0 (s,
1C, C2), 166.9 (s, 1C, C2), 152.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 149.6 (s, 1C, C6),
149.1 (s, 1C, C6), 147.5 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 144.4 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.1 (s, 1C, Cb), 139.5 (s,
1C, C4’), 138.7 (s, 1C, Cg’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 136.5 (s, 1C, Cb’), 131.7 (s, 1C, Cf),
130.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 128.4 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.4 (s,
1C, Cd’), 125.1 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.6 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.7 (s, 1C, C5), 123.6 (s, 1C, C5),
122.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.8 (s, 1C, C3), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3), 116.8 (s, 1C, Cf’), 112.5 (s, 1C,
Cc’), 33.4 (s, 1C, CNMe) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3037 (w, νC=CH), 1605-1581 (m, νC=C
+ C-N), 1476 (s), 1457 (m, νC=N), 1438-1417 (m), 1351-1341 (w, δCH3), 1267 (m), 1164 (m, νC-C), 10631030-1012 (m, δC-Hip), 834 (vs, νP-Fsym), 748-730 (vs, δC-Hoop), 556 (vs, νP-Fas), 416 (m). MS (FAB+):
m/z (%) = 710 (100) ([M-PF6]+), 501 (25) ([M-PF6-pyMebim]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 139
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetone, dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol, acetonitrile
and DMSO.
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Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyMebim)](BPh4), [45]BPh4. In a 100 mL Schelenk flask, the ligand
pyMebim (0.0395 g, 0.189 mmol) was added to a solution of [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1001 g, 0.093 mmol)
in a mixture of dichloromethane/methanol (4:5 18 mL), and the suspension was stirred at 60 °C
for 24 h and under a nitrogen atmosphere. NaBPh4 (0.6384 g, 1.87 mmol) was added along with
additional dichloromethane until complete dissolution of the solid. Then the solution was
filtered twice and the product was precipitated with diethyl ether and filtered. The yellow solid
was dissolved in dichloromethane (10 mL), the solution was filtered and the product was
precipitated again with diethyl ether (15 mL). The resulting orange powder was washed with
water and diethyl ether and dried under vacuum. Yield: 142.0 mg (0.138 mmol, 74%). Mr
(C59H47N5BIr) = 1029.0848 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C59H47N5BIr (CH2Cl2)0.24: C 67.80; H 4.56; N 6.67;
Found: C 67.83; H 4.62; N 6.64. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 8.77 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H,
H3’), 8.32 – 8.21 (m, 2H, H4’, H3), 8.19 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.99 – 7.88 (m, 5H, Hc’, Hc, Hc, H6’, H4),
7.86 (t, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H, H4), 7.74 – 7.66 (m, 2H, H6, H5’), 7.62 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.42 (t, J = 8.0
Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.17 (s, 8H, Ho-Ph(BPh)4), 7.14 – 7.04 (m, 3H, H5, H5, Hd), 7.04 – 6.98 (m, 2H, Hd, He’),
6.91 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 10H, He, He, Hm-Ph(BPh)4), 6.78 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H, Hp-Ph(BPh)4), 6.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H,
Hf), 6.20 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, Hf, Hf’), 4.44 (s, 3H, HNMe) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25
°C) δ 167.0 (s, 1C, C2), 166.9 (s, 1C, C2), 164.1 (s, 1C, Cipso-Ph(BPh)4), 163.6 (s, 1C, Cipso-Ph(BPh)4), 163.1
(s, 1C, Cipso-Ph(BPh)4), 162.6 (s, 1C, Cipso-Ph(BPh)4), 152.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.9 (s, 1C, C6’),
149.5 (s, 1C, C6), 149.1 (s, 1C, C6), 147.5 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 144.4 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.1 (s,
1C, Cb), 139.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.7 (s, 1C, Cg’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 136.5 (s, 1C, Cb’),
135.5 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1C, Co-Ph(BPh)4), 131.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.5 (s, 1C,
Ce), 128.4 (s, 1C, C5’), 126.1 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.3 (dd, J = 5.5, 2.8 Hz, 1C, Cm-Ph(BPh)4), 125.1 (s, 1C, Cd’),
124.8 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.6 (s, 1C, Cc), 123.7 (s, 1C, C5), 123.6 (s, 1C, C5), 122.2 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.0 (s, 1C,
Cd), 121.5 (s, 1C, Cp-Ph(BPh)4), 119.9 (s, 1C, C3), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3), 116.8 (s, 1C, Cf’), 112.5 (s, 1C, Cc’),
54.9 (s), 33.4 (s, 1C, CNMe) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3052 (w, νC=CH), 1604-1581 (m,
νC=C + C-N), 1476 (s), 1455 (m, νC=N), 1438-1417 (m), 1347-1334 (w, δCH3), 1267 (m), 1162 (m, νC-C),
1063-1031-1010 (m, δC-Hip), 847 (w), 731-703 (vs, δC-Hoop), 607 (s, νB-C), 549 (w), 418 (w). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 710 (100) ([M-BPh4]+), 501 (75) ([M-BPh4-pyMebim]+). Molar Conductivity
(CH3CN): 91 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetone, dichloromethane, chloroform,
acetonitrile and DMSO. Insoluble in methanol and water.

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(pyMebim)](OTs), [45]OTs. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the salt AgOTs (0.1252
g, 0.45 mmol) was added to a solution of [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1000 g, 0.093 mmol) in methanol (11
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mL) and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 4 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. The
solution was filtered and the ligand pyMebim (0.0395 g, 0.189 mmol) was added. The mixture
was stirred at 60 °C for 20 h. Then it was filtered and the solvent evaporated to dryness. The
orange residue was dissolved in dichloromethane, the solution was filtered twice and the
product precipitated with hexane/diethyl ether. The solid was filtered and washed with hexane,
water, hexane/diethyl ether and hexane. The orange powder was dried under vacuum. Yield:
133.3 mg (0.130 mmol, 81%). Mr (C42H34N5SO3Ir) = 881.0483 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C42H34N5SO3Ir
(CH2Cl2)0.3(H2O)2: C 53.90; H 4.13; N 7.43; S 3.40; Found: C 53.95; H 4.13; N 7.81; S 3.22. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 8.78 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.33 – 8.22 (m, 2H, H4’, H3), 8.19 (d, J =
8.3 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.99 – 7.88 (m, 5H, Hc’, Hc, Hc, H6’, H4), 7.86 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H4), 7.73 – 7.68 (m,
2H, H5’, H6), 7.62 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.47 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, Ho-(OTs)), 7.42 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hd’),
7.14 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.10 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 3H, H5, Hm-(OTs)), 7.08 – 7.04 (m, 1H, Hd), 7.04 – 6.98
(m, 2H, Hd, He’), 6.95 – 6.88 (m, 2H, He, He), 6.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.20 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, Hf,
Hf’), 4.45 (s, 3H, HNMe), 2.28 (s, 3H, HMe(OTs)) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 167.0
(s, 1C, C2), 166.9 (s, 1C, C2), 152.8 (s, 1C, Ca’), 151.6 (s, 1C, Ca), 150.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 149.6 (s, 1C, C6),
149.1 (s, 1C, C6), 147.5 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.0 (s, 1C, C2’), 145.8 (s, 1C, Cipso-(OTs)), 144.4 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.2
(s, 1C, Cb), 139.5 (s, 1C, C4’), 138.7 (s, 1C, Cg’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 137.5 (s, 1C, Cp(OTs)
), 136.5 (s, 1C, Cb’), 132.0 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.2 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.5 (s, 1C, Ce), 128.4
(s, 1C, C5’), 128.0 (s, 1C, Cm-(OTs)), 126.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 125.5 (s, 1C, Co-(OTs)), 125.4 (s, 1C, Cd’), 125.1 (s,
1C, Cc), 124.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.6 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.71 (s, 1C, C5), 123.65 (s, 1C, C5), 122.2 (s, 1C, Cd),
122.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.9 (s, 1C, C3), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3), 116.8 (s, 1C, Cf’), 112.6 (s, 1C, Cc’), 33.4 (s, 1C,
CNMe), 20.8 (s, 1C, CMe(OTs)) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3038 (w, νC=CH), 1605-1582 (m,
νC=C + C-N), 1477 (s), 1456 (m, νC=N), 1439-1418 (m), 1335 (w, δCH3), 1268 (m), 1214-1187-11601120 (s, νSO3-as), 1120 (m, νC-C), 1063-1032-1010 (s, νSO3-sym), 740 (vs, b, δC-Hoop), 679 (vs, νS-O), 563
(vs, νS-O), 416 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 710 (100) ([M-OTs]+), 501 (45) ([M-OTs-pyMebim]+).
Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 135 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in acetone, dichloromethane,
chloroform, methanol, acetonitrile and DMSO. Slightly soluble in diethyl ether. Insoluble in
water.

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(tbz)](PF6), [46]PF6. The synthesis was performed as for [43]PF6 in the
presence of the ligand tbz (0.0377 g, 0.186 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1000 g, 0.093 mmol)
followed by the addition of NH4PF6 (0.3044 g, 1.87 mmol) to force anion exchange from Cl- to
PF6-. Yield: 108 mg (0.128 mmol, 68%). Mr (C32H23N5SPF6Ir) = 846.8174 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
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C32H23N5SPF6Ir·(H2O)0.3: C 45.14; H 2.92; N 8.07; S 3.68; Found: C 45.10; H 2.79; N 8.22; S 3.76.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 14.53 (s, 1H, HN-H), 8.81 (s, 1H, H3’), 8.49 (s, 1H, H5’), 8.26
(d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, H3), 8.18 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.94 – 7.84 (m, 4H, H4, H4, Hc, Hc), 7.78 – 7.74
(m, 2H, H6, Hc’), 7.72 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.30 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.21 – 7.10 (m, 2H, H5, H5),
7.06 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.03 – 6.94 (m, 2H, Hd, He’), 6.94 – 6.84 (m, 2H, He, He), 6.34 (d, J = 7.7
Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.10 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz,
DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -70.5 (d, JF-P = 712.6 Hz, 6F, FPF6) ppm. 31P{1H} NMR (162 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25
°C) δ -143.4 (hept, J P-F = 712.5 Hz, 1P, P PF6) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ
167.1 (s, 1C, C2), 167.0 (s, 1C, C2), 159.2 (s, 1C, C5’), 149.4 (s, 1C, C6), 148.9 (s, 1C, C6), 148.5 (s,
1C, C2’), 148.3 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 144.6 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.5 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.4 (s, 1C, Ca’),
139.5 (s, 1C, Cg’), 138.5 (s, 1C, C4), 138.3 (s, 1C, C4), 134.4 (s, 1C, Cb’), 131.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 131.4 (s,
1C, Cf), 129.8 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.4 (s, 1C, Ce), 125.2 (s, 1C, C3’), 124.82 (s, 1C, Cc), 124.77 (s, 1C, Cc),
124.7 (s, 1C, Cd’), 123.9 (s, 1C, C5), 123.8 (s, 1C, Ce’), 123.7 (s, 1C, C5), 122.0 (s, 1C, Cd), 121.9 (s,
1C, Cd), 119.8 (s, 1C, C3), 119.4 (s, 1C, C3), 116.3 (s, 1C, Cf’), 113.6 (s, 1C, Cc’) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm1
) selected bands: 3362 (w, νN-Hasociado), 3110-3034 (w, νC=CH), 1607-1581 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1477 (s),
1460 (w, νC=N), 1413 (s), 1268 (m), 1228 (m) 1160 (m, νC-C), 1064-1031-1014 (m, δC-Hip), 828 (vs,
νP-Fsym), 750-730 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m), 553 (vs, νP-Fas), 435-418 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%) = 702 (48)
([M-PF6]+), 501 (22) ([M-PF6-thbzol]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 133 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility:
soluble in DMSO and acetone. Partially soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol and
water.

Synthesis of the ligand N-methyl-thiabendazole, Metbz. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, Cs2CO3 (4.8607
g, 14.92 mmol) was added to a solution of thiabendazole (1.500 g, 7.45 mmol) in DMSO (50 mL).
The mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 90 min under a nitrogen atmosphere. Then methyl iodide
(696 μL, 11.18 mmol) was added and the resulting mixture was stirred for 20 h at room
temperature. The crude product was precipitated with water as a white solid. This solid was
filtered, washed with water (2x10 mL) and dried in a desiccator until constant weigh. Yield: 1.142
g (5.30 mmol, 71%).
Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(Metbz)](PF6), [47]PF6. The synthesis was performed as for [43]PF6 in the
presence of the ligand Metbz (0.0409 g, 0.190 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1002 g, 0.093 mmol)
followed by the addition of NH4PF6 (0.3049 g, 1.87 mmol) to force anion exchange from Cl- to
PF6-. Yield: 114.1 mg (0.133 mmol, 71%). Mr (C33H25N5SPF6Ir) = 860.8442 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
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C33H25N5SPF6Ir (H2O)0.4: C 45.66; H 3.00; N 8.07; S 3.69; Found: C 45.70; H 3.03; N 7.99; S 3.31.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 9.10 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H, H3’), 8.53 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H, H5’),
8.26 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3), 8.18 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.97 – 7.83 (m, 5H, H4, H4, Hc, Hc, Hc’), 7.77
(d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.71 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.37 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 7.17 (t, J = 6.6 Hz,
1H, H5), 7.13 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.06 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, Hd), 7.03 – 6.97 (m, 2H, Hd, He’), 6.94 –
6.86 (m, 2H, He, He), 6.32 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.26 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.12 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H,
Hf’), 4.31 (s, 3H, HNMe) ppm. 19F{1H} NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ -70.2 (d, JF-P = 711.3 Hz,
6F, FPF6) ppm. 31P NMR (162 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 105.7 ((hept, JP-F = 711.3 Hz, 1P, P PF6) ppm.
13 1
C{ H} NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 167.5 (s, 1C, C2), 167.4 (s, 1C, C2), 159.0 (s, 1C, C5’),
150.0 (s, 1C, C6), 149.4 (s, 1C, C6), 149.1 (s, 1C, C2’), 148.9 (s, 1C, Ca), 147.7 (s, 1C, Ca), 145.0 (s,
1C, Cb), 144.9 (s, 1C, Cb), 144.0 (s, 1C, Ca’), 139.1 (s, 1C, Cg’), 138.9 (s, 1C, C4), 138.8 (s, 1C, C4),
136.5 (s, 1C, Cb’), 132.1 (s, 1C, Cf), 131.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 130.3 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.9 (s, 1C, Ce), 126.6 (s, 1C,
C3’), 125.2 (s, 1C, Cc), 125.1 (s, 2C, Cc, Cd’), 124.6 (s, 1C, Ce’), 124.12 (s, 1C, C5), 124.06 (s, 1C, C5),
122.5 (s, 1C, Cd), 122.4 (s, 1C, Cd), 120.2 (s, 1C, C3), 119.9 (s, 1C, C3), 116.9 (s, 1C, Cf’), 112.7 (s, 1C,
Cc’), 32.6 (s, 1C, CNMe) ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3036 (w, νC=CH), 1606-1580 (m, νC=C
+ C-N), 1476 (s), 1437 (m, νC=N), 1413 (m), 1267 (m), 1225 (m) 1160 (m, νC-C), 1063-1030-1011 (m,
δC-Hip), 833 (vs, νP-Fsym), 755-729 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m), 553 (vs, νP-Fas), 418 (m). MS (FAB+): m/z (%)
= 716 (100) ([M-PF6]+), 501 (60) ([M-PF6-NMethbzol]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN): 138
S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in DMSO, acetonitrile and acetone. Partially soluble in
dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol and water.
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CHAPTER 8. Ir(III) BIS-CYCLOMETALATED COMPLEXES BEARING
HYDROXYPHENYLBENZAZOLE ANCILLARY LIGANDS: SYNTHESIS,
CHARACTERIZATION
AND
LUMINESCENT
PROPERTIES.
PHOTOCATALYSIS
ABSTRACT:
In
this
chapter a family of 2
1
O2
new biscyclometalated
heteroleptic iridium(III)
[Ir]*
complexes of general
formula
[Ir(κ2-C,N3
O2
ppy)(κ2-N,O-L)] (L =
hpbim, hpbtz) bearing 2phenylpyridinate (as the
cyclometalating ligand)
and
hydroxyphenylbenzazolate derivatives
(as the ancillary ligands) were prepared. The described complexes were completely
characterized and tested as photocatalysts in the oxidation of thioanisole with oxygen.
CONTEXT: As we have already mention in the previous chapter, phosphorescent
biscyclometalated iridium(III) complexes display very interesting photophysical
properties, e.g., high quantum yields, large Stoke’s shifts, long-lived phosphorescence,
modular color-tuning possibilities and good photo-stability. They also work as efficient
photosensitizers in singlet oxygen production. Previous reports have shown that
biscyclometalated Ir(III) complexes with 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)oxazole-based ancillary
ligands exhibit highly efficient phosphorescence.1
On the other hand, organo-sulfoxides are key intermediates in the preparation of
pharmaceuticals and other strategic chemicals, and the selective oxidation of organosulfides to organo-sulfoxides is a fundamental step in the corresponding synthetic
processes.2 Thus, hydroxyphenylbenzazolato derivatives are promising candidates to
photocatalyse these reactions through the activation of triplet oxygen.
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1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.1. Synthesis
The new complexes used in this chapter were synthesised from the iridium chlorobridged dimers [Ir(C^N)2(μ-Cl)]2 prepared by reaction of IrCl3·nH2O with 2phenylpyridine (ppy), difluorophenylpyridine (dfppy) or p-tolylpyridine (tpy) in a 2etoxiethanol/water mixture (3:1, v/v), as shown in CHAPTER 7.3,4
In the next step, the pro-ligands 2-(2’-hydroxiphenyl)benzimidazole (hpbim-H) and
2-(2’-hydroxiphenyl)benzothiazole (hpbtz-H), gathered in Fig. 1, were refluxed in a
mixture of 2-etoxiethanol/water for 24 h with the dinuclear Ir(III) starting material in the
presence of Na2CO3 to produce the neutral compounds of general formula
[Ir(ppy)2(O^N)] ([48a] and [48b]), where O^N are the ancillary ligands hpbim or hpbtz in
their anionic forms, and ppy is 2-phenylpyridinate (see Fig. 2).5

Fig. 1. Ancillary pro-ligands used in this chapter.

Fig. 2. Schematic synthesis of neutral biscyclometalated Ir(III) complexes.

Moreover, four additional compounds with general formulae [Ir(dfppy)2(O^N)]
([49a] and [49b], dfppy = 2,4-difluorophenylpyridinate, O^N = hpbim or hpbtz), and
[Ir(tpy)2(O^N)] ([50a] and [50b], tpy = p-tolylpyridinate, O^N = hpbim or hpbtz), where
prepared by other members of our group using a similar protocol (see Fig. 2) and have
been used in this thesis to perform a wider catalysts screening in the photooxidation of
thioanisole (vide infra). Hence, the preparation of complexes [49x] and [50x] is not
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reported in this chapter of the thesis but elsewhere (TFM by Larry Danilo Aguirre and
TFG by Leticia Berlanga).
Complex [48b] had already been reported in the literature as a Hg2+ and histidine
sensor.5,6,7
All the complexes were isolated in moderate yields (63% to 68%) as the
corresponding racemates (ΔIr or ΛIr) in the form of green, yellow or orange powders.

1.2. Characterization
All the complexes have been fully characterised by NMR spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy, positive fast atom bombardment (FAB+) mass spectrometry, molar
conductivity and elemental analysis. In addition, fluorescence spectroscopy was used to
characterize the luminescent properties of the complexes.
1.2.1. NMR
The 1H NMR spectra of complexes [48a] and [48b] were recorded in DMSO-d6
and THF-d8 at 25 °C. THF-d8 was selected to avoid either decomposition of the complex
or a feasible solvent substitution. It is well established by 1H NMR, that HCl traces from
CDCl3 (or other acid traces) break this kind of complexes, releasing the ancillary ligand
and regenerating the dimeric product.8 Both complexes, [48a] and [48b], show a similar
pattern of signals with two sets of resonances for the inequivalent ppy- ligands (C1
symmetry), and with the exception of a downfield-shifted broad singlet detected at
12.90 ppm in DMSO-d6 and at 11.84 ppm in THF-d8 for complex [48a], undoubtedly
attributed to the NH group. In addition, the signals have been completely assigned on
the basis of triangular interactions through inter-ligand and inter-ring NOE cross peaks
in the NOESY spectra (see Fig. 3).
Regarding the 13C{1H} NMR spectra, only a quality spectrum was obtained for
complex [48b] in THF-d8. The signals were completely assigned with the support of the
2D experiments HSQC and HMBC. The most deshielded peak, at 170 ppm, was attributed
to the quaternary carbons Ca’ and Cg’, immediately followed by C2 and C2, appearing at
169.9 and 169.4 ppm. Curiously, the carbon atoms directly attached to the iridium
centre (Ca) appeared at 152.5 and 150.1 ppm.
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Fig. 3. Representation of inter-ligand and inter-ring NOE cross peaks in the structure of [48b], showing the
triangular interactions (up).

1.2.2. Mass Spectra
The FAB+ and ESI-MS mass spectra of the complexes exhibit characteristic sets of
peaks in agreement with the isotopic distribution patterns expected for Ir fragments,
among which stand out two peaks: the molecular ion [M]+ and the [M-(O^N)]+ fragment.
The latter peak is identical for both Ir(III) complexes, since both bear the same
biscyclometalated ligand. In particular, m/z [M-(O^N)]+ = 501 (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. FAB+ mass spectra of complex [48a].
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1.2.3. IR Spectra
Infrared spectra confirm the presence of characteristic peaks for the normal
vibrational modes of the corresponding rings νC=N, νC=C, δCHip and δCHoop, besides νC-O for
hydroxyphenylbenzazolate ligands and νC=S for the benzothiazolate moiety (see Table 1).
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1. Characteristic IR bands for complexes [48a] and [48b].
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[48a]
3054
1604-1583
1480
1139
1059-1030
806-791
752-737-729

360

380

400

420

440

460

480

[48b]
3039
1603-1580
1475
1148
1056-1029-970
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750-738-728
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520

540

560
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m/z
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660
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1.2.4. Molar Conductivity
Molar conductivity (ΛM) values were measured in acetonitrile (10-3 M). The low
conductivity values (3.9 S·cm2·mol-1 for [48a] and 6.2 S·cm2·mol-1 for [48b]) illustrate the
non-electrolyte nature of the complexes.9
1.2.5. Elemental Analysis
Elemental analyses were performed for all complexes. As previously
commented, this kind of complexes tend to enclose some water in their structures.

1.3. Photophysical Properties
The photophysical properties of these derivatives were determined by Mª del
Carmen Carrión Núñez from the group of Félix A. Jalón and Blanca R. Manzano
(University of Castilla La Mancha, Ciudad Real).
UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy
The electronic absorption spectra of complexes [48a], [48b], [49a], [49b], [50a] and
[50b] were recorded in deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-5 M) at 25 °C. All complexes
exhibit intense high-energy bands below 300 nm, assigned to the spin-allowed singlet
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ligand centered transitions (1LC) (1π  π*) in the cyclometalated ligand (C^N) and the
ancillary ligand (N^O). Lower intensity bands and shoulders above 350 nm are assigned
to spin-allowed singlet-to-singlet metal to ligand charge transfer transitions (1MLCT).
The less intense absorption bands (≈ 450 nm) are attributed to spin-forbidden singletto-triplet metal to ligand charge transfer transitions (3MLCT) (dπ(Ir)  π*(C^N and
N^O)), spin forbidden ligand-to-ligand charge transfer transitions (3LLCT) (3πligandN^O
π*ligandC^N or vice versa) and triplet ligand centered transitions (3LC) (3π-π*). d-d
transitions are usually not observed because of the overlapping with the far more
intense MLCT or LLCT transitions.10,11
5
4,5
[48a]

ε×10-4 (M-1cm-1)

4

[48b]

3,5

[49a]

3

[49b]

2,5

[50a]

2

[50b]

1,5
1
0,5
0
250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Wavelength (nm)
Fig. 5. Overlaid UV-vis absorption spectra of complexes [48a]-[50a] and [48b]-[50b] in deoxygenated acetonitrile
(10-5 M) at 25 °C.

Apart from the above-mentioned features common to all the complexes, some
differences are found in the absorption spectra of these derivatives depending on the
ancillary ligand. In particular, complexes with hpbim, [48a], [49a] and [50a], exhibit
relative maxima between 350-390 nm (9240 <  < 11270 M-1·cm-1) and then a
pronounced drop in the absorption, whereas complexes with hpbtz, [48b], [49b] and
[50b], lack relative maxima in this range but display a more extended absorption that
introduces itself well into the visible range (λ > 450 nm with  > 6000 M-1·cm-1) (see Fig.
5).
Emission spectroscopy
The emission spectra were recorded in deoxygenated acetonitrile at room
temperature (25 °C). The emission spectra of the above-mentioned complexes (see Fig.
6) show broad and unstructured bands, indicating an important contribution of the
3MLCT transitions to the emitting triplet (T ). The emission maxima ranged from 512 to
1
607 nm for complexes bearing hpbim [48a]-[50a], which show light colours from cyan
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to green (512-533 nm), and from 580 to 607 nm for complexes with hpbtz, [48b]-[50b],
which exhibit light colors from yellow to orange.

Normalized emission intensity (a. u.)

1
[48a]
[48b]
[49a]
[49b]
[50a]
[50b]

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
450

500

550

600
Wavelength (nm)

650

700

750

Fig. 6. Overlaid emission spectra of complexes [48a] (λexc = 420 nm), [48b] (λexc = 469 nm), [49a] (λexc = 399 nm),
[49b] (λexc = 469 nm), [50a] (λexc = 399 nm) and [50b] (λexc = 451 nm) in deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-4 M) at 25
°C.
Table 2. Photophysical properties of complexes [48a]-[50a] and [48b]-[50b] and the ancillary ligands (hpbim and
hpbtz) in deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-4 M) at 25 °C.

a

Compound

λexc (nm)

λem (nm)

Δλ (nm)a

Φ

τ (ns)

hpbim

338

457 (blue)

119

0.63

-

hpbtz

311

363 (UV)

52

0.002

-

[48a]

420

533 (green)

113

0.95

1134

[48b]

469

605 (orange)

136

0.11

-

[49a]

399

527 (green)

128

0.75

-

[49b]

469

607 (orange)

138

0.09

-

[50a]

399

512 (cyan)

113

0.85

-

[50b]

451

580 (yellow)

129

0.30

-

Δλ = Stokes shift.

Table 2 gathers the photophysical properties of the complexes. Thus, complexes
with hpbtz undergo a red-shift (Δλem = 68-80 nm) with regard to those bearing hpbim.
Furthermore, changes in the C^N ligand also affect, although to a lesser extent, to the
emission colour. The methyl group on the tpy ligand hardly affects the emission (5 nm
blue-shift comparing [48a] and [49a], and 2 nm red-shift comparing [48b] and [49b]).
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However, the F atoms on the dfppy ligand shifts the emission to the blue (20 nm
comparing [48a] with [50a] and 25 nm comparing [48b] with [50b]). The
photoluminescent quantum yields (PLQY) of complexes [48a]-[50a] are very high (0.750.95), while those of complexes [48b]-[50b] are considerably lower (0.09-0.30). Low
luminescence of red-shifted complexes has been previously reported in some papers by
H. Bolink and coworkers.12,13

1.4. Theoretical Calculations
The DFT calculations were performed by Pr. José Vicente Cuevas Vicario, in order to
better understand the nature of the optoelectronic properties, in relation with both the
C^N an O^N ligands. These calculations were performed at the B3LYP/(631G*/LANL2DZ)14,15,16 level on the [Ir(C^N)2(N^O)] complexes including solvent effects
(CH3CN).
Fig. 7 displays the molecular orbital representation calculated for the highestoccupied and lowest-unoccupied molecular orbitals of [48a] and [48b]. In these
complexes the HOMO is composed of a mixture of Ir(III) dπ orbitals (t2g) and π orbitals of
the phenoxy fragment of the (N^O) ligand17 which is in contrast with the calculated
composition for the HOMO of the well-known bis-cyclometalated iridium complexes
with diimine or bpy type ligands. In the latter case, the HOMO is composed of a mixture
of Ir(III) dπ orbitals (t2g) and π orbitals of the cyclometalating ligands.18,19,20,21 Moreover,
significant differences were found in the LUMOs of [48a] and [48b]. While in complex
[48a] the LUMO is composed by π* orbitals of the cyclometalating ligands, in complex
[48b] the LUMO is composed by π* orbitals of the ancillary ligand (the topology of this
molecular orbital is almost the same as that for the LUMO in the free ligand). The
topology of both the LUMO and the LUMO +1 in compound [48a] are very similar to the
LUMO+1 and the LUMO+2 in compound [48b] (all of them mainly located in the
cyclometalating ligands). In addition, the topology of the LUMO of complex [48b] is
analogous to the LUMO+2 of complex [48a] (in both cases these molecular orbitals
correspond to the π* LUMO of the ancillary ligands). This change in order of the energy
levels of the unoccupied molecular orbitals is due to the strong stabilization (0.5 eV) of
the ancillary ligand π* MO as we move from [48a] (LUMO+2) to [48b] (LUMO) and could
be explained as a result of the poorer overlapping ability of the 3p orbital in the S atom
(hpbtz) compared to the 2p orbital of N in hpbim. Consequently, the energy gap is
smaller for [48b] (3.36 eV) than for [48a] (3.48 eV).
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[48a]

[48a]

[48b]

[48b]

Fig. 7. Schematic representation showing the frontier molecular orbitals for [48a] and [48b] and their calculated
energies.

Usually, it is not possible to establish a direct correlation between the HOMO-LUMO
gap and the emission energy. Thus, to investigate the nature of the emitting excited
state, the low-lying singlet and triplet states of the complexes [48x], [49x] and [50x]
were calculated at the optimized geometries of the ground state (S0) using the timedependent DFT (TD-DFT) approach. Table 3 summarizes the vertical excitation energies
calculated for the first two singlets and three triplets, together with their molecular
orbital description and electronic nature. For complex [48a], TD-DFT calculations predict
that the two first singlet states are transitions HOMO  LUMO and HOMO  LUMO+1
with oscillator strength values of 0.0080 and 0.0194 respectively. On the basis of these
values, it will be logical to conclude that the transition from the ground state (S0) to the
second singlet excited state (S2) (i.e., S0  S2) is the most dominant, since the calculated
energy of this transition (2.82 eV, 439.4 nm) is in good agreement with the experimental
value (420 nm). TD-DFT calculations predict the three first triplet states at close energies
for complexes [48a] and [49a] (separated by 0.05 eV and 0.07 eV respectively). In
complex [48a], these triplet states are mainly defined by transitions from the HOMO to
the LUMO, LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 and are described as triplet metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (3MLCT) as well as triplet ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (3LLCT) and ligand
centered (3LC), since both HOMO and LUMO+2 involve the (N^O) ligand with
participation of the Ir core, while LUMO and LUMO+1 involve the (C^N) ligands (see Fig.
7). For complex [49a], the triplet states are mainly defined by a combination of
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transitions from the HOMO or HOMO-1 to the LUMO, LUMO+1 and LUMO+2, and can
be described in a similar way to the triplet states of [48a] but taking into account that
the HOMO-1 has participation of the (O^N) ligand, the (C^N) ligands and the iridium
core. For complex [50a], TD-DFT calculations predict a bigger separation between the
triplet states and the one with smaller energy is defined by a transition from the HOMO
to the LUMO+2 and described as a ligand centered (3LC), since both the HOMO and the
LUMO+2 involve the (O^N) with some metal-to-ligand charge transfer (3MLTC) because
of the participation of the iridium core in the HOMO. For complexes bearing hpbtz as
the ancillary ligand TD-DFT calculations predict a bigger separation between the first
triplet state and the next triplet states (about 0.4 eV), for this reason we only consider
the first triplet state in complexes [48b], [49b] and [50b]. For complexes [48b] and [50b],
the triplet state is mainly defined by a transition from the HOMO to the LUMO and has
a 3LC nature with some 3MLCT character. Finally, for complex [49b] the triplet state is
mainly a transition from the HOMO to the LUMO with a little contribution of a transition
from the HOMO-1 to the LUMO that has a 3LC nature with some 3MLCT and 3LLCT
character.
Table 3. Lowest singlet and triplet excited states calculated at the TD-DFT B3LYP/(6-31G*+LANL2DZ) level for
complexes [48x]-[50x] in acetonitrile solutiona.
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State
[48a]
S1
S2
T1

E(eV)

Monoexcitations

Nature

Description

2.77
2.82
2.58
2.60

T3

2.63

d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  * hpbim
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  * hpbim
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  * hpbim

1

T2

HL (90)
HL+1 (93)
HL (45)
HL+2 (40)
HL+1 (42)
HL+2 (19)
HL+1 (27)
HL+2 (31)

[48b]
S1
S2
T1
T2

2.72
2.86
2.24
2.63

HL (92)
HL+1 (76)
HL (89)
H-1L+1 (16)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + ppy + hpbtz  *ppy

1

T3

2.67

HL+1 (70)
H-1L+2 (17)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + ppy + hpbtz  *ppy

HL+2 (69)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy

HL (91)
HL+1 (94)
HL (29)
HL+2 (56)
H-1L (18)
HL (36)

d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim + *ppy  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy

[49a]
S1
S2
T1

2.81
2.88
2.59

T2

2.63

MLCT/1LLCT
MLCT/1LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LC
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LC
1

LC/1MLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
LC/3MLCT/3LL
CT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
LC/3MLCT/3LL
CT
3
LC/3MLCT
1

MLCT/1LLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
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d(Ir) + hpbim  *hpbim
d(Ir) + hpbim + *ppy  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy

3

1

T3

2.66

HL+2 (19)
H-1L+1 (22)
HL+1 (47)

[49b]
S1
S2
T1

2.69
2.87
2.23

HL (95)
HL+1 (83)
H-1L (15)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz + *ppy  *hpbtz

T2

2.62

HL (85)
H-1L+1 (15)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + ppy + hpbtz  *ppy

HL+1 (70)
H-2L+1 (15)
H-1L+2 (16)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + ppy  *ppy
d(Ir) + ppy + hpbtz  *ppy

HL+2 (69)

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy

T3

2.66

LC/3MLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
LC/1MLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
3
LC/3MLCT/3LL
CT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
LC/3MLCT/3LL
CT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
LC
3
LC/3MLCT/3LL
CT
3
LC/3MLCT

[50a]
S1
S2
T1
T2
T3

2.85
2.90
2.62
2.74
2.77

HL (93)
HL+1 (96)
HL+2 (89)
HL (69)
H-1L+1 (21)
HL+1 (71)

d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  * hpbim
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy
d(Ir) + ppy  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbim  *ppy

1

[50b]
S1

2.78
2.88

T1
T2

2.34
2.71

T3

2.75

d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *hpbtz
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy
d(Ir) + *hpbtz + ppy  *ppy
d(Ir) + hpbtz  *ppy

1

S2

HL (85)
HL+1 (15)
HL+1 (28)
HL+2 (72)
HL (90)
HL+1 (76)
H-1L+1 (15)
HL+2 (75)

MLCT/1LLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
LC/1MLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
1
MLCT/1LLCT
3
LC/3MLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT
3
MLCT/3LLCT

a

Vertical excitation energies (E), dominant monoexcitations with contributions (within parentheses) of
>15%, the nature of the electronic transition, and the description of the excited state are summarized.

The theoretically calculated emission energy values were not in good agreement
with the experimental values in the photophysical experiments, although they follow
the same tendency. Compounds with hpbim as the ancillary ligand have higher energetic
triplet states than the homologous complexes with hpbtz (see energy of triplet states of
complexes a and b in Table 3), and experimentally, complexes with the ancillary ligand
hpbim have the emission at lower wavelength than complexes with hpbtz. In order to
obtain more information about the system, the lowest triplet states of these complexes
were located by optimizing their geometries using the spin-unrestricted DFT approach.
After full-geometry relaxation the estimated emission energy was calculated as the
vertical energy difference between these triplet states and the singlet states, obtaining
closer values to those measured experimentally (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Difference of energy between the optimized triplet state (Topt) and the singlet ground state (S0) and
comparison with the experimental emission values.

Compound
[48a]

Theoretical emission
Dif. Topt-S0 (eV; nm)
2.46; 504.4

Experimental emission
(nm)
533

[48b]

2.09; 594.4

605

[49a]

2.48; 499.5

527

[49b]

2.07; 597.9

607

[50a]

2.48; 499.8

512

[50b]

2.12; 585.0

580

1.5. Oxygen-Sensitive Photoluminescence
The O2-sensitive photoluminescence of bis-cyclometalated iridium(III) complexes
has been widely described in the literature.22,23,24 Triplet oxygen (3O2) is a potent
quencher of phosphorescent Ir(III) complexes, which undergo a deactivation of their
excited state through an energy transfer process. This process simultaneously turns
molecular oxygen into singlet oxygen (1O2), an extremely reactive species, able to oxidize
other molecules. This ability was visually probed for complexes [48a], [49a] and [50a],
taking photographs of the deoxygenated solutions in acetonitrile (10-4 M) under UV light
(λexc = 365 nm). When oxygen (air) was left to diffuse into a solution of [48a], [49a] or
[50a] prepared in acetonitrile under nitrogen atmosphere (see Fig. 8-a), a light
quenching was observed after a minute (see Fig. 8-b). After one additional minute of airbubbling, a fast switch off in the emission was detected (see Fig. 8-c). Then, the
photoluminescence was switched on again after deoxygenating the solutions by
bubbling N2 during a minute (see Fig. 8-d). This fact illustrates the reversibility of the
process. Fig. 10 displays the complete process of the photoluminescence decay for [49a]
as a result of O2 diffusion during a period of 2 minutes. Moreover, the comparison of the
photoluminescence emission spectra of complex [49a] in deoxygenated and oxygenated
acetonitrile (10-4 M) at 25 °C shows a dramatic drop in the intensity of the emission band
for the latter (Fig. 9).
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[48a]

[49a]

[50a]

Normalized Emission Intensity (a. u.)

Fig. 8. (a) Photoluminescence under UV light (365 nm) at room temperature of complexes [48a] (samples A, B and
C), [49a] (samples D, E and F) and [50a] (samples G, H and I) in acetonitrile solutions (10-4 M), prepared under N2
atmosphere in glove box. (b) Effect of O2 diffusion (1 min) on samples B, C, E, F and H, I. (c) Total quenching of
luminescence upon O2 bubbling with Pasteur pipette (1 min) on samples B, C, E, F and H, I. (d) Effect of N2
bubbling with Pasteur pipette in glove box (1 min) over samples C, F and I.

1
0,8
[49a]
with
Oxygen
[2a]
with
Oxygen
[49a]
without
Oxygen
[2a] without Oxygen

0,6
0,4
0,2
0
450

550

650

750

 (nm)
Fig. 9. Emission spectra of complex [49a] (λexc = 399 nm) in deoxygenated acetonitrile (10-4 M) at 25 °C and after 5
min of O2 diffusion.
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Fig. 10. Sequence of photographs illustrating the quenching of photoluminescence under UV light (365 nm) for
complex [49a] as a result of O2 diffusion during a period of 2 min.

1.6. Photocatalysis
1.6.1. Oxidation of thioanisole
In order to check the ability of complexes [48a-b], [49a-b] and [50a-b] as
photosensitizers in the formation of singlet oxygen (1O2), we analized experimentally the
catalytic activity of these derivatives in the photooxidation of thioanisole. The substrate,
thioanisole, has been selected, since it has been already used in the literature with other
catalysts2, but also with some Ir(III) complexes.24 All the experiments were performed in
quartz tubes, bubbling 500 mL of air before the irradiation and then proceeding to seal
the tubes. The reaction was followed by 1H NMR before irradiation and 4h, 8h and 12h
after irradiation with an UV lamp (VL-215.BL 2x15W Lamp, λexc = 365 nm), and the
conversion percentage was calculated from the integration peaks of both the aromatic
protons and the methyl group (see Fig. 11).
■
■

▲
▲

Fig. 11. Evolution with time of the 1H NMR spectra in D2O/DMSO-d6 (2:3) at 25 ᵒC of thioanisole (10 mM) in the
presence of [50b] (0.1 % mol) under light irradiation (UV lamp). Signal of thioanisole are labelled as (▲) and
those of methyl phenyl sulfoxide are labelled as (■).
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The conversion percentages are gathered in Fig. 12 and Table 5. The bar graphic
shows a conversion of 96.11 % for complex [50b] after 12 h. Regarding the catalysts
screening, two main effects are observed: (a) ancillary ligand effect, since the conversion
percentages for the photo-oxidation reaction with complexes bearing benzothiazole
([48b], [49b] and [50b]) are higher than those bearing the benzimidazole ([48a], [49a]
and [50a]); (b) cyclometalating ligand effect, since complexes with dfppy work better
than those bearing ppy, and the latter better in turn than those with ptpy. Furthermore,
three control experiments were performed in order to clarify the nature of the photooxidation process:






Control experiment 1 was performed in the presence of NaN3, a singlet oxygen
quencher,25,26 and in the presence of [48b] providing a very low conversion (<
3.7 % after 12 h.). This result suggests that the photo-oxidation of thioanisole in
the presence of dioxygen is necessarily mediated by 1O2.
Control experiment 2 was performed without light and in the presence of [48b].
In this case, no conversion was detected at all, insinuating that the formation of
1O is not possible in the absence of light.
2
Control experiment 3 was carried out without catalyst but in the presence of UV
light. In these conditions, unexpectedly the reaction proceeded to some degree
(58 % after 12 h.), which proves that the formation of 1O2 is promoted by UV light
(365 nm) even in the absence of metal catalysts, though some of the Ir(III) photosensitizers cooperate in the activation of 3O2 to 1O2.(1)

Table 5. Percentage of conversion of thioanisole. Control 1 is the experiment performed with sodium azide and a
catalyst, control 2 the experiment performed in the absence of light and control 3 is the experiment carried out
without catalyst.

[48a]
[48b]
[49a]
[49b]
[50a]
[50b]
Control 1
([48b]+NaN3)
Control 2 (no light)
Control 3 (no cat.)

(1)

0h
0
0
0
0
0
0

4h
27,13
27,87
20,70
23,86
21,75
41,06

8h
54,13
48,60
38,63
42,50
42,92
66,16

12h
81,68
80,00
59,07
73,97
77,62
96,11

0

0,78

1,56

3,66

0
0

0,00
4,83

0,00
22,32

0,00
55,10

The literature results states that no conversion is obtained in the absence of catalyst. 24
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0h

% conversion

100

4h

80

8h

60
12h

40
20
0h

0

4h

12h
8h

Time (h)

Catalyst

Fig. 12. Percentage of conversion of thioanisole. The bars present the amount of mehtylphenyl sulfoxide
measured by 1H NMR at different irradiation times.

Mechanism of the photooxidation reaction
According to the literature, we tentatively propose the following mechanism for
the photooxidation of thioanisole with O2 in the presence of the Ir(III) complexes as
photo-sensitizers: upon irradiation with a UV light lamp (VL-215.BL 2x15W Lamp, λexc =
365 nm), the Ir(III) photosensitizer (Ir-PS) in the ground state (S0) is excited to higher
energy singlet states (Sn) and then decays to the lowest energy excited singlet state (S1).
Next, the (Ir-PS) may undergo intersystem crossing from the S1 state to the lowest
energy excited triplet state (T1). Finally, 3O2 quenches the T1 of the sensitizer via an
energy transfer process to produce 1O2, which is the actual oxidant species taking part
in the oxidation of thioanisole (see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Mechanism for the [48a]-catalyzed photooxidation of thioanisole with 1O2
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1.7. pH-dependent Photoluminescence and Reactivity of [48a]
Some papers have reported the ability of polypiridine complexes to be sensitive to
pH changes.27,28 Since the ancillary ligand of complex [48a] possesses a N-H group, the
behaviour of this moiety was explored against pH changes visually and by 1H NMR. When
NaOH (3 μL 0.5 M in D2O) was added to a solution of [48a] in water (5·10-5 M), the colour
of the emission under UV irradiation (365 nm) changed from green to orange. On the
other hand, when a solution of [48a] in water (5·10-5 M) was acidified with HCl (1 M in
D2O, 3 μL) the colour of the emission changed from green to blue (see Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Pictures of aqueous solutions of [48a] (5·10-5 M) (a) under visible light and (b) irradiated with UV light (λ =
365 nm). Photos taken by José García Calvo (Organic Chemistry, UBU).

Hc’

H3’

H3’

Hc’

Hd’

Hd’

He’

He’

Hf’

Hf’

Fig. 15. Aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectrum: (a) for [48a] in DMSO-d6 (4 mM) at 25 °C, (b-f) for the evolution
over time after the addition of NaOH (0.5 M in D2O, 3 µL), (g-i) after addition of DCl (1 M in D2O, 3 µL), (j) for
[Ir(ppy)2Cl(DMSO-d6)] in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C.

The acid-base equilibrium was monitored by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 at 25 °C. Thus,
aliquots of a solution of NaOH (0.5 M in D2O) were added to a solution of [48a] (4 mM,
0.5 mL) in DMSO-d6. After the addition of 1.4 µL, the evolution was monitored during 30
min. The downfield-shifted signal of the NH group disappeared and most of the peaks
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slightly shifted, with the broadening of some of the signals, suggesting a fast equilibrium
between two species, [48a] and its conjugated base [48a’]-. A new spectrum was
recorded after the addition of an excess of NaOH (0.5 M, final volume = 3 µL) and after
24 h. The resulting spectrum showed one set of narrow signals assigned to the
deprotonated complex [48a’]- (see Fig. 16), whose emission colour is orange.
Furthermore, the shift and broadening of the resonances was more accused for those
hydrogen atoms closed to the NH such as H3’ and Hc’, in agreement with the abovementioned deprotonation process (see Fig. 15 a-f).
Then, DCl (1 M in D2O, 3 µL) was added in two portions and several spectra were
recorded. They finally showed a mixture between the non-emissive complex
[Ir(ppy)2Cl(DMSO-d6)] and the blue-emissive free pro-ligand hpbim-H (see Fig. 15 g-i).
Thus, the following acid-base equilibria were proposed to explain the latter observations
(see Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. (a) Acid-base equilibrium for complex [48a] and (b) pictures of the different complexes and molecules as a
function of the pH under visible light.

2. CONCLUSIONS/CONCLUDING REMARKS
-
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A family of 6 new complexes have been synthesised and completely
characterised (4 of them by colleagues in the group).
The luminescent properties of the new derivatives have been experimentally
determined.
All the complexes show oxygen-sensitive phosphorescence.
The complexes have been tested as photocatalysts in the oxidation of thioanisole
by 1O2 with good conversion values.
Structure-luminescence-photocatalytic activity relationships have been
established.
Theoretical calculations have successfully confirmed the tendency of the
emission wavelength for the complexes.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(hpbim)], [48a]. In a 100 mL Schlenk flask, the pro-ligand hpbim
(0.0488 g, 0.232 mmol) was added to a solution of [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.0999 g, 0.093 mmol)
in a mixture of 2-etoxiethanol/water (1:1 14 mL). Na2CO3 (0.0410 g, 0.387 mmol) was
added as the base, and the mixture was stirred at 110 °C for 24 h and under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The solid was filtered and washed with diethyl ether and acetone. The
resulting yellow powder was dried under vacuum. Yield: 90.0 mg (0.117 mmol, 68%). Mr
(C35H25N4OIr) = 709.8287 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for C35H25N4OIr·(H2O)1.3: C 57.33; H 3.79; N
7.64; Found: C 57.30; H 3.65; N 7.88. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 12.90 (s, 1H,
HN-H), 8.80 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H, H6), 8.09 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H, H3, H3), 8.02 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H,
H6), 7.83 – 7.72 (m, 4H, H4, H4, Hc, H3’), 7.69 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.36 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H,
Hc’), 7.19 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.02 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H, H5), 6.96 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H, H5’, Hd’),
6.84 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.80 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, Hd), 6.65 (q, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H, He, He), 6.53
(t, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, He’), 6.45 – 6.34 (m, 2H, H6’, H4’), 6.30 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.18 (d, J =
8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf’), 5.97 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, THF-d8, 25 °C) δ 11.84
(s, 1H, HN-H), 8.98 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 8.13 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1H), 7.90 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.89
(d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.69 – 7.58 (m, 3H), 7.55 (dd, J = 7.7, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.9
Hz, 1H), 7.26 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.01 (ddd, J = 7.1, 5.7, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 6.95 – 6.86 (m, 2H),
6.82 – 6.76 (m, 2H), 6.75 – 6.69 (m, 1H), 6.63 – 6.53 (m, 3H), 6.47 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 6.37
(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.28 (ddd, J = 8.0, 6.8, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 6.06 (dd, J = 7.5, 1.1 Hz, 1H) ppm.
FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3054 (w, νC=CH), 1604-1583 (s, νC=C + C-N), 1551 (m), 1480
(s, νC=N), 1440 (m), 1422 (m), 1310 (s), 1254 (s), 1161 (w, νC-C), 1139 (s, νC-O), 1059-1030
(m, δC-Hip), 864 (m), 806-791 (w, δC-C), 752-737-729 (vs, δC-Hoop), 630 (m), 519 (s). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 711 (12) ([M+H]+), 501 (11) ([M-hpbim]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN):
3.9 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dimethylsulfoxide, methanol and acetone. Partially
soluble in dichloromethane and tetrahydrofurane.
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Synthesis of [Ir(ppy)2(hpbtz)], [48b]. The synthesis was performed as for [48a] in the
presence of the ligand hpbtz (0.0530 g, 0.233 mmol) and [Ir(ppy)2Cl]2 (0.1001 g, 0.093
mmol), followed by the addition of Na2CO3 (0.0498 g, 0.470 mmol). Red powder. Yield:
85.0 mg (0.117 mmol, 63%). Mr (C35H24N3OSIr) = 726.8801 g/mol. Anal. Calcd for
C35H24N3OSIr·(H2O)0.9: C 56.57; H 3.50; N 5.65; S 4.32; Found: C 56.58; H 3.41; N 5.30; S
4.34. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C) δ 8.83 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 8.21 (d, J = 5.4
Hz, 1H, H6), 8.16 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H, H3), 8.10 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.93 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H,
H3’), 7.90 – 7.77 (m, 3H, H4, H4, Hc), 7.69 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.53 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.7 Hz,
1H, Hc’), 7.24 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H, H5), 7.16 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, H4’), 7.08 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, H5),
7.06 – 6.99 (m, 2H, He’, H6’), 6.86 – 6.75 (m, 3H, Hd, Hd, H5’), 6.65 (q, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H, He,
He), 6.37 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 6.33 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H, Hf’), 6.29 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 5.83
(d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, THF-d8, 25 °C) δ 9.01 (dd, J = 5.8, 0.8 Hz,
1H, H6), 8.25 (dd, J = 5.8, 0.8 Hz, 1H, H6), 7.96 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H, H3), 7.91 (d, J = 8.0 Hz,
1H, H3), 7.75 – 7.62 (m, 4H, H4, H4, Hc, H3’), 7.54 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H, Hc), 7.49 (dd, J = 8.1,
1.6 Hz, 1H, Hc’), 7.21 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H, H6’), 7.06 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, H4’, H5), 6.95 (td, J =
7.9, 1.1 Hz, 1H, He’), 6.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H5), 6.75 (ddt, J = 11.1, 10.3, 6.7 Hz, 3H, Hd,
Hd, H5’), 6.58 (dt, J = 15.5, 7.4 Hz, 2H, He, He), 6.44 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hf), 6.40 (d, J = 8.5
Hz, 1H, Hf’), 6.26 (td, J = 7.5, 0.6 Hz, 1H, Hd’), 5.93 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, Hf) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR
(101 MHz, THF-d8, 25 °C) δ 170.0 (s, 2C, Ca’, Cg’), 169.6 (s, 1C, C2), 169.4 (s, 1C, C2), 155.4
(s, 1C, C1’), 152.5 (s, 1C, Ca), 151.2 (s, 1C, C6), 150.2 (s, 1C, C6), 150.1 (s, 1C, Ca), 146.1 (s,
1C, Cb), 145.4 (s, 1C, Cb), 138.0 (s, 1C, C4), 137.7 (s, 1C, C4), 134.7 (s, 1C, Cf), 133.9 (s, 1C,
Ce’), 133.1 (s, 1C, C2’), 131.9 (s, 1C, Cf), 131.3 (s, 1C, Cc’), 129.9 (s, 1C, Ce), 129.4 (s, 1C, Ce),
126.7 (s, 1C, C5’), 125.9 (s, 1C, Cb’), 125.7 (s, 1C, Cc), 125.2 (s, 1C, C4’), 124.3 (s, 1C, Cc),
123.9 (s, 1C, C6’), 122.5 (s, 1C, C5), 122.1 (s, 1C, C5), 121.8 (s, 1C, C3’), 121.7 (s, 1C, Cd),
121.1 (s, 1C, Cf’), 120.8 (s, 1C, Cd), 119.5 (s, 1C, C3), 119.3 (s, 1C, C3), 114.5 (s, 1C, Cd’)
ppm. FT-IR (ATR, cm-1) selected bands: 3039 (w, νC=CH), 1603-1580 (m, νC=C + C-N), 1475 (s,
νC=N), 1454 (m), 1413 (s), 1346 (m), 1194 (s, νC=S), 1148 (s, νC-O), 1056-1029-970 (m, δCHip), 831 (m), 791 (w, δC-C), 750-738-728 (vs, δC-Hoop), 629 (m), 563-545 (m), 420 (m). MS
(FAB+): m/z (%) = 728 (25) ([M+H]+), 501 (36) ([M-hpbtz]+). Molar Conductivity (CH3CN):
6.2 S·cm2·mol-1. Solubility: soluble in dichloromethane, chloroform, dimethylsulfoxide
and tetrahydrofurane. Partially soluble in methanol, acetone and water.
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ANNEX ii

ANNEX ii
Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for [46](PF6)·and [47](PF6).

[46]PF6

[47]PF6

Empirical formula

C32H23F6IrN5PS

C33H25F6IrN5PS

Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Wavelength (Å)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
Volume (Å3)
Z
Density (calculated)
(g/cm3)
Absorption coefficient
(mm-1)
F(000)
Crystal size (mm3)
Theta range for data
collection (°)
Index ranges

846.78
290(2)
0.71073
Orthorhombic
Pbca
10.4654(12)
17.1582(19)
32.605(4)
90
90
90
5854.8(11)
8
1.921

860.81
173(2)
0.71073
Orthorhombic
Pbca
10.9995(14)
16.694(2)
33.686(4)
90
90
90
6185.5(13)
8
1.849

4.759

4.507

3296
0.510 x 0.220 x 0.110
2.313 to 28.219

3360
0.12 x 0.11 x 0.08
2.211 to 28.051

-13≤h≤13, -22≤k≤21, 41≤l≤43
64069
6974 [R(int) = 0.1226]
100.0 %

-14≤h≤14, -21≤k≤21, 42≤l≤43
67392
7273 [R(int) = 0.1159]
100.0 %

Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Completeness to theta =
25.00°
Absorption correction
Max. and min.
transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints /
parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and
hole, e·Å-3

Semi-empirical from
equivalents
0.7457 and 0.4133
Full-matrix least-squares
on F2
6974 / 0 / 419

Full-matrix least-squares
on F2
7273 / 0 / 425

0.944
R1 = 0.0334, wR2 = 0.0705

0.814
R1 = 0.0333, wR2 = 0.0694

R1 = 0.0485, wR2 = 0.0737
2.174 and -1.696

R1 = 0.0547, wR2 = 0.0731
2.220 and -1.362
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GLOSARY

GLOSARY
Pharmacophore

Anthelmintic
Antineoplastic
Apoptosis

Necrosis

Carcinostatic
Homeostatic
balance

Oligonucleotide
Diastereotopic
groups

A special arrangement of particular functionalities that are
common to more than one drug and form the basis of the
biological activity. The pharmacophore is responsible for the
target binding.1
Anthelmintics are drugs that are used to treat infections with
parasitic worms.2
Acting to prevent, inhibit or halt the development of a neoplasm
(a tumor).3
Programmed cell death.1 A cell that undergoes apoptosis dies
neatly, without damaging its neighbors. The cell shrinks and
condenses. The cytoskeleton collapses, the nuclear envelope
disassembles, and the nuclear DNA breaks up into fragments.
Most importantly, the cell surface is altered, displaying
properties that cause the dying cell to be rapidly phagocytosed,
either by a neighboring cell or by a macrophage, before any
leakage of its contents occurs. This not only avoids the damaging
consequences of cell necrosis but also allows the organic
components of the dead cell to be recycled by the cell that
ingests it.4
Cell death in response to an acute insult such as trauma or a lack
of blood supply. Necrotic cells swell and burst, spilling their
contents over the neighbours and eliciting an inflammatory
response.4
Pertaining to slowing or stopping the growth of cancer.5
Biological systems maintain relatively constant conditions in the
internal environment while continuously interacting with and
adjusting to changes originating within or outside the system.
There are thousands of homeostatic control systems within the
body; some of these systems operate within the cell and others
operate within an aggregate of cells (organs) to control the
complex interrelationships among the various organs.6
Short segment of DNA, with only a little number of nucleotides.
The nucleotides are the building blocks of the DNA and RNA.
Two identical atoms or groups attached to the same atom in a chiral
molecule, which upon replacement of one of them with a
different group create a new molecule that possess
diastereomers. The reason is that the addition of another atom
creates a second stereogenic centre. They appear at different
chemical shifts in the NMR spectrum.7,8
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Isotropic
oscillation

Tumour
suppressor p53

Fluorophore

Stereoisomerism

Photobleaching
Spin-orbit
coupling (SOC)
Luminance (L)
Current density
(J)
Lifetime (t1/2)
Turn-on time (ton)
Total emitted
energy (Etot)

Current efficiency
or efficacy
Power efficiency
(PCE)
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The oscillation method is the most straightforward technique
where the crystal is simply rotated around an axis (the oscillation
axis) that is perpendicular to the X-ray beam.9 Thus, the isotropic
oscillation occurs, when the crystal equally rotates in every
direction.
The tumour suppressor p53 protects the cell against cancer by
inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in response to oncogenic
stress. Some human cancers have point mutations in the gene for
p53 that inactivate its transcriptional activity.10
The part or moiety of a molecule responsible for the emission of
light. They were historically called chromophores, although it
implies the absorption of light, whereas a fluorophore also
implies emission of light.11
Stereoisomers possess the same connectivity of atoms, but differ
in the spatial arrangement of atoms or groups. Examples include
trans- and cis-isomers, and mer- and fac-isomers. If the
stereoisomers are not mirror images of one another, they are
called diastereoisomers. Stereoisomers that are mirror images of
one another are called enantiomers
Photochemical alteration of a dye or a fluorophore molecule such
that it permanently is unable to fluoresce.12
Interaction of a particle's spin with its motion.13
Flux of light emitted by the device, measured in candela per
surface unit (cd·m-2).14
Flux of current through the device, measured in ampere per
surface unit (A·m-2).14
Time to reach half of the maximum luminance.14
Time needed to reach the maximum luminance. It is also used
t100, this is, the time to reach L = 100 cd·m-2.14
It is calculated by integrating the radiant flux of the device vs.
time from t = 0 to t = t1/5. This value is divided by the electrode
area to yield the total emitted energy density (Utot), which allows
devices to have electrodes of different shapes.14
Emitted light per electric flux, measured in candela per ampere
(cd·A-1).14
Flux of light per electric input, measured in lumens per watt
(lm·W-1).14

GLOSARY

External
Quantum
Efficiency (EQE)

The ratio of photons emerging from the device per injected
electrons. EQE is also defined through the equation EQE =
bΦ/2n2, where b is the recombination efficiency (equal to unit
for two ohmic contacts), Φ is the fraction of excitons that decay
radiatively, and n is the refractive index of the glass substrate and
is equal to 1.5.14

In the text, the words will appear in bold.
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